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ABSTRACT

Title of Dissertation: Smart Helicopter Rotor with Active Blade Tips

Andreas Paul Friedrich Bernhard, Doctor of Philosophy, February 2000

Dissertation directed by: Professor Chopra

Department of Aerospace Engineering

The smart active blade tip (SABT) rotor is an on-blade rotor vibration re-

duction system, incorporating active blade tips that can be independently pitched

with respect to the main blade.

The active blade tip rotor development included an experimental test program

culminating in a Mach scale hover test, and a parallel development of a coupled,

elastic actuator and rotor blade analysis for preliminary design studies and hover

performance prediction.

The experimental testing focussed on a small scale rotor on a bearingless Bell-

412 hub. The fabricated Mach-scale active-tip rotor has a diameter of 1.524 m,

a blade chord of 76.2 mm and incorporated a 10% span active tip. The nominal

operating speed is 2000 rpm, giving a tip Mach number of 0.47. The blade tips are

driven by a novel piezo-induced bending-torsion coupled actuator beam, located

spanwise in the hollow mid-cell of the main rotor blade.



In hover at 2000 rpm, at 2 deg collective, and for an actuation of 125 Vrms,

the measured blade tip deflection at the first four rotor harmonics is between

±1.7 and ±2.8 deg, increasing to ±5.3 deg at 5/rev with resonant amplification.

The corresponding oscillatory amplitude of the rotor thrust coefficient is between

0.7·10−3 and 1.3·10−3 at the first four rotor harmonics, increasing to 2.1·10−3 at

5/rev.

In general, the experimental blade tip frequency response and corresponding

rotor thrust response are well captured by the analysis. The flexbeam root flap

bending moment is predicted in trend, but is significantly over-estimated.

The blade tips did not deflect as expected at high collective settings, because

of the blade tip shaft locking up in the bearing. This is caused by the high flap

bending moment on the blade tip shaft. Redesign of the blade tip shaft assembly

and bearing support is identified as the primary design improvement for future

research.

The active blade tip rotor was also used as a testbed for the evaluation of an

adaptive neural-network based control algorithm. Effective background vibration

reduction of an intentional 1/rev hover imbalance was demonstrated. The control

algorithm also showed the capability to generate desired multi-frequency control

loads on the hub, based on artificial signal injection into the vibration measure-

ment.

The research program demonstrates the technical feasibility of the active blade

tip concept for vibration reduction and warrants further investigation in terms of

closed loop forward flight tests in the windtunnel and full scale design studies.
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E
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT

The helicopter has developed from the pioneering dreams and successes of Cierva,

Pescara [12], Sikorsky [13], Bell, Piasecki, Kaman, Hiller and other innovators

into the rotary wing workhorse of day-to-day life. The applications range from

life saving medical-evacuation and search-and-rescue, to law enforcement, military

applications, traffic reporting, news and event coverage, short haul commuting

and wildlife management - to name but a few. It is the combined ability of hover

and forward flight that makes rotorcraft undeniably unique and useful. It is this

combination that also gives rise to significant engineering challenges.

Helicopters are characteristically susceptible to high vibratory loads, aerome-

chanical instabilities, high noise levels, poor flight stability and high dynamic

stresses. In contrast to turboprop fixed wing aircraft, where the propeller is in

axial flight, the helicopter main rotor spends a large portion of its operation in

edgewise flight. This aerodynamic environment is non-symmetric, unsteady and

three-dimensional. For example, compressibility effects are experienced on the ad-

vancing disk side, reverse flow and dynamic stall occur on the retreating side and
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a returning wake (with associated blade vortex interactions) is encountered under

certain flight conditions. The complex aerodynamic environment and the dynamic

response of the elastic rotor blades result in large blade vibrations that are filtered

through the hub to the fuselage [14]. In addition to the dominant main rotor vi-

bration, the helicopter is subject to vibrations originating from the transmission,

power-train, rotor/fuselage and rotor/tail-rotor interactional aerodynamics.

The high vibration levels limit helicopter performance and reduce the structural

life of components. This imposes an expensive maintenance burden and raises

reliability concerns. The high vibration (in conjunction with high noise levels)

also leads to pilot fatigue and a poor ride quality. Significant research is presently

dedicated toward realizing the goal of jet-smooth-and-quiet rotary-wing flight,

to improve the cost effectiveness and to achieve wider community acceptance of

rotorcraft.

Traditionally, passive vibration absorbers and isolators are routinely used to

tackle the vibration problem. However, they incur a large weight penalty and

exhibit poor off-design performance, especially considering the wide flight enve-

lope of the helicopter. In order to improve vibration-reduction performance across

the flight envelope, active control strategies need to be considered. Recent de-

velopments in materials and control strategies have opened the door to smart

vibration reduction techniques. These feature adaptive control strategies employ-

ing distributed sensors and actuators that enable performance and ride-quality

improvement over a large variety of flight conditions.

Numerous active control systems have been proposed and to some extent de-

veloped and tested. The two most common rotating-frame, active-rotor concepts

are the active twist rotor and a rotor incorporating trailing edge flaps. An alterna-

tive is to use a segmented rotor blade with active pitching blade-tips for vibration
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control. The attractiveness of the active blade-tip concept is that it operates in

the blade region with the highest dynamic pressure, and has the potential for ef-

fective rotorblade control. The focus of this dissertation is on the development and

experimental evaluation of a rotor with active blade tips for vibration reduction.

1.2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Helicopter vibration encompasses many sources and manifests itself in two forms,

first as undesirable accelerations at crew and passenger stations and second as

oscillatory stresses in structural components and on-board equipment and elec-

tronics. Large, multi-axis and multi-frequency vibrations make it hard to read

the instruments, hard to aim targeting sights (for cameras and weapons systems)

and have a pronounced physiological effect on humans (who also respond to these

excitations as dynamic systems).

Reducing acceleration levels at crew stations and passenger seats is complicated

by the fact that the accelerations comprise translational and rotational accelera-

tions in all three axes and at multiple frequencies [15]. High vibration and noise

levels have been recognized as major barriers to public acceptance of rotorcraft

for the short haul commuter transport role [16]. High vibration levels also have

a significant impact on helicopter performance, in terms of maximum speed, load

factor limits, manoeuverability and handling qualities. For example, the maximum

rotor load factor and hence maximum speed is often limited by the vibrations as-

sociated with retreating blade stall and advancing side compressibility effects [17].

In addition, large oscillatory loads negatively impact the fatigue life of structural

components and as a result vibration remains a major source of helicopter main-

tenance costs [18].
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1.2.1 Main Rotor Vibration

Recognizing that helicopter vibration reduction is a major challenge, a very brief

review of the vibration sources is warranted [14, 15, 19, 20]. The main source of

vibration is the main rotor in edgewise flight. As the rotor blade passes around

the azimuth it encounters a once-per-revolution periodic variation in free stream

velocity, because of the superposition of the blade rotational speed and the heli-

copter translational speed. The airloads on the rotorblade are proportional to the

dynamic pressure and hence the square of the free stream speed. The resulting

1/rev and 2/rev variation in dynamic pressure, combined with the 1/rev cyclic

control input required for trimmed flight (and complex rotor wake interactions)

give rise to a combination of steady, 1/rev and higher harmonic air loads. The

multi-harmonic forcing excites the elastic blades (which in turn also affects the

motion dependent air loads). The blade root loads are the sum of the blade aero-

dynamic and inertial loads. The total hub load is the sum of the blade root loads

for all blades. In transferring the loads to the fuselage, the rotor hub acts as a

filter and only the dc forces and forces at multiples of N/rev are transmitted to the

fuselage. It can be shown that only the N/rev and N±1/rev rotating frame loads

contribute to the N/rev fixed frame loads. More specifically, the N/rev thrust and

torque are caused by corresponding N/rev rotating frame loads, whereas the N/rev

rotor drag- and side forces, and pitching- and rolling moments are caused by the

corresponding N±1/rev rotating frame loads [19]. Higher harmonics (pN/rev) are

also transmitted to the fixed frame, however the lower frequency N/rev compo-

nents are dominant. It should be noted that the vibratory hub and control-system

load-amplitudes and higher harmonic content increase dramatically when the ro-

torblade experiences retreating blade stall (under high load factors in forward
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Figure 1.1: Sources of main rotor vibration

flight) and/or advancing side compressibility effects (at high speeds). Figure 1.1

schematically shows the various sources of main rotor vibration.

The filtering of the rotor loads through the hub is strictly true only if the

rotor blades are tracked and the helicopter is in trimmed flight. If the the blades

are not perfectly tracked, the blade to blade dissimilarity will primarily result in a

1/rev vibration transmitted to the fuselage. Secondary sources of vibration include

the aerodynamics of the fuselage, the engine, transmission and drive train, and

interactional aerodynamics between the main rotor and tail rotor and the main

rotor and fuselage. These secondary sources significantly broaden the spectrum

of the fuselage vibration spectrum. In practice the fuselage vibration spectrum

is dominated by the N/rev signature which is the primary target of vibration

reduction.

Main rotor vibration is most pronounced in transition from hover to forward
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flight (advance ratio around 0.1) and in high speed flight. In the transition regime,

the vibration is primarily associated with the interaction of the rotor and its wake.

In this low forward speed condition, low helicopter drag implies a small tip path

plane incidence and hence the wake structure remains concentrated close to the

rotor disk, wherein the blades sweep past the tip vortex of the preceding blades.

The resulting blade vortex interaction (BVI) results in significant hub loads at

the blade passage frequency that are transmitted through to the fixed frame. (In

addition, BVI is a significant rotor noise source.) The effect of BVI is exacerbated

in descent or deceleration where the wake is further compressed close to the plane

of the rotor. At high speed, retreating blade stall and advancing compressibility

effects are the primary sources of blade vibration that is transmitted to the fixed

frame.

Despite over 50 years of attention focussed on vibration prediction and sup-

pression the problem of vibration prediction still has not been completely solved.

In fact, Hansford and Vorwald [21] recently compared the vibratory hub load

predictions of 8 advanced aeroelastic codes with Lynx flight test measurements.

They concluded: “On average, codes are not able to predict vibratory loads to an

accuracy greater than 50% of the Lynx measured loads.” This lack of predictive

capability implies that to date, both passive and active vibration reduction system

typically have to be adjusted and modified based on flight test results. This has

a profound implications on staying within the development schedule and budget

targets. Balke [22] notes that the financial savings in eliminating schedule overruns

is significant. These savings could support a considerable investment in vibration

reduction research and technology development.

Despite the challenges in vibration prediction, large strides have been made

in reducing vibration levels from 0.25 - 0.3 g’s for the S-58 and S-61 of the early
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1960s to 0.1 g for the S-92 at the turn of the millennium [23], while maximum

speed and load factors have increased.

1.2.2 Vibration Reduction Concepts

Traditional vibration reduction devices can be classified in 5 categories [24]: cabin

suppressors, isolators, absorbers, attenuators and excitation reducers. Two addi-

tional concepts may be added to this list: first, rotor/fuselage structural design

optimization for minimum vibration and second, elimination of edgewise flight (for

example the tiltrotor). These approaches maybe thought of as elements in a “long

chain running from the tip of the blades to the cabin seats” [24]. The first four

devices in the above list have one thing in common: they do not rely on detailed

knowledge of aerodynamic excitations and have proven to be effective enough to

warrant their use whenever improvements are required [15]. The choice as to which

is applied should depend on effectiveness, associated weight increase and mainte-

nance problem costs, amongst others. The primary disadvantages of these devices

is the incurred mass penalty and poor off-design performance. Cabin suppressors

and isolation systems are further constrained by the fact that they remain in tune

only within the linear range of the mounting springs and can bottom out during

manoeuvers or transient loads. Hub mounted absorbers have the advantage of

being self tuning (with rpm), however they do incur a larger drag penalty. Struc-

tural design optimization of the fuselage/rotor for minimum vibration is a key

ingredient for a complete vibration reduction package, but is limited in that at

best it represents a compromise between competing design criteria and is limited

further by the fact that it can not be changed once the design is complete and in

production.

The last item in the list, the tiltrotor, of course cannot be viewed as a vibration
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reduction system (that would be the narrow view point of rotorcraft technology

through the eyes of a dynamiscist), but is a rotorcraft that by its very concept

eliminates (to a large extent) the edgewise flight regime, because in forward flight

the rotors are in an axial flow field. Numerous publications have dealt with the

issue of tiltrotors vs. helicopters and the conclusion is that any vision of future

VSTOL aircraft operations will encompass a combination of helicopters for short-

haul, hover intensive missions and tiltrotors/tiltwings for long distance, high speed

missions [25–28]. It needs to be pointed out however, that although the rotors

are tilted forward and are in axial flight there still is an N/rev forcing of the

fuselage [29]. First of all the interaction of the rotor and wing produces a significant

flow field asymmetry, and second the wake of large rotors (compared to similarly

sized fixed wing turboprops) excites the empennage at the blade passage frequency.

It is important to note that in the preceding discussion that “low vibration” in

terms of oscillatory stresses in dynamic and structural components and low vibra-

tion in terms of crew/passenger station accelerations are not necessarily achieved

simultaneously using a given vibration reduction strategy. The reason for this

is that the rotor/fuselage is a coupled elastic structure and low accelerations at

one location do not imply low strains at another location. Consider the simple

example of a vibrating cantilever beam: the maximum acceleration is experienced

at the tip, whereas the maximum oscillatory strains are experienced at the root.

Consequently, the goals of the vibration reduction strategy need to be carefully

evaluated and specified.

1.2.3 Active Vibration Reduction

In the above list of vibration reduction systems, the excitation attenuators refer

to active devices that can be used to achieve greater effectiveness and flexibility
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in vibration reduction, than the other concepts. With suitable adaptive control

algorithms, active vibration control strategies are expected to remain effective

irrespective of flight condition, payload and fuel distribution. This would yield

enormous payoffs in terms reduced vibration flight testing, enhanced life of struc-

tural and dynamic components and thereby lower maintenance requirements and

improved ride quality.

Active vibration reduction systems can be broadly classified into two categories:

fixed frame and rotating frame systems. Active control can be performed in the

fixed frame via active vibration cancellation in the fuselage load paths, known

as active control of structural response (ACSR). This system was developed by

Westland helicopters and has been implemented on the production EH101 [30,31].

In this application, dual point actuators are integrated into four of the composite

struts supporting the main gear box. ACSR has also been tested on an Sikorsky

S-76 [32] and more recently on a Kawasaki Industries BK 117-C [33]. In the latter

implementation, vibration levels were maintained below 0.05 up to 120 knots and

below 0.1 g up 150 knots. The Sikorsky S-92 also features a fixed frame active

vibration system, wherein the cabin is fitted with a set of distributed active inertial

force generators [34], based on successful flight test trials in a UH-60 Blackhawk.

The force generators are adapted from passive tuned absorbers and incorporate

hydraulic actuators, permitting variable frequency tuning.

In contrast to fixed frame strategies, rotating frame vibration control concepts

attack the vibration directly at its source - on the rotorblade. The entire vibration

problem stems from the unsteady airloads acting on the rotorblade. Exciting the

rotorblades generates new unsteady air loads that correctly phased will reduce

the original undesirable hub vibrations. By eliminating the vibratory excitation

at the source it is possible to reduce both the oscillatory loads in the hub and
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the rotor blades, as well as other dynamic components (including pitch links and

swashplate). This opens the door to simultaneously reduce fixed frame vibration

levels and improve fatigue life of dynamic components. In the preceding summary

of main rotor vibration it was indicated that the primary vibration culprits are the

N/rev and N±1/rev rotating frame hub loads. Consequently these are the target

frequencies for vibration reduction in the rotating frame.

The original concept for this rotating frame active control was higher harmonic

control (HHC) which then evolved into individual blade control (IBC).

1.2.4 Higher Harmonic Control and Individual Blade Con-

trol

HHC employs higher harmonic excitation of the fixed frame swashplate to inject

new unsteady airloads in the rotating frame. This excitation is superimposed

on the primary flight control collective and 1/rev cyclic pitch input. HHC is

not limited to swashplate based systems and can be implemented on any cyclic

control system. This concept was proposed on a circulation control rotor as far

back as 1956 [35]. The vibration reduction potential of HHC has subsequently been

extensively investigated both analytically (for example: [36–42] and experimentally

(for example: [43–47]. Typically the higher harmonic pitch inputs required for

vibration reduction are less than 2 deg. Recently, HHC has also been considered

for tiltrotor vibration reduction [29]. With control inputs of less than 1.5 deg, the

wing beam, chord and torsion loads were simultaneously reduced by 85-95 % over

the full range of rotor speeds and tunnel airspeeds. It has also been shown that

HHC can promote blade stall under extreme flight conditions [40].

The major disadvantage of the HHC system is the fact that the blade excitation
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is limited to the frequency domain (pN and pN±1/rev). This precludes the HHC

system from tackling 1/rev vibrations arising from blade dissimilarities and also

precludes 2/rev excitations which impact rotor power and noise [48]. Furthermore,

in order to effectively achieve vibration reduction under transient conditions (gust

response and manoeuvers) time domain control is required rather than frequency

domain control for broad band vibration reduction. HHC is also hamstrung by the

fact that the same fixed frame actuators are used for primary flight control and

active rotor control. The actuators have to be sized for the high primary flight

control loads and simultaneously have to provide sufficient control authority over

the desired actuation bandwidth (at least N/rev potentially higher blade passage

harmonics, pN/rev), resulting in a significant increase in control system mass.

In addition, using the same control system for primary and active flight control

results in accelerated wear of the flight critical primary flight control system.

A natural extension of the HHC concept is the notion of moving the active

pitch control actuators into the rotating frame, essentially creating active pitch

links. This eliminates the frequency restriction and the blades can be excited

individually with any desired input wave form. In this dissertation the term IBC

is restricted to the historical definition of rotating frame control of the blade pitch

of individual blades. Systems using servo flaps to actively twist the blade will be

discussed in Section 1.4.

Ham [49–51] proposed an individual blade control with hydraulic actuators

mounted between the rotating swashplate and pitch horn. The IBC control inputs

thereby are superimposed on the primary collective and cyclic flight controls. The

IBC system considered incorporated a feedback control system based on modal

decomposition of the blade dynamics (using rotating frame sensor measurements).

In another study [52–57], windtunnel and flight test evaluation of an IBC system,
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installed on an Eurocopter BO-105, demonstrated the effectiveness and potential

for vibration reduction. In contrast to the above systems, where the IBC was

introduced between the swashplate and blade pitch horn, Guinn [58] proposed an

individual blade control system that completely eliminated the swashplate and

pitch links. Hydraulic actuators were mounted on the hub and used to provide

both primary collective and cyclic pitch inputs with superimposed IBC control

inputs. The conceptual preliminary design was presented for a Bell-412 helicopter

with the control system designed for military requirements. It was estimated that

eliminating the swashplate and linkages would reduce the control system drag

by 40%. The complete IBC control system (including fixed and rotating frame

components) was also projected to be 15% lighter than that of a conventional

Bell-412 (with suitable modifications for the military control requirements).

IBC research also has been focussed on applications another than vibration

reduction; for example: lag damping augmentation [50], gust alleviation [59], stall

flutter suppression [60] and flight test of BVI noise reduction [57]. Müller et al [48]

present an overview of experimental activity in field of HHC and IBC active rotors.

This reference also explores 2/rev control inputs, which have been demonstrated

to have an impact on rotor power, vibration reduction and noise reduction. The

reason for this is the interharmonic coupling of periodic systems (i.e. a single

harmonic excitation will yield a multi harmonic response).

The primary disadvantage of the IBC concept is the requirement for hydraulic

sliprings to supply hydraulic power to the rotating frame actuators. To date com-

pact, lightweight self-contained hydraulic actuators are not available for stand

alone rotating frame pitch actuation. The hydraulic slipring imposes a significant

reliability and maintenance burden and also poses a challenge for fail-safe or re-

dundant primary rotorcraft control. For a detailed literature survey on HHC and
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IBC the reader is directed to the introduction of Reference [61].

In both HHC and IBC the active control is achieved by dynamic pitching (feath-

ering) of the entire rotor blade. This results in relatively high power requirements,

especially when considering that the inboard section of the rotorblade is not very

active aerodynamically. This results in large power requirements. Significant per-

formance benefits and power reduction may be obtained by using on-blade active

aerodynamic control surfaces (such as trailing edge flaps, leading edge flaps) or by

using active blade twist [62]. Millott and Friedman [62] present a brief overview

of active helicopter vibration reduction approaches including fixed frame active

control of structural response, HHC/IBC and active trailing edge/servo flaps.

The key to on-blade vibration control has been the advent of smart structures,

in particular those incorporating electrically driven piezoceramic materials, ex-

hibiting high energy density and high bandwidth. The on-blade smart systems

open a new domain for vibration control, aeromechanical stability augmentation,

handling qualities enhancement and noise reduction.

1.3 SMART STRUCTURES TECHNOLOGY

Before reviewing active on-blade rotor systems the concept of smart structures

and some of the key technology drives will be discussed. The concept of “smart”

or “intelligent” structures was initially proposed in the late 1980s and early 1990s.

The inspiration for smart structures are intelligent biological systems that are

highly responsive and adaptive to changing environmental conditions. A smart

structure may defined as a structure that incorporates four basic elements: a host

structure, sensors, actuators and a controller. This definition mimics intelligent

biological systems that are characterized by a nervous system (sensor network),
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musculature (distributed actuators) and a brain (signal processing and adaptive

control capability)

Depending on the smart structure application the sensors and actuators may

be localized or highly distributed over the structure. The basic premise of the

operation of smart structure is that the sensing, signal processing and actuation

elements combine to influence the states or characteristics of the structure. For

example, a mechanical smart structure is capable of altering its mechanical states

(position and velocity) and/or its characteristics (damping and stiffness). The

concept of a smart structure is not confined to mechanical structures and can also

be applied to optical systems with adaptive optical parameters, for example. The

key factor in the smart functionality is that the control algorithm embedded in

the signal processing has an on-line adaptive or heuristic learning capability. In

the rotorcraft application, this adaptive functionality would automatically account

for variations in payload, payload distribution, fuel quantity, flight condition and

environmental variations. Furthermore, it is envisioned that such a smart structure

would also be able to detect and suitably respond to non-catastrophic damage.

In a review paper on smart structures for aerospace systems Crawley [63] com-

ments that there are three historical trends evolved to establish the potential

feasibility of smart structures. First is the transition to laminated (composite)

materials, second the exploitation of composite coupling terms, third advances

in microelectronics and fiber optic technology. In conjunction with these three

trends, Crawley identified that the recent advances in the key elements of a smart

structure, viz: the actuators, sensory elements and control methodologies (and

associated architectures) were critical to the evolution and application of smart

structures. In fact, Rogers and Giurgiutiu [64] envision smart structures in which

the active, sensory, signal processing and actuator power supplies are integrally
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embedded with the structure (for example as smart plies in larger composite struc-

ture) to “reduce mass, energy and produce adaptive functionality”. Given such a

vision, it is clear that smart structures employed on a rotor and in the helicopter

fuselage offer the potential for wide ranging advances in aircraft performance, ma-

noeuverability, maintenance requirements and operating cost.

The focus of this research is primarily on the demonstration of the open loop

control authority of a smart rotor with active blade tips. Thus the next section

will present a brief overview of active material and smart actuators for mechanical

systems (at the expense of ignoring the sensors, control algorithm and controller

architecture and hardware implementation elements of the smart structure con-

cept).

1.3.1 Smart Materials

The primary requirement for smart structure actuators is that they must be ca-

pable of being highly distributed and influencing the mechanical states of the

structure [63]. Ideally the actuator would directly convert command inputs into

an induced strain in the structure, thereby enabling the notion of active elastic-

ity. The primary performance criteria are maximum stroke or strain, stiffness,

bandwidth and power density. Secondary parameters include linearity, tempera-

ture sensitivity, strength, density and efficiency. Actuation strains are generated

by a variety of physical phenomena. The most common, yet least controllable

are thermal and moisture absorption induced strains. In contrast piezoelectric-

ity, electrostriction, magnetostriction and the shape effect offer the potential for

effective induced strain actuation. A large variety of materials based on these

phenomena have been developed and continue to evolve as suitable candidates for

smart material applications. It should be noted that in addition to the above that
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other active materials such as electro- and magneto-rheological fluids and a variety

of hybrid systems are being investigated for smart structure applications. For a

detailed comparison and evaluation of smart materials the reader is directed to

Culshaw [65]. It should be noted that traditional electro-magnetic actuators and

hydraulic actuators need not be ignored in the quest for smart material systems.

Depending on the design space these systems can be more effective.

1.3.2 Piezoelectric Materials

The research presented in this thesis uses piezoelectric ceramics, warranting a

closer look at piezoelectric materials. Piezoelectricity is by no means a new phe-

nomenon and refers to the coupled electro-mechanical behaviour of certain crystals

and ceramics. The word piezo derives from the Greek word ”to press” and de-

scribes the fundamental effect that when a force is applied to a piezo element an

electric charge is developed across its faces. The piezo effect was discovered by

the Curie brothers in 1880 [66] and was observed in a variety of crystals including

amongst others quartz, topaz and tourmaline. Of primary interest in the actuator

application is the reverse piezoelectric effect, whereby the crystalline dimensions

change under the application of an external electric field. With the development of

piezoceramics that exhibit higher free strains, piezo elements have become viable

for structural induced strain actuation. The most common form of piezoceramic

used is PZT (lead-zirconate-titanate) and is widely available in the form of sheets,

stacks, tubes and blocks [1]. More recently, PZT has also been developed in fiber

form [67–69]. Figure 1.2 shows the deformation of a piezo sheet element when an

external electric field is applied parallel to the piezo polarity. If the electric field is

applied perpendicular to the poling axis then the piezo element undergoes a shear

deformation (not shown).
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Figure 1.2: Piezo deformation under an electric field parallel to the piezo polarity

One of the attractive features of piezoceramics is that they can be used as

self sensing actuators [70], thereby enhancing the integrated nature of the smart

structure. Furthermore, piezoceramics are attractive because they are electrically

driven, have high bandwidth capability (of the order of kHz) and the potential

for very high power densities. The brittle nature of piezoceramics does however

require careful attention of the electro-mechanical fatigue and fracture character-

istics [71–73]. Detailed information on theory of piezoceramics is presented by

Tiersten [74] and Mason [75] and an overview of currently available piezoceramic

materials and geometries is presented by Near [76]. Piezoceramic bulk material

is characterized by free strains of the order 1000µstrain) and stiffness of the or-

der of 50-90 GPa. Careful configuration of the actuator geometry in conjunction

with amplification/rectification mechanisms are typically required to optimize the

actuator for a particular application.

In sheet form the PZT element uses the d31 effect, i.e. under an applied trans-

verse electric field the PZT sheet will expand or contract in its plane. The piezo

patch elements are isotropic and exhibit a uniform in-plane free strain (ignoring

edge effects, such as shear lag). Typical free strains are of the order +250 to -1000

µstrain (limited by depoling and dielectric breakdown respectively). Short circuit
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stiffness values typically are 50-90 GPa. Sheet or patch PZT elements are conve-

nient for surface bonding or embedding in composite structures and have been used

in many proof-of-concept research activities. The bond layer between the PZT and

the host structure has a significant impact on the strain transfer to the host struc-

ture and the local stress distributions [77, 78]. Piezo elements bonded or excited

non-symmetrically about the structural neutral axis will generate a bending mo-

ment and bending curvature. A number of extensions of this concept exist, for

example the bimorph. This incorporates two piezo sheet elements bonded on either

side of a thin shim. Other configurations use an inherent curvature of the sub-

structure to amplify the force or stroke output, these include the RAINBOW [79],

the THUNDER [80] and the C-block [81] actuators. In addition recently patch

actuators with interdigitated electrodes have become commercially available [82].

These actuators are excited in the d33 mode. In the d33 mode the induced strain

can be 2 - 2.5 times the d31 mode strain. By virtue of the interdigitated electrodes,

the transverse free strains are approximately 60% lower, enhancing uni-directional

actuation (in contrast the monolithic path element in d31 mode exhibits uniform

induced strains in the plane of the element).

Piezoceramics can also be packaged in laminated stacks. In this configuration

each layer is exposed to a transverse electric field and the stack expands/contracts

in the more effective d33 mode. Piezostacks are characterized by small output

displacement and large blockforce capability. Because of the laminated nature

the stacks typically operate only under compressive loads, or require a pre-stress

for tensile loads. Because of the small output displacement stacks initially found

application in nano positioning devices. Combined with suitable mechanical or

hydraulic amplification, piezostacks have found a wide range of application as

general purpose linear actuators. There have been several studies to characterize
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the electro-mechanical behaviour of piezo stacks [83–85]. Mechanical amplification

mechanisms typically fall into two categories: rigid lever/frame amplifiers [86,

87], or elastic flextensional amplifiers [88–90]. An important aspect of piezostack

actuator design is the impact of the amplification mechanism on the actuator

energy and power transfer efficiency and energy density [87,91].

In comparing the piezo coefficients relating induced strain to applied field it is

evident that the highest displacement output is achieved in the d15 shear mode.

For example for PZT-5H d31, d33 and d15 are -274, +593 and +741 pm/V [1].

A segmented torsional tube actuator operating in d15 mode has recently been

developed and tested [92].

In terms of comparing piezo actuation modes it is important to consider the ac-

tuation strain energy capability. The bulk material actuation strain energy density

(which is proportional to elastic stiffness and the square of the free strain), of the

d33 mode is superior to both the d31 and d33 actuation modes. Irrespective of the

actuation mode, once integrated into an actuator system the available actuation

strain energy is reduced because of a variety of losses in the actuator configuration.

or example, the multiple bond layers in a piezo stack typically result in a stiffness

reduction of ???%.

One of the most interesting developments in the field of piezoceramic materials

are piezo fibers [69,93]. This concept was developed and demonstrated by Bent and

Hagood [67]. The attractive feature of this concept is that the piezofibers can be

used to incorporate true active plies within a composite structure. Interdigitated

electrodes placed at the interface between the piezo ply and the adjacent composite

ply supply activation in the d33 mode. Piezo fibers have successfully been used in

the development of an active twist helicopter rotor [7, 94].

The key aspect of designing/selecting a smart material actuator is to ensure a
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good match between the actuator performance capability and application require-

ments. The most important parameters are the force-displacement characteristics,

the bandwidth, power efficiency and mass. The preceding description of piezoce-

ramics and related smart structure actuators is only a very brief overview of the

extensive research and development of smart materials and and actuator systems.

The are several features that make piezoceramics particularly attractive for the

on-blade active rotor application. They are based on electric activation, hence an

electric slipring is required. The electric slipring is major advantage compared to

the hydraulic slip ring required for IBC control, in terms of weight, mechanical

complexity, reliability and maintenance requirements.

1.4 SMART ROTOR SYSTEMS

The stated vision of smart structures is based on highly distributed actuator and

sensor network integrated with the host structure [64, 95]. Both these references

make a subtle distinction between “smart” systems with truly distributed sensing,

actuation and control capabilities and “adaptive” systems that merely incorporate

a few discrete sensors and actuators. An example of the former is a rotorblade

with controllable camber, twist and chord (not necessarily restricted to linear vari-

ations); and an example of the latter, a rotor blade with a single trailing edge flap.

There are fundamental implications in the difference between the two distinctions,

including system integration and control architecture. However, because the ma-

terial and actuator technology for realizing the distributed actuators is not yet

available, for the purpose of this technology review the concept of a smart ro-

tor will also be applied to rotors incorporating discrete actuators and sensors in

conjunction with a suitable adaptive control strategy.
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The notion of smart structures was rapidly integrated into the aerospace field,

where initial focus was on the active vibration control of large space structures [96,

97]. In 1991 Ormiston [98] posed the question: “Can Smart Materials make he-

licopters better?” A number of subsequent studies demonstrated the potential

viability of smart structures for smart rotor systems incorporating on-blade actu-

ation mechanisms [99–106]. Theses studies investigate a variety of different smart

materials and actuation concepts to achieve effective control of the individual ro-

tor blades. The goal of the active rotor control is to ultimately achieve automatic

in-flight tracking, reduction in blade vibratory loads, reduction of aircraft vibra-

tion, reduction of blade vortex interaction noise, stall suppression, improvement

of aeromechanical stability and improvement of aircraft performance. In addition,

a long term goal is the complete elimination of the swashplate, using on-blade

actuation for primary flight controls. A related aspect in the overall smart rotor

package is the requirement for on-line health and usage monitoring, and the capa-

bility to maintain minimum flight worthiness in the presence of non catastrophic

failure/damage. In short, it is envisaged that with a smart rotor system it is pos-

sible to improve the ride quality, reduce structural fatigue and improve aircraft

performance. Presently, the ideal goal of completely reconfigurable, aerodynam-

ically continuous rotorblades (using highly distributed actuators and sensors to

achieve with azimuthal and radial variation in camber, chord, twist) are beyond

the reach of current smart material technologies. Most of the present research is

focussed on deflecting discrete aerodynamic control surfaces or active blade twist.

A large variety of concepts have been proposed and to some extent developed

and tested. The ensuing literature survey will highlight key developments in the

progress of the smart rotor concept.
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1.4.1 Active Flap Rotors

The concept of integrating a flap (or elevon) into the rotor blade is certainly not

a new one. Several rotor designs have used a blade mounted flap for cyclic 1/rev

control. In fact Pescara used a trailing edge flap in his 1920 helicopter [12] and

Kaman helicopters routinely use servo-flaps for primary rotor control. There is a

distinction between a servo flap and a trailing edge flap. The former is mounted on

a separate support structure aft of the trailing edge of the blade. The servo flap is

primarily used in reversal mode to elastically twist the rotor blade (because of the

long moment arm from the servo flap to the blade elastic axis). In contrast trailing

edge flaps are incorporated in the aft structure of the rotorblade. Irrespective of

the flap geometry and mounting arrangement, the active flap will alter the local

blade lift and pitching moment distribution. Depending on the blade dynamics,

the flap either operates as a dominant direct lift flap or a moment flap.

Early Work on Active Flap Rotors

Early work on the use of flaps for active rotor control is reported in the HHC

research on the Kaman Multicyclic Controllable Twist Rotor [39, 107, 108]. The

Kaman servo flap is activated via push-pull rods in the the rotor blade, that are

driven via a swashplate. Higher harmonic excitation of the fixed frame swashplate

was used to achieve servo flap deflections of ±6 deg at frequencies up to 4/rev.

Windtunnel tests demonstrated significant reductions in blade flap bending loads

and control loads.

A second important milestone in the development of the active flap was the

McDonnel Douglas Active Flap Rotor (AFR) model [109]. The 12 foot diame-

ter AFR was the first experimental demonstration of the effectiveness of a plain
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trailing edge flap for vibration reduction. The purpose of the test program was to

investigate the performance of the flap, rather than develop a complete actuator

and flap package. The plain trailing edge flap was driven mechanically via a cam

and cable arrangement. This limited the investigation to open loop multicyclic flap

inputs. The cam could be rotated to change the phase of the flap input, and in-

terchangeable cams permitted different flap deflection waveforms (both sinusoidal

and non-sinusoidal wave forms were tested). In addition to vibration reduction,

BVI noise reduction and power reduction were investigated.

Numerical Studies

A variety of numerical studies have been conducted in the field of active rotor

flaps. Millott and Friedman [62, 110, 111] investigated the trade off between IBC

root pitch control, single and multiple plain trailing edge flaps and servo flaps. It

was shown that the active flap can achieve similar vibration reduction to active

blade pitch IBC, but with an order of magnitude lower power requirement. Mil-

gram and Chopra [61,112] conducted a parametric study for a plain trailing edge

flap. The results indicate the feasibility of significant vibration reduction with

flap sizes ranging from 10-20% span, 25% chord and flap deflections of the order

±5 deg. A further important conclusion was that the optimum location of the

flap midspan was related to the blade dynamics and is near the 75% span station.

Also, the parametric study [112] was validated using the AFR test data [113]. In

conjunction with the numerical studies on the performance of active flaps, there

has also been significant effort in the development of suitable robust adaptive and

neural network control algorithms, for example Spencer et al [114,115]. The neural

network control algorithm requires no a priori information of the system dynam-

ics; instead learning those in real-time. The controller is independent of the actual
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active control mechanism and is impervious to changes in rotor properties and

flight condition.

Full Scale Concepts

The development of the AFR rotor was accompanied by a detailed feasibility study

and development program for the full scale active flap rotor program at McDonnel-

Douglas/Boeing [102,116–120]. This program led to the development of two piezo

stack actuator concepts. The first is a bi-directional actuator incorporating a

lever arm amplification mechanism. Vacuum chamber spin-test results indicated

the potential of the system, but also indicated the need for several mechanical

improvements. The second concept is a dual X-frame actuator [121] that has been

selected for the MD900 Explorer active flap (dual X-frames are required for bi-

directional functionality). The X-frame schematic is depicted in Figure 1.3.The

proposed flap has an 18% span and 25% chord. It has a 40% aerodynamic balance

and is centered at 83% span and flap deflection requirements of ±2 deg are pre-

dicted [119]. Vacuum chamber spin-tests were conducted (also identifying several

improvements) and presently integration of the actuator into the rotor blade is in

progress [120].

The aforementioned bi-direction lever arm actuator is based on the work by

Lee and Chopra [84, 86, 122]. In this work numerous mechanical aspects of stroke

amplification using lever arm mechanism were refined, resulting in a compact uni-

directional dual-stage actuator, see Figure 1.4. This actuator was successfully

tested in a vacuum spin chamber at full scale centripetal acceleration (700 g). The

flap aerodynamics were simulated by a mechanical spring load. The actuator was

also windtunnel tested in a blade test section (0.304 m chord) with a 25% chord

plain trailing edge flap (albeit at a low dynamic pressure of 3.2% of full scale). A
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Figure 1.3: Uni-directional, X-frame piezostack amplifier [3]

piezostacks Outer Lever

Inner Lever

Figure 1.4: Uni-directional, dual-stage lever arm piezostack amplifier [4]

compact bi-directional dual-stage actuator was subsequently conceptualized [86].

In contrast, the X-frame actuator concept was pioneered by Prechtl and Hall [3,

87,121,123,124]. The X-frame is a piezo-stack amplification mechanism that uses

stroke amplification via shallow angles (essentially a refinement of the pyramid am-

plification concept [125]). The piezostack actuators form one side of the triangular

amplification mechanism, creating an “active frame”. This increases the mass ef-

ficiency of the actuator, at the expense of limiting the frame stiffness (dictated by
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the stack stiffness). One disadvantage of the X-frame is that the frame dimensions

requires a 2-D in-plane scaling (to maintain the shallow angles) as opposed to the

linear scaling of the lever amplification mechanism. The actuator was integrated

into a 1/6th CH-47 Chinook blade with a trailing edge flap. The flap has a chord

of 20% of the blade chord and a span of 11.5% of blade radius. Furthermore, the

flap extends 2% aft of the main blade trailing edge and is hinged at 27.5% (of

flap chord) for aerodynamic balancing. A single uni-directional actuator was used

with a pre-stress setup to achieve effective bi-directional actuation. Hover tests

were conducted at a 0.63 tip Mach number and flap deflections of ±3.9 deg were

achieved at the nominal operating condition.

Eurocopter is also investigating a full-scale active trailing edge flap, with a piezo

stack actuator [88,126–128]. The piezostack actuator also uses a flextensional am-

plification mechanism, related to shallow angle amplification. The shallow angle

frame forms a parallelogram around the actuator. A multiple frame design with

flexures is used to achieve the stiffness target and eliminate backlash. Kinemati-

cally the parallelogram frame is an X-frame turned inside out, however, the in-line

mounting point and output degree of freedom simplify integration into the rotor

blade/flap structure. The mounting geometry is also amenable to adding actuators

in parallel or in series, to optimize the overall force/stroke output. It is estimated

that an actuator with a force and stroke of 2000 N and 1 mm, respectively, is

required, to achieve a target ±8 deg trailing edge flap deflection on an EC-135

helicopter. A proof-of-concept actuator was spin tested at 800 g (albeit only in

block force test) and a blade segment with integrated flap driven by 4 actuators

was evaluated in a two-dimensional windtunnel test. The flap had a 15% chord

and a span corresponding to 10% of the Eurocopter EC-135 blade radius. Tests

were conducted at speeds up to Mach 0.74 and with the main blade section fixed
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and oscillating at 1/rev equivalent frequencies. Although the quoted test results

are for flap deflections of ± 2 deg it is indicated that flap deflections of at least

±5 deg are possible over the full test envelope.

The same actuator has also been proposed for a leading edge droop concept, for

delaying dynamic stall [129]. Deflecting the leading edge flap reduces the adverse

pressure gradient over the leading edge delaying flow separation. Although leading

edge flaps are superior to trailing edge flaps for stall delay, they are exposed to

significantly higher hinge moments. A demonstration model with a sealed active

leading edge flap (10% chord) was fabricated, with a 10 deg droop capability. In

low speed windtunnel tests a 17% increase in maximum lift and 2.5 deg shift in

the stationary stall angle was demonstrated. A switched mode power supply was

used to drive the amplifiers.

Shaner and Chopra [130,131] also developed and windtunnel tested a full scale

leading edge flap, using a piezo stack with a hinged lever arm amplification mecha-

nism. A blade test section was fabricated with the stack actuator mounted within

the 25% leading edge flap. Proof-of-concept tests were conducted in a wind-tunnel

at low Mach numbers (Mach 0.10). Leading edge droop of 2-7 deg was achieved

over a range of 0-24 Hz. The 7 deg peak was measured at the natural frequency

of 12 Hz.

It is important to note that smart rotor technology is not restricted to the

class of piezoceramic actuator materials. For example, an active trailing edge flap

using an electro magnetic actuator has been tested in hover [132] (albeit in close

ground effect). The actuator was designed to replace blade tip balance weights

to minimize the weight penalty. The 11.3% span, 46% chord flap was centered

at 91% blade radius of an OH-58 (Kiowa Warrior) rotor blade. Flap deflection

amplitudes of ±6 deg were achieved at a tip Mach number of 0.48 (81% of design
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speed). Average flap power requirement was reported as 220 W, that represents

less than 0.05% of the maximum installed power of an OH-58D.

In addition to vibration reduction, noise reduction, stall alleviation and flight

performance improvement, active trailing edge flaps have also been proposed for

emergency rotor control reconfiguration in the event of primary flight control sys-

tem failure (e.g. pitchlink, swashplate or swashplate actuator failure).

Small Scale Models

A large portion of the research on active flaps is based on the less expensive

and less risky research on small scale models. Although small scale models are

fraught with a number of limitations, they are indispensable for low cost, low

risk, proof-of-concept validation and control algorithm development. The difficulty

with small scale models is that it not possible to simultaneously match all the

primary non-dimensional parameters in air. These include: Mach, Froude and

Reynold’s numbers [133]. In addition, the centrifugal scaling is also not matched.

If Mach scaling is selected in air, the rotor speed has to be increased by 1/scale

factor (1/SF). The resultant centripetal acceleration is increased by the 1/SF. This

complicates the design of the actuator, active control surface and related support

structures.

Initial work on small scale active flap rotors focused on the use of piezo bi-

morphs as actuators [134–137]. In these references, actuation feasibility was

demonstrated numerically and in 2-D windtunnel tests. However, in initial vac-

uum spin tests and hover tests problems with bearing friction and amplification

mechanisms limited flap performance to less than ±2 deg at full speed [138, 139].

Fulton and Ormiston successfully tested an improved bimorph flap on a reduced

speed rotor (tip Mach 0.27, diameter 2.23 m). The 12% span, 10% chord flap was
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centered at 75% radius and was driven by two 38.1 mm wide piezo bimorphs. The

test program included a hover test [140], a wind tunnel test [141] and validation of

the analytic model [142]. At full speed, open loop flap deflections of ±7.5 deg were

achieved at an excitation of ±610 V/mm. The test program clearly demonstrated

the ability of the trailing edge flap to alter the blade torsion and flap bending

loads.

Striving for more representative tip Mach numbers, Koratkar [143] successfully

hover tested a bimorph flap at a tip Mach number of 0.42. The design incorpo-

rated a tapered multi-layer bimorph to optimize the force/displacement output

with respect to the external loading (aerodynamic, centrifugal and inertial) and

miniature thrust bearings to minimize flap hinge friction. The 1.52 m (5 ft) diam-

eter rotor incorporated a Bell-412 bearingless hub. The 5% span, 20% chord flap

was centered at 75% radius and was driven by a single tapered 8 layer 25.4 mm

wide bimorph. Open loop flap deflections of ±6 to 8 deg were achieved by driving

the bimorph close to its limits with an electric field of -530 to 1590 V/mm. A

drawback of the above bimorph trailing edge flap actuators, is that the bimorph

extends aft of the 1/4 chord and requires leading edge mass balancing, degrading

the overall actuator mass efficiency. The schematic of the rotor blade with bimorph

activated trailing edge flap is shown in Figure 1.5. Recently, a four bladed bimorph

flap rotor was windtunnel tested [144]. The same 8 layered tapered bimorph was

used, but the 20% chord flaps were increased to 8% span. At 3, 4 and 5/rev flap

deflections of the order of ±4.5 deg were achieved. Both open loop and closed loop

tests were conducted. A follow-on windtunnel entry is planned for early summer

2000.

Prechtl and Hall [87] reviewed a variety of trailing edge flap actuator concepts.

It was concluded that stack based systems are superior compared to bimorphs
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Figure 1.5: Schematic of rotor blade with bimorph activated trailing edge flap [5],
rotor diameter = 1.52 m (5 ft), chord = 76.2 mm (3 in)

and coupling based actuation mechanisms, in terms of energy transfer efficiency.

The focus was shifted from the tapered bimorph actuator to the development of

the X-frame stack based actuator [3, 121]. A full scale version of this actuator is

currently under development for the Boeing MD900 Explorer active flap program,

as mentioned in Section 1.4.1. The actuator was integrated into a 1/6th Mach-

scale Boeing CH-47 (Chinook) blade and tested in hover [123]. The flap is a slotted

servo flap that extends partially beyond the blade trailing edge. The flap span was

11.5%, flap chord 20% and aerodynamic overhang 27.5% of flap chord. The active

flap rotorblade was approximately 20% heavier than the baseline passive blades.

At full speed (tip Mach 0.63) and 8 deg collective, flap deflections of ±2.4 deg

were achieved at an excitation of ±1 kV. The flap deflection did not significantly

vary with excitation frequency from low frequency to above 6/rev. The stiffness

of the flap was designed to match the aerodynamic stiffness at 8 deg collective

for maximum work output. For low frequency excitation (below the torsional

frequency of 4.4/rev) an oscillatory thrust coefficient of 1.0x10-4 was measured

(one blade active).
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1.4.2 Active Twist Rotors

Altering the blade twist in flight is not a new idea. A variety of passive ideas

have been considered including Live twist [145], free-tip rotors [8] and passive

elastic coupling [146]. Active twist concepts were initially based on active servo

flaps, operating in reversal to twist the rotor blade as discussed in the preceding

section). In contrast it is aerodynamically more elegant if the active blade twist

can be generated using an internal twist mechanism. This eliminates the lift and

drag penalties arising from discontinuities in the aerodynamic surface and the lift

penalty associated with the reversed flap (flap down, blade twist nose down).

Perhaps the most elegant method for directly twisting the blade to use induced

strain actuators embedded in the spar/skin to directly generate a shear strain and

hence blade torsion. The first active twist rotor, using direct twist actuation was

developed by Chen and Chopra [6, 147, 148]. The rotor blade incorporated dual-

layer monolithic piezo patch elements embedded at +45 deg under the upper skin

and -45 deg under the lower skin of the rotor blade, see Figure 1.6. The piezo

elements extended from approximately 17.5% to 70% chord and the ratio of the

piezo to fiberglass skin thickness was of the order of 4:1. With both the upper and

lower piezo elements excited in phase a net shear strain is induced in the skin and

blade twists. A 1.83 m (6ft) diameter Froude scale active twist rotor was tested

in hover and in the windtunnel. The tip Mach number of the reduced speed rotor

was 0.28. Blade tip twist amplitudes of ±0.5 deg were achieved (excitation level

-560 to 1110 V/mm, excitation frequency below the torsional resonance frequency

of 4.75/rev). The open loop wind tunnel tests demonstrated that despite the

low blade tip twist amplitudes it was possible to appreciably alter the rotor hub

loads. The precursor to the above active twist rotor was the work on directionally
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Figure 1.6: Active twist blade incorporating discrete piezo elements embedded
under the skin [6], diameter = 1.83 m (6 ft), chord = 76.2 mm (3.0 in)

attached piezoceramics [149,150].

A different implementation of the directionally attached piezo technology was

used in developing a small-scale remote-piloted helicopter with active twist flexbeams [150,

151]. The active twist flexbeams pitched servo control paddles and eliminated the

swashplate. This resulted in a 40% control system weight reduction and a 26%

reduction in parasite drag. Flight tests demonstrated functional controllability of

the swashplateless helicopter.

With the emergence of piezo fiber technology the active twist concept was dra-

matically improved. With this technology it is possible to create an active piezo

ply within a composite laminate, enabling the smart structures vision of active

elasticity. The continuous piezo ply is structurally more effective than the embed-

ded discrete monolithic piezo elements used in the above two active twist rotor

concepts. The primary challenges in piezo fiber technology are reducing the fiber

size to that of conventional glass and graphite fibers and perhaps more impor-

tantly the development of interdigitated electrodes to activate the fibers in the

d33 mode. The main disadvantage of the piezo fiber technology is the requirement

for very high voltages, of the order 1-2 kV. The piezo fiber concept was originally
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developed by Hagood et al [67, 152, 153] and has subsequently been commercial-

ized [69]. For the active twist blade application the piezo fibers are used to form

active plies within the overall spar laminate. The piezo plies are orientated at +45

and -45 deg to achieve torsional actuation. Derham and Hagood [154] undertook a

preliminary design and cost analysis for active twist blades for the Boeing CH-47

Chinook. Having demonstrated the potential viability of the concept a program

was launched to design, fabricate and test 1/6th scale rotor blades [94, 155, 156].

A two bladed, Mach scale rotor with 3.079 m diameter and 136.9 mm chord was

tested, with one active blade and one passive balance blade. The design rotor

speed was 1336 rpm. The piezofibers were only included in the upper and lower

surface of the D-spar laminate, extending over 35.6% of the chord, and were not

included in the fairing (primarily because of mass-balancing considerations). The

Mach scale, open loop hover tests demonstrated the potential to alter the blade

flap bending and torsional loads. During the test program numerous problems

were encountered with electrical failure of the active fiber packs. a tip twist of

±0.4 deg was achieved, with a low frequency excitation of ±1 kV, at full rotor

speed (tip Mach 0.63) and 8 deg collective. For the low frequency excitation (be-

low the torsional frequency of 4.4 /rev), an oscillatory thrust coefficient of 1.3x10-4

was measured (one blade active). The mass penalty of the active twist blade, com-

pared to the baseline blades was approximately 16%. To differentiate active blade

twist generated by servo flaps and embedded induced strain actuation, the latter

concept has been referred to as integral twist actuation in the literature.

Based on the piezo fiber active twist blade developed and tested by Rogers

and Hagood, Boeing also has developed a piezo fiber active twist blade [7,157]. A

1/6th scale active twist blade with a symmetric NACA 0012 profile was fabricated

and hover tested. The tests were conducted in a heavy gas medium (R134a) to
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achieve simultaneous Froude and Mach scaling. The rotor blades have a diameter

of 2.794 m and a chord of 107.7 mm. Figure 1.7 shows a cross section of the

rotorblade with embedded active fiber plies in the spar layup. The active plies were

only included in the D-spar layup and extend from 4.5% to 44.3% chord. With

improvements in the fabrication of the active fiber packs and the interdigitated

electrodes, the failure rate of the fiber packs was dramatically reduced, compared

to the proof-of-concept rotor developed by Rodgers and Hagood. During the open

loop hover tests (687.5 rpm, tip Mach 0.60) a quasi static tip twist authority of

±0.75 deg [158] was estimated (based on torsional strain measurements), increasing

to above ±1 deg at excitation frequencies of 3 - 5/rev. With further improvements

in the fabrication and integration of the active fiber packs, the performance can

be increased by 50% by increasing the excitation voltage limit from 1 kV to 1.5

kV (peak). With this improvement the goal of ± 2 deg tip twist for complete

vibration control can be achieved. Windtunnel tests of the piezofiber active twist

rotor are scheduled for 2000 (using a heavy gas medium to achieve simultaneous

Froude and Mach scaling). In parallel with the experimental active twist research,

work has been done on the detailed modeling of active fiber composites and active

fiber blades [159].

Although integral twist actuation is aerodynamically more elegant than trailing

edge/servo flaps, it only permits single output action, i.e. blade twist nose up or

down along the length of the blade (at least with present technology). In contrast

it is possible to integrate multiple trailing edge flaps in a rotorblade. This offers

greater flexibility in the rotorblade control and it might then be possible to target

several control goals simultaneously, for example, vibration and noise reduction.
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Figure 1.7: Cross section view of the active twist blade incorporating active piezo
plies in the spar layup [7], diameter = 2.97m (55 in), chord = 107.7 mm (4.24 in)

1.4.3 Actuators based on Elastic Couplings

A different class of smart material actuators is based on exploiting structural or

elastic couplings. For example, Bothwell et al [160] researched the concept of

using an extension-torsion coupled composite tube, with an internal piezostack or

magnetostrictive actuator. As a result of the composite coupling the tube extends

and twists in response to extension of the actuator. Based on experimental success,

it was proposed to stack multiple tubes in series to generate sufficient twist to

deflect a trailing edge flap. However, the performance of the extension-torsion

tube in the presence of external loading (specifically the flap hinge moment) was

neither addressed analytically nor experimentally.

Giurgiutiu et al [161] presented a system using a piezostack actuator to drive

the warping-torsion coupling of an open section split tube. A piezostack actuator

was used to axially deflect the inboard edge of a split tube, resulting in a tip twist

of the outboard end. A free displacement twist rate of 3 deg/m (half peak-to-peak)

was measured. However, as in the preceding case, the performance in the presence

of an external tip torque, was not addressed.
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In contrast to the open-section warping-torsion approach, Büter [162,163] has

proposed using the closed-section warping-torsion of a box-beam to generate active

twist for either an active torque tube or active blade twist application. This closed

section concept will generate significantly higher torque capability than the split

section concept, albeit at the expense of requiring extreme high force piezostack

actuators. In the same reference an active blade twist concept is also investigated

using a piezostack actuated extension-torsion coupled blade skin. Structural de-

coupling of the blade skin and the spar is used as a novel approach to improve the

blade twist actuation. Preliminary experimental work on the extension-torsion

coupled blade skin is presented in Reference [128]. In the same reference, on

the DLR adaptive rotor program, active camber control using a multi-cell blade

structure with composite couplings is conceptualized.

The inherent disadvantage of elastically coupled actuators is the inherently

poor energy transfer efficiency [87]. This is because a finite amount of the input

energy is stored as strain energy within the coupler and is not available at the out-

put degree of freedom. Nonetheless, in several applications the space or geometry

constraints make a coupling-based actuator indispensable.

1.4.4 Other Active Rotor Concepts

Several other actuation concepts with potential rotorcraft applications have been

investigated. For example, the shear mode piezo torque tube [92] is being consid-

ered as a candidate for a trailing edge flap actuator [164]. The tube is segmented

around the circumference. The tube segments are poled in the length direction

and are assembled with alternating poling directions in adjacent segments around

the circumference. The electrodes are placed between the segments to excite the

piezo segments in a shear mode resulting in net torsion of the tube. It is envisaged
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that the tube is mounted in the spar, with a lever arm extending aft to deflect the

trailing edge flap. Design studies were conducted for a Boeing MD 900 helicopter

with plain trailing edge flap. It was estimated that flap deflections of ±2.5 deg can

be achieved at full rpm. This is based on a 6% span flap, with a 25% chord, driven

by a tube with an outer and inner diameter of 17.8 and 11.4 mm, respectively,

and a length of 203 mm (corresponding to 4% of rotor radius). Using a spring to

simulate aerodynamics, ±1.5 deg were measured in a bench top test, at 75% of

the maximum electrical field.

Another alternative for a trailing edge flap actuator, is the C-block actuator [81,

165, 166]. A blade section incorporating a 10% chord trailing edge flap, with

a 50% pivot overhang for aerodynamic balancing was windtunnel tested. With a

driving voltage of 55% (of the maximum level), flap deflections of ±5 to 9 deg were

measured, however the dynamic pressure was less than 3% of full scale dynamic

pressure. Furthermore, neither the drag penalty associated with the flap pivot

overhang, nor the mass-balance penalty associated with aft cg of actuator are

addressed.

A trim tab for automatic in-flight tracking was designed and tested by Epps

and Chopra [167]. In-flight tracking does not require a high bandwidth (< 1 Hz)

and shape memory alloy (SMA) was selected for the actuation. The actuator used

two sets of SMA wires, one set each for flap down and up deflection respectively.

The non-activated wire set acted as a restoring spring. The flap features a locking

mechanism, permitting the SMA wires to be deactivated once the blades are cor-

rectly tracked. In contrast to the above SMA wire actuator, SMA tubes/rods have

also been proposed and studied as general purpose torsional actuators [168–170].

An example of a rotorcraft application, is the shape memory rotational actuator

for low frequency blade twist actuation, developed by Boeing [106].
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Solid state piezo motors (using traveling waves or inchworm-type mechanisms)

open the door to exploiting the full potential of the high piezoceramic power den-

sity and high block force (in the case of stack based systems). This is achieved

by operating the piezoceramic at high frequency (> 5kHz), and using a frequency

rectification mechanism to control the output displacement and frequency. A wide

variety of configurations have been proposed and developed, including both linear

and rotary motors. One of the major barriers to this technology is improving

the lifespan of the devices, which is currently limited by excessive wear associ-

ated with the high frequency operation of the piezo elements. Inchworm motors

have been proposed as general purpose actuators for active on-blade rotorcraft

applications [171–173]. Reference [172] also includes a brief review of inchworm

technology. To date a number of inchworm and traveling wave motors have been

conceptualized and fabricated, but have not been integrated into on-blade active

rotor devices.

Another approach to enable smart structures is based on the concept of com-

pliant mechanisms. This concept employs distributed compliance in design rather

than distributed actuation to accomplish shape changes [174]. This perhaps might

be suitable for rotorblade camber control and planform control. However, at

present this approach is only conceptual and has not been directly applied to

an active rotor design. The most significant challenge will most likely be the

performance of the compliant mechanism under centrifugal loading.

1.5 FREE-TIP ROTOR

In light of the fact that the research presented in this dissertation is on the design,

fabrication, testing and analysis of a rotor with active blade tips, a brief review of
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the passive free tip rotor is warranted.

The free tip rotor is so named because the outboard blade segment is free to

pitch independently of the rest of the blade. The pitch axis of the blade is located

ahead of the mean aerodynamic center, resulting in weathervaning of the blade tip.

A mechanical device is employed to apply a constant “control” torque (pitching

moment) to the blade tip. This control torque forces the blade tip to weathervane

to a non-zero angle of attack and hence non-zero lift. It follows that the lift of

the free tip will be near constant around the azimuth, and is proportional to the

torque setting of the mechanical controller. The constant lift property of the rotor

was expected to contribute to vibration reduction. The primary motivation for the

free tip rotor was the potential increase in rotor lift to drag ratio. The interaction

of the blade tip, pitched nose down with respect to the main blade, with the two

co-rotating vortices shed at the inboard and outboard edge, results in a reduction

of the blade tip induced drag (that exceeds the drag increase of the main blade

section, for a given total lift). A lift to drag ratio increase of 22% was predicted

in the design studies [175].

A schematic and design detail of the free tip rotor are shown in Figures 1.8

and 1.9, respectively. This research was part of an extended NASA program

culminating in a windtunnel test in 1985 by Stroub et al [8,176]. In early analytic

research Chopra [177] showed that a free tip rotor could be designed to be free of

aeroelastic instabilities.

A 5.09 m diameter articulated rotor model was fabricated, with a 10% free

tip, hinged at the 13% chord line. The outer half of the blade tip had a 35 deg

leading edge sweep (no trailing edge sweep) and 0.3 taper. Target tip speed was

Mach 0.625. A tension-torsion strap was used as a controller to apply a mechanical

pitching moment to the blade tip. The strap was designed for a peak operating
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Figure 1.8: Free tip rotor schematic [8]

Figure 1.9: Free tip rotor design detail [8], diameter = 5.09 m, chord = 171 mm

condition of ±10 deg at a maximum output of 6.78 Nm. Tests were conducted at

thrust levels of CT/σ = 0.038 to 0.092 at an advance ratio of 0.3 (and propulsive
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force coefficient of 0.05). Advance ratio sweep tests were also conducted from 0.2

to 0.4 (at a thrust level of CT/σ = 0.07. In the latter test series, weathervane

angles of the free tip varied from 9 to 14 deg (peak-peak) around the azimuth

(increasing with advance ratio).

With the controller set for mean negative weathervane angle, the free tip was

demonstrated to reduce power in trimmed flight over a wide range of advance ratio

and thrust levels. At an advance ratio of 0.3 and CT/σ = 0.08 the reduction is

12%. There are two reasons for the drag reduction. The first is the interaction

of the negatively deflected tip and the vortex generated at the junction between

the main blade section and the blade tip. The second reason is the fact that

reduced blade tip loading (associated with the nose down weathervane) reduces

compressibility effects.

Oscillatory flap bending moments were reduced by over 40% above an advance

ratio of 0.2. At lower advance ratios the oscillatory flap bending moments were

increased, because of blade vortex interactions on the blade tip, associated with

the lower tip path plane tilt for lower advance ratios. The baseline fixed tip

rotor experienced high control system loads, because the swept blade tip had an

offset of the aerodynamic center aft of the blade feathering axis. In contrast, the

weathervaning free tip significantly reduced the oscillatory pitch link loads. For

advance ratios below 0.3 and thrust levels, CT/σ , below 0.07 the lead-lag bending

moments were lower for the free tip rotor. However, for higher advance ratios and

thrust levels, the lead-lag bending moments were increased. The reason for this

was not reported.

Given the fact that the rotor blade tip operates in the region with the highest

dynamic pressure, it is not surprising that the free tip has a significant impact on

the vibration characteristics and performance of the rotor.
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Work on the free tip rotor continued into the late 1980’s. The windtunnel test

was followed by a panel method design study to optimize the blade tip planform

and selection of airfoils [178]. There were also two further windtunnel tests with

the free-tip blade mounted as a semi-span wing. In that configuration the blade

tip was fixed at selected pitch angles relative to the main blade. The test focussed

on the effect of the blade tip discontinuity on the blade lift distribution and wake

geometry [179, 180]. An internal 6 component strain gauge balance was used to

measure the blade tip loads. In the 1985 windtunnel test the spanwise variation

in wing loading was measured by computing the circulation at various spanwise

stations from laser Doppler velocimeter data. Both a tapered tip and rectangular

tip, hinged at the 1/4 chord were tested at a Mach number of 0.17. In the last

windtunnel test two 17% span blade tips, with similar swept planform but different

airfoils, were tested at speeds up to Mach 0.13. The planform and airfoils were

based on the prior design study [178]. The tips were hinged at the quarter chord

and had a 43.5 deg leading edge and 10 deg trailing edge sweep. Flow visualization

studies were also conducted to determine the geometry and behaviour of the strong

vortex shed at the blade junction. Blade tip lift, drag and pitching moment data

was presented for a variety of Reynolds numbers, wing angle of attack settings

and relative blade tip pitch settings. The tests confirmed that the upwash from

the inboard wing section reduced the induced drag of the blade tip (pitched nose

down with respect to the main blade). For a number of undisclosed reasons the

free tip program was terminated before the design and planned windtunnel test of

the second generation “Advanced Free-Tip Rotor”.

It is interesting to note that articulated wing tips have also been investigated

in a variety of fixed wing applications, and are briefly highlighted here for com-

pleteness. One of the earliest studies (1933) investigated the use of floating tip
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ailerons on rectangular wings [181], in a broader evaluation of lateral control de-

vices. This study concluded that the wingtip ailerons have superior control and

reduced adverse yaw compared to conventional ailerons at high angles of attack

(although their performance was inferior at low angles of attack). Wingtip ailerons

have been proposed in a number of design studies including roll control of swept

wings and [182], roll control of a delta wing fighter [183] and manoeuver load re-

duction on a large transport aircraft [184]. Free floating tip vortex sails have also

been proposed for drag reduction on transport aircraft (up to 2%) [185].

More recently wingtips have been considered for direct wing lift control and

handling quality improvement [186, 187]. In contrast to operating the wing tips

differentially for roll control, the wing tips can also be used collectively for direct

wing lift control. In this mode the lift can be changed without altering the attitude

of the aircraft. In the fixed wing application, the variable incidence wing tips

appear to be most effective as high angle of attack wing lift control devices. With

the blade tip pitched nose up relative to the inboard wing section, the dual counter-

rotating vortex structure over the short aspect ratio wingtip remains attached

up to very high wingtip angles of attack (albeit with a high drag penalty). A

small remote piloted vehicle with collectively variable wingtips was flight-tested,

demonstrating significant reductions in landing distance.

1.6 SUMMARY

In summary, the dawn of smart materials and structures in the late 1980s and early

1990s has ushered in a new era in multidisciplinary engineering with a veritable

explosion in research activity and application in commercial products. This is

underlined by the multitude of conferences and journals dedicated to to the field
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Figure 1.10: Spectrum of smart structure applications for rotorcraft [9]

of smart structures, for example the annual SPIE symposium on smart structures

and materials and the AIAA/ASME/AHS adaptive structures forum, the Journal

of Intelligent Material Systems and Structures and Smart Structures.

The preceding literature survey has highlighted the work on smart rotor sys-

tems, where the primary goals are on-blade (rotating frame) vibration and noise re-

duction. In particular, efforts are focused on using active control surfaces (trailing

edge flaps, blade twist) to directly effect individual blade control. Other smart ro-

tor applications include stability augmentation, performance enhancement (power,

manoeuverability, stall alleviation, handling qualities), control reconfiguration and

the field of health and usage monitoring.

Figure 1.10 summarizes the smart rotor application, actuation mechanisms and

related advantages and disadvantages.
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As an alternative to the prevalent trailing and leading edge flaps, and the

active blade twist concepts, this dissertation will investigate an active blade tip as

a control surface for a smart rotor. This is motivated by the earlier work on the

passive free tip rotor.

1.7 OBJECTIVE

The objective of this research is to develop and demonstrate the potential of a

Smart Active Blade Tip rotor (SABT) for vibration control. Active pitching of

the blade tips generates new unsteady aerodynamic blade loads. Correctly phased,

these new loads excite the rotor blade such that the original undesirable vibratory

blade loads are ideally canceled or at least reduced. This work focuses on the

design, fabrication and hover testing a Mach-scale rotor to validate the concept.

A significant part of this research is the development, characterization and anal-

ysis of an actuator to drive the active blade tips. In face of the space constraints

of the small-scale rotor, a piezo-induced bending-torsion coupled composite ac-

tuator beam, with a novel spanwise variation in layup has been developed and

implemented.

Figure 1.11 depicts a schematic of the rotor blade incorporating an active blade

tip and actuator beam. The solid state torsional actuator beam that drives the

blade tip is located spanwise within the rotor blade.

1.8 SCOPE OF RESEARCH

The main focus of this research is on the development of a smart rotor with active

blade tips for vibration reduction. The concept was demonstrated in the hover
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Figure 1.11: Smart Active Blade Tip (SABT) concept schematic

tests of a (nominal) 1/8th Mach scale rotor model at the University of Maryland

hover test facility.

Considering the size constraints of a 1/8 scale model, a novel solid state tor-

sion actuator was developed. The actuator had to meet the amplitude, bandwidth

and structural integrity requirements for driving the blade tip. A bending-torsion

coupled graphite beam with surface bonded piezoceramic sheet elements was con-

ceptualized and implemented. The unique feature of the actuator beam is that

a spanwise variation in bending-torsion coupling and piezo actuation is used to

generate a tip twist while simultaneously canceling the net bending response. A

proof-of-concept actuator beam was fabricated and tested, demonstrating the ac-

tuation mechanics.

The initial rotorcraft application of the actuator beam was that of a trailing

edge flap actuator [188]. In contrast to other trailing edge research activities,
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this trailing edge flap was directly connected to the actuator beam such that no

amplification mechanism, hinges or thrust bearings were required. The concept

was hover tested on a Froude scale rotor (with a tip Mach number of 0.25).

In parallel with the experimental actuator program, a general purpose finite

element model was developed. This is based on the structural analysis by Chandra

and Chopra [189]. The dynamic model (including actuator beam dynamics and

rotation dynamics) incorporates features of classical laminated plate theory, the

Bernoulli-Euler induced-strain actuation theory and Vlasov beam theory to reduce

the local two dimensional plate analysis to a global one dimensional beam analy-

sis. The finite element model was validated with two test cases in the literature.

An intrinsic feature demonstrated by the one dimensional model is the ability to

capture 2 dimensional plate behaviour (when the structural properties and load-

ing are constant in one in-plane direction). A coupled actuator and rotor blade

finite element model was subsequently created for design studies and performance

evaluation of the active blade tip rotor.

The precursor to the Mach scale active tip rotor development was a reduced tip

speed Froude scale SABT rotor [190–192]. The 2 bladed, Froude scale SABT rotor

served as initial concept demonstrator. It was fabricated and successfully hover

tested (open-loop) on a Boeing ITR bearingless hub. The subsequent 4 bladed

Mach scale SABT version was tested in hover on the Bell-412 bearingless hub.

It should be noted that because of hub design limits, the tip Mach number was

restricted to Mach 0.47 (in contrast to typical rotor tip Mach numbers of 0.55 to

0.7). In conjunction with the Mach scale rotor development,a novel compact, dual-

stage slipring unit was developed to simultaneously supply power to the actuator

beam and take rotating frame measurements.

The Mach scale hover tests of the SABT rotor focussed on demonstrating open
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loop control authority. Test matrix parameters included rpm, collective, excitation

voltage and excitation frequency sweeps. Rotating frame measurements consisted

of: blade tip pitch deflection (relative to the main blade section) and flexbeam flap

bending and lead-lag bending moments. A 6 component fixed frame balance was

used to measure rotor hub loads. Throughout all the tests, actuator voltage and

current were also measured (the current measurement serving as an indicator of

the integrity of the piezoceramics). The open loop hover test results were used to

validate the coupled actuator beam/ rotor blade/ blade tip finite element model.

Open loop control authority tests were conducted with only one of the 4 blade tips

being actuated at a time. Several key improvements in the blade tip shaft and

bearing assembly were identified.

The Mach scale SABT rotor was also used as a testbed for a time domain

neural network control algorithm, developed by Spencer et al [114, 115, 193]. The

control algorithm learns the system dynamics in real time and requires no a priori

information of the actuator/ rotor/ blade tip properties. Although conceptualized

to minimize fixed frame hub loads, the controller can also be directly implemented

to alternatively minimize rotating frame loads. The controller was demonstrated to

be effective in reducing 1/rev background vibration (arising from blade imbalance).

In order to explore the controller further, an artificial vibration spectrum was

injected into the controller. In minimizing this phantom signal, the controller

successfully forced the rotor to physically recreate the artificial vibration spectrum,

with a 180 deg phase shift (within the actuation control authority limits of the

active blade tips).

The Mach scale SABT rotor was also tested in an active-twist configuration.

By locking the blade tip, the actuator beam can twist the entire rotor blade. Open

loop frequency sweeps were successfully conducted on all four blades for several
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collective settings.

Closed loop windtunnel tests and a full scale feasibility study of the active

blade tip concept are proposed for future work.

1.9 DISSERTATION ROAD-MAP

This dissertation is organized in 8 Chapters. Figure 1.12 depicts a schematic road

map. This smart rotor research can be classified in 3 levels [94]: the actuator,

the rotor blade and the system level. All three levels are interdependent, resulting

in an intrinsic iterative research and design process. The smart rotor system

level performance targets flow down to the blade level design and the actuator

development. In turn, the actuator capabilities and the combined actuator/rotor

blade dynamics flow upward to establish the smart rotor performance. Note that

the analytic model in Chapter 3 encompasses aspects of all three levels. The

chapters in this dissertation are briefly described below, in sequence.

• Chapter 1: Introduction The introduction presents the background and

motivation leading to the objectives and scope for this research. The intro-

duction also includes a brief overview of the application of smart structure

technology to rotorcraft and a literature survey of smart rotor systems that

have been developed and tested to date.

• Chapter 2: Actuator Beam Development This chapter covers the de-

velopment of the piezo-induced bending-torsion coupled beam as a solid-state

pure torsion-output actuator. The actuator is motivated by the space con-

straints of the small scale rotor blades. A proof-of-concept actuator beam is

used to validate the actuation mechanics. This chapter also includes results
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of of the original application of the actuator beam, as a trailing edge flap

actuator. These results include a hover test of a rotor with trailing edge

flaps, that was used to demonstrate the actuator integrity and performance

capability in a rotating environment.

• Chapter 3: Analytic Model The analytic model of the active rotor is

developed in two stages. The first stage involves the formulation of a struc-

tural model of the actuator, that is subsequently extended into a dynamic
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finite element model. This chapter includes two validation studies of the

actuator beam model using data sets available in the literature (on piezo-

induced and bending-torsion coupled plates). Correlation of the actuator

beam finite element model and the actuator beam response under static tip

torque loading and piezo excitation is presented in Chapter 5. The second

stage of the analytic model, is the integration of the actuator beam model

with a model for the elastic rotor blades (and the bearingless Bell-412 hub).

The rotor model is based on linear elasticity and aerodynamics. It includes

a uniform inflow description, and frequency domain unsteady aerodynamics.

Both the actuator beam and the rotor blade models include only flap and

torsion degrees of freedom, axial and lead-lag dynamics are ignored.

• Chapter 4: Design The design approach for the active tip rotor blades

and actuator beams is presented in this chapter. Various features of the

final design configuration are highlighted. The chapter also includes a trade-

off study for optimizing the piezoceramic thickness and the graphite beam

thickness.

• Chapter 5: Fabrication This chapter details the fabrication processes

of both the actuator beams and rotor blades used in the hover tests. The

chapter concludes with a detailed mass-breakdown of the complete active tip

blade.

• Chapter 6: Non-Rotating Characterization The experimental bench

top characterization of the actuator beams and the rotor blades is described

in Chapter 5. The actuator beams were tested under a mechanical tip torque

and quasi-static piezo actuation, and results correlated with the actuator

beam finite element model. The assembled rotor blades (with integrated
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actuator beam and attached blade tips) were tested under dynamic excitation

to calibrate the sensors installed to measure the relative rotation between the

blade tip and the main blade. The calibration results were correlated with

the active rotor blade finite element model. In addition the actuator current

and power consumption are characterized. The measured blade properties

include mass, stiffness and natural frequencies.

• Chapter 7: Hover Tests The results of the smart active blade tip hover

test program are presented in Chapter 6. This chapter is split into 4 subsec-

tions. The first subsection documents the results of the initial reduced-tip

speed proof-of-concept hover tests. The next subsection covers the open loop

control authority tests of the Mach scale blade and includes correlation with

the analytic model. The SABT rotor was also used as a testbed for the evalu-

ation of a neural network control algorithm, developed my Spencer [115]. The

results of the closed loop tests are shown in subsection 6.3. The open-loop

hover results of the SABT rotor reconfigured for active twist are documented

in the final subsection (and also include correlation with the analytic model).

• Chapter 8: Summary and Conclusions The final chapter summarizes

the research and development of the smart active blade tip rotor. This

chapter includes recommendations for future work.

Throughout this dissertation amplitudes are quoted as half-peak-to-peak unless

otherwise indicated.
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Chapter 2

ACTUATOR BEAM

Smart Active Blade Tips (SABT) are used as an on-blade vibration reduction

mechanism. By actively pitching the tips, new unsteady airloads are generated.

Correctly phased, these can be used to reduce the dynamic rotor hub shears and

moments. A schematic of the rotor blade with an active blade tip is shown in

Figures 1.11. Note that the blade tip deflection, δ, is the pitch angle of the blade

tip relative to the main blade section.

The movable blade tips are driven by a unique piezo-induced, bending-torsion

coupled composite actuator beam, that is located spanwise within the hollow mid-

cell of the 3 cell blade cross-section. Figure 2.1 shows the schematic of the Mach-

scale rotor blade, with integrated actuator beam and active blade tip. The beam

is designed specifically to fit within the rotorblade profile and is essentially used

as a solid-state pure torsional actuator to pitch the blade tip. The proposed

research program involves validation of the SABT concept on the University of

Maryland hover test stand. This facility limits the rotor diameter to 1.5 to 2.2 m

(5 to 7 ft). The small scale rotors pose a significant challenge in designing and

integrating actuation mechanisms within the rotor blade, particularly in terms of

space constraints and operation under high centrifugal loading. For example, a 2 m
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Figure 2.1: Active blade tip rotor design layout

rotor, operating at a tip Mach number of 0.6 experiences a centripetal acceleration

of 4250 g at the blade tips.

The current rotor blade mold is a NACA 0012 profile with a rectangular plan-

form, zero twist, 76.2 mm chord (3 in) and a maximum blade length of 710 mm

(28 in). Given the high centrifugal loading and the the fact that the maximum

blade thickness is 9.14 mm (0.36 in), it was proposed to use a beam-type actuator,

thereby also taking advantage of the blade length for actuation. The concept of

a beam-type actuator was motivated in part by the work on the extension-torsion

coupled tube actuator [160]. The disadvantage of the extension-torsion tube is

the high axial force required to activate the coupling. Performance is also limited

by friction in the thrust bearing that is required for the torsion output under the

high axial load. The actuator beam concept was also motivated in part by the

work on torsional actuation using directional actuation piezoceramics [6,148–150].
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In contrast to these research efforts, it was proposed to investigate the use of a

piezo-induced bending-torsion coupled beam to generate an output twist/torque.

(The concept of induced strain bending-torsion actuation was first investigated by

Crawley and Lazarus [194], who looked at the analytic modeling and experimental

validation of induced strain actuation of isotropic and anisotropic plates).

Referring to Figures 1.11 and 2.1, the actuator beam is located lengthwise in

the box-beam cavity and is supported only at the root and at the tip of the main

blade. The inboard end is directly mounted in the blade root (and locked by the

blade retention bolts) while the outboard end is connected to the SABT via a

shaft, supported in a radial bearing. The bearing carries the lift, drag, flap- and

chordwise bending moments of the blade tip, whereas the centrifugal and torsional

loads are transferred to the actuator beam. As the outboard end of the beam twists

relative to the clamped inboard end, the SABT is pitched nose up or down. It

should be noted that other than at the support points, the actuator beam is free

to deflect within the boxbeam profile.

In order to generate sufficient twist, within the thickness constraint of the

blade profile, the bending-torsion coupled actuator incorporates a novel spanwise

flip-flopping of bending-torsion coupling and piezo-actuation, aimed at generating

a twist output while cancelling the net bending deflection.

The initial performance targets for the active blade tip actuator are based on

performance goals for other active rotor systems, and are summarized in Table 2.1.

A detailed aeroelastic analysis would be required to set deflection targets for effec-

tive vibration reduction. In the absence thereof, the active blade tip pitch range is

loosely based on the tip twist target of ±2 deg for active twist blades [155] and ±4

to 8 deg for blades with trailing edge flaps. The bandwidth is based on controlling

the N and N±1/rev rotating frame vibratory loads for a 4 bladed rotor. The last
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two targets (mass and power penalty) are also based on targets for other active

rotor programs, for example [105, 106, 155]. The structural integrity requirement

is set by the centripetal acceleration at the 90% span station (assuming a blade

tip with a 10% span, a rotor diameter of 1.83 m and a tip Mach number of 0.6).

Table 2.1: Actuator beam performance targets

tip twist amplitude ±3 deg

bandwidth 0 - 5 /rev

blade mass penalty <20 % (including mounting fixtures)

power consumption <1% max rotor power

rotational environment max centripetal acceleration = 4200 g

2.1 BENDING-TORSION COUPLED ACTUA-

TOR

The key element of this active blade tip system is the piezo-induced bending-torsion

coupled composite actuator beam. Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show the schematics of

this structural actuator. The main components of the bending-torsion actua-

tor are: i) composite beam with structural bending-torsion coupling, ii) reversed

bending-torsion coupling for each successive spanwise beam segment, and iii) sur-

face bonded induced strain actuators with reversed polarity directions over each

successive beam segment.

Figure 2.3 shows a cross-section through the layup interface between two seg-

ments. The composite beam is not uniform along its length and essentially con-

sists of individual segments in the spanwise direction. For each of these segments,

the layup in the thickness direction is mid-plane symmetric and hence exhibits
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Figure 2.2: Piezo-induced, bending-torsion coupled actuator beam

a bending-torsion (and extension-shear) coupling. The alternating spanwise +45

and -45 deg segments result in a reversal of the bending-torsion coupling for each

successive element. For structural integrity a set of continuous 0 deg plies runs

through the middle of the beam (which do not significantly reduce the bending-

torsion coupling). The primary function of these plies is to carry the centrifugal

load.

Induced strain actuator elements are bonded on the top and bottom of each

segment of the bending-torsion composite beam, see Figure 2.2. Each beam seg-

ment with the surface bonded PZT pairs, essentially forms a structurally coupled,

two-dimensional bimorph unit. These bimorph units effectively twist as they bend

and will be referred to as active units. Figure 2.4 shows the activation of one of the

active units. As shown in Figure 1.2 the piezoceramic elements expand/contract

uniformly in their plane under a transverse electric field (because d31 = d32. Hence,

the active beam unit exhibits synclastic bending. In terms of beam terminology

the chordwise bending constitutes in-plane warping of the cross-section and is not
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Figure 2.3: Composite bending-torsion beam

to be confused with with the lead-lag bending. Both the spanwise and chordwise

actuation bending moments contribute to the induced twist via the structural

coupling of the substructure.

2.2 ACTUATOR BEAM MECHANICS

The out of plane deformation of the actuator beam is constrained by the height

of the blade profile cavity. Typically, rotor blades are very thin with a maximum

thickness to chord ratio of 10-15%. Because the beam has to bend and twist within

the blade profile, it is essential to minimize the bending response while maximizing

the twist response of the beam. This can be achieved by arranging the actuator

beam in spanwise segments (Figures 2.2 and 2.3) that incorporate dual-reversals:

(i) each successive active unit is excited so as to bend in the opposite direction

(concave up followed by concave down), and (ii) each successive composite beam
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Figure 2.4: Active unit #2 of the actuator beam

segment has a reversed bending-torsion coupling. Because of the flip-flopping

bimorph excitation, the beam deflects in a spanwise sinusoidal bending wave and

as a result of the alternating bending-torsion coupling, the induced twist is additive

over the length of the beam. This is demonstrated in Figure 2.5, for both a ”nose-

up” and a ”nose-down” activation. The outboard end of the actuator thus sees

the solid state actuator as a pure torsion actuator.

Based on the spanwise wave deflection, it can be seen that the net out of plane

deflection of the actuator beam can be reduced by increasing the number of dual

reversal beam segments. However, structural integrity requires that there is a

fixed finite interface length between each active unit. Thus, for a given total beam
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of actuator beam mechanics

length (constrained by the rotor diameter), the more active units are selected, the

more interface units are required and the lower the ratio of active beam length to

total beam length. This results in a lower induced twist. In addition, the shorter

the active elements, the more significant become the shear lag effect between the

PZT and the substructure, which further reduces the twist response.

Figure 2.2 shows that the first and last active units (#1/2A and #1/2B) are

only half the length of units #2-8. The reason for this is to minimize the effect

of the spanwise bending boundary conditions on the actuation. Figure 2.5 shows

that for a quasi-static excitation the beam naturally adopts a zero bending slope

at either end, in effect making the spanwise bending boundary condition invisible

(under dynamic excitation there will be non-zero bending moments at the actuator

boundaries, due to inertial loads).
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2.3 ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

This unique bending-torsion coupled beam, activated via induced-strain actuators

offers some distinct attractive features, at the expense of a few drawbacks. There

are two main advantages of this system. First, the entire blade span can be used

for actuation and since the actuator tip twist scales directly with actuator length,

the required twist can be achieved without amplification mechanisms. Second,

alignment of the SABT shaft and actuator beam on the 1/4 chord negates the need

for additional mass balancing. Collocation of the moving tip pitch axis and the

aerodynamic center also minimizes the blade-tip aerodynamic pitching moments

on the actuator beam. Third, the actuator beam eliminates the need for thrust

bearings for the active blade tip, because the centrifugal loads can be carried

directly by the beam. And finally, the actuator performance is also relatively

insensitive to rotation. The reason for this is twofold, first, the centrifugal torsional

stiffening (cf propeller moment effect) on the narrow beam, located on the 1/4

chord is negligible compared to the structural beam-torsional stiffness. Second

is recognizing that although the flap bending stiffness increases with rotation,

the bending-torsion coupling is unaffected. Hence, the piezo bending actuation,

via induced spanwise and chordwise bending moments (See Figure 2.4), does not

significantly degrade with rpm. (Of course with increasing rpm, the propeller

moment and pitch damping of the blade tip impose a higher spring and damping

boundary condition on the actuator beam).

The primary disadvantage is that this is a localized active system, constituting

a single-input single-output control device. In contrast, distributed active blade

systems, such multiple trailing edge flaps, can generate spanwise lift variations that

can be more optimal for higher order blade control or potentially simultaneous vi-
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bration and noise control. The second disadvantage is the poor energy efficiency

inherently exhibited by elastically coupled actuators [87]. However, the SABT

actuator design is driven by the requirement to generate sufficient deflection and

torque capability within the space constraint of the small-scale rotorblade profile

and in the presence of the high centripetal acceleration. The primary application

of the actuator beam in this research is as a tool to drive active control-surfaces

on small-scale rotor-models for concept demonstration and control algorithm val-

idation. Hence the low profile requirement and the potential high block-force of

the actuator beam are attractive despite the low mechanical efficiency and mass

penalty. A detailed design and optimization study is required to investigate the

feasibility of the actuator beam to drive an active blade tip on a full scale rotor,

in terms of control authority, mass penalty, efficiency and power requirement.

2.4 DESIGN STUDY

A design study was conducted in order to establish an overview of the primary

parameters governing the actuator performance in conjunction with the active

blade tip requirements. Based on these results, an actuator beam was designed

for subsequent fabrication and testing.

The actuator design study is focussed on the requirement for integration into

nominally 1/8th scale rotor blades. Geometric constraints limit the beam to a

maximum thickness of 3 mm (33% blade thickness), a width of 30 mm (40% chord)

and a length of 550 mm (60% radius). The beam thickness constraint allows for

the bending and twist deflection of the actuator beam within the blade profile.
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2.4.1 Simplified Actuator Beam Analytic Model

To highlight the parameters governing the actuator performance, a simplified

structural model of the actuator beam is briefly presented. The detailed model of

the actuator beam can be found Chapter 3.

The structural model of the composite beam with induced strain actuators

is based on the formulation presented by Chandra and Chopra [189]. This in

turn is derived from Vlasov-theory [195], in which the structure is modeled in two

phases. First, on the cross-sectional level, a two-dimensional (thin walled) plate-

analysis is used, and second, this is then reduced to a one-dimensional bar analysis

(using the principle of virtual work). The result is a set of generalized load and

displacement descriptions that are functions of the spanwise coordinate only. The

one-dimensional bar formulation is suitable for a finite element discretization using

beam type elements.

In solid-section rectangular beams, an angle layup with mid-plane symmetry

results in a bending-torsion coupling (in addition to extension shear coupling). For

a bending-torsion solid-section rectangular beam, the bar force and displacement

relations can be reduced to a 3 degree of freedom sub-set [189]:
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(2.1)

The notation and sign-conventions from Reference [189] have been modified, so

that the beam x-axis is parallel to the blade axis. My is the spanwise bending

moment (flap up), Mc is the generalized chordwise bending moment and Ts is the

St. Venant torque. MΛ
y and MΛ

c are the corresponding induced strain actuation
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moments. The stiffness matrix is defined by :

spanwise-bending: KB = bD11

chordwise-bending: Kψ = bD22

torsion: KT = 4bD66 (2.2)

spanwise/chordwise-bending: KBψ = bD12

spanwise-bending/torsion: KBT = 2bD16

torsion/chordwise-bending: KTψ = 2bD26

The Dij elements are from the classical lamination theory bending-torsion stiffness

matrix. For a balanced and symmetric laminate, the bending-torsion matrix, D,

is fully populated. The off-diagonal terms include the spanwise and chordwise

bending torsion couplings, D16 and D26, and the coupling between spanwise and

chordwise bending, D12. The D12 coupling corresponds to the anticlastic Poisson

bending in an isotropic material. Note that in calculating the Dij matrix, the

piezoceramic material is considered as a ply in the overall laminate.

When an electric field is applied across the thickness of a piezoceramic sheet

element, uniform in-plane strains are induced (and there is zero induced shear

strain). The induced bending moments in the spanwise and chordwise direction

are [189]:

MΛ
y = MΛ

c =
Eαtαc

(1 − να)
(tb + tα)

∼

λ (2.3)

∼

λ =
1

2
(λl − λu)

This is essentially a Bernoulli-Euler model for estimating the actuation moments.

The term
∼

λ represents the effective bending strain actuation (arising from the

difference between the induced strain of the upper and lower piezo elements). The

actuation moment is directly proportional to the actuator stiffness and its free
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strain. Assuming a thin bond line and considering that the active units have a

low aspect ratio, the effects of shear lag are ignored [78]. Note that the spanwise

and chordwise induced bending moments are equal in magnitude. Consequently,

for a 45 deg layup (with D16 = D26 and hence KBT = KTψ ) the chordwise and

spanwise actuation bending moments contribute equally to the induced twist rate.

In addition, it is evident that the two actuation bending moments are synclastic,

overriding the inherent anticlastic coupling between the spanwise and chordwise

bending curvatures, as depicted in Figure 2.4.

Solving Equation (2.1) for the twist rate, assuming no external bending mo-

ments and using Equation (2.3) gives:

φ′ = (LBT + LTψ)
Eαtαb

(1 − να)
(tb + tα)λ+ LTTs (2.4)

where L is the flexibility matrix, L = K−1. LBT and LTψ are the spanwise and

chordwise bending-torsion flexibilities and LT is the direct torsional flexibility.

The above 3 degree of freedom actuator description is adequate for illustrative

purposes and for analyzing the quasi-static behaviour of a single active unit. Irre-

spective of the underlying internal mechanics of the actuator, on the global level

the actuator is modeled as a dual input, single output actuator. The dual inputs

are the electric fields applied to top and bottom piezo elements of the actuator.

These fields are 180 deg out of phase, but need not have the same amplitude, be-

cause of the different field limits in the piezo-poling and depoling directions. The

single output is the tip twist and the actuator load is defined as the tip torque

applied to the beam. The actuator free twist is defined as the twist generated

by the electric field under zero external load.The block-torque is the external tip

torque required to reduce the twist output to zero.
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2.4.2 Piezoceramic Material

Piezoceramics for actuation applications are typically lead zirconate titanate com-

positions (PZT). The most common of these are: PZT-4, PZT-8, PZT-5A, PZT5H,

PZT-5S. The most important parameters governing the selection of piezo ma-

terial are the free strain capability (defined by the d-coefficients), stiffness and

electro-mechanical conversion efficiency. The first two parameters define the block

force and energy density. In addition, it is essential to consider electro-mechanical

fatigue characteristics, because piezoceramics exhibit brittle fracture behaviour.

Piezoceramics are also inherently nonlinear and the elastic, electrical and piezo

“constants” vary with electric field, stress field and temperature. In addition,

piezoceramic properties are typically quoted with a tolerance range as high as

±20% [1].

The PZT-5 series is nominally described as a ”soft” piezo ceramic, featuring

high sensitivity and permittivity. However, ”soft” materials typically have high

dielectric losses (resulting in lower piezo electro-mechanical energy efficiency and

potential self-heating problems) and also exhibit higher structural damping.

In contrast, high power ”hard” PZT materials, such as the PZT-4 and PZT-8

have lower dielectric losses and are more resistant to stress-induced depoling [1].

Hence, they are more suitable for application in high power systems. However,

”hard” PZTs have a lower d-coefficients and consequently require significantly

higher electric fields to achieve the same induced strain levels. Table 2.2 highlights

some of the basic material properties of PZT-5H and PZT-8 (note that the d

coefficients are only valid for low electric fields).

Perhaps the most important parameter for induced strain actuation is the
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Table 2.2: PZT Material Properties [1, 2]

Property PZT-5H PZT-8

d13, [10-12 m/V] -274 -97

d33 593 225

d15 741 330

free strain range†, λ11, [µstrain] -250 to 850 N/A

open circuit stiffness, EE
11, [GPa] 62 87

EE
33, [GPa] 48 74

relative permittivity, εT33 3400 1000

tensile strength (static), [MPa] 75.8 75.8

tensile strength (dynamic), [MPa] 27.6 34.5

compressive strength (static), [MPa] > 517 MPa > 517 MPa

compressive depoling limit [196], [MPa] 30 150

planar coupling coefficient 0.650 0.510

mechanical quality factor, Q, (stress free) 65 800

density, [kg/m3] 7500 7600

AC depoling field, [kVrms/m] 500 > 1500

AC field for tan δ = 0.04, @ 25C, [kVrms/m] 45 >1000

Curie temperature , [C] 195 300
† see Figure 6.1

actuation energy density of the material:

uα =

∫

Λ

ΛTQαdΛ (2.5)

Where Λ is the free strain vector and Qα is the stiffness matrix. The nonlinear

free-strain response over the maximum range of electrical excitation (from depoling

to tensile failure or dielectric breakdown) has to be considered in determining the

true maximum energy density. This requires detailed material testing.

Extensive design data for this emerging class of engineering materials is not

yet readily available. However, there is significant research activity in producing

improved ceramic compositions and investigating fundamental material properties

and behaviour. A good starting point for piezoceramic material selection are the
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design data booklets and technical notes provided by manufacturers, for example

Matroc [1, 2]. There have been numerous studies on PZT fracture and fatigue

behaviour, for example [71, 73, 197–199]. It is important to note that in piezoce-

ramics both mechanical and electrical loading contribute to fatigue crack growth,

in conjunction with the local piezo domain geometry. Additional information on

PZT properties is available in References [76,200].

A comprehensive material evaluation and selection study is beyond the scope

of this research. For this research PZT-5H is selected as the induced-strain ma-

terial. The primary reason was that it requires lower electric fields than PZT-8

(and most other PZTs), for the same free strain levels. The lower electric fields

reduce the risks of electric failure on the actuator beam and the wiring harness.

In addition lower voltage levels also reduce the slip ring dielectric requirements,

permitting a more compact slip ring. For example, for 0.254 mm PZT sheets (used

in this research) the AC depoling voltage is approximately 180 compared to 540

V (peak) for PZT-8. One advantage of PZT-8 is that by virtue of its lower dielec-

tric loss factor, it will dissipate less power than PZT-5H. One major disadvantage

of PZT-5H, is that its dielectric and piezoelectric constant have a much stronger

temperature sensitivity than PZT-5A or the hard PZTS, PZT-4 and PZT-8. For

example between 0 and 100◦ C the transverse permittivity and d31 coefficient in-

crease by 50 and 68% respectively [1]! This makes PZT-5H prone to self heating

problems, and may make the ceramic unsuitable for long term operation. The

effect of self heating on stability and fatigue need to be considered in a detailed

material down-selection.
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2.4.3 Composite Material Selection

Figure 2.6 shows the normalized induced twist as a function of ply angle for differ-

ent materials. Three different types of material were considered: graphite/epoxy

(AS4/3501-6), Kevlar 49/epoxy and E-glass/epoxy. The twist is normalized with

respect to active length and free strain. The graphite outperforms the kevlar by

20% and the fiber-glass by 50%. The reason for this is that the high longitudinal

Young’s modulus of graphite produces a considerably stronger bending-torsion

coupling (KBT , KTψ) compared to Kevlar and E-Glass. For all materials, the

maximum induced twist is obtained for a ply angle of 45 deg.

The torsion and bending-torsion coupling flexibility coefficients are plotted in
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Figure 2.7. From Equation (2.4) it follows that for a given actuation moment the

twist increases with the combined bending-torsion coupling flexibility, (LBT+LTψ),

and for a given opposing torque load the twist decreases with increasing direct

torsional stiffness. It is evident that for a 45 deg ply angle the combined bending-

torsion coupling is maximized while the torsional flexibility is minimized. This

implies that at 45 deg the actuator simultaneously reaches both the maximum

actuation coupling and the largest resistance to a tip-torque (arising from the

blade tip dynamics and aerodynamics).
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2.4.4 Actuator Geometry

The primary geometric parameters of the actuator that need to be considered

are the width, the thickness of the graphite substructure and the thickness of the

piezo-elements.

From the first order structural model it follows that the overall actuator stiff-

ness matrix and the actuation moments are directly proportional to the actuator

width. Hence, the block torque is directly proportional to the beam width. Increas-

ing the actuator width increases the block torque capability, with an associated

penalty in actuator mass growth. Considering that the maximum internal width

available is approximately 30 mm (40% chord), and that readily available piezo

elements are 25.4 mm wide, the actuator beam width was set at 25.4 mm.

The thickness of the graphite substructure, tb, and the piezo-elements, tα, re-

quire a careful optimization (in conjunction with the actuator output load). Ideally

the actuator should exhibit a high actuation coupling and a high direct torsional

stiffness For a given material, ply-angle and width, these two thicknesses deter-

mine the respective contribution of the graphite substructure and the piezo layers

to the stiffness matrix. In particular, the bending-torsion coupling stiffnesses, KBT

and KTψ, are proportional to t3b (the structurally isotropic piezo layers do not con-

tribute). The thicker the piezo elements, the larger the actuation moments, MΛ
y

and MΛ
c , however, the larger also the torsional stiffness. This results in a small

ratio of the coupling stiffness (KBT , KTψ) relative to the direct torsion stiffness

(KT ), and hence lower twist output. In addition to the overall thickness of the

graphite substructure, the thickness of the midplane 0 deg plies needs to be con-

sidered. These plies are required for structural integrity of the segmented actuator

beam and to carry the centrifugal load of the attached blade tip.
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Figure 2.8: Proof-of-concept actuator beam

The optimization of graphite substructure and piezo thickness is presented in

Section 4.8. A design study not included in this dissertation indicated that embed-

ding the piezoceramics between the 0 deg graphite layers and the bending-torsion

layers would increase performance. The reason for this is that moving the piezoce-

ramic closer to the neutral axis results in a larger ratio of the coupling stiffnesses

to direct torsion stiffness. However, in order to mitigate the reduced moment arm

of the piezo elements (relocated closer to the neutral axis), the thickness of the

piezo elements would have to be increased. This resulted in a prohibitive mass

penalty and consequently was not pursued further.

2.5 PROOF-OF-CONCEPT ACTUATOR BEAM

In order to validate the actuator beam mechanics, a proof-of-concept actuator

beam was designed and two samples were fabricated, referred to as beams A1 and

A2, respectively (Figure 2.8).

2.5.1 Fabrication

The demonstration beam was fabricated using a prepreg uni-directional graphite-

epoxy, AS4/3501-6 [201]. However, the midplane 0 deg plies were omitted, for
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simplicity (with structural integrity of the nonrotating specimen restricted to the

brick-type interweave in the interface area between active units). The two beams

were cured in an autoclave and subsequently trimmed to size.

The PZT elements were then surface bonded to the top and bottom of the

beam, using Micromeasurements M-Bond 200. Because graphite/epoxy is nom-

inally conductive, the wiring must be such that all the PZT surfaces bonded to

the beam and the beam itself, form a common electric plane. In order to achieve

the correct bending reversal for adjacent active units, care must be taken in the

orientation of the PZT polarities (see Figure 2.2).

The configuration of the demonstration beam is summarized in Table 2.3. The

geometry and layup of the fabricated demonstration beam is not representative of

the actuator beams used in the active rotor blades. The purpose of this beam was

solely to establish the fabrication process and demonstrate the induced bending

and twist response.

Table 2.3: Properties of the Proof-of-Concept Beams A1 and A2

Bending-torsion composite beam

material graphite-epoxy, AS4/3501-6 [201]

thickness 1.0 mm

width 23.8 mm

length 305 mm

layup [+456] & [-456]

PZT elements

material PZT-5H [1]

thickness 0.315 mm

width 23.8 mm

length 42.8 mm

Active units

number 4

separation 6.35 mm
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2.5.2 Testing

The proof-of-concept actuator beam was tested in a static cantilever condition,

with a dc electrical excitation and zero mechanical load. The wiring was such

that any of the spanwise beam units could be activated separately. The twist and

bending slope at the tip of the beam were measured using a laser optic system.

A laser was bounced off the mirror at the end of the beam onto a target screen.

The horizontal and vertical displacement of the laser dot on the screen is directly

proportional to the beam bending slope and twist at the mirror.

Prior to testing, the free strain curve for the PZT elements was experimen-

tally determined, Figure2.9. Because the PZT elements for the two beams came

from different production batches, free strain tests were performed for a sample

from each batch. The results shown are quasi-static free-strain curves and do not

capture the characteristic hysteresis. The simple analytic model does not include

a a complete dynamic electro-mechanical formulation, and instead only uses the

quasi-static free strain as actuation parameter. A cubic fit of λ(E3) was used in

the analysis. Detailed information on the static and dynamic behaviour of piezo-

elements can be found in Reference [200,202].

Figure 2.10 depicts the beam tip twist and bending slope as a function of

activation field and the number of activated beam units. As expected, the twist is

additive for successively activated PZT pairs. The beam twist response amplitudes

are similar for application of both a “twist nose up” and a ”twist nose down”

electric field. The analytic curves capture the trends correctly and are within

12.5% of the experimental data. The main reasons for the difference between the

analysis and the measured data is the variation in free strain characteristics of the

individual piezo-elements. With 4 PZT pairs activated at 315 V/mm, a tip twist
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Figure 2.9: Quasi-static PZT free strain calibration for beam A1

0.45 deg was measured. It should be noted that at this stage the analysis is based

on Equation (2.4) for a single active beam element. For multiple activated beam

units, the single beam-unit results are appropriately summed.

For an even number of activated beam units, the bending response at the tip

is essentially zero. The measured tip bending slope per “activated unit” (with all

4 active units ON), is approximately 5% of that with one or three active units

ON (at 315 V/mm). The finite non-zero bending slope measured with all 4 units

activated is most likely related to fabrication inaccuracies in the [+456] and [-456]

layup in the 4 active units. The bending response amplitudes are also similar for

both positive and negative electric field.
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zero mechanical load: a) twist response, b) bending response
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Figure 2.11: Verification of beam mechanics, beam A2, dc electrical excitation,
zero mechanical load: a) twist response, b) bending response
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Figure 2.11 shows the results for the second actuator beam, A2 (with all 4

PZT units active). In this case the analysis over-predicts by approximately 10%

and again this difference can be attributed to the free strain characteristics of the

individual piezo-elements. The tip twist is comparable to that of beam A1 and

the bending response is negligible.

The experimental results of the proof-of-concept actuator beam demonstrated

the validity of the concept. The design optimization of the actuator beam for the

SABT application is discussed in Chapter 4 on the actuator beam and rotor blade

design. Free displacement, block torque and mechanical efficiency are addressed

in Chapter 6 on the characterization of the actuator beams and active blade tip

rotor blades.

2.6 TRAILING EDGE FLAP APPLICATION

The original application of the piezo-induced bending-torsion coupled actuator

was to deflect a rotorblade trailing flap. This research is documented in Refer-

ence [188]. The hover test results of the Froude scale rotor with trailing edge

flaps are included here to demonstrate the structural integrity and actuation per-

formance of the actuator beam in the rotating frame. The concept schematic is

shown in Figure 2.12. The rotor blades were designed for testing on the bear-

ingless hub of the 1/8th Froude scale Boeing ITR rotor [203] on the University of

Maryland hover test stand.

In this concept the trailing edge flap is directly connected to the outboard end

of the actuator beam, see Figure 2.13. As the tip of the beam twists relative to the

inboard cantilever end, the flap is directly deflected. Because the flap is directly

attached to the actuator beam, the need for a flap-hinge and associated flap-
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Figure 2.13: Blade cross-section with trailing edge flap connected directly to ac-
tuator beam

support structure (including thrust bearing) is eliminated. Although not shown,

the hinge gaps need to be sealed, to maximize flap effectiveness.

This flap arrangement does raise some important aeroelastic issues, that need

to be carefully considered in subsequent research and development. First, the flap

does not rotate about its leading edge, but about the beam twist axis, and conse-
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quently translates into the free-stream. This will alter the cross-section pressure

distribution compared to that of a conventional deflected plain-flap. Second, be-

cause the flap is directly attached to the actuator beam, all the flap loads (inertial

loads and the pressure distribution over the flap) are carried by the actuator beam.

The lift and drag on the flap are supported by the radial bearing at the beam tip.

The flap “hinge moment” (arising from the moment resultant of the flap pressure

distribution about the beam axis) acts as a tip torque on the actuator and is re-

acted at the blade root. Consequently the spanwise blade lift and pitching moment

distribution generated by this flap deflection will differ from that generated by a

conventional plain flap.

The advantage of the direct-connection flap is the elimination of the thrust

bearing, which is a significant source of performance degradation for small-scale

flaps. The centrifugal load of the flap is carried directly by the actuator beam which

is anchored in the blade root. Because the beam tip twist is directly proportional to

the beam length, the actuator length is used as intrinsic amplification stage. The

main disadvantages of this configuration are the maximum flap deflection that can

be achieved for a given actuator length (without mechanical amplification) and

the fact that the lift on the trailing edge flap generates a large hinge moment

(tip-torque) about the beam twist axis.

The design goal for the flap deflection is based on the detailed parametric study

of a plain trailing edge flap performed by Milgram et al [61, 112], using UMARC

(University of Maryland Advanced Rotor Code), a comprehensive aeroelastic ro-

torcraft code. This study indicated that the optimum location for the flap center

is 0.75R, for minimum power consumption. For a 20% chord, 10% span flap, the

required flap deflection range is ±6 deg. This decreases to ±4 deg for a 20% span

flap.
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2.6.1 Hover Tests

A design study [188] was undertaken to select the optimimum combination of

graphite and piezo thicknesses for the actuator beam. The optimum beam config-

uration was identified as 550 mm length (with 8 active units), a graphite substruc-

ture thickness of 1.5 mm and piezo-element thickness of 0.1905 mm. However,

because of fabrication limitations, the actuator beams differed from the design

target, see Table 2.4. The length was only 420 mm (with 6 active units) and the

graphite thickness was 1.3 mm. Furthermore, the available piezo elements were

25% thicker than desired.

Table 2.4: Trailing edge flap actuator beams

Bending-torsion beam PZT elements

material graphite-epoxy, AS4/3501-6 [201] PZT-5H [1]

thickness 1.3 mm (0.14tmax) 0.254 mm

width 24.0 mm (0.31c) 24 mm

length 420 mm (0.46R) 50 mm

layup [+453,03,+453], [-453,03,-453]

Active units

number 4

separation 6.35 mm

Table 2.5 lists the rotor and trailing edge flap parameters and Figure 2.14 shows

a detail schematic of the trailing edge flap installation. Despite the target flap size

of 10 to 20% span, centered at 75% radius, the demonstrator trailing edge flap

only had a 3% span and was located at 90% radius. In addition the hinge gaps

for this flap were not sealed. The reason for the different configuration was that

the focus of the initial test program was on the feasibility study of the concept,

including: overall structural integrity of the actuation system and the performance

of the actuator beam under centrifugal loading, rather than the aerodynamic effec-
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tiveness of the flap. Hence, the configuration was modified to simplify fabrication,

rather than for optimum aerodynamic flap effectiveness for vibration reduction. A

schematic detail of the blade construction is shown in Figure 2.14.

Table 2.5: Trailing edge flap rotor data

diameter 1.83 m (6 ft)

chord 76.2 mm (3 in)

profile NACA 0012

speed 900 rpm

flap span 3%

flap midspan 90% radius

flap chord 20%

actuator beam axis 40% chord

Figures 2.15 to 2.17 depict the fabricated rotor blades with the trailing flaps.
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The results of the proof-of-concept hover tests are presented in Figure 2.18. This

is a graph of the flap deflection vs. collective setting for various rotor speeds. The

excitation is set at 80 Vrms and 60 Hz (corresponding to 4/rev at 900 rpm). The

flap deflection remains essentially constant with collective setting and does not

drop off with increasing rotor speed. The reason for this is that because of the

small flap span and gaps around the flap, it was not aerodynamically effective and

the actuator beam operated near the free displacement limit. For the collective

range of -4 to 6 deg and rotor speed from 100 to 900 rpm, the flap deflection is

approximately 2.0 deg. This drops to 1.4 deg at 8 deg collective and 900 rpm. The

reason for this is the elastic twisting of the blade tip about the fore spar. Because

of construction constraints, the main structural connection to the outboard 10%

of the blade is via the fore spar only.

The tests were performed with a non-optimum actuator beam at an excitation

level of 80 Vrms (±445 V/mm), corresponding to a free-strain input range of ±170

µstrain. The field can be extended to -560 V/mm in the depoling direction and

up to 1120 V/mm in the poling direction. As a result the equivalent free strain

range will be almost doubled to ±330 µstrain. In addition, the actuator beam can

be lengthened from 6 to 8 active units, increasing performance by a further 33%.

This implies that with improved fabrication of the trailing edge flap and optimized

actuator beams the aerodynamic flap effectiveness can be increased, by reducing

gaps around the flap, increasing the flap span and increasing the flap deflection.

The successful performance of the piezo-induced bending-torsion actuator beam

in the rotating environment served as foundation for continued development of the

system for the active blade tip application.
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Figure 2.15: Fabricated rotor blades with trailing edge flaps

Figure 2.16: Fabricated rotor blades with trailing edge flaps, close up
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Figure 2.17: Active trailing edge flap rotor on the hover stand, diameter 1.83 m,
chord 76.2 mm, flap span = 3%, flap chord = 20%
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Chapter 3

ANALYTIC MODELING

The analytic modeling for the active blade tip rotor is presented in three phases.

The first phase is the derivation of the actuator beam finite element model. This

model is then validated in the second phase with two bending-torsion experimental

test cases in the literature. The final phase describes the coupling of the actuator

beam model with an elastic rotor blade model. The governing equations of motion

for the actuator beam and the rotor blade are derived using Hamilton’s principle

and are subsequently discretized using finite elements in space.

Hamilton’s principle states that of all possible motions that a system will un-

dergo during an arbitrary time interval, under the action of conservative forces, the

actual motion will be the one for which the line integral of the Lagrangian is an ex-

tremum (i.e. a minimum, maximum or an inflection) [204]. The Lagrangian is the

difference between the potential and kinetic energy. Mathematically Hamilton’s

principle is stated as:
∫ t2

t1

(δΠ − δT ) dt = 0 (3.1)

where δΠ is the (virtual) variation of the potential energy and δT is the kinetic

energy variation. For an aeroelastic system, e.g. rotor, there are nonconserva-

tive forces that can not be derived from a potential function. In the presence of
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nonconservative forces the generalized Hamilton’s principle is expressed as:
∫ t2

t1

(δΠ − δT − δW ) dt = 0 (3.2)

where δW represents the variation of the work done by the nonconservative forces.

As a matter of convenience, the conservative forces can be included in either the

potential energy or the work term.

The goal of the mathematical analysis of actuator and rotor blade is then the

formulation of the variational expression for the potential energy, kinetic energy

and external work in order to derive a suitable finite element description.

3.1 NON-DIMENSIONALIZATION

The subsequent strain energy and kinetic energy derivations are presented in di-

mensional form, to highlight the origin of certain terms, such as the Ω2 related

centrifugal stiffness terms. However, the finite element formulation is implemented

in nondimensional form. In addition to increasing the generality of the analysis,

performing the computations with nondimensional parameters helps to avoid scal-

ing problems. Table 3.1 summarizes the relevant nondimensionalization parame-

ters. In conjunction with the nondimensionalization a ordering scheme is used to

neglect higher order terms in the Hamiltonian expressions. The ordering scheme

is based on the definition of a nondimensional quantity ε, such that ε� 1. In the

expressions for potential and kinetic energy and the work done by external forces

in general O(ε3) terms are kept. Selected O(ε4) terms are also kept, to correctly

capture the torsion dynamics. In the present actuator beam the ordering scheme

has to be relaxed to include certain O(ε6) terms to capture the chordwise warp-

ing dynamics. The ordering scheme used in this analysis is adapted from that

presented in References [205–207]. It should be noted that although the actual
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Table 3.1: Parameter nondimensionalization

Physical quantity Reference parameter

length rotor radius, R

time rotor speed, Ω

mass/length reference mass/length, m0 := 3IbR
3

velocity rotor tip speed, ΩR

acceleration rotor tip centripetal acceleration, Ω2R

force m0Ω
2R2

moment m0Ω
2R3

energy or work m0Ω
2R4

cross section stiffness (EI, GJ) m0Ω
2R4

actuator beam chord (c/R = 0.0333) is O(ε1.5) it is conservatively taken as O(ε)

in this analysis, for convenience.

3.2 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF THE AC-

TUATOR BEAM

The development of an analytic model, in terms of efficiency and accuracy, is

dictated by the analysis requirements. In this application, the actuator model

will ultimately form one of the key ingredients in a larger comprehensive active-

aeroelastic model of the SABT blade. This implies that the computational effi-

ciency is an important consideration. From the actuator description in Chapter 2,

it is evident, that the tip-twist is generated by the set of sequential active beam

units. Each of these units has an aspect ratio of (2:1) and exhibits distinct local
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two-dimensional behaviour, with both spanwise and chordwise bending contribut-

ing to the twist response, see Figure 2.4.

Instead of using a full-fledged two-dimensional plate analysis, an extension of

the induced-strain composite-beam model presented by Chandra and Chopra [189,

208] is used. This analysis is based on Vlasov-theory [195], in which the structure

is modeled in two steps. First, on the local cross-sectional level, a two-dimensional

(thin walled) plate-analysis is used. Second, this is then reduced to a global one-

dimensional beam analysis by explicitly integrating the two-dimensional equations

across the section. The result is a set of generalized load and displacement de-

scriptions that are functions of the spanwise coordinate only. This one-dimensional

beam formulation is suitable for a finite element discretization using beam type

elements. Vlasov theory is based on the assumption that the section is rigid

in-plane, in contrast, Reference [189] assumes an explicit single parabolic cross-

section deformation mode to capture the curvature of the piezo-induced chordwise

bending.

This analysis is based on the following assumptions:

i) prismatic bar,

ii) the undeformed cross-section is comprised of one or more flat branches,

iii) strains in the thickness direction are negligible,

iv) small deflections,

v) the active material is modeled as a continuous orthotropic ply in the composite

layup, with an electromechanical coupling.

The assumption of the prismatic bar implies that derivatives in the x direction of

the cross-sectional properties and geometry are zero (or at least small). In addition
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the present analysis is restricted to open sections.

For the actuator beam in question, the dominant modes are flap bending, tor-

sion and chordwise warping. Hence, the axial, lateral (lead-lag) and shear dynam-

ics are neglected. Refer to References [189] for a more general derivation including

these degrees of freedom. Jung et al [209] have developed a refined formulation

of the structural analysis including thickness shear and warping-restraint effects.

However, at present that analysis is only valid for passive layup configurations.

The derivation of the beam analysis proceeds in three steps:

i) the local strain field is expressed in terms of the plate displacements,

ii) from the cross-section kinematics, the relationship between the one-dimensional

beam displacements and the two-dimensional plate-displacements is defined,

iii) applying the principle of virtual work and substituting the strain vs. beam-

displacement relationships a set of generalized beam-forces, Fb(x), is derived.

The generalized beam forces are a function of x only, and are related to the general-

ized beam degrees of freedom via cross section stiffness matrix, Kb. Similarly, the

cross-section mass matrix, Mb is obtained from the kinetic energy. Using energy

methods it is then possible to apply a one-dimensional finite-element discretiza-

tion. This yields a computationally efficient one-dimensional FEM, that intrinsi-

cally captures the local two-dimensional cross-section behaviour. Figure 3.1 shows

the actuator beam coordinate system. Note that for the rectangular section the

beam coordinate, (x, y, z), and contour coordinate system, (x, s, n), are identical

3.2.1 Kinematics

The kinematics relate the cross-section displacement field, {ux, us, un}, to the beam

displacement field. The latter is comprised of four parameter groups: 1) rigid-
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Figure 3.1: Actuator beam coordinate system

section displacements: axial U , flap bending W and lead-lag bending V ; 2) rigid

section rotations: twist φx, flap rotation φy and lead-lag rotation φz; 3) cross

section warping field: Ψ(x, y, z); and 4) cross section shear deformation terms.

Ignoring axial, lead-lag and shear effects, the displacement field reduces to

flap bending W , twist φ (dropping the x subscript) and the warping field. The

warping field consists of out-of-plane warping and in-plane warping. Figure 3.2

depicts the deflection and deformation geometry of the rectangular actuator cross-

section. In the subsequent analysis the in-plane and out-of-plane warping are with

respect to the plane of the cross-section. (̄ ) quantities refer to the cross-section

midplane-contour quantities.

The relationship between the mid-plane plate-displacements, {ūx, ūs, ūn} and
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Figure 3.2: Actuator cross-section geometry and deflection kinematics

the beam displacements is given by [189]:























ūn

ūs

ūx
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cos θ(s) 0 q̄(s) 0 α(s)

sin θ(s) 0 −r̄(s) 0 0

0 −n̄ 0 −λ̄(s) 0































































W (x)

W ′(x)

φ(x)

φ′(x)

ψ(x)



















































(3.3)

In more compact form:

ū = T d(s) db(x) (3.4)
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For a rectangular section:

θ(s) = 0 q̄(s) = s r̄(s) = 0 (3.5)

n̄(s) = 0 λ̄(s) = 0 α(s) =
1

2
s2

θ represents the rigid inclination angle of the undeformed beam section (associated

with a root pitch input and possibly pretwist). This introduces a geometric flap-

lag coupling. In the rotor application the pitch input, θ0 is typically O(ε) and

hence the coupling is not dominant. In fact, because the analysis neglects lateral

dynamics, the geometric pitch-flap coupling must be ignored, in order to maintain

symmetry. q̄(s) and r̄(s) are the sectoral coordinates [210]. λ̄(s) and α(s) are

the respective out-of-plane and in-plane warping fields of the midplane contour.

The former is derived from the definition of the contour-direction shear strain and

noting the fact midplane shear strain for an open section is zero [210]. The in-plane

(chordwise) warping field is explicitly defined as a parabolic distribution, chosen

specifically for the structural configuration with full-width piezo elements. The

lateral induced strain of the piezo elements a uniform chordwise bending moment,

as shown in Figure 2.4 (also refer to Equation (2.3)). The chordwise bending

moment gives rise to a chordwise warping that generates a parabolic chordwise

curvature in a rectangular cross-section.

The beam displacementsW,φ, ψ essentially constitute a three term power series

approximation in the chordwise direction, s = y, of the transverse plate-element

displacement, un, [211]:

ūn(x, y) = W (x) + yφ(x) +
1

2
y2ψ(x) (3.6)

=
∑3

k=1
yk−1β(x)

Hence, the term α(s)ψ(x) captures the parabolic chordwise warping of the cross
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section and it can be shown that the chordwise warping, ψ, is in fact the chordwise

curvature, κss.

3.2.2 Strain-Displacement Relationships

The linear in-plane strain-displacement relations for a zero curvature cross-sectional

element are:

ε(x, s, n) =























εxx

εss

γxs























= ε̄+ nκ (3.7)

with mid-plane strains and curvatures:

ε̄(x, s) =























ε̄xx

ε̄ss

γ̄xs























=























ūx,x

ūs,s

ūs,x + ūx,s























(3.8)

and

κ(x, s) =























κ̄xx

κ̄ss

κ̄xs























=























−ūn,xx
−ūn,ss
−2ūn,xs























(3.9)

The reference plane is arbitrary, and the mid-plane is chosen for convenience.

These equations are linear in n and are applicable to a cross-sectional element

with zero curvature (assumption 2). In contrast, for a shell-element of a general

curved cross section the curvature introduces additional nonlinear terms in n [212].

Substituting Equation 3.4 into Equation 3.7 the relationship between the strains
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and the beam displacements is obtained:











ε̄

κ̄











=



















[0]3×6

−1 0 −q̄(s) 0 0 −α(s)

0 0 0 −α,ss 0 0

0 −2 0 −2α,s 0 0

















































































W ′′(x)

φ′(x)

φ′′(x)

ψ(x)

ψ′(x)

ψ′′(x)































































(3.10)

Written in more compact form:











ε̄

κ̄











=







e

k






qU(x) (3.11)

where, qU is the vector of (strain related) beam degrees of freedom:

qU(x) =

[

W ′′ φ′ φ′′ ψ ψ′ ψ′′

]T

(3.12)

3.2.3 Constitutive Equations

The general linear constitutive equations for a piezoelectric material (in tensor

form) are [213]:

Tp = cEpqSq − ekpEk (3.13a)

Di = eiqSq + εSikEk (3.13b)

i, j, k, l = 1 . . . 3, p, q = 1 . . . 6

where cEpq are the elastic stiffness constants (at constant electric field), ekp are the

piezo-electric constants (related to the more common d constants by eij = dikc
E
kj)

and εSik are the dielectric constants (at constant strain). Tp and Sq are the stress

and strain vectors. Di and Ek are the electric displacement and and electric
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field vectors. The electric field components are related to the scalar electrostatic

potential (or voltage) by:

Ek = −φ,k (3.14)

The potential energy density of the linear piezoelectric material is given by [213]:

H =
1

2
cEklSkSl − eklEkSl −

1

2
εklEkEl (3.15)

where the first term is recognized as the elastic strain energy, the third term is the

electrical enthalpy and the second term is the potential energy associated with the

piezo-electromechanical coupling. The termH is analogous to the enthalpy density

in thermodynamics, and in this context is referred to as the electromechanical

enthalpy. For further information on the thermodynamic derivation of the piezo

system enthalpy (and other energy functions) see References [75] and [213]. A

detailed derivation of a variational formulation for nonlinear electromechanically

coupled systems is presented in Reference [202] (although in this reference the

strain and electric displacement are selected as independent variables).

For the subsequent derivation of the equations of motion using Hamilton’s

principle, the first variation of the potential energy density is required:

δH = cEklSkδSl − eklEkδSl − eklδEkSl − εklEkδEl (3.16)

In this application, monolithic piezoceramic sheet elements are used. These are

poled parallel to the thickness with electrodes normal to the poling direction. The

piezoceramic material is used purely in the active mode and the feedback control

power circuitry is such that the electric field across the electrodes is prescribed (by

the input wave form). Consequently the in-plane electric field components are not

relevant and the transverse electric field, E3, is an independent input parameter.

This implies:

δEk = 0, k = 1 . . . 3 (3.17)
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In addition, considering the prior assumption that strains in the thickness direc-

tion are negligible and assuming that the plate element consists of a laminate

of orthotropic active and passive plies, it follows that the constitutive equation

reduces to (with a change of notation):






















σx

σs

τxs























= Q̄
E























εx

εs

γxs























− Q̄E























d31

d32

0























E3 (3.18)

This can be re-written as:

σ = Q̄
E

(ε− Λ) (3.19)

where Q̄
E

is the elastic stiffness matrix, under a constant electric field and d31,d32

are the piezoelectric constants, that couple the in-plane strains and the transverse

electric field. Note that the above constitutive equations are also valid for the

passive plies, in which case the piezo constants are zero. For the PZT sheet

elements used in this application d32 = d31.

Because the electric field is a specified input for this actuation application, the

“sensor” constitutive equation, Equation 3.13b, can be ignored in the structural

model.

In the above equation, the piezoelectric coupling has been recast as a piezo-

induced free-strain, Λ(E), which is generated by the applied electric field, E. This

free strain is analogous to the thermal-strain, induced by a temperature change.

In Equation 3.19, ε is the total strain of the lamina (as measured by a strain

gauge), while the term (ε− Λ) is the mechanical strain, that gives rise to stresses.

It should be noted, that since the unstrained state of the active ply is defined

by Λ, the strain seen by the active ply is − (ε− Λ), i.e. when the active ply

is excited to contract, the elastic restraint of the host structure loads the active

ply in tension. This is of importance in considering the tensile strain limit of the
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brittle piezoceramics. With the above simplifications (Equations 3.17 and 3.18)

the first variation of the potential energy density can be expressed as:

δH = δεT Q̄
E

(ε− Λ) (3.20)

Although formally the free strain in the kth ply of the laminate is defined as

Λk =























λ11

λ22

λ12























k

= Ek
3























d31

d32

d36























k

(3.21)

This is strictly valid only at low excitation fields (below 200 kV/m), where the

piezo-electric behaviour is linear (i.e. the d coefficients are constant). When

used in a high power actuator application, these devices are usually driven far

beyond the linear limit, approaching the coercive field (-500 kV/m for PZT-5H)

on the depoling side and up to 1500 kV/m on the poling side. The upper limit

is typically set by piezoceramic (dynamic) tensile strain limit rather than the

dielectric breakdown limitations. To capture the piezoelectric nonlinearity with

respect to the electric field amplitude, the linear from of Equation 3.21 is modified

and the free strain of the kth lamina, Λ = f(E3), is represented by an experimental

cubic polynomial curve fit (see Chapter 6):

Λ = λ(E3) [1 1 0]T (3.22)

λ = c0 + c1E3 + c2E
2
3 + c3E

3
3

This retroactive inclusion of the electric field nonlinearity, in the original linear

constitutive relations, is a simple modification to extend the validity range of

the model. The above equation takes into account the fact that in the present

application PZT sheet elements are used as active “plies” with a uniform in-plane

induced strains. In this configuration:

d32 = d31, d36 = 0 and hence λ22 = λ11, λ12 = 0 (3.23)
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In summary, the present analysis uses the linear electromechanical constitutive

relationships. In fact only the actuator equation is used to capture the actuation,

Equation 3.13a, ignoring the sensor Equation 3.13b. The restriction on the linear

free strain Λ = dE is removed, by using an empirical nonlinear free strain descrip-

tion Λ = λ(E3)[1 1 0]T . This nonlinear description only captures the free-strain

nonlinearity with respect to electric field amplitude.

The above free strain model only defines the piezo strain amplitude with re-

spect to the electric field amplitude. It does not capture the characteristic field

dependent nonlinear hysteresis. As a first order estimate, the electrical dynam-

ics of the induced strain actuation are ignored, focusing instead on the dominant

structural dynamics of the actuator system.

It should be noted that there are other important nonlinearities that affect the

piezoceramic behaviour, e.g. temperature, stress and hysteresis [1]. A high fidelity

representation of the piezoceramic electrodynamics requires a detailed nonlinear

finite element analysis. For example, Ghandi and Hagood [202] developed a hy-

brid finite element model for phase transitions in nonlinear electromechanically

coupled materials. The iterative model captures the strain and electric displace-

ment hysteresis loops and dynamic behaviour under high electric fields. This level

of analytical fidelity is beyond the scope of this research program, which is tar-

geted at the overall development and experimental demonstration of a smart rotor

system.

In future work, it may be of interest to include the sensing capability of the

piezoceramics in the analysis and the control architecture. The original work on

self-sensing piezo actuation is described by Dosch et al [70]. Furthermore, a com-

prehensive linear actuator/sensor formulation of the electromechanically-coupled

discrete layerwise analysis of active composite shell and plate structures can be
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found in Reference [214], for example. As a further refinement, a nonlinear elec-

tromechanical finite element model may be considered (at the expense of increased

complexity and computational cost), to capture high field actuation hysteresis and

utilize self-sensing capabilities.

3.2.4 Beam Forces

Integrating the stress-strain equations, (3.18), across the contour thickness yields

the plate stress resultants:











N

M











=

∫

n











σ

σn











dn (3.24)
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A B

B D

















ε̄

κ̄











−











NΛ

MΛ











The components of the force and moment stress resultants are:

N =























Nxx

Nss

Nxs























, M =























Mxx

Mss

Mxs























(3.25)

and the active (induced) stress resultants are given by:











NΛ

MΛ











=

∫

n











Q̄Λ

Q̄Λn











dn (3.26)

In the above equation, the matrices A,B,D are the [3x3] stiffness matrices from

classical laminated plate theory, and include both active and passive plies. The

passive plies obviously do not contribute to the induced stress resultants, since

their Λ vector is zero. In performing the thickness integrals, it is assumed that the

active composite ply is sufficiently thin that the electric field is uniform across its
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thickness. Note that the definitions of the positive mid-plane strains and curva-

tures defines the sign-convention for the stress-resultants. The laminate potential

energy is given by the volume integral of the potential energy density (shown here

in variational form):

δΠ =

∫

x

∫

C(s)

∫

n

δH dn ds dx

=

∫

x

∫

C(s)

∫

n

δεT Q̄
E

(ε− Λ) dn ds dx (3.27)

Performing the thickness integral, using Equations (3.7) and (3.24) gives:

δΠ =

∫

x

∫

C(s)











δε̄

δκ̄











T 









N

M











T

ds dx (3.28)

Substituting the strain vs. beam-displacement relationship, Equation 3.10, the

plate stress resultants, Equation 3.24, and integrating across the contour, allows

the strain energy variation to be recast in terms of the beam displacements:

δΠ =

∫

x

δqTU(x)Fb(x) dx (3.29)

Fb(x) is the vector of one-dimensional generalized internal beam-forces:

Fb(x) = Kb qU(x) − FΛ

b
(x) (3.30)

Kb is the cross-section stiffness matrix, and F Λ

b
is the active beam-force vector.

The components of the beam force vector are defined in terms of the plate element

stress resultants, via Equations 3.28 and 3.29

Fb(x) =
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∫

C(s)































































−Mx

−2Msx

−Mx q(s)

−Ms α,ss(s)

−2Mxs α,s(s)

−Mx α(s)































































ds (3.31)
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Figure 3.3: Plate stress resultants and beam forces

My is the flap bending moment, Ts is the St. Venant torque, Mω is the bimoment,

and the three terms Mc, H, I, are generalized beam forces, associated with the

chordwise bending (ψ). The above beam force vector corresponds to the beam

displacement vector, qU, defined in Equation 3.12. The plate stress-resultants and

the beam forces are shown in Figure 3.3.

The above beam-forces represent the active generalized cross-section forces.

To complete the beam-analysis formulation, the reactive beam forces need to be

solved, by applying the principle of virtual work to an element dx of the beam. The

reactive beam-forces that do not contribute to the strain energy, but are required

for equilibrium. For example there will be a set of reactive transverse shear forces

that arise from the bending moments, because the thickness shear strains were

neglected. Similarly there is also a warping torque that arises in reaction to the
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bimoment. Since these reactive forces do not enter the strain energy expression,

they are not required for an energy-based structural analysis. They are, however,

important in the calculation of local cross-section stresses. For detailed discussion

on active and reactive cross-section forces see Gjelsvik [210].

From the derivation of Equation 3.30, the [6x6] Kb matrix is defined by:

Kb =

∫

C(s)







e

k
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A B

B D













e

k






ds (3.32)

=

































EIyy . . . . . . . . .

KbBT GJ

Kb13 Kb23 EIωω
...

KbBψ KbTψ Kb34 EIψψ
...

Kb15 KbBT Kb13 Kb54 Kb55

Kb16 KbBT Kb13 Kb64 Kb65 Kb66

































Symmetric

EIyy = Kb11 is the flap bending stiffness, GJ = Kb22 is the torsional stiffness,

EIωω = Kb33 is the out-of-plane warping stiffness and EIψψ = Kb44 is the chordwise

warping stiffness. The pertinent coupling stiffness are the (spanwise and chord-

wise) bending-torsion couplings: KbBT = Kb12 and KbTψ=Kb24
; and the spanwise-

chordwise bending coupling: KbBψ=Kb14
. The latter coupling corresponds to the

anticlastic Poisson bending-coupling exhibited in an isotropic material.

Depending on the cross-section geometry and composite layup, the Kb matrix

will exhibit couplings between extension, bending, torsion, in-plane shear and in-

plane and out-of-plane warping. For the solid, rectangular section actuator beam,
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the cross-section stiffness matrix is given by:

Kb =

































cD11 . . . . . . . . .

2cD16 4cD66

0 0 c3

12
D11

...

cD12 2cD26 0 cD22
...

0 0 c3

6
D16 0 c3

3
D66

c3

24
D11

c3

12
D16 0 c3

24
D12 0 c5

320
D11

































Symmetric

where

D =
N

∑

i=1

1

3
Q̄(n3

i+1 − n3
i ) (3.33)

is the bending stiffness matrix from classical laminated plate theory.

Considering that the beam chord, c, is O(ε), it is evident that the strain energy

contribution of the direct torsion-warping EIωω and the chordwise-warping terms

Kb55 and Kb66 are 2 to 4 orders of magnitude smaller than the direct flap bending,

EIyy and the torsional stiffness, GJ . However, in the presence of the strong

composite coupling terms, it is important to retain the twist curvature, φ′′, and

the chordwise-warping derivative terms ψ′, ψ′′. If these degrees of freedom are

ignored, the calculated first torsion natural frequency of the active blade tip is

reduced by approximately 7%.

The active beam forces follow from the derivation of Equation 3.30:

FΛ

b
=

∫

C(s)







e

k







T 





NΛ

MΛ






ds (3.34)

=

[

MΛ
y TΛ

s MΛ
ω MΛ

c HΛ IΛ

]T

=

[

−cMΛ
x 0 0 −cMΛ

s 0 − c3

24
MΛ

x

]T

The implication of the d31 operation of the piezo ply is two-fold: first, the induced
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strain in the longitudinal and lateral directions is equal (because d31 = d32), and

hence the bending actuation forces MΛ
y and MΛ

c are equal, second the piezo sheet

can not induce an in-plane shear strain directly and therefore the direct torsion

actuation terms TΛ
s and HΛ are zero. The twist of the actuator beam with the

bending-torsion coupled substructure and surface bonded PZT elements arises

from both the piezo induced spanwise bending (viaMΛ
y ) and the induced synclastic

chordwise bending (via MΛ
c and IΛ).

The active plate stress resultants, MΛ
x and MΛ

s are defined by Equation 3.26.

For the present actuator beam, with a rectangular section and two surface bonded

piezo elements, equidistant from the mid-plane and separated by tsep, it can be

shown that:

MΛ
y = MΛ

c =
Eα tα c

1 − να
tsep

∼

λ (3.35)

In the above equation it is also assumed that the piezo elements and the host struc-

ture have the same width (as is the case for the actuator beam). The parameter
∼

λ is the effective bending actuation and is given by :

∼

λ =
1

2
(λl − λu) (3.36)

where λu and λl are the induced strain in the upper and lower active plies (with

respect to to the beam n axis). Note that the spanwise and chordwise bending

induced strain actuation moments are equal. Given the 45 deg substructure, with

equal spanwise and chordwise bending-torsion coupling it follows the spanwise and

chordwise bending contribute equally to the induced strain twist actuation of the

the beam.
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3.2.5 Structural Model Adjustments

There are several adjustments that need to be considered for the above structural

model. The preceding analysis is based on a thin plate-element cross-section anal-

ysis. However, as the thickness/width ratio increases, several modifications have

to be incorporated in the analysis, that reflect the beam vs. plate character. For

the final actuator beam, the thickness/width ratio is 1/8. The adjustments con-

sidered here include the plane stress condition, refined out-of-plane shear-related

warping and the edge effects of the discrete piezo elements. The influence of these

three adjustments on the structural model is shown in actuator beam character-

ization Figures 6.6 and 6.8. The figures show that the three adjustments reduce

the stiffness of the finite element model and improve correlation with experimental

data.

Plane Stress Assumption

The first adjustment to the analysis is the plane stress assumption. Formally

the plate analysis presented above includes the plane stress assumption, whereby

stresses in the thickness direction are ignored, specifically: σ33, τ13 and τ23. For

beam type structures, with a low thickness to width ratio, this assumption can be

extended to include the stress resultants in the lateral direction. The addition of

this assumption is designated as PS in Figures 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8.

This can be invoked in several different ways, including at the ply level, the

laminate level and the cross-section level (see Reference [205] for further details).

For the present application the plane stress assumption on the laminate and cross-

section level are equivalent, because the cross-section is a solid rectangular section.

The plane stress assumption on the ply level is discarded because it does not
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correctly capture the induced strain actuation. The plane stress assumption on

the laminate level states that in the absence of external loading in the contour (s)

direction, the contour stress resultants are zero, i.e.:

Nss = 0, andMss = 0 (3.37)

To implement the plane stress assumption the equations for the stress resultants

(Equation 3.24) are re-shuffled:
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In more compact form:
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(3.39b)

Using the plane stress assumption, Equation 3.38b can be directly solved for the

cross-section contour direction strain and curvature (ignoring inertial effects for
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the moment):
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(3.40)

The reduced equations for the stress resultants are then obtained by substituting

Equation 3.40 into Equation 3.38a:
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where:
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(3.43)

With the chordwise curvature κss explicitly defined (Equation 3.40), it follows

that the generalized beam displacements ψ, ψ′, ψ′′ are eliminated as independent

degrees of freedom (using Equation 3.10). Similarly the related beam forcesH, I, C

are eliminated from the potential energy expression and the [6x6] beam cross-

section matrix, Kb is reduced to a [3x3] matrix, K̃b.

In the final finite element model, the plane stress assumption is conveniently

implemented by calculating the reduced bending-torsion stiffness matrix D̃ and
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the related beam cross section stiffness matrix K̃b and setting a virtual clamped

boundary condition for all ψ, ψ′, ψ′′ degrees of freedom. These can then be directly

calculated after solving the equations of motion by using Equations 3.10 and 3.40

. Note that Equation 3.43 implicitly captures the induced chordwise bending

moment, MΛ
ss, in the plane-stress-adjusted induced bending moment, M̃Λ

xx, and

torque,M̃Λ
xs.

In Section 3.3 it is shown that the kinetic energy associated with the chordwise

warping is at least 2 orders of magnitude less than the torsion kinetic energy, for

the actuator beam configuration. Hence the dynamics in the contour direction (s)

are negligible and inertial effects do not need to be considered in implementing

the plane stress condition.

Higher Order Out-of-Plane Warping

The second adjustment to the structural cross-section analysis is related to a higher

order out-of-plane warping. The analysis presented thus far intrinsically captures

the classical torsion related out-of-plane warping associated with φ′′. For a rect-

angular section this is the bilinear out-of-plane warping displacement field and is

related to the bimoment (see Gjelsvik [210] or Murray [215] for a detailed deriva-

tion and discussion of the out-of-plane warping, the self-equilibrating bimonent,

and the related warping-torsion moment).

Higher-order out-of-plane warping is related to the thickness/width ratio and

the ratio of the transverse shear stiffnesses. In particular the latter can have a

significant impact on the torsional stiffness of composite beams. This is briefly

described below.

For an isotropic beam of rectangular section, the torsional stiffness is given by:

GJ0 =
1

3
Gct3 (3.44)
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where G is the shear stiffness, c is the width and t is the thickness. The above

equation is valid only for small depth/width ratios, t/c � 1. If not, the torsional

stiffness is given by:

GJ0 = (1 − λ)GJ0 (3.45)

where λ is a factor that depends on the depth/width ratio t/c [216]. For an or-

thotropic beam, it has been shown that the torsional stiffness correction depends on

both the depth to width ratio and the ratio of the transverse shear stiffnesses [217],

viz:

λ = f(
t

c

√

Gxz

Gyz

) (3.46)

That analysis has been extended to the torsion of rectangular composite beams, by

Swanson [218]; and to rectangular composite beams with general elastic couplings,

by Nagaraj et al [219]. Although the derivation of the stiffness correction factor

has not been published at the time of writing, the precursor to this work was

presented by Jung et al in Reference [209]. The derivation is based on using plate

equilibrium equations to refine the approximation for the curvatures. The origin

of the stiffness correction term can be traced back to a higher order out-of-plane

warping.

The correction factor affects the cross-section spanwise bending stiffness, EIyy =

Kb11 , the torsion stiffness GJ = Kb22 and the spanwise bending-torsion coupling,

KbBT = Kb12 and the bimoment stiffness, EIωω = Kb33 . The governing parameters

are [219]:

kb =
c

2

√

A44

D66 −D2
16/D11

(3.47)

λV T =
tanh (kb)

kb
(3.48)

These parameters are then used to adjust the cross-section stiffness terms as fol-
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lows:

K̂b11 = Kb11

(

1 − λV T
D2

16

D2
11

)

K̂b22 = Kb22 (1 − λV T ) (3.49)

K̂b33 = Kb33

(

1 − 3

k2
b

D2
16

D11D66

)

K̂b12 = K̂b21 = Kb12 (1 − λV T )

In the above equations the Dij and Kbij matrix terms refer to the original or the

respective plane-stress reduced D̃ij and K̃bijmatrix terms, depending on whether

or not the plane stress assumption is selected in running the finite element model.

The above correction terms were derived in a beam analysis that neither in-

cludes induced strain actuation nor chordwise warping. Hence the factors are

applied ad hoc only to the spanwise bending, torsion and associated coupling

stiffnesses. In future work the refined composite beam analysis by Nagaraj [219]

might be extended to include induced strain actuation and chordwise warping, for

an enhanced actuator beam model.

Edge Effects

The composite layerwise analysis of the actuator beam is based on classical lam-

inated plate theory. Within the framework of this analysis, the piezoceramic ma-

terial is modeled as a continuous ply. However, as indicated in Figure 2.2, the

actuator beam is built up of a substructure with distributed, discrete piezoce-

ramic elements bonded on the surface (in contrast to using a truly continuous

active ply consisting of piezoceramic fibers). The structural and electrical bound-

ary conditions (edge effects) of the discrete piezo elements will influence the overall

electromechanical dynamics and integrity of the actuator beam. At the edges of
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the piezo elements the electric field is not a uniform transverse electric field, al-

tering the local induced strain actuation; and the structural discontinuity results

in reduced effective stiffness, reduced actuation effectiveness and high bond layer

shear strains. In order to capture the effects of the structural discontinuity the ac-

tuation strain transfer from the piezoceramic to the passive structure through the

finite thickness, elastic bond layer has to be considered. This requires modeling of

the interlamina shear in the bond layer [78,220].

The shear lag through the bond layer effectively results in a cross-section stiff-

ness transition across the structural discontinuity, rather than an instantaneous

stiffness change. In the case of piezo actuation, because of the finite thickness

elastic bond layer, the actuation strain transfer to the passive structure decreases

near the edges while the shear strain in the bond layer rapidly increases. The high

bond layer shear strain near the piezo edges may initiate delamination. This leads

to reduced or complete loss of actuation, and will also reduce the overall struc-

tural integrity. A variety of concepts have been proposed to reduce the high shear

stresses at the edges of discrete induced strain sheet elements, including partial

electrodes [221,222] and chamfered edges [223]. Obviously the recent development

of active fibers negates, to a large extent, the problem of edge effects in discrete

patch actuators.

The induced strain shear lag models of references [78, 220] have analytical

solutions for zero load conditions. However, in the presence of general mechani-

cal and inertial loading it is not possible to formulate the analysis in terms of a

general one-dimensional beam type finite element. In addition those models do

not address the issue of the electrical boundary conditions at the piezo edges. A

detailed electro-mechanical model that includes interlamina shear and local struc-

tural and electrical boundary conditions (associated with the discrete piezoceramic
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Figure 3.4: Idealized edge effect of discrete piezo element

elements) is beyond the scope of this analysis. As a first order approximation it

will be assumed that at the spanwise edges of the discrete piezo elements there is

a “deadzone” in which the PZT is not structurally effective. In this deadzone the

PZT neither contributes to the structural stiffness, nor does it generate an induced

strain. The deadzone length is empirically set equal to the thickness of the beam

substructure, see Figure 3.4.

Tension/Torsion-Rate Modification

There is one final modification to the structural model. In the general strain energy

derivation of rotating, moderate deflection Bernoulli-Euler beams there is a nonlin-

ear tension/torsion-rate strain energy variation contribution [206]: EAk2
A U

′
e φ

′ δφ.

For the inextensible case, as it is assumed here, EAUe → FA, leading to the

strain energy variation term: FA k
2
A φ

′ δφ. Where FA =
∫ L

x
mΩ2ξ dξ is the cen-

trifugal force at a given station in the beam and kA is the cross-section polar

radius of gyration. The adjusted torsion stiffness then is:

K̂b22 = GJ + FA k
2
A (3.50)

This explicit modification is implemented prior to making changes related to the

plane stress assumption or the higher order warping corrections. The FA k
2
A con-
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tribution is not necessarily negligible, especially in the light of the high centrifugal

forces experienced in the Mach scale testing. FA k
2
A/GJ is 2.2% at the inboard

edge of active beam unit #1/2A and 3.3% at the beam root for the Mach scale

actuator beam.

Structural Damping

The structural damping of the actuator beam is not explicitly modeled. Instead an

empirical modal damping is included in the modal reduction of the final equations

of motion. As a first estimate the modal damping for the first torsion mode is set

at 0.75% and 1.5% for all other modes.

3.2.6 Summary: Potential Energy

The primary purpose of the preceding structural analysis is the formulation of the

potential energy of the actuator beam, for the derivation of a finite element, using

Hamilton’s variational principle. Using Equations 3.29 and 3.30, the variation of

the potential energy can be expressed as:

δΠ =

∫

x

[

δqTUKbU
(x) qU(x, t) − δqTUF

Λ

b
(x, t)

]

dx (3.51)

where,

qU(x, t) =

[

W,xx φ,x φ,xx ψ ψ,x ψ,xx

]T

(3.52)

The U subscript on the stiffness matrix identifies the strain energy origin (in con-

trast to the subsequent kinetic energy based centrifugal stiffness matrix). The

first term in the potential energy variation is the variation of the structural strain

energy, related to the cross-section stiffness matrix, and the second term is the in-

duced strain forcing vector. qU is a 6 degree of freedom vector (see Equation 3.11).

In the presence of the plane stress assumption, it reduces to a 3 degree of freedom
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vector with commensurate adjustment of the stiffness matrix and induced strain

forcing vector. Note that the above expression is one-dimensional in space (only

dependent on x), via the explicit integration across the cross section.

3.3 KINETIC ENERGY OF THE ACTUATOR

BEAM

To complete the derivation of the actuator beam finite element model the kinetic

energy is required. For the rotorblade actuator application the rotation of the

beam axes with the rotor hub has to be included in formulating the kinetic energy

expression, resulting in Coriolis damping, centrifugal stiffening and centrifugal

forcing terms. Kinetic energy is stored by virtue of the rotation and coupled

elastic deformations of the rotorblade and actuator beam.

The actuator beam kinetic energy derivation is based on the derivation of the

rotorblade kinetic energy presented in Reference [207]. The framework of that

analysis is equally applicable for the actuator beam mounted within the rotor-

blade. The analysis is modified to include the chordwise warping deformation ψ.

The kinetic energy of the actuator beam is given by the volume integral of the

kinetic energy of a point, P , on the actuator beam cross-section. The point P

moves from the undeformed position P (x, y, z) to P ′(x1, y1, z1). The derivation is

based on several coordinate systems (see Figure 3.5): i) the hub-fixed nonrotating

frame, H (XH , YH , ZH); ii) the hub-fixed rotating frame, R (X,Y, Z); iii) the unde-

formed blade frame, U (x, y, z) that includes precone, but not pretwist; and iv) the

deformed blade frame, D (ξ, η, ζ). The corresponding coordinate transformation
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matrices are given by:
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(3.53)

where in this context ψ = Ωt is the azimuth angle.
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(3.54)

The transformation from the hub-fixed to the undeformed coordinates is given by

the product of the above two transformations:

T UH = T UR T RH (3.55)

This combined transformation is used to obtain the velocities and accelerations

for calculating the kinetic energy variation. The final transformation matrix is

the transformation from the undeformed to the deformed frame. This a nonlinear

function of the beam deformation degrees of freedom [206]. It is not required

for the actuator beam analysis, but is required for the rotor blade analysis. The

linearized from is used to transform the aerodynamic loads, which are defined with

respect to the deformed frame, to the undeformed frame.
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(3.56)

The kinetic energy expression (in variational form) is:

δT =

∫

Vol

ρ δvTP vP dVol (3.57)
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Figure 3.5: Kinetic energy derivation coordinate systems

where vP is the total velocity of the point P . Integrating by parts gives:

δT = −
∫

x

∫

A

ρ δrTP aP dA dx (3.58)

rP is the position vector and in the undeformed frame coordinates is given by:

rP =
[

~ı ~ ~k
]T

[x1 y1 z1 ] (3.59)

The corresponding velocity is:

vP =
d

dt
(rP ) (3.60)
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Evaluating the rotating frame derivative:

vP =























~ı

~

~k























T 





















ẋ1 − Ωy1 cos βp

ẏ1 + Ωx1 cos βp − Ωz1 sin βp

ż1 + Ωy1 sin βp























(3.61)

Similarly the total acceleration of a point P on the cross-section, expressed in

undeformed frame coordinates, is given by:

aP =
d

dt
(vP ) (3.62)

Evaluating the derivative and making the small angle approximation for the pre-

cone angle:

aPU
=
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ẍ1 − Ω2x1 + Ω2z1βp − 2Ωẏ1

ÿ1 − Ω2y1 + 2Ωẋ1 − 2Ωż1βp

z̈1 − Ω2z1β
2
p + Ω2x1βp + 2Ωẏ1βp























(3.63)

Ω2 identifies centripetal acceleration terms and 2Ω identifies the Coriolis acceler-

ation terms. Substituting Equations 3.59 and 3.63 into Equation 3.58) yields the

kinetic energy variation in the following form:

δT = −
∫

x

∫

A

δ [x1 y1 z1] [Tx Ty Tz]
T dA dx (3.64)

Where, Tx/y/z = ρaPx/y/z . The next step is to express the beam deformation in

terms of the undeformed frame coordinates. Equation 3.3 already describes the

deformation of the cross-section contour in terms of the undeformed frame coor-

dinates. In order to correctly capture the torsional and chordwise warping inertia

the general cross-section displacement field (not only the contour displacement) is

required. This can be derived directly from the cross-section deformation kinemat-

ics shown in Figure 3.2. Furthermore, in order to correctly capture the centrifugal
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flap stiffening the nonlinear radial foreshortening has to be included. The equa-

tions below include the axial and lead-lag degrees of freedom for completeness.

The displacement of a general point P (x, y, z) on the cross-section can be shown

to be:

x1 = x+ U − λTφ
′ − V ′ (y1 − V ) −W ′ (z1 −W ) (3.65a)

y1 = V + (y1 − V ) (3.65b)

z1 = W + (z1 −W ) (3.65c)

U is the beam axial displacement and is comprised of the elastic extension Ue and

the nonlinear radial foreshortening Uf (see References [205–207]):

U = Ue + Uf (3.66)

= Ue +
1

2

∫

x

(

W ′2 + V ′2
)

dx

The terms in brackets in Equations 3.65b and 3.65c are the respective lateral and

transverse displacements due to pitch, torsion and chordwise warping, and are

given by:

(y1 − V ) = s cos θ1 − n sin θ1 + Aψ (3.67)

(z1 −W ) = s sin θ1 + n cos θ1 +BΨ (3.68)

In both equations the first two terms arise from pitch and torsion and the last

term arises from the chordwise warping. The terms Aψ and Bψ can be derived

from deformation kinematics:
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cos θ1 − sin θ1

sin θ1 cos θ1

















vψs

vψn











(3.69)

The chordwise warping in the n direction is given by the prescribed parabolic

warping of the contour line:

vψn = αψ =
1

2
s2ψ (3.70)
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and the chordwise warping in the s direction is given by:

vψs = αs1ψ + αs2ψ
2 = −nsψ − 1

6
s3ψ2 (3.71)

The αs2 term is chordwise displacement for points off the cross-section midplane

and is related to the chordwise bending slope (associated with the ψ warping). The

αs1 term is related to the nonlinear foreshortening due to the curvature (associated

with the ψ warping). The term θ1 in Equations 3.67 and 3.68 is the total pitch

angle of the cross-section in the undeformed coordinate frame. It is defined as:

θ1 = θ0 + φ̂ (3.72)

Here θ0 is the rigid pitch angle due to blade root pitch and pretwist and φ̂ is

the elastic twist (defined in the undeformed coordinate frame). Due to nonlinear

kinematics (associated with moderate deflections) there is a difference between the

elastic twist in the undeformed and deformed frame: φ̂ and φ respectively. For

the purpose of this analysis, small deflections are assumed and the difference is

neglected. The derivation and discussion of the distinction between the two can

be found in Reference [206].

It should also be noted that the coefficient λT in Equation 3.65 is the torsion

related out-of-plane warping field and for a rectangular section is given by λT =

ns [210].

Substituting Equation 3.65 into Equation 3.64, taking the appropriate time

derivatives and variations, making the small angle assumption for φ, and inte-

grating across the cross section, results in the following description of the kinetic

energy variation:

δT = −
∫

x

[TUeδUe + TUf δUf + TV δV + TV ′δV ′+

TW δW + TW ′δW ′ + Tφδφ+ Tψδψ] dx

(3.73)
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Note that in the preceding step; δUf = V ′δV ′ +W ′δW ′, via Equation 3.66. In de-

riving the terms in Equation 3.73 the nondimensionalization and ordering scheme

are used. It is important to eliminate spurious terms that arise because of small an-

gle approximations and other assumptions (resulting in nonsymmetric centrifugal

stiffness or non-anti-symmetric Coriolis damping terms).

The kinetic energy components TUe . . . Tψ are functions of qT , q̇T , q̈T , where

qT = [Ue Uf V V ′ W W ′ φ ψ]
T

(3.74)

Noting that TUe . . . Tψ = f(qT ) ,the variation of the kinetic energy can be finally

manipulated to yield the direct inertia, Coriolis damping and centrifugal stiffness

matrices for the cross section; and the inertial forcing vector:

δT = −
∫

x

[

δqTTM bT q̈T + δqTTCbT q̇T + δqTTKbT qT − δqTTQbT

]

dx (3.75)

where the subscript b indicates that the quantities refer to the beam cross-section

and the subscript T identifies the inertial origin.

Now, in line with the structural analysis the elastic axial and lateral degrees

of freedom are neglected. Furthermore, because this analysis is focussed on hover,

the blade root pitch rate and acceleration terms (θ̇0 and θ̈0) have been dropped.

The ordering scheme has been relaxed to include O(ε6) chordwise warping terms in

the kinetic energy variation, otherwise the chordwise dynamics would not appear

in the equations. In fact, several even high order ψ terms have also been kept, to

highlight various chordwise related Coriolis and centrifugal stiffening terms. The

inertial matrices and forcing vector shown below correspond to the following beam

degrees of freedom:

qT = [W W ′ φ ψ]
T

(3.76)
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The direct inertial matrix is:

M bT =



















m 0 meg cos θ0 mk2
mψ1 cos θ0

0 0 0 0

meg cos θ0 0 mk2
m 0

mk2
mψ1 cos θ0 0 0 mk4

mψ2 +mk4
mψ5



















(3.77)

The anti-symmetric Coriolis damping matrix is:

CbT = 2Ω



















0 0 0 −mk2
mψ1βp sin θ0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

mk2
mψ1βp sin θ0 0 0 0



















(3.78)

The Coriolis damping matrix includes a higher order (linear) flap and chordwise-

warping damping term that is proportional to precone and pitch input angle. This

is a higher order term and is not included in the final model (contributing only

O(ε8) to the energy variation. The centrifugal stiffness matrix is:

KbT = Ω2·


















FA/Ω
2 0 0 −mk2

mψ1β
2
p cos θ0

0 0 meg x 0

0 meg x mk2
m21 cos 2θ0 −mk2

mψ1xβp sin θ0

mk2
mψ1β

2
p cos θ0 0 −mk2

mψ1xβp sin θ0 −mk4
mψ3 (1 + cos 2θ0) −mk4

mψ5



















(3.79)

In the above equation the term FA represents the centrifugal force at station x on

the beam. The origin of this term is the foreshortening term TUf :

∫ L

0

TUf δUf dx = −
∫ L

0

mΩ2x

∫ x

0

W ′δW ′ dξ dx

by parts
= −

∫ L

0

FA(x)W ′δW ′ dx

(3.80)
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where

FA(x) =

∫ L

x

mΩ2ξ dξ (3.81)

and ξ is a dummy integration variable for x, and is not related to the deformed

frame axial coordinate. The blade-pitch related centrifugal forcing vector is:

QbT
=



































−Ω2mxβp

−Ω2megx sin θ0

−1
2
Ω2mk2

m21 sin 2θ0

−Ω2mk2
mψ1xβp cos θ0



































(3.82)

There are several inertial constants in the above equations, that are derived via

the integration over the cross-section in Equation 3.73. m is the mass per unit

length. mk2
m and mk2

m21 are pitch inertial quantities. mk2
mψ1 . . .mk

4
mψ5 are inertial

constants related to the chordwise warping. eg is the offset (positive forward) of the

beam axis ~x from the hub axis ~X and introduces an inertial pitch-flap coupling.

The definitions of these inertial parameters (and evaluation for the rectangular

actuator beam section) is given below:

m =

∫

s

∫

n

ρ dn ds = c

∫

n

ρ dn = cµ (3.83a)

mk2
m1 =

∫

s

∫

n

ρn2 dn ds = c

∫

n

ρn2 dn (3.83b)

mk2
m2 =

∫

s

∫

n

ρs2 dn ds =
1

12
mc2 (3.83c)

mk2
m = mk2

m2 +mk2
m1 (3.83d)

mk2
m21 = mk2

m2 −mk2
m1 (3.83e)

mk2
mψ1 =

∫

s

∫

n

ρα dn ds =
1

24
mc2 (3.83f)

mk4
mψ2 =

∫

s

∫

n

ρα2 dn ds =
1

320
mc4 (3.83g)

mk4
mψ3 = −

∫

s

∫

n

ρsαs2 dn ds =
1

480
mc4 (3.83h)
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mk6
mψ4 =

∫

s

∫

n

ρα2
s2

dn ds =
1

16128
mc6 (3.83i)

mk4
mψ5 =

∫

s

∫

n

ρα2
s1

dn ds =
1

12
mk2

m1c
2 (3.83j)

All the other cross-section inertia integrals are zero, by symmetry.

It is instructive at this stage to consider the chordwise warping dynamics. The

kinetic energy variation contribution (per unit length) of the direct flap bending,

torsion and chordwise warping are given respectively by: mẄδW , mk2
mφ̈δφ and

mk4
mψ2ψ̈δψ (neglecting the higher order mk4

mψ5 contribution). In nondimensional

form, for the rotor application, W,φ, ψ are O(ε), m is O(1), mk2
m is O(ε2) and

mk4
mψ2 is O(ε4). It follows that the flap, torsion and chordwise-warping kinetic-

energy terms are of order O(ε2),O(ε4),O(ε6), respectively. In the general derivation

of the Hamiltonian typically only O(ε3)-O(ε4) terms are retained to capture the

full rotor blade dynamics. For the actuator beam application it is evident that in

order to capture the chordwise dynamics, O(ε6) ψ terms have to be kept.

However, given that the direct chordwise warping stiffness, EIψψ = cD22

(Equation 3.33), is of the same order as the direct flap bending and torsion stiff-

nesses, EIyy and GJ , it follows that the chordwise natural frequencies are well

above the actuator bandwidth of 0-5/rev. This is to be expected, considering the

actuator beam chord/length ratio is 0.053. Thus the chordwise kinetic energy may

be ignored (of course the chordwise warping strain energy and induced strain work

are critical to the flap bending and torsion dynamics, via the composite couplings,

and can not be ignored).

The subsequent finite element model is designed such that the chordwise dy-

namics are included in the general formulation, but are ignored when the plane-

stress assumption is selected (when the thickness/width ratio drops below 1/10).

The origin of the CF stiffening for the chordwise warping mode, ψ, is the
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variation of the lateral CF component across the cross-section, similar to the CF

stiffening of the torsion mode. This is shown schematically in Figure 3.6. The

ratio of the centrifugal/structural stiffness for the chordwise mode is given by:

KbT44

EIψψ
'

2mk4
mψ3

EIψψ
=
mc3Ω2

240D22

(3.84)

For the Mach scale active blade tip actuator beam this ratio is less than 0.001%,

and hence centrifugal stiffening of the chordwise warping mode can be ignored.

With reference to Figure 3.6 it follows that the centrifugal stiffening of both the

torsion and the chordwise warping diminishes as the structure becomes more com-

pact and centered on the ~I centripetal axis. In fact the fabricated actuator beam

axis is very close to the ~I axis and the nondimensional beam chord, c/r, is 0.0333

and thickness t/R is 0.0042.

The centrifugal stiffening of the torsion mode relative to the torsional stiffness

can not be evaluated directly from the cross-section parameters (because the tor-

sion stiffness is related to φ′ and the centrifugal stiffening to φ). However, from

the finite element model it can be shown that the CF torsional stiffening of the

beam itself is negligible. The dominant centrifugal torsion stiffening is related to

the propeller moment of the active blade tip, which acts as a centrifugal spring

on the actuator beam tip. For example, at 8 deg collective and 2000 rpm, the

propeller moment on the blade tip results in a 0.2 deg nose down twist (of the

blade tip and attached actuator beam).

3.3.1 Summary: Kinetic Energy

The primary purpose of the preceding kinetic analysis is the formulation of the

kinetic energy of the actuator beam, for the derivation of a finite element, using

Hamilton’s variational principle. The kinetic energy variation is given by Equa-
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Figure 3.6: The centrifugal stiffening of the chordwise warping actuator mode

tion 3.75, repeated here for convenience:

δT = −
∫

x

[

δqTTM bT q̈T + δqTTCbT q̇T + δqTTKbT qT − δqTTQbT

]

dx (3.85)

The corresponding degrees of freedom are:

qT (x, t) =

[

W W,x φ ψ

]T

(3.86)

The direct inertia is captured in the cross-section mass matrix, the Coriolis effects

in the anti-symmetric damping matrix and the centrifugal stiffening in the inertial

stiffness matrix. QbT
is the cross-section inertial forcing vector.
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3.4 ACTUATOR FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

In the preceding two subsections the variation of the potential energy, Equa-

tion 3.51, and the kinetic energy, Equation 3.85, were derived. The induced strain

actuation is implicitly captured in the potential energy function. Neglecting struc-

tural damping and noting that there are no aerodynamic forces on the actuator

beam (which is located within the rotor blade), there are no nonconservative forces

to be considered. The linear energy expressions are substituted into Hamilton’s

principle. The resultant equations of motion can be shown to be fourth order in

flap bending, torsion and chordwise warping and second order in time. The rea-

son that the system is fourth order in torsion is the inclusion of the out-of-plane

warping (see [224] for further details).

The spatial discretization over the length of the actuator beam thus requires

globally C1 continuous cubic Hermite shape functions to capture flap bending

(W ′′), torsion (φ′), out-of-plane warping (φ′′) and the generalized chordwise (in-

plane) warping (ψ, ψ′, ψ′′).

The actuator beam is discretized into a number of suitable finite segments.

In each of this segments the spatial variation of the flap bending, torsion and

chordwise warping is explicitly defined via the interpolating shape functions:

W E(x, t) = HT
W (x) qEW (t) (3.87a)

φE(x, t) = HT
φ (x) qEφ (t) (3.87b)

ψE(x, t) = HT
ψ(x) qEψ (t) (3.87c)

For example, the discretized flap bending nodal degrees of freedom are:

qEW (t) =

[

W1 W ′
1 W2 W ′

2

]T

(3.88)

where W1(t) and W ′
1(t) are the displacement and slope at the left edge of the
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Figure 3.7: Actuator beam finite element

element and W2(t) and W ′
2(t) at the right edge. Similarly for the elastic twist and

chordwise warping. The resultant actuator finite elements have two nodes and 12

degrees of freedom, see Figure 3.7. For all three the interpolating shape function

vector is:

H(xE) =



































2s3 − 3s2 + 1

LE (s3 − 2s2 + s)

−2s3 + 3s2

LE (s3 − s2)



































(3.89)

with: s := xE/LE and LE is the length of the element.

Integrating the potential energy variation over the the length of the finite

element finally generates the element elastic stiffness matrix, KU
E , and actuation

forcing vector, QΛ
E. The finite element mass and damping matrices and inertial

forcing vectors are similarly obtained, by integrating the kinetic energy variation

over the element. The actuator element matrices and forcing vector can be recast

in terms of direct and coupling sub-matrices/ sub-vectors to highlight the different

couplings. For example, the stiffness matrix structure is:

KE =













[Kflap] [Kflap-twist] [Kflap-IPW]

[Kflap-twist] [Ktwist] [Ktwist-IPW]

[Kflap-IPW] [Ktwist-IPW] [KIPW-IPW]













(3.90)

where subscript IPW identifies in-plane (or chordwise) warping
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The torsion-stiffness submatrix includes the St. Venant torsional bar-stiffness and

the derivative of the out-of-plane warping stiffness, and hence, the FEM model im-

plicitly captures the total cross-section torque, comprised of the St. Venant torque

and the warping torsion, and the associated boundary condition requirements.

Floros and Smith [224] presented a detailed investigation on the performance of

this type of finite-element in capturing warping related torsion effects.

The final step in the FEM model is to assemble the global mass and stiffness

matrices, and the global generalized forcing vector, and apply the boundary condi-

tions. A clamped boundary condition implies zero bending displacement, bending

slope and twist. A full clamped boundary condition includes in- and out-of-plane

warping restraints, implying that there can be no axial deformation of the cross

section or in-plane deformation (such as chordwise bending). Zero axial warping

implies zero twist rate, and zero in-plane warping implies ψ , ψ ′ = 0. At a free

boundary condition the bar forces (including both active and reactive forces) must

equal the applied loads. For a detailed discussion on the torsion and out-of-plane

warping related boundary conditions refer to [210, 215]. For the SABT actuator

beam the restraints are such that the actuator root is fully clamped in the rotor-

blade root, and the actuator beam tip is fully restrained by the rotorblade tip,

except that it is free to twist. Hence at the actuator tip the internal torque re-

action is equal to the applied blade tip torque (including aerodynamic pitching

moment, propeller moment and inertial load).

In summary, a linear finite element has been developed to capture flap, tor-

sion and chordwise-warping for a composite structure with piezo induced-strain

actuation capability, in a rotating environment. For the present analysis, axial,

lead-lag and shear dynamics are neglected. All the pertinent centrifugal tension

related terms are explicitly retained in the formulation, including tension/flap and
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tension/twist-rate terms. Furthermore, it should be noted that the use of the

three term power series approximation of the transverse plate displacement (see

Equation 3.6) implies that the above developed one-dimensional finite-element is

strictly valid only for a laminated (solid) rectangular section, with uniform geom-

etry and plate bending loads across the width. For a low thickness/width ratio

geometry the plane stress assumption is implemented in addition to a shear-related

higher order out-of-plane warping corrections. Also, in light of the high chordwise

natural frequencies, the chordwise warping inertial effects are ignored. A deadzone

is defined, as a first order estimate of the edge effect of the discrete piezo actuator

elements.

3.5 CURRENT AND POWER REQUIREMENTS

An important aspect of actuator performance is the actuator current and the

associated power requirement. The current is a useful parameter to monitor the

health of the piezoceramic elements, primarily in terms of piezo cracking and over

heating. In addition, the voltage and current can be used to determine the average

power consumption and the reactive power flow.

3.5.1 Actuator Current

In its present form the actuator beam finite element model is specialized for the

active structural response of this unique actuator beam and does not have the

capability to predict current and power requirements.

In order to capture the current, the electric displacement degrees of freedom

have to be retained in the formulation (using both of the coupled constitutive equa-

tions 3.13a and 3.13b). For example, Heylinger [214] developed a linear coupled
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electromechanical analysis for composite structures with induced strain actuation

and Ghandi and Hagood [202] developed a general non-linear analysis for coupled

electromechanical materials.

Instead of expanding the actuator finite element model to explicitly include

the electrical degrees of freedom, the piezoceramic elements are simply modeled

as lossy capacitors, with electric field dependent capacitance and loss factor. This

assumption essentially ignores the contribution of the structural impedance to the

effective electrical impedance (via the piezoceramic electromechanical coupling).

For the actuator beam it can be shown that the mechanical impedance contributes

less than 10% to the effective electrical impedance (based on considering only

spanwise bending and no external loads). See References [225, 226] for further

details on analytical impedance modeling of piezo actuator beams. At this stage

the focus is on a simple analysis to estimate the current and power requirements,

rather than a detailed electro-mechanical analysis.

Given the above simplification, the electrical impedance of one piezo element

is described by:

1

Ze
= iω

wαlα
tα

ε̄T33 (3.91)

where Ze is the effective electrical impedance, ω is the excitation frequency, lα,

wα, tα are the length, width and thickness of the piezo element, ε̄T33 is the complex

piezo permittivity in the thickness direction (constant stress). Summing over the

piezoceramic elements bonded to the actuator beam, the current can then be

expressed as:

I =
P

∑

p=1

(

V

Ze

)

p

= i · ω
P

∑

p=1

(

wαlαε̄
T
33E33

)

p
(3.92)
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In the above equation the complex permittivity essentially models the piezoceramic

as a series capacitor and resistor:

ε̄T33 = εT33 (1 − i · tan δ) (3.93)

It is well known that the permittivity and dielectric loss factor are nonlinear pa-

rameters and increase with electric field, because of polarization effects. The field

dependent variation of the permittivity and the dielectric loss factor (tan δ) is taken

from the experimental PZT-5H characterization by Sirohi and Chopra [200]:

εT33 = εT33|E33=0 · (1.0732− 5.9754 · 10−7E33 + 5.3187 · 10−12E2
33

)

(3.94a)

and

tan δ = 0.0376 + 6.620 · 10−7E2
33 (3.94b)

In both the above equations the transverse electric field, E33 is in [Vrms/m]. The

zero electric field permittivity of the PZT-5H is 3400 x ε0 = 30.1 · 10−9 Farad/m.

The empirical coefficients in Equation (3.94) are only valid up to 0.450·106Vrms/m.

An important factor to consider in the analysis of current and power, is the

fact that piezoceramics, and PZT-5H in particular exhibit a strong variation in

permittivity with temperature. For example, over a range of 0 to 100 ◦ C the zero

load, zero actuation transverse permittivity of PZT-5H increases by approximately

50%. Self heating of the PZT thus results in a higher permittivity and higher

current. Adequate cooling has to be considered in the actuator design for long

term operation.
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3.5.2 Actuator Power

The complex power is given by:

P̄ = Vrms ? Īrms

= Vrms Irms eiφ

= P + iQ

where φ is the power factor and P and Q are the respective real and reactive power

components:

P = Vrms Irms cos(φ) (3.95a)

Q = Vrms Irms sin(φ) (3.95b)

The apparent power (or Volt-Ampere rating) is given by the product term,

Pa = Vrms Irms (3.96)

The real power, P , is the electrical power dissipated by the real component of

the actuator beam effective electrical impedance. Note that this includes both

the dielectric loss of the piezoceramic and a contribution related to the mechani-

cal damping, via the piezo-electro-mechanical coupling. The mechanical damping

includes structural damping in the piezoceramic and the host structure and any

external damping (such as aerodynamic pitch damping of the blade tip). The

real electrical power, associated with the mechanical damping is neglected in the

present simplified analysis. The reactive power, Q, does not contribute to the

average power consumption over one cycle, and represents the transfer of electro-

magnetic energy between capacitance and inductance.

Because the piezoceramics are highly capacitive the actuator power is predom-

inantly reactive and as a result of the low power factor, only a small portion of
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the apparent volt-ampere power is absorbed by the actuator beam. In the absence

of power condition circuitry, the power supply must be rated for the full apparent

power requirement, rather than the much smaller real power. For example in the

present research a power amplifier rated at 200 Watt (minimum) is required, al-

though the maximum 5/rev electrical power dissipation in the actuator is less than

50 Watt. The reason for this discrepancy is that, for a given excitation voltage,

the power supply has to supply a current based on the magnitude of the (electri-

cal) actuator impedance (dominated by the reactive capacitance), whereas the real

power consumption is based only on the much smaller resistive component of the

impedance. Another facet to consider is that, in the absence of power conditioning

circuitry, the amplifier has to absorb the energy released by the actuator during

the discharge cycle.

The reactive nature of piezoceramic actuator systems poses challenges for

power supply design for rotorcraft applications, especially when considering the

multi frequency excitation at relatively low frequencies (< 50 Hz for typical full

scale rotors).

There is presently limited research on developing power conditioning circuitry

to take advantage of the reactive power to minimize the power supply size and

mass, especially for the aerospace application. For example, in Reference [227], L-

C oscillator circuits using pseudo-inductors (with adaptive frequency tuning) are

considered. The pseudo inductor (essentially an operational amplifier that mimics

an inductor by inverting a capacitive impedance) is used to correct the power

factor and hence reduce the ac current. This in turn means that a smaller lighter

ac power amplifier can be used. There is a price to pay, however, and that is that

a secondary dc power supply is required to drive the pseudo inductor. However,

it is expected that the combined smaller ac and dc power amplifiers will realize a
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lower weight and reduction of overall power consumption.

3.6 ACTUATOR BEAM FEM VALIDATION

Prior to applying the FEM model to the SABT actuator beam, the model was val-

idated with two appropriate test cases. In order to demonstrate that the present

model accurately captures the chordwise induced strain actuation both the test

cases involve plate rather than beam structures. The first validation case, is the

free vibration (first three modes) of a cantilever bending-torsion coupled graphite-

epoxy plate, investigated by Jensen and Crawley [10]. The second test case is the

bending and twist response of a set of composite cantilever plates, with surface

bonded induced strain actuators, investigated by Hong and Chopra [11]. The re-

sponse for a respective dc electric actuation and mechanical transverse tip load

were considered. An alternative to the data set by Hong and Chopra is that of

Crawley and Lazarus [194]. The work by Crawley and Lazarus is one of the earli-

est analytical and experimental studies of induced strain actuation of anisotropic

plates. The Hong and Chopra data set was selected for the validation study,

because it includes both induced strain actuation and the response under a me-

chanical load.

In addition to these two validation studies, the finite element model was veri-

fied using the experimental data presented by Chandra and Chopra [189,208]. The

analytic formulation in those two references was the basis for the finite element

developed in this chapter (see Section 3.2). Graphite and Kevlar composite beams,

with varying degrees bending-torsion coupling and multiple surface bonded actu-

ators were tested with both a dc and ac electrical excitation. The finite element

model demonstrated good correlation with the experimental data. Although these
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results are not included here, similar results are presented in Chapter 6 on the

quasi-static and dynamic characterization of the active blade tip actuator beams.

3.6.1 Free Vibration Test Case

In the early 1980’s a lot of attention was focussed on the use of composite couplings

in aerospace structures, particularly in aeroelastic applications. In a series of

papers Jensen et al [10, 228, 229] investigated the free-vibration characteristics

of graphite-epoxy plates with bending-torsion couplings. Figure 3.8 shows the

geometry of the plates that were tested. The plates had a layup of [θ2, 0]s with

a 4:1 aspect ratio and a thickness to width ratio of 1:95. A series of plates was

experimentally tested, with nominal ply angles, θ, ranging from 0 deg to 90 deg

in 15 deg increments.

The present analysis show good correlation with the experimental data, see

Figure 3.9. The finite element grid consisted of 10 elements, with 60 degrees of

freedom (note that by definition of the present finite element, the elements span

the full width of the plate). Because of the low thickness/width ratio neither the

plane stress nor the higher order warping corrections are used in this validation

study. By neglecting the axial, lateral and inplane-shear degrees of freedom, it

can be shown that the equations of motion, derived by Hamilton’s principle, re-

duce exactly to the plate-theory based Partial Rayleigh-Ritz equations of motion

of Reference [10]. The reason for this, is that in both cases the cross-section dis-

placement and deformation are explicitly modeled by a rigid translation, a rigid

rotation and a parabolic chordwise bending term. It should be noted that a co-

ordinate transformation is required between the degrees of freedom used in this

analysis and the degrees of freedom used in [10]. The advantage of the latter is

that the beam-section mass matrix is uncoupled and the differential equations of
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motion are simplified. However, the corresponding W degree of freedom in [10]

is referred to a virtual point, off the beam section, and is kinematically coupled

to the in-plane warping. Consequently these degrees of freedom are not conve-

nient for the solution of general forced response problems. For θ = 0 the first

three natural modes (in ascending order) are first spanwise bending, torsion and

chordwise bending modes respectively. In contrast, with θ rotated to 90 deg, the

second mode is the chordwise bending mode and the third mode is fundamental

torsion mode. In the presence of bending-torsion coupling, however, the modes

are coupled. A secondary feature to note in Figure 3.9, is that the FEM curves

exhibit zero slope at θ = 0. This is expected, since the natural frequencies should

be symmetric for +θ and −θ layups (i.e. the results should be the same with the

plate flipped upside down).

Jensen et al found that for strong bending-torsion couplings it was essential to

include a parabolic chordwise bending mode in the Rayleigh-Ritz and Partial-Ritz

(Kantorovich) analysis methods. If this was ignored the second and third natural

frequencies were not accurately predicted. The reason is that for symmetric layup

with angled plies the bending-torsion D stiffness matrix is fully populated. This

results in a dual bending-torsion coupling, viz spanwise-bending torsion, D16, and

chordwise-bending torsion, D26. In fact, for a pure 45 deg layup, symmetry re-

quires D16 = D26. In addition, there also is a coupling between the spanwise and

chordwise bending, D12. In orthotropic materials this is the anticlastic Poisson

coupling. It follows that ignoring the chordwise bending in an unbalanced, sym-

metric layup will result in an incorrect strain energy and hence inaccurate analytic

modeling. The impact of the chordwise bending on the free vibration is geometry

and layup dependent.
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Figure 3.8: Schematic of plates tested by Jensen and Crawley [10]

3.6.2 Induced-Strain Actuation Test Case

The second validation case, involved the static response of piezo-induced isotropic

and composite bending-torsion coupled plates, investigated by Hong and Chopra [11].

The schematic of the 2:1 aspect ratio plates is shown in Figure 3.10. Three of

the four plates tested are considered here: an aluminium plate, a graphite-epoxy

plate with a strong bending torsion coupling and a graphite-epoxy plate with a

weak-bending torsion coupling. In all three cases the thickness/width ratio of

the substructure is approximately 1/200. The two loading cases that were inves-

tigated are: a transverse tip force of 0.392 N and an activation of 100 Vdc. It

should be noted, that the transition form the active section (with 0.254 mm thick

piezo-actuators on top and bottom), to the nominally 0.8 mm thick passive host

structure is a 63% step reduction in thickness (see Figure 3.10). This is a sig-

nificant step change, and exceeds the small/gradual transitions required to meet

the prismatic bar assumption, that was used in the derivation (see Section 3.2).

Consequently, some problems are expected in the interface regions.
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Figure 3.9: Free vibration FEM validation (using 10 elements) of cantilever
bending-torsion coupled plates, experimental data by Jensen and Crawley [10]

The FEM grid used in the present analysis, consists of 4 elements over the

two actuator spans, 10 elements over the outboard part of the plate, 2 elements

for the root interface region, and 1 element for the interface region between the

two actuator banks. Note that by definition, each element spans the full width of

the plate. The relative element numbers are selected so as to avoid matrix con-

ditioning problems associated with excessively disproportionate element lengths.

The grid thus consists of 21 spanwise elements, with 126 degrees of freedom. In

performing the cross-section integrals, the chordwise variation in the section was

considered, to account for the distribution of the 5 discrete actuators across the

width. Now, the fact that the cross-section geometry is not strictly uniform across
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Figure 3.10: Schematic of plates tested by Hong and Chopra [11]

the width violates the assumption thereof, required in establishing the parabolic

in-plane (chordwise) warping distribution. However, the chordwise gaps between

the piezoceramic elements are only 2.7% chord each, and it will be assumed that

the parabolic in-plane warping function still is valid. (This assumption slightly

over-constrains the cross-section chordwise deformation, and will result in a stiff

model). Given the low thickness/width ratio both the plane stress assumption and

the high order warping corrections again are disabled for this validation study..

In contrast, to the FEM model developed in this analysis, the numeric results

presented in Reference [11], are based on a plate FEM (including in-plane and

transverse shear) using 198 rectangular elements, with 3265 degrees of freedom.

In comparing the two sets of analytic results it is expected that the present FEM

model will be somewhat stiffer, since it lacks the in-plane and thickness shear
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degrees of freedom, and because it slightly over-constrains the chordwise deforma-

tion. A laser-optic system was used to directly resolve the angle of inclination of

the target point on the plate relative to the laser beam. The spanwise bending is

measured directly, by targets placed on the plate centerline, whereas the twist and

chordwise bending are extracted from measurements at the edge of the plate. In

the absence of twist, the chordwise bending slope, γ, at the edge of the plate is a

direct measurement of the chordwise warping: γ = c
2
ψ, see Figure 3.2.

The material properties used in the analytic model differ slightly from those

used in Reference [11]. For the Hercules AS4/3501-6 graphite epoxy AS4/3501-6 ,

the flexural stiffnesses are used, rather than the extensional stiffness. The material

properties are listed in Table3.2. For the induced-strain actuation cases, the free

strain curves cited in Reference [11] were used as input. A point to be noted is

Table 3.2: Material properties for static FEM validation

Property PZT-5H [1] PZT-5H Graphite Aluminium

short circuit open circuit AS4/3501-6 [201] 6061-T6

E11, [MPa] 62 71 128 70.33

E22, [MPa] 62 71 8.35 70.33

G12, [MPa] 23.66 27.10 6.35 26.20

ν12 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.35

that because of the electromechanical coupling the electrical boundary conditions

need to be considered for the zero actuation test with a 0.392 N transverse tip

load. If the piezo electrodes are short circuited, the piezoceramic experiences a

constant (actually zero) electric field. The derivation of the structural model is

based on the assumption that the electric field remains constant with external
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loading (see Section 3.2.3. However, if the electrodes are open, the structural

model needs to be modified. In this case, as the structure is mechanically loaded,

an opposing electric field is developed across the open circuit electrodes. This

implies that δE3 6= 0, in contrast to Equation 3.17. Physically, the development

of the electric field in response to the external loading, generates induced strains

opposing the deformation. Noting that the electric displacement across an open

circuit piezo element by definition is zero, Equation 3.13b can be solved for E and

substituted into Equation 3.13a, resulting in an increased effective piezo stiffness

Q̂ = Q+QdTε−1dQ (where ε is the permittivity matrix).

Overall, the analytic model shows good correlation between the FEM results

and the measured data, see Figures 3.11 -3.13. The one-dimensional, Vlasov based

element, accurately captures the spanwise bending, twist and chordwise warping

response of the three plates, for both the static transverse tip force and the 100

Vdc activation (zero mechanical load). A couple of salient features of the above

results are briefly discussed below.

Figure 3.11a shows the results for a 0.392 N transverse tip force applied at

the midchord of the aluminium plate tip (it is assumed that the piezo electrodes

are shorted, although this is not specifically stated in Reference [11]. Both the

spanwise bending and chordwise bending results show good correlation with the

experimental data. For the isotropic aluminium/piezo plate, the chordwise bend-

ing arises predominantly due to anticlastic Poisson bending, associated with the

KbBψ = Kb14 term. The secondary coupling of flap bending, W ′′ and ψ′′, associ-

ated with Kb16 term, contributes to a lesser extent. The spanwise bending results,

which under-predict the measured data by 5%, clearly show the stiffening in the

regions with the surface-bonded PZT elements.

For the 100 Vdc activation case, Figure 3.11b, the model captures both the
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Figure 3.11: Static FEM validation: cantilever Aluminium plate, t=0.76 mm: a)
with a 0.392 N transverse tip force, b) with 100 Vdc bending activation (zero
mechanical load)
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Figure 3.12: Static FEM validation: cantilever graphite epoxy plate, [302, 0]s,
t=0.81 mm: a) with a 0.392 N transverse tip force, b) with 100 Vdc bending
activation (zero mechanical load), experimental data by Hong and Chopra [11]
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Figure 3.13: Static FEM validation: cantilever graphite epoxy plate, [0,±45]s,
t=0.79 mm: a) with a 0.392 N transverse tip force, b) with 100 Vdc bending
activation (zero mechanical load), experimental data by Hong and Chopra [11]
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longitudinal and chordwise bending. Over the active region there is a synclastic

longitudinal and chordwise bending, as expected. It is interesting to note that

the longitudinal bending slope is neither zero between the root clamp and the

start of the active piezo region, nor is it constant outboard of the piezo region.

These spanwise bending changes outside the active region arise because of the

interaction of the boundary conditions and the piezo induced chordwise bending

moments and the fact that the spanwise and chordwise bending are coupled by

Kb14 and Kb16 . The former is the coupling stiffness between the flap bending

curvature κxx = W ′′ and the chordwise bending curvature κss = ψ. For a laminate

composed of isotropic plies (as in this case), the Kb14 coupling is the Poisson

coupling. The Kb16 term, is the coupling between W ′′ and the second derivative

of the chordwise warping, ∂2ψ/∂x2. The origin of this term is the prescribed

parabolic cross-section deformation (in-plane warping), in Equation 3.6. If the

piezo elements were orthotropic, with d32 = 0 then indeed the spanwise bending

slope would be zero inboard of the active region and constant outboard of the active

region. However, in this application, the isotropic piezo elements induce a finite

chordwise bending moment, over the length of the active region. In the interface

region between the cantilever clamp and the first bank of piezo elements the Kb14

coupling is suppressed by the clamped boundary condition and the Kb16 coupling

results in a reverse longitudinal bending. The free tip boundary condition, results

in a reduction of the longitudinal bending slope outboard of the active region

because of the Kb14 coupling (in this case the Kb16 coupling effect is secondary).

The outboard change in longitudinal bending is essentially the spanwise anticlastic

Poisson bending in response to the chordwise bending induced over the active

region.

The reverse longitudinal bending in the root interface region was not reported
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in References [11,194]. In order to verify the reverse bending, the aluminium plate

of Reference [11] was re-tested and measurements taken near the root.

The plate finite element developed by Hong and Chopra [11] only enforces

continuity of the slope, but not the curvature, in the chordwise direction (C1
y -

continuous). As a result the Kb16 coupling between flap-bending and ψ′′ is lost

and the plate element cannot capture the Kb16 driven reverse bending near the

root. It should be noted that the C2
y continuous formulation in the present analysis

was selected specifically for a rectangular cross-section, with constant chordwise

properties and plate bending moments.

The present one-dimensional finite element model is applicable to the analysis

of induced strain plates and beams, that have a uniform geometry, layup and

loading in the chordwise direction. However, a global chordwise C2
y discretization

is not applicable for a general plate-element, since it does not allow for a variation

in applied bending moments or structural properties in the chordwise direction.

The results for the strongly and weakly coupled bending-torsion graphite epoxy

plates are presented in Figures 3.12 and 3.13. The analysis shows good correlation

with the measured bending slope and twist under the mechanical tip load. For the

induced strain activation, the twist is accurately captured, while for the [302, 0]

plate the predicted bending results “overshoots” the experimental data in the

transition region from the active plate region to the passive outboard plate region.

This discrepancy then decreases towards the end of the plate. This also occurs, to a

lesser extent, for the other two plates. The maximum overshoot for the aluminium,

the [302, 0]s and the [0,±45]s plates is 6, 19 and 11%, respectively. The plate FEM

results in Reference [11] show a similar behaviour. Since the displacements of the

plates under a pure mechanical load are well predicted, and the twist and chordwise

bending due to induced strain actuation are fairly well captured, it follows that the
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overshoot is related to the spanwise induced strain actuation. It is most likely that

the overshoot occurs due to the cross-section discontinuity at the spanwise edges

of the active plate section. In fact, from the experimental data set near the root,

it can be seen that the model also over-predicts the reverse bending, due to the

inboard cross section discontinuity between the piezo bank, and the root interface.

The analytic model should perform better as the step change between the active

section and passive sections is reduced. In the final actuator beam configuration

the step change in thickness from the passive interface region to the active beam

unit is 19%.

3.7 COUPLED ROTORBLADE AND ACTUA-

TOR ANALYSIS

A coupled rotorblade and actuator beam finite element model has been developed

to predict the performance of the active blade-tip. In particular, the focus at

present is on the open-loop dynamic pitch deflection of the SABT and the associ-

ated change in the rotor hub loads. Because the test program only includes hover

testing, the aerodynamic model is specialized for hover.

The coupled model incorporates an elastic bearingless hub with elastic rotor

blades, each with an integrated actuator beam and active blade tip. The analysis

is based on linear elasticity and linear two-dimensional unsteady aerodynamics in

conjunction with a linear inflow model.

The coupled rotorblade and actuator beam equations are derived by includ-

ing both the actuator beam and the rotorblade potential energy, kinetic energy

and external work expressions in Hamilton’s principle. The rotorblade is modeled

as an elastic composite beam undergoing small deflections. The formulation of
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the strain energy and kinetic energy is similar to that developed for the actua-

tor beam. The general beam formulation includes axial, lead-lag bending, flap

bending, torsion, out-of-plane warping and shear. Only flap bending and torsion

will be considered in the present analysis. Such a model appears adequate, in

particular for preliminary design studies. This is motivated two factors. First, the

active blade tip primarily excites the rotor flap mode (and to a lesser extent rotor

blade torsion, because of an offset of cg and elastic axis). Second, the rotorblades

used for the hover testing neither exhibit any structural coupling nor does the hub

have any significant kinematic flap-lag or pitch-lag couplings. Despite the simpli-

fication, all the pertinent centrifugal tension related terms are explicitly retained

in the rotorblade description, including tension/flap and tension/twist-rate terms.

Furthermore, only the linearized energy components are kept in the present linear

analysis.

The derivation of the rotorblade strain, kinetic energy and work done by the

aerodynamic forces are not rederived here and the reader is directed to Refer-

ences [205–207]. Nagaraj et al [230] also have given a recent overview of composite

rotorblade modeling techniques.

The aerodynamic analysis is split into two phases. The first phase is a quasi-

steady aerodynamic analysis that assumes the blade airloads are only a function

of the instantaneous blade section angle of attack. The lift, drag and pitching mo-

ment for the airfoil section are based on static data. The 2-dimensional analysis

ignores the 3-dimensional blade tip aerodynamics. Considering that the experi-

mental testing is restricted to hover at low-moderate thrust loading CT/σ < 0.075,

the 3-D blade tip effects are not expected to be significant. The quasi-steady cir-

culatory airloads are defined by the local free-stream in the deformed rotorblade

coordinate frame, see Figures 3.14, and can be transformed to the undeformed
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coordinate frame using the TDU transformation. The local free stream includes

the velocity due to rotation and blade motions. The latter gives rise to the motion

dependent aerodynamic forces and the resultant aerodynamic stiffness and damp-

ing matrices. The circulatory aerodynamics includes corrections for Mach number

effects. The quasi-steady analysis also accounts for the non-circulatory airloads

resulting from fluid acceleration effects. These give rise to the aerodynamic mass

matrix. The second phase of aerodynamic modeling is the inclusion of linear un-

steady aerodynamics. The inclusion of the unsteady aerodynamics is essential,

considering that at 5/rev excitation, the blade tip reduced frequency, k = 1
2
ω
Ω
c
R
, is

0.25. The unsteady aerodynamics are implemented in the frequency domain, us-

ing Theodorson’s circulatory deficiency functions, because the final coupled model

is solved in the frequency domain. Furthermore, the hover aerodynamic model-

ing assumes a steady, uniform inflow. As a first order estimate, the effect of the

dynamic blade tip actuation on the rotor inflow field is neglected in the present

analysis.

For future detailed aeroelastic analysis of the active blade tip, under high

blade loading and in forward flight, the 3-dimensional flow field around the blade

tip should be considered. In particular, the blade tip pitching moment is required

for actuator design, and tip-loss effects need to be evaluated for the aerodynamic

effectiveness of the active blade tip.

Another important consideration for more detailed aerodynamic modeling is

the dual vortex structure shed from inboard and outboard edge of the blade tip.

When the blade tip is deflected, the change in bound circulation across the junction

results in a trailing vortex. The relative strength and rotation of the vortices trailed

from the junction and the outboard edge of the blade tip depends on the blade

pitch angle and the relative pitch deflection between the blade tip and the inboard
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Figure 3.14: Blade section aerodynamic loads

blade portion. The dual vortex flow will impact the net downwash on the blade

tip and hence the lift, drag and pitching moment of the blade tip. Furthermore,

the blade tip trailed vortices will also affect blade vortex interactions. In the free

tip rotor research it was found that for a mean negative tip pitch angle (wrt to

the inboard blade portion) the upwash from the inboard vortex results in a net

reduction of the blade tip drag [8,178,180]. It has also been found that in a fixed

wing configuration incorporating variable incidence blade tips that the vortex flow

over the low aspect ratio blade tip remains attached up to extremely high angles

of attack [186,187].
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3.7.1 FEM Idealization

For the active blade-tip application, the actuator beam is integrated within the

spar of the rotor blade. Figure 3.15 shows the finite element idealization of the

active rotor blade. Combining the rotor and actuator beam analyses gives rise to

the following set of global equations of motion:

Blade: [MB] q̈B + [CB] q̇B + [KB] qB = QB (3.97a)

Actuator: [Ma] q̈a + [Ca] q̇a + [Ka] qa = Qa (3.97b)

The blade and actuator equations are coupled via the boundary conditions

imposed by the radial bearing at the blade-tip and the blade root grip (that clamps

both the blade and the actuator beam). The boundary conditions also include

kinematic effects arising from the chordwise offset of the actuator beam axis (@30%
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chord) from the blade tip pitch axis (@25% chord) , and the offset of the blade

tip pitch axis from the blade elastic axis (@32% chord). Refer to Chapter 4 for

details of the fabricated actuator beams and rotor blades.

The respective blade and actuator mass, damping and stiffness matrices can

be written as follows:

[MB] =
[

MT
B

]

+
[

MA
B

]

, [Ma] =
[

MT
a

]

(3.98a)

[CB] =
[

CT
B

]

+
[

CA
B

]

, [Ca] =
[

CT
a

]

(3.98b)

[KB] =
[

KT
B

]

+
[

KA
B

]

+
[

KU
B

]

, [Ka] =
[

KT
a

]

+
[

KU
a

]

(3.98c)

[QB] =
[

QT
B

]

+
[

QA
B

]

, [Qa] =
[

QT
a

]

+
[

QΛ
a

]

(3.98d)

where
[

MT
]

,
[

CT
]

,
[

KT
]

,
[

QT
]

are the kinetic energy based inertia, Coriolis damp-

ing and centrifugal stiffening matrices and the CF forcing vector.
[

MA
]

,
[

CA
]

,
[

KA
]

,
[

QA
]

define the (combined circulatory and non-circulatory) aerodynamic

mass, damping and stiffness matrices and forcing vector. These are only applicable

to the rotor blade.
[

KU
]

is the elastic strain energy stiffness matrix.
[

QΛ
]

is the

induced-strain actuation vector and is only applicable to the actuator beam. In

the absence of lead-lag dynamics the blade Coriolis damping matrix is 0.

With reference to Figure 2.2, the baseline actuator beam finite element grid

consists of 1 element per interface region, 1 element each for the half length active

units (labeled 1/2A and 1/2B in Figure 2.2) and 2 elements each for the 7 full

length active units. Each active unit also includes 2 edge elements to model the

piezo edge effect (see Section 3.2.5). The actuator beam thus comprises a total

of 44 elements with 270 degrees of freedom (reduced to 135 effective degrees of

freedom with the plane stress assumption).

The rotor blade finite element grid typically consists of 1 element for the active

blade-tip segment, 7 elements for the main blade section and 3 elements for the
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blade grip. The hub finite elements depend on which hub is used: the Froude-scale

Boeing ITR hub (Torlon flexbeam and fiber glass torque tube) or the Mach-scale

Bell-412 hub (composite yoke and elastomeric pitch bearing). Coincidentally both

hub models use 13 finite elements. Both the rotorblade and and hub finite elements

are standard 3 node bending-torsion Bernoulli-Euler beam elements.

The complete Mach-scale model has 69 elements and 241 degrees of freedom

(after application of boundary conditions) and the Froude-scale model has 69

elements and 273 degrees of freedom (after application of boundary conditions).

The present analysis can be readily extended to include nonlinear elasticity

effects (associated with moderate deflections), and nonlinear higher order 2-D

aerodynamic effects (associated with forward flight). See References [205,207] for

further details.

3.7.2 Solution Methodology

The system equations of motion 3.97 can be solved using a variety of methods,

such as finite elements in time, time integration, harmonic-balance and frequency

domain analysis. Time integration inherently assumes a periodic solution and only

permits calculation of the steady forced response. More importantly, the frequency

resolution is limited to the rotor speed (i.e. the rotor control, response and hub

loads can only be evaluated at integer multiples of the rotor speed) and hence is

not amenable to open loop frequency sweep correlation. The second method of

time integration is computationally very intensive. The advantage of the first two

approaches is that nonlinear terms and time-domain unsteady aerodynamics can

be readily incorporated. The frequency domain analysis method is most suitable

for frequency domain excitation and is computationally efficient, making it ideal for

correlation of the analytic model with experimental frequency sweep data. The
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disadvantage of this approach is the fact that more sophisticated time-domain

unsteady aerodynamic modeling and nonlinear effects can not be readily included.

The SABT development program documented in this dissertation is based on

the concept demonstration in hover. On the hover-test stand, the rotor cyclic input

is zero, hence the blade pitch is constant. This implies that the aerodynamic and

inertial forcing vectors (which are functions of the blade pitch, pitch rate and

pitch acceleration) are constant. The only dynamic forcing is the induced strain

actuation of the actuator beam. Consequently the frequency domain analysis was

selected to solve the system equations of motion. The combined equations of

motion are:

[M ] q̈ + [C] q̇ + [K] q = Q (3.99)

The forcing vector can be split into a constant (dc) and a harmonic excitation

component (not necessarily related to the rotor speed):

Q = Qdc + Q̄eiωt (3.100)

whereQdc is the constant forcing and Q̄ is the amplitude of the dynamic excitation

at an arbitrary frequency of ω. Note that is the actuation frequency of the active

blade tip. The solution of the equations of motion then is:

q = qdc + q̄eiωt−φ (3.101)

where qdc is the constant displacement and q̄ is the amplitude of the dynamic

response at the forcing frequency of ω, with a phase shift, φ.

The above finite element model is implemented and solved in nondimensional

form. This helps to avoid scaling problems and increases the generality of the anal-

ysis. In order to further avoid conditioning problems associated with the variety of

actuator beam, rotorblade and flexbeam elements, and to improve computational
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efficiency, a modal reduction is performed on Equation (3.99), keeping the first 24

modes. The first 24 modes span a frequency range of at least 10 times the 0-5/rev

bandwidth of interest.

3.7.3 Hub Loads

The blade root loads are calculated using a direct force summation of the aerody-

namic and inertial loads acting on the rotor blade and the actuator beam. The

rotor hub loads are obtained by summing the blade root loads over the blades.

For example, the inertial forces and moment per unit length are given by the

cross-section integrals:

F I =

∫

A

ρaP dA (3.102a)

M I = −
∫

A

ρsP × aP dA (3.102b)

where sP is the moment arm of point P about the cross-section axes. The aero-

dynamic forces and moments per unit length are the blade section lift, drag and

pitching moment. Both the inertial and aerodynamic loads act on the cross-section

in the deformed coordinate frame D (ξ, η, ζ). The loads are transformed to the un-

deformed frame U (x, y, z), integrated over the blade length and finally transformed

to the rotating hub frame. The general derivation of the linear aerodynamic and

inertial blade loads and the associated force summation expression can be found

in References [205,207].

The harmonic solution vector requires some careful attention in calculating the

aerodynamic and inertial loads. Only the constant (dc) and dynamic loads at the

excitation frequency (ω) are kept. Product terms involving q, q̇ and q̈, arising in

the force summation, result in loads at integer multiples of the excitation frequency,

nω (not to be confused with the rotor speed harmonics). In the present analysis
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the secondary interharmonic coupling is ignored, and only the blade-root and hub

loads at the actuation excitation frequency are retained. Note, that the above

frequency domain analysis is valid for any excitation frequency, and is not limited

to harmonics of the rotor speed. It should also be noted that the frequency domain

analysis is convenient in hover, because the only rotor excitation frequency is that

of the open loop active blade tip excitation frequency. However, the analysis

becomes more complicated in forward flight because of the multiple simultaneous

rotor excitation frequencies (arising from both the flow field asymmetry and the

active control).
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Chapter 4

DESIGN

This chapter will discuss the design of the Mach scale active blade tip rotor. The

design approach for the scaled rotor blades is briefly outlined, in terms of scaling

parameters and design targets (strength, stiffness and natural frequencies). This is

followed by an optimization study for the actuator beam. The chapter concludes

with a summary of the structural properties of the fabricated rotorblades and

actuator beam.

The original concept validation of the active blade tip was performed on a

Froude scale active blade tip rotor, with the Boeing ITR bearingless hub, and is

documented in References [190–192]. The second design iteration transitioned the

design from the low Froude scale tip speed to a Mach scale rotor tip speed on the

Bell-412 Mach scale bearingless hub. Although this chapter focuses primarily on

the Mach scale design, selected design and fabrication information of the reduced

tip speed Froude scale rotor is included for completeness. As a matter of con-

venience,¡ the Froude scale rotor model is designated SABT-F97 and the Mach

scale rotor is designated SABT-M99. The Mach scale rotor in active twist con-

figuration, with the blade tips locked, is designated SABTatw-M99. The initial

indicates the scaled rotor type and the numeral the year of the fist hover test.
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4.1 GENERAL DESIGN APPROACH

Small scale rotor blades are a low-cost, low-risk development tool for full scale

rotor systems. However, there are a number of design challenges in the design of

small scale active rotor systems. The aim is to develop an active rotor system

that demonstrates the desired control authority rotor dynamics such that the

results can be scaled to full scale systems. In addition, the design must meet

the structural integrity criteria for the test flight envelope and actuation envelope.

A further restriction of small scale systems is that it is not possible to satisfy

multiple simultaneous scaling parameters (such as Mach, Froude and Reynolds

numbers).

The University of Maryland rotor test facility has two rotor test stands: a

Froude-scale and Mach-scale system, respectively. The former is based on the

bearingless Boeing Integrated Technology Rotor hub (ITR), driven by a 3 HP

electric motor. Details of the theoretical and experimental investigation of the

aeroelastic stability of the baseline rotor (in hover and forward flight) can be

found in Reference [203]. The second rotor test stand is based on the Mach scale

Bell-412 bearingless hub.

To date most of the small scale active rotor research programs at the University

of Maryland have been based on (nominally) Froude-scale rotor models, including

an active twist rotor [6, 148], the piezo-bimorph trailing edge flap rotor [138, 139,

231], and the active tip rotor [188, 192]. The primary motivation for the Froude

scale testing, is the reduced tip speed. The nominal tip Mach number for these

active rotor systems is Mach 0.26. The reduced speed reduces the centrifugal

and aerodynamic loads on the active control surface and the actuator, and was

convenient for proof-of-concept demonstration and evaluation.
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Froude scaling is generally more suitable for aeroelastic stability investigations,

whereas Mach scaling is more appropriate for vibration reduction evaluations [133].

The higher rotor speed of Mach scale models places significantly more stringent

demands on the actuator performance and structural integrity of the active rotor

blade. It is only recently that the bimorph trailing edge flap [5, 143] and the

active blade tip [232] have been integrated into (nominally) Mach-scale rotors,

at the University of Maryland. In addition to these two Mach scale active rotor

programs, the only other Mach scale active rotors that have been tested, to date,

are the MIT X-Frame trailing edge flap [3, 123] and the MIT piezo fiber active

twist rotor [94,156].

It is thus evident that there is very limited design data available for Mach scale

active rotor systems. The design data base is further restricted by the fact that the

University of Maryland active rotor program is not based on an existing full scale

rotor design (with associated design and fabrication guidelines). In fact the rotor

blades are designed and fabricated in house, as general purpose research testbeds.

At this stage, it is of value to briefly review rotor scaling parameters, before

focusing on the design aspects for the Mach scale active blade tip rotor.

4.2 ROTOR SCALING ISSUES

Friedmann [133] recently presented an overview of rotary-wing aeroelastic scaling

and the implication thereof for adaptive materials based actuation. Disregarding

the smart rotor application for the moment, there are a number of fundamental

non-dimensional parameters that govern the aeroelastic behaviour of rotorblades.

The most important of these are listed in Table 4.1.

Where R is the rotor radius, c is the chord, CLα is the lift curve slope, Ib is the rotor
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Table 4.1: Nondimensional rotor parameters

Mach number, M V/a

Froude number, Fr V 2/(gR)

Reynolds number, Re ρV c/µ

Lock number, γ ρCLαcR
4/Ib

xA/R offset of cg from aerodynamic center

xI/R offset of cg from elastic axis

ωβ/Ω,ωζ/Ω, ωφ/Ω, fundamental flap, lag and torsion frequencies

blade flap inertia, g is gravitational acceleration and ρ and µ are the respective

fluid density and viscosity. The fundamental nondimensional flap, lag and torsion

frequencies also have to be considered in rotor scaling, because they dictate the

primary rotor dynamics and influence aeroelastic stability (in conjunction with

the relative cg, elastic axis and aerodynamic axis offsets). There are several other

nondimensional parameters including advance ratio, reduced frequency (related to

the Strouhal number) and pitch angle that influence rotor characteristics. However

these are not directly relevant in the design stage, in terms of rotor scaling.

The Mach number is the ratio of the velocity to the speed of sound and is

an index of the compressibility effects on the rotorblade aerodynamics. At low

Mach numbers the aerodynamics can be modeled as incompressible. As the Mach

number increases, compressibility effects significantly alter both the static and

unsteady aerodynamic characteristics, for example increasing the lift curve slope,

Mach drag divergence and Mach tuck of the pitching moment coefficient. Once

the flow enters the transsonic regime (as might be encountered on the advancing

side at high advance ratios), the development of shock waves radically alters the
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aerodynamic behaviour.

The Froude number arises from the consideration of acceleration forces on

the blade. Matching the Froude number implies matching the centripetal acceler-

ation field. If, in addition to scaling the centripetal field, the model blade mass

and stiffness distributions are correctly scaled, then the model rotor steady coning

angle will match that of the full scale rotor. The equilibrium blade coning angle is

the driving coupling parameter in the aeroelastic flap-lag-torsion equations. Con-

sequently Froude scaling, in conjunction with matching the model and full scale

nondimensional mass and stiffness distributions (and hence the natural frequen-

cies), is generally used for aeroelastic stability testing. Froude scale rotor systems

operate at a reduced rpm, with tip Mach numbers reduced by the scale factor with

respect to the full scale system. For example, the Boeing ITR Froude-scale operat-

ing tip Mach number is only 0.23. Note, that if the mass and stiffness distributions

are correctly scaled, then the nondimensional static droop of the small scale rotor

blade equals that of the full scale blade. In the literature, the term Froude scale

typically implies that mass and stiffness distributions are also correctly scaled.

The Reynolds number is a measure the ratio of the fluid inertial and vis-

cous forces. This is a key parameter to gauge boundary layer development and

associated flow separation characteristics. Hence it is the dominant parameter for

rotorblade viscous drag and static and dynamic stall behaviour.

The Lock number is the ratio of the rotor blade aerodynamic and inertial

loads. It is typically 8 to 10 for articulated rotors and 5 to 7 for bearingless ro-

tors [19]. The largest impact of the Lock number is the fact that rotor aerodynamic

damping is proportional to the Lock number. In order to match the full scale Lock

number the rotor model must have the same nondimensional mass distribution (or

at least the same effective nondimensional flap inertia). Rotorblades with a high
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flap inertia have a lower Lock number and exhibit lower aerodynamic damping.

Morbitzer et al conducted a parametric study investigating the effect of Lock num-

ber and hinge offset on the effectiveness of IBC vibration reduction (for articulated

hubs). The results indicated that IBC control effectiveness contours vary signifi-

cantly for 3,4,5/rev harmonics, although in general the IBC effectiveness increased

with Lock number and hinge offset.

Irrespective of whether the Rotor is Mach or Froude scaled, the nondimen-

sional model and full scale rotor frequencies have to be matched to capture the

fundamental rotor dynamics. Scaling of the natural frequencies is achieved by en-

suring that the nondimensional model mass and stiffness distributions (and various

cross-section offsets) equal those of the full scale rotor, see Table 3.1 for nondimen-

sionalization definitions. Note that correct scaling of the mass distribution also

implies matching of the model and full scale Lock number.

Not directly addressed in this discussion on model scaling is the fact that the

similar to the full scale rotor, the scaled model has to be designed to be aeroe-

lastically stable over the operating envelope. For example the most fundamental

requirement is that in order to be free of pitch divergence the center of gravity has

to be ahead of the the aerodynamic center.

From the overview of vibration, presented in Section 1.2.1, it is clear that main

rotor vibratory forces are influenced by all the above non dimensional parameters.

However, for a given length scale factor, S, the only convenient rotor parameter

that can readily be controlled to match either Mach, Froude or Reynolds number,

is the rotor speed. In air, it is not possible to simultaneously match all three, in fact

it is only possible to match one at a time. Although it is possible to simultaneously

match both Mach and Froude numbers in Freon. Freon has a low ratio of specific

heats and hence has a higher Mach number for the same rotor tip speed. There
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are very few test facilities that can provide a Freon rotor test environment (such

as the Langley transsonic dynamic tunnel, TDT). The rotor speed also influences

the rotating natural frequencies of the rotor blade and hence the rotor dynamics.

The Lock number is the only parameter that is independent of the rotor speed

and for a given scale parameter (and test medium) is only dependent on the mass

distribution.

For active rotor systems it is important to consider the impact of scaling on the

actuation system control authority, bandwidth, system geometry, mass penalty,

power requirements and structural integrity. These aspects are specific to each

type of active control surface and the associated actuation mechanism.

Perhaps the most important consideration in small scale active rotor systems is

the operation of the aerodynamic control surface in a representative aerodynamic

environment. This would imply that Mach scaling is most suitable for investi-

gating the control authority and closed loop vibration reduction performance of

small scale rotor models. For a given physical scale factor, matching the Mach

number places the actuator and control surface in a more severe aerodynamic and

centrifugal environment, than Froude scaling. It has to me noted hover, that in

matching the Mach number the Reynolds number will be lower than for the full

scale rotor.

Table 4.2 shows the impact of Mach or Froude scaling on the above non-

dimensional rotor parameters (in air). For completeness the scaling parameter for

matching the nondimensional mass distribution (per unit length) and the stiffness

distribution (flap bending, lead-lag bending and torsional) are included.

Hence, for Mach scaling it follows that the Froude number (and centripetal

acceleration) are increased by the inverse scale factor, while the Reynolds number

is reduced by the scale factor. The lower Reynolds number will alter the boundary
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Table 4.2: Rotor model scaling parameters

Ratio of model/full scale Mach scale Froude scale

length parameter S S

rotor radius S S

rotor speed 1/S 1/
√
S

Mach number 1
√
S

Reynolds number S S
3

2

Froude number 1/S 1

centripetal acceleration 1/S 1

mass/length, S2 S2

cross section stiffness (EI,GJ) S4 S5

nondimensional static droop S 1

layer development and high angle of attack flow separation and stall characteristics.

The increased centripetal acceleration poses a significant challenge for the actuator

design, in terms of actuator performance and integrity. The related Froude number

and centripetal acceleration are listed separately in Table 4.2, to highlight the

latter.

The fact that for Mach scaling the Froude number is not matched implies that

the equilibrium position of the small scale model and full scale rotor are different.

Firstly this will result in different aeroelastic stability characteristics; and secondly

it will affect the vibratory rotor hub shears and moments, because of nonlinear

effects related to the equilibrium position. Despite these shortcomings, however,

a Mach scale test will offer the most realistic and severe test environment for the

small scale active rotor system. In fact, it is precisely for that reason that initial
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active rotor development at the University of Maryland was based on reduced tip

speed Froude scale configurations. It should be noted that the Mach or Froude

scaling applies to the rotor, comprising both blades and hub. In the subsequent

discussion the term Mach and Froude scale is also used to identify the hub type.

4.3 DESIGN CONSTRAINTS

The three primary design constraints are defined by the rotor hub system, the

windtunnel test section and the available rotor blade mold. The hub components,

constrain the maximum blade loads (primarily the centrifugal load, the flap and

lead-lag bending moments and the control system loads). The rotor blade mold

fixes the external geometry of the rotor blades. Figure 4.1 depicts the Bell-412

rotor hub and Figure 4.2 shows a schematic of the Froude scale Boeing ITR rotor

hub. Table 4.3 lists the pertinent hub properties. The data for the two respective

baseline rotor systems is summarized in Table 4.4. The data presented in these

two tables is from the original Bell and Boeing small scale rotor model design

reports, respectively.

The flexbeam tension limits listed in Table 4.3 include a standard safety factor

of 2. The maximum oscillatory bending moments are based on 500 hour combined

bending fatigue limits. For the Bell-412 hub load limits, there is actually an

envelope of combined oscillatory flap and lead-lag bending moments. The quoted

6.67 Nm flap bending moment is in conjunction with a lead-lag bending moment of

35.8 Nm and represents a midpoint on the 500 hour life envelope (see Figure 5.32

The second primary design constraint is the windtunnel test section. Although

the active tip rotor test program in the present research only progressed to the

hover test stage, it is envisaged that follow on work will be conducted, including
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closed loop windtunnel tests. The Glenn L. Martin windtunnel at the University

of Maryland has a test section with a cross-section of 3.35 x 2.29 m (11 x 7.5 ft)

and a maximum velocity of approximately 100 m/s (Mach 0.29). For a rotor model

with tip Mach number of 0.6, a maximum advance ratio of 0.5 can be achieved.

The rotor diameter is typically restricted to half the tunnel width, to avoid wall

interference effects. This translates to a maximum rotor diameter of 1.52 to 1.83

m (45 to 55% of tunnel width). The third constraint is the available rotor blade

mold. The mold has a NACA 0012 profile with a rectangular planform, zero twist,

76.2 mm chord and a maximum blade length of 710 mm. The symmetric profile,

zero twist and rectangular planform greatly simplify fabrication, at the expense

of rotor performance (for example, figure of merit and maximum thrust). The

present research is focussed on developing a technology demonstrator to evaluate

the feasibility of the active blade tip concept. As such, the active rotor blade with

symmetric profile, zero twist and rectangular planform is adequate to address the

issues of operation and control authority in the rotating aerodynamic environment.

The actuator beam and active blade tip can subsequently be integrated into more

advanced rotor geometries in future research activity, for improved rotor perfor-

mance.
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Table 4.3: Bell-412 and Boeing ITR rotor hubs

Description Bell-412 Boeing ITR

Scaling Mach Froude

physical scale factor 0.15 0.125

number of blades 4 4

hub type bearingless bearingless

flexbeam composite Torlon 4203

pitch input elastomeric bearing torque tube

lag damping elastomeric pitch-lag coupling

max speed 2376 rpm -

max flexbeam tension† 7585 N 2185 N

max oscillatory flap bending 6.67 Nm ‡ 0.2

max oscillatory chord bending 35.8 Nm‡ 2.9

precone 2.5 deg 4.25 deg
† tension limit includes a standard safety factor of 2
‡ 65x106 cycle limit (simultaneous flap and lead-lag bending)
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Table 4.4: Bell-412 and Boeing ITR baseline rotors

Description Bell-412 Boeing ITR

Scaling Mach Froude

physical scale factor 0.150 0.125

diameter [m] 2.103 1.829

nominal chord [mm] 52.88 77.47

operating speed [rpm] 2160 817

tip Mach number 0.70 0.23

airfoils multiple VR-12,15

blade mass [gm] 189 195†

solidity 0.064 0.108

blade twist [deg] -12.5 -11.26

blade sweep (aft) [deg] 0.123 2

1/4 chord torque offset (fwd) [mm] 3.33 0

Lock number 6.819 5.673

first flap frequency (rotating) [/rev] 1.03 1.10

first lag frequency (rotating) [/rev] 0.64 0.67

first torsion frequency (rotating) [/rev] 4.86 4.77

max thrust [N] 2500 -

max power [kW] 20.39 -
† Froude scale target: 124 g
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Figure 4.1: Bell-412 Mach scale rotor hub (ruler is in [in])

Figure 4.2: Boeing integrated rotor technology (ITR) Froude scale rotor hub (sta-
tions are in [mm])
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4.4 DESIGN OBJECTIVES

The design objectives for the active blade tip rotor include both the actuation

performance targets and the overall rotor design objectives. The actuation targets,

identified in Table 2.1, include a desired active deflection range of ±3 deg over a

bandwidth up to 5/rev and a mass penalty less than 20% (with respect to the

baseline blades). Because of the significant geometric differences between the

available blade mold and the baseline Bell-412 rotor blades, the rotor blade mass

and stiffness properties could not be readily set as targets for the present active

rotor development.

A further ingredient for the design objectives is the rotor flight envelope. The

flight envelope, in conjunction with the rotor dynamics, determines the rotor blade

and hub loads and the rotor vibration spectrum (defined by the oscillatory hub

loads or fixed frame accelerations). The rotor and hub loads are required for the

structural design, in terms of strength and fatigue. The vibration spectrum, to-

gether with the rotor dynamics and the aerodynamics of the active control surface,

is required to determine the performance and structural integrity specifications of

the actuator and active control surface. In this research the focus is on demon-

strating open loop control authority. Hence, the actuator, blade and hub loads

under open loop actuation are required for the structural design.

The coupled rotor-actuator finite element model developed in Chapter 3 only

features hover capability but not forward flight, at present. From a preliminary

design perspective, this is adequate for the initial Mach scale concept demonstra-

tion in hover. The flight condition for the design analysis and hover testing is set

as hover, full speed, 8 deg collective. The collective is limited to 8 deg in this

research, primarily for safety. This reduces the high static aerodynamic loads on
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the blade tip and its pitch shaft and also prevents dynamic stall during actuation.

For future work, including full scale feasibility evaluation and wind tunnel test-

ing, the 8 deg hover limitation has to be lifted and the flight envelope expanded to

high speed forward flight and high thrust conditions. A comprehensive aeroelastic

model (including the actuation mechanism and active control surface) is required

to estimate the actuator requirements and the limiting actuator, blade and hub

loads.

In addition to the quantifiable performance targets and structural integrity

requirements, consideration was given to “maufacturability” and assembly of the

active rotor blade system (discussed further in Chapter 5). Table 4.5 presents the

broad design objectives for the Mach scale rotor with active blade tips.

Considering that the primary frequencies of interest in rotor vibration reduction

are the N and N±1/rev harmonics, the actuator bandwidth is set at 5/rev. In

order to avoid passing the blade tip through resonance in this bandwidth, the

fundamental torsion frequency of the combined actuator beam and blade tip should

be above 5/rev.

Locating the center of gravity and elastic axis on the quarter chord negates

the possibility of pitch divergence and eliminates inertial pitch-flap coupling. The

Lock number target is based on the typical range for bearingless rotors [19].

The relatively low torsion frequency target of the main blade section is based

on the fact that the active blade tip rotor can be readily reconfigured into an active

twist rotor. This is achieved either by locking the blade tips, or by removing the

blade tips and locking the actuator beam in a rib at the tip of the main blade

section. In the active twist mode the actuator beam twists the entire blade by

effectively applying an induced torque at the blade tip. Reducing the stiffness

of the main blade portion permits higher actuation authority, at the expense of
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Table 4.5: Active blade tip rotor design objectives

Actuation Performance Targets

tip twist amplitude ±3 deg

bandwidth 0 - 5 /rev

blade mass penalty (wrt baseline blade) <20 % (including mounting fixtures)

power consumption <1% installed power

rotational environment max centripetal acceleration = 4200 g

Rotorblade Design Targets

rotor tip Mach number 0.55 - 0.6

rotor diameter < 1.83 m

Lock number 5 - 7

flight condition hover, collective = -2 to 8 deg

main blade section center of gravity located on quarter chord

main blade section elastic axis located on quarter chord

main blade torsional frequency > 3.5/rev

blade tip center of gravity located on quarter chord

blade tip elastic axis located on quarter chord

actuator/blade tip torsional frequency > 5/rev

actuator torsional stiffness > 0.5 main blade torsion stiffness

static and oscillatory blade stresses not to exceed allowables

static and oscillatory hub loads not to exceed allowables

ease of fabrication

ease of assembly

higher control system loads. The torsion frequency target is based on the reduced

torsion frequency originally envisaged for the piezofiber active twist rotor [154].

Because the actuator beam and main blade act as two springs in parallel, in the

active twist configuration, the actual torsion frequency will be higher than 3.5/rev.

In the above table it is also indicated that the actuator-beam torsion-stiffness

should be at least 50% that of the main blade. In terms of torsion, the blade

tip is connected to the hub via the actuator beam, acting as a long torsional

(active) flexbeam. The torsional stiffness of the actuator beam is thus an important
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consideration in the passive aeroelastic stability of the active blade tip. For the

present design study it will be stipulated that the blade tip center of gravity has

to be on the 1/4 chord and the actuator beam effective torsional stiffness has

be at least 50% of that of the main blade. For future detailed design studies it

is important to investigate the aeroelastic stability of the active blade tip rotor

system in greater detail.

4.5 DESIGN ITERATION

The design-optimization iteration-process can be summarized as striving to meet

the actuation system performance targets, subject to the stability and structural

integrity constraints.

In iterating the design, the primary design tool was the coupled actuator-rotor

blade finite element model (developed in Chapter 3). This was used to calculate

the natural frequencies of the rotor system and estimate the open loop frequency

response, ensuring that static and dynamic flexbeam load limits were not exceeded

(in hover).

The finite element model calculates the tension and static and oscillatory flap

bending moment and vertical shear force distribution over the length of the rotor

blade. Because the active blade tip excites primarily rotor flap bending, oscillatory

torque and chordwise loads were neglected in the blade section structural integrity

analysis. In its present form, the model was not configured to calculate stress

distributions. As a first order estimate a composite boxbeam model was used to

evaluate the critical cross-section stresses based on tension, flap bending moment

and vertical shear. A valuable input for the rotor blade and blade tip cross-section

geometry and layup, and associated mass and stiffness distributions was the design
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data of the SABT-F97 reduced tip speed rotor.

Given the constraints of the rotor hub and the rotorblade geometry, the design

parameters are reduced to those listed in Table 4.6. A careful trade off is required

between all these parameters to ensure good performance.

i) Rotor blade diameter and rotor speed: these two parameters determine the

Mach number. However, the primary limitation on the combination thereof

is the blade root centrifugal force, which is restricted by the flexbeam tension

limit.

ii) Blade tip span: the active lift control authority per degree deflection is di-

rectly proportional to the blade tip span. However, increasing the blade tip

span increases the tension and oscillatory tip-torque on the actuator beam

necessitating an actuator beam with higher strength and block torque. The

larger inertia also reduces the natural frequency, affecting the frequency place-

ment of the combined actuator/blade tip. A secondary consideration is that

a longer tip span also reduces the available actuation length. The maximum

blade tip span is set at 10% based on the free tip rotor configuration [8],

iii) Actuator beam cross-section: it is also important to consider the relative

thickness of the piezoceramic, the graphite bending-torsion layer and the

midplane graphite 0 deg layer (see Figures 2.2 and 2.3 and the discussion

Section 2.4.4). The relative thickness of the graphite substructure and piezo-

ceramic determines the ratio of the bending-torsion coupling and the direct

torsional stiffness, and also determines the actuation bending moments of the

surface bonded piezo elements. The primary limitation on the overall beam

thickness is the available section thickness of the rotor blade. Sufficient inter-

nal clearance is required for the actuator beam bending and twist deflection
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within the main blade mid cell. In Chapter 2 it was shown that the induced

strain actuation moments, and hence the effective block torque, are propor-

tional to the actuator beam width. However, increasing the actuator beam

width increases the actuator mass, increases the tension on the flexbeam and

reduces the Lock number (and hence rotor damping).

Table 4.6: Design parameters

Rotorblade

rotor diameter < 1.83 m

rotor speed < 2376 rpm

blade tip span < 10%R

Actuator Beam

width <30% blade chord

number of central 0 deg plies

number of bending-torsion plies

thickness of PZT-5H elements

Figure 4.3 depicts the design iteration flowchart. First, note that in addi-

tion to the hover flight condition several parameters have been explicitly fixed.

The selected piezoceramic is PZT-5H and the selected actuator beam material is

graphite-epoxy, as discussed in Sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3 respectively. The blade tip

span is set at 10%. This is based on the same span blade tips used on both the free

tip rotor [8] and the (reduced tip speed) active tip rotor, SABT-F97. The span is

one of the important blade tip parameters to be optimized, using a comprehensive

aeroelastic analysis in a future design study. Such an optimization of the actuator

and blade tip would include blade tip planform and profile in addition to the blade

tip span (see also the free tip design study presented in reference [178]).

Other actuator beam parameters were set ad hoc and include a fixed interface

span of 6.35 mm between active units and active unit length of 50.8 mm. The
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latter is based on the readily available piezoceramic patch elements with a length

and width of 50.8 x 25.4 mm. The interface span represents 12.5% of the length of

an active unit and was successfully used in the SABT-F97 actuator beams. The

interface is the load transfer region between adjacent +45 and -45 deg active units.

It is also the transition region between the concave up and concave down induced

chordwise warping of adjacent active units. Shortening this region will restrain the

chordwise warping and will result in increased stresses in the piezoceramic mate-

rial. With a refined composite analysis and experimental validation this region

can possibly be reduced in future work to increase the ratio of active beam length

to total beam length.

The most important conclusions of the design iteration are summarized in the

list below:

i) Tip Mach number: it was not possible to achieve the desired tip Mach

number of 0.55 - 0.7 within the flexbeam tension limit. The rotor diameter

was set at 1.524 m and the speed reduced to 2000 rpm. This gives a tip Mach

number of 0.47, which is 15% below the Mach 0.55 target. It is however,

a significant improvement over the SABT-F97 rotor that was tested at a

tip Mach number of 0.26. For this nominally Mach scale configuration, the

centripetal acceleration at the blade tip is 3410 g (3065 g at 90% radius).

ii) Blade cross section: given the constraints of the 76.2 mm chord NACA 0012

profile, the beam width was set at 25.4 mm. In order to maintain sufficient

internal clearance between the actuator beam and the rotor blade, the beam

axis was shifted aft to 30% chord, to take advantage of the maximum profile

thickness. The beam width is also limited by the fact, that increasing the

beam width, requires a wider mid cell of the blade section. As the mid cell is
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•�hub
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Figure 4.3: Design flow chart
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widened, additional support structure is required to prevent deformation of

the blade section profile.

iii) Actuator beam mass: for this first order design optimization it was not

possible to meet the design target of a 20% mass penalty. The mass penalty

ranges between 30 and 55% depending on the actuator beam substructure

and piezo thickness.

iv) Active blade tip deflection: the blade tip deflection target of ±3 deg could

not be achieved across the 0-5/rev bandwidth. Below resonance, deflection

amplitudes of 1.5 to 2 deg are possible (at full speed, in hover). These increase

beyond 3 deg with resonant amplification near the first torsion frequency of

the combined actuator beam and blade tip.

v) Structural integrity : for the 0.1524 m diameter, 2000 rpm rotor configu-

ration, it was found that the SABT-F97 blade structure was indeed adequate

for the Mach scale configuration. The SABT-F97 rotor had been significantly

over designed for the reduced tip speed testing. In order to simplify the fab-

rication a uniform blade structure is used over the length of the rotor blade.

Although it is not ideal for minimizing blade mass it is nonetheless convenient

for the demonstration the active blade tip concept on a Mach scale rotor.

The details of the design layout are presented in Section 4.6 and the opti-

mization of the actuator beam is documented in Section 4.8. Fabrication details

and experimental verification of the structural integrity of the rotorblade and the

actuator beam are covered in Chapter 5
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Figure 4.4: Schematic of Mach scale rotor blade with integrated actuator beam
and active blade tip

4.6 DESIGN LAYOUT

The design layout for the Mach scale active blade tip rotor model is based on the

original SABT-F97 configuration, with several key refinements. Figures 2.1 and

4.4 show the configuration of the Mach scale active blade tip rotor.

The most important feature in terms of ease of fabrication and assembly is

the 3-cell cross section geometry with the actuator beam located spanwise in the

hollow mid cell. The design layout is described below in four sections: i) the

blade tip assembly, ii) the shaft sub-assembly, iii) the main blade and blade tip

cross-sections and iv) the blade/actuator beam root.

4.6.1 Blade Tip Assembly

The blade tip assembly is shown schematically in Figure 4.5 and a detail assembly

drawing is given in Figure 4.6.

The blade tip is hinged on the mean aerodynamic center (on the 1/4 chord),
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Figure 4.5: Blade tip schematic

in contrast to the free tip design that was hinged at 13% chord [8]. The free tip

was hinged ahead of the aerodynamic center so that the lift would result in stable

blade tip weathervaning. In this application the blade tip is actively pitched.

With the hinge line on the aerodynamic center the aerodynamic pitching moment

about the shaft axis is minimized. In fact, for the symmetric NACA 0012 airfoil,

the aerodynamic torsional stiffness about the 1/4 chord is zero (assuming a two-

dimensional flow field). Segmented leading edge weights are used to bring the

center of gravity to the aerodynamic center for stability. To minimize the size of

the leading edge weights, tungsten (class IV, with density 18500 kg/m3) is used

and is machined to to fit in the leading edge curvature.
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Figure 4.6: Blade tip assembly detail

In order to minimize aerodynamic losses associated with the gap discontinuity

between the main blade and the blade tip, the gap width is set at 0.25 mm (non-

rotating). It is estimated that the gap stretches to 0.52 mm at full rpm. This gap

width corresponds to 0.7% chord.

4.6.2 Shaft Sub-Assembly

The actuator beam and blade tip are connected via the shaft sub-assembly, shown

schematically in Figure 4.7. The inboard side of the shaft assembly is an adapter

that clamps the beam tip, while the outboard end of the shaft assembly is bonded

between the spars of the blade tip. The shaft sub-assembly and the blade tip thus

form one integral unit.

The central portion of the shaft is supported in an airfoil shaped bearing block.

The bearing block is attached to the main blade via a pair of mounting inserts
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Figure 4.7: Blade tip shaft assembly

bonded into the leading edge and aft of the rear spar of the main blade tip. The

two bearing block mounts are directly bonded to the graphite spars in the main

blade (see Figure 4.5), to transfer the lift, drag, flap-bending and lead-lag-bending

loads of the blade tip to the main blade structure.

The bearing block fasteners are accessed via holes through the foam core of the

blade tip. Both the shaft and bearing block are titanium Ti-6Al-4V. The leading

edge bearing block mount is 17-4 PH steel (heat treated to 1140 MPa) and the aft

bearing block mount is Al 7075-T6. In order to achieve correct mass balancing of

the bearing block and the two mounts, a tungsten (class IV) leading edge insert is

bonded to the fore spar, just inboard of the leading edge bearing block mount.

On assembly, the actuator beam is attached to the beam adapter. The actuator

beam is then inserted into the main blade and the bearing block is bolted to the

bearing block mounts located at the outboard end of the main blade. Care has

to be taken to ensure correct alignment of the hole pattern in the actuator beam

tip. Misalignment can result locking of the shaft within the single ended radial
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bearing.

The hollow blade tip shaft consists of three distinct segments. The inboard

segment has a 4.76 mm and 2.38 outer and inner diameter, respectively. It is 12.7

mm in length and is bonded into the beam adapter using Hysol EA 9309.3NA

epoxy [233]. The center portion of the shaft has a 6.35 mm diameter (with an

internal bore of 3.175 mm) and is supported by the bearing block. The outboard

shaft segment has a 8 x 8 mm square section (with a 6.35 mm bore) and is bonded

between the spars of the active blade tip. The titanium Ti-6Al-4V blade shaft

was designed for life of 107 cycles, with dynamic tip actuation of ±3 deg and a

collective setting of 8 deg (at 2000 rpm).

Considering that the shaft diameter (over the bearing section) is 6.35 mm

and the blade profile thickness at 25% chord is 9.05 mm, there is insufficient

space to insert a dedicated bearing into the bearing block. Initially a low friction

bearing liner, as indicated in Figure 4.7 was planned. Kamatics KAron-V and

KAron-H [234] low friction bearing liners were considered. However, the elevated

temperature cure, required to bond the inboard portion of the shaft into the beam

adapter, resulted in the bearing liner shrinking onto the shaft. Part of the problem

was that the liner was pre-machined and pressed into the bearing block, as opposed

to direct deposition of the bearing material into an etched bearing block bore.

As an alternative, the shaft and bearing block were treated with low friction

coatings. The shaft was treated with the CANADIZE commercial process [235].

The process results in a synergistic coating that combines the advantages of an-

odizing with the controlled infusion of a dry film lubricant to create a composite

bearing surface. The Tungsten-Disulfide dry-film lubricant is locked to and within

the hardened surface through an electro-chemical process. The resultant surface

has a hardness up to RC 55 and friction coefficient as low as 0.04. In parallel with
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the surface treatment of the shaft bearing surface, the bore of the bearing block

was treated with the Dicronite DL-5 process [236]. This process deposits an ultra

thin (< 0.5 µm) dry film Tungsten-Disulfide layer that is molecularly boned to the

metal surface.

The width of the bearing block is 9.53 mm. This is based on the bearing

block width of the SABT-F97 rotor. It should be noted that this single-ended

radial bearing is attractive because it is compact and allows easy assembly and

disassembly. However, under high bending loads on the shaft, it is possible that the

shaft will lock up in the bearing. The critical failure mode of the blade tip assembly

is joint separation between the bearing block and the main blade mounts, because

of the prying action of the blade tip flap bending moment. The 4-40 fasteners

are located on or close to the profile centerline (because of space constraints) and

the bending moment is transfered primarily by the clamping pressure between the

faces of the bearing block and the blade mounts. The fasteners are pre-loaded to

at least 65% yield strength, to ensure joint integrity with a minimum safety factor

of 2.

In the SABT-F97 rotor two differential accelerometers were used to resolve

the blade tip deflection. For that rotor the centripetal acceleration at the blade

tip junction is 874 g, in contrast for the Mach scale design it is 3065 g. Two

different mini accelerometers were unsatisfactorily tested at 3050 g in a vacuum

chamber (on a bimorph testbed). In addition to questions about the long term

structural integrity it is necessary to calibrate/calculate the effect of centripetal

acceleration on the accelerometer output (for example the centrifugal stiffening of

cantilever beam type accelerometer). Instead, the relative pitch rotation between

the outboard end of the main blade and the blade tip is measured by a Hall effect

sensor [237]. The sensor is bonded to the side of the beam adapter and the magnet
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is bonded to the bearing block, see Figures 4.6 and 4.7. The Hall sensor leads are

passed back through and along a recess in the bearing block and then run through

the foam core of the trailing edge cell. This is to ensure maximum separation of

the sensor lines from the high electric fields on the actuator beam. The original

design allowed for dual Hall effect sensors, on either side of the beam adapter,

used differentially to increase the signal to noise ratio. During initial testing it

was found that a single sensor was adequate (and the second sensor/magnet pair

were eliminated to reduce mass).

The outboard end of the actuator beam is clamped in the beam adapter (Al

7075-T6), using two 2-56 primary fasteners. These fasteners transfer the centrifu-

gal force of the blade tip and the shaft assembly to the actuator beam. In order to

prevent delamination in the graphite substructure, two aluminium bushings (AL

7075-T6) are pressed into the oversize 2-56 clearance holes. The two 2-56 fasteners

also clamp the actuator beam to transfer the beam tip twist to the active blade tip

shaft. The four secondary fasteners (0-80) are used to reinforce the torque transfer

between the adapter and beam and prevent any backlash.

The titanium Ti-6Al-4V used for the shaft and bearing block are machined

from mill-annealed sheet stock. The titanium is not further treated (for example

heat and/or solution treated) prior to being coated with the respective Canadize

and Dicronite processes. In further research, the selection of specific titanium

alloy and post-machining heat/solution treatment strategy should be reviewed to

obtain superior fatigue properties. This in turn permits a smaller shaft diameter,

which reduces the mass of the shaft assembly and leave more room to install a

dedicated bearing surface in the bearing block. The properties of the Ti-6A-l4V

are listed in Table 4.12 at the end of the Chapter.

The configuration of the shaft assembly for the Mach scale SABT-M99 ro-
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tor is based on the SABT-F97 design. That design used steel shaft supported

in an aluminium (Al 7075-T6) bearing block incorporating a Glacier Metal Co.

Longlife dry-unlubricated bearing. The split bearing comprised a steel backed

porous bronze base structure with PTFE-lead. The 440 stainless steel shaft (case

hardened to C55-60) had an outer 4.76 mm diameter and an internal bore diameter

of 2.38 mm.

4.6.3 Main Blade and Blade Tip Cross Sections

The cross sections through the main blade and the actuator blade tip are shown

in Figure 4.8. Both the main blade and the blade tip have a 3 cell blade cross-

section. The outer skin is made of a plain weave [0,90] E-glass fabric, with three

plies over the leading and mid cells and one ply over the trailing edge. The foam

core in the leading and mid cells is Rohacell IG-71 rigid foam [238]. A lower

density Rohacell IG-31 is used in the trailing edge cell. The layup schematic is

presented in Figure 4.9 and shows how the leading, mid and trailing edge cells

are assembled for maximum structural integrity. First the leading and mid cells

are separately wrapped in ply of the fiberglass cloth, with a double tail overlap

at the aft end. The separately cured spars consist of AS4/3501-6 graphite epoxy.

The spars are wrapped in one ply of film adhesive and are attached to either side

of the mid cell. The mid cell and leading edge cell are mated and a second ply

of fiberglass is wrapped around the combined leading and mid cell, again with a

double tail overlap at the aft end. Finally the trailing edge cell is mated to the

other two cells and the entire airfoil wrapped in one ply of fiberglass, forming the

outer blade skin. This layup sequence ensures structural integrity of the spars

and 3 cell cross section structure. For this concept demonstration program the

E-glass was selected for the rotor blade structure, primarily because it was readily
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available. The two considerations in selecting the plain weave style 120 (with a

nominal ply thickness of 89 µm) were i) that the fabric could be wrapped around

the leading edge curvature and ii) that the fabric was thin minimize the weight of

the skin over the trailing edge cell (within the structural integrity constraints). In

future work S-glass and graphite epoxy may be considered to optimize the blade

structure for strength and stiffness requirements.

The layup does not include any ±45 deg plies, in order to prevent an excessively

high torsional stiffness. The lower torsional stiffness is desired for the secondary

active blade tests in the active twist mode (with the blade tips locked).

The main reason for using the higher density foam in the leading edge cell is

to increase the support of the leading edge weights. The weights are machined

to the profile of the leading edge (using an EDM process) and are inserted into

machined recesses in the leading edge foam core. The weights are wrapped in one

ply of film adhesive and are bonded both to the fiberglass skin and the foam core.

To minimize the weight of the balance weights, tungsten (class IV, with a density

of 18500 kg/m3) is used. The high density foam is also used in the “roof” and

“floor” of the mid cell to support the blade skin and maintain the airfoil profile.

The dimensions shown in Figure 4.8 represent the final configuration of nu-

merous design iterations. The location of the actuator beam is dictated primarily

by the internal height of the mid cell required to accommodate the actuator beam

and provide sufficient clearance for the bending and twisting deformation. The

beam axis is located at 30% chord, aft of the desired 1/4 chord line. The shaft

axis though is at 25% chord, resulting in a kinematic pitch-flap coupling of the

actuator beam.

Figure 4.8 also shows that the width of the actuator beam cannot be arbitrar-

ily increased, in fact the 25.4 mm width represents the maximum viable width.
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Figure 4.8: Main blade and SABT cross sections. ac: aerodynamic center, cg:
center of gravity, ea: elastic axis, ra: hub rotation axis ~X, sa: shaft axis

Although a wider beam has a high block torque capability, the actuator mass is

increased and beam axis is shifted further aft. Furthermore, additional structure
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Figure 4.9: Main blade layup schematic

is required to maintain adequate transverse stiffness of the top and bottom walls

(if these wall deform, the airfoil profile is altered).

With the present layup sequence the elastic axis of the blade section is located

at 33.4% (just aft of the center of the mid cell at 30.75%). This results in an

inertial flap-bending and torsion coupling of the rotor blade section. In future

work a refined composite cross section layup can be used to bring the elastic axis

to the 1/4 chord.

The cross section and layup sequence of the active blade tip is similar in config-

uration to that of the main blade section, except that the mid cell is narrower and

centered at 25% chord. Also, in contrast to the main blade section, the graphite

spars are reduced from 10 to a 6 ply layup, viz: [0,±45]S.

Note also that the hub rotation axis, ~X, identified as ra in Figure 4.8 is 4.4%

aft of the 1/4 chord. This is the torque offset of the hub and is used to reduce the

steady lead-lag bending moments.
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Figure 4.10: Root insert detail, showing actuator beam torsion lock

4.6.4 Blade and Actuator Beam Root

At the blade root a titanium (Ti-6A-l4V) insert is bonded into the mid cell, be-

tween the spars, see Figures 2.1 and 4.10. The blade grips attach to a bolt pattern

in the root insert. The rotor blade loads are transferred from the spars and skin

to the root insert and then the blade grips. The root insert in fact is hollow and

houses the actuator beam root, as shown in Figure 4.10. The blade grip bolts

pass through both the root insert and the actuator beam root. In order to achieve

positive torsional locking of the actuator beam, an additional set of fasteners is

used. The torsion lock nut passes through the top of the root insert and clamps the

actuator beam to the lower internal surface of the root insert, preventing any rela-

tive twisting between the blade root and actuator beam root. Although the design

allowed for 4 lock nuts only the outboard two were used in the final configuration.

In order to facilitate the load transfer from the graphite actuator beam to

the blade grip bolts and the torsion lock fasteners two aluminium (AL 7075-T6)
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Figure 4.11: Actuator beam root schematic

anchor plates are bonded to the top and bottom of the graphite beam. The plates

have a nominal thickness of 1.00 mm and a width of 23.4 mm, leaving a channel

at the leading and trailing edge of the beam root to pass the actuation wires, see

Figure 4.11.

The one-side clearance height between the actuator beam root and the root

insert is less than 0.1 mm. In order to prevent galling and seizing of the actuator

beam root in the titanium root insert, the interior of the hollow root insert is

treated with the Dicronite DL-5 process [236] (which is also used to coat the bore

of the bearing block). This process results in an ultra thin dry lubricating layer

that is molecularly bonded to the titanium.
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Figure 4.12: Finite element model segments

4.6.5 Finite Element Model Revisited

Considering the preceding presentation of the design layout, it is of value to briefly

discuss the finite element model idealization, as it pertains to this design layout.

The finite element model consists of several segments. These segments include the

blade tip, the shaft, the beam adapter, the actuator beam, the rotor blade, the

blade grip and the hub (flexbeam). The idealization of the structure is shown in

Figure 4.12. The actuator beam is modeled by the 12 degree of freedom finite

element derived in Chapter 3 (including flap bending, torsion and in- and out-of-

plane warping), whereas the other structural segments are modeled by 7 degree

of freedom, standard Bernoulli-Euler beam elements (including only flap bending
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and St. Venant torsion).

Compatibility conditions have to be enforced at the junctions of these seg-

ments, denoted by the alpha numeric nodes. For example, the fashion in which

the actuator beam root is locked in the blade root insert implies that both the

out-of-plane (of the cross-section) warping and the in-plane warping (the chord-

wise warping) are fully restrained. Similarly, the in- and out-of-plane warping are

fully restrained at the beam tip, which is clamped in the adapter. Hence:

φ′|A0 = 0 φ′|A1 = 0

ψ|A0 = 0 ψ|A1 = 0 (4.1)

ψ′|A0 = 0 ψ′|A1 = 0

It is also important to account for the kinematic couplings arising from the

chordwise offsets of the reference axes. The blade tip, shaft and adapter axes are

on the 1/4 chord, while the beam axis and main blade elastic axis are aft of the

1/4 chord.

At the interface of the beam tip and the adapter it follows that:

φ|A1 = φ|P0 (4.2)

W |A1 = W |P0 − eAs φ|P0 (4.3)

and at the interface of the shaft and the main blade (i.e. the bearing):

W |Q1 = W |B1 + eBs φ|B1 (4.4)

It should be noted that in the present implementation of the finite element

model the torque offset of the 1/4 chord from the hub rotation axis, ~X, has not

been included. The primary impact of the torque offset is on the chordwise bending

moments and the torsional loads, neither of which are modeled in the present
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analysis. For enhanced accuracy in subsequent research this offset needs to be

included in the geometry description.

4.7 ELECTRIC ACTUATION CONSIDERATIONS

In the actuator beam analysis it was shown that the governing actuation parameter

for the piezo-induced bending moments (spanwise and chordwise) is the term
∼

λ =

1
2
(λl − λu), see Equations (3.35) and (3.36). This parameter is the difference in

free-strain between the lower and upper PZT elements and represents the effective

bending actuation in an active beam unit (see Figure 2.4).

For the PZT-5H elements used in this research, the maximum piezo free-strain

in the depoling direction is approximately 220 to 250 µstrain (at frequencies up to

200 Hz). However, in the poling direction free-strains up to -850 µstrain can be

achieved (see Figure 6.1). The poling direction electric field (and hence free-strain)

is limited by either piezoceramic dielectric breakdown, or more commonly piezo-

ceramic tensile failure. When a piezo element, bonded to (or embedded in) a host

structure is actuated to contract, the host structure acts as an elastic foundation,

resulting in tension in the piezoceramic. In order to maximize performance, the

excitation fields to the upper and lower piezo elements are conditioned, such that

in the depoling direction the field is limited to -560 V/mm (peak), while in the

poling direction the field is limited to α x 560 V/mm (peak).

Such biasing can be achieved in two ways: either by applying a positive dc

offset in the poling direction, or by amplifying the electric field amplitude when

the field is in the poling direction. Both approaches can be readily implemented

and the latter was selected for this project.

Figure 4.13 shows the respective upper and lower piezo element excitation
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Figure 4.13: Electrical field for the respective upper and lower piezo elements of
an active beam unit, with a 2:1 amplification bias in the poling direction

(over one period) for an amplification bias of α = 2 : 1. Note that the slope

discontinuity between the positive and negative field will result in some higher

frequency excitation content. The nominal rms excitation voltage, in the presence

of amplification bias, is given by:

(Vp+)rms =
|U |√

2

1 + α

2

= Urms
1 + α

2
(4.5)

where Vp+ is the biased electric field (that is positive in the poling direction),

and U and Urms are the reference electric field amplitude, half peak-to-peak and

nominal rms respectively. For power calculations the true true root-mean-square

(rms) voltage is required:

(Vp+)true rms = |U |
√

1 + α2

4

= Urms

√

1 + α2

2
(4.6)
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Throughout this dissertation the nominal rms voltage is used to identify the exci-

tation level, although the true rms value is used in power calculations

For an electric field amplitude of 557 V/mm (half-peak-to-peak), which cor-

responds to 100 Vrms for the 254 µm thick piezoceramics, the piezo free-strain

amplitude is 220 µstrain, see Figure 6.1. Using an α = 2 : 1 amplification bias,

the effective bending actuation is increased to
∼

λ = 330µstrain (half-peak-to-peak).

The corresponding nominal excitation voltage is 150 Vrms, with a true rms value

of 158 Vrms.

4.8 ACTUATOR BEAM DESIGN OPTIMIZA-

TION

This section shows the results of the design optimization of the actuator beam

cross section. The optimization consists of a direct sweep over two free design

parameters: the number of bending-torsion plies and the thickness of the piezoce-

ramic material. The other parameters, including the rotor diameter, rotor speed

and blade structure are fixed. The results are presented for three design configu-

rations: i) the Mach scale active tip rotor, SABT-M99; ii) the Mach scale rotor in

active twist mode, with the blade tips locked, SABTatw-M99; and iii) the reduced

tip speed Froude scale rotor, SABT-F97.

The design optimization presented below is based on an effective bending ac-

tuation of
∼

λ = 330µstrain.
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4.8.1 Mach Scale Active Blade Tip Rotor

The rotor radius is set at 0.762 m, the actuator beam is configured with 8 active

units (see Figure 2.2) and has a width of 25.4 mm. The graphite substructure is

Hexcel IM7-8552 (see Table 4.11) and includes 5 midplane 0 deg plies for structural

integrity.

The flight condition is sea-level hover at 2000 rpm. Figure 4.14 shows the

open loop blade tip deflection amplitude for a 0 to 5/rev frequency sweep. The

data sweep considers 3,5,7,9 bending torsion layers and commercially available

piezo thicknesses of 127,190,254,318 µm. The piezoceramic is PZT-5H. For trade-

off studies it is assumed that the beam axis and blade elastic axis are indeed

located on the 1/4 chord, to highlight the pertinent actuation physics (rather than

capturing the secondary inertial pitch flap coupling of the main blade and the

kinematic pitch-flap coupling of the actuator beam).

Note that the primary torsional loading of the actuator beam by the blade tip

is the pitch inertia and aerodynamic pitch damping. Hinged at the 1/4 chord, the

aerodynamic torsional stiffness is zero (assuming a 2-dimensional flow field). The

propeller moment of the blade tip does act as a torsional spring on the actuator

beam tip, however this is secondary compared to the pitch damping and inertia.

As expected the first torsion frequency increases with both the number of

bending-torsion plies and the piezo thickness. The figures show that the low

frequency response is more sensitive to the number of bending-torsion plies than

the piezo thickness. The sensitivity to piezo thickness also increases with the

number of bending-torsion plies. Increasing the number of bending-torsion plies

increases both the bending-torsion coupling stiffnesses and the piezo actuation

forces and piezo stiffness (by moving the piezo elements further from the neutral
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Figure 4.14: SABT-M99 actuator beam optimization: blade tip deflection ampli-
tude (half peak-to-peak) vs. excitation frequency and layup, 330 µstrain, hover,
2000 rpm (GS = graphite substructure, IM7-8552)

axis). Increasing the piezo thickness also increases the piezo actuation forces and

piezo stiffness. The driving parameter is the ratio of the combined spanwise and

chordwise bending-torsion stiffness to the total torsional stiffness, as indicated in

Section 2.4.4. The larger the ratio, the more actuation energy is available for

twist output, while the smaller the ratio, the more actuation energy is absorbed
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Figure 4.15: SABT-M99 actuator beam optimization: power consumption (330
µstrain) and mass penalty as function of actuator beam layup

in twisting the surface bonded piezo elements.

For three bending torsion plies, Figure 4.14(a), the low frequency amplitude

is approximately 2 deg and the natural frequency ranges from 3.5 to 4.5/rev. For

five bending-torsion plies, Figure 4.14(b), the low frequency response is 1.5 to 1.8

deg, with a natural frequency of 4.5 to 6/rev. Increasing the number of bending

torsion plies further to seven, Figure 4.14(c), the low frequency response drops to

1.2 to 1.5 deg and the natural frequency shifts to beyond 6/rev. With 9 bending-

torsion plies, the low frequency response is approximately 1 deg and the natural

frequencies are above 7.5/rev.

Also shown in Figures 4.14(a-d) are the interference limit lines. The lines indi-

cate the maximum possible twist of the actuator beam within the 6 mm high mid

cell (see Figure 4.16). A finite clearance is required to accommodate the bend-

ing and twisting deformation of the actuator beam. As the total beam thickness

increases, the interference limit for the beam tip twist decreases. Although the
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Figure 4.16: Interference limit for beam twisting within the blade mid cell

frequency sweep was computed for beam axis, shaft axis and blade elastic axis

co-located on the 1/4 chord, the interference limit lines account for the aft offset

of the beam axis from the shaft axis (because the offset reduces the interference

limit). Furthermore, the interference limit lines in Figure 4.14 (and Figures 4.17

and 4.18), are intended only as design guides. As such, they are based solely on

the maximum possible tip twist within the mid cell. For simplicity beam bending

and main blade motion are ignored (these frequency dependent effects are included

in Figure 7.25). Clearly, as the graphite substructure and piezoceramic thickness

are increased, there is less internal clearance for the actuator beam deformation

and the maximum twist is reduced.

The impact of the number of bending torsion plies and the piezo thickness on

the actuator power and mass penalty is shown in Figure 4.15. Note that the power

consumption indicated here is the real power, i.e. the power that is dissipated, as

opposed to the apparent power or reactive power (see Section 3.5.2). The power

consumption is independent of the graphite substructure and is only a function

of the piezo thickness. At 5/rev the power consumption varies from 24 Watt for

a 127 µm piezo thickness to almost 60 Watt for the 318 µm thick piezoceramic,

see Figure 4.15(a). The mass penalty ranges from 30% for 3 bending-torsion plies
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and 127 µm thick piezoceramic to over 50% for the 9 bending-torsion plies and

127 µm thick piezoceramic. Note, that in the absence of a geometrically similar

baseline blade for comparison, the mass penalty is defined as the mass of the

actuator beam with respect to the empty active blade (i.e. the blade excluding

the actuator beam). The empty blade mass, however, does include the mass of

the blade tip assembly and the bearing block mounts. an alternative definition

that could be used, is the mass ratio of the complete actuation system (including

actuator beam and all support structure) and the remaining blade structure. The

present mass penalty definition serves mainly as a design guide. For more detailed

future studies, a representative baseline blade mass (including autorotative index

considerations) has to be defined. For this trade study the main blade and the

blade tip assembly are fixed in terms of geometry and structure and for a mass

penalty over 50%, the flexbeam tension exceeds the design limits, necessitating a

further reduction in rotor speed.

Another aspect that has to be considered is the clearance between the actuator

beam and the roof and floor of the blade mid cell. A finite clearance is required

to accommodate the bending and twisting deformation of the actuator beam. For

the present design the internal height is 6 mm. At least 2x1.46 mm are required

to accommodate a ±5 deg beam tip twist (with a 5.2% aft offset of the beam axis

from the shaft axis, see Figure 4.8). With 5 bending-torsion plies and 254 µm

thick piezoceramics the clearance is 1.41 mm on top and bottom, permitting a

beam tip twist amplitude of 4.8 deg. Thickening the graphite substructure to 7

bending-torsion plies reduces the clearance to 1.05 mm, and the interference limit

beam twist to ±3.6 deg. With 9 bending-torsion plies the interference limit tip

twist drops below the 3 deg threshold (which is the desired blade tip deflection,

see Table 2.1).
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Based on the trade off considerations of maximizing the blade tip deflection,

minimizing the power and mass penalty, ensuring that the natural frequency is be-

yond 5/rev and and considering the geometric constraints, a graphite substructure

with 5 bending-torsion plies and a piezo thickness of 254 µm was selected. This

gives a low frequency deflection of 1.7 deg, that increases to 2.5 deg at 3/rev and up

to the 4.8 deg interference limit at 5/rev. The natural frequency is 5.64/rev. The

power consumption at 5/rev is approximately 47 Watt, which represents 1.1% of

the 4.365 kW of the (estimated) main rotor aerodynamic power required in hover

at 8 deg collective. That power consumption is for one active blade, excited at a

single open-loop frequency, and can not be directly related to the design objective

that the vibration-reduction actuation power consumption is less than 1% of the

installed power. The mass penalty of 46% exceeds the design objective of 20%.

A more detailed analysis and comprehensive design optimization is required to

refine the design configuration (blade tip planform, actuator structure and rotor-

blade structure, to improve the the active blade tip rotor) in terms of blade tip

deflection, power requirement and mass penalty).

Considering that ultimately a time-domain neural network control algorithm

will be used to drive the actuator, the restriction on the natural frequency can be

lifted, and a substructure with 3 bending-torsion plies and a piezo thickness of 190

µm may be more suitable for future consideration. This yields a low frequency

SABT deflection amplitude of over 2 deg. The natural frequency is centered on

4/rev and with the resonant amplification respective 3,4,5/rev deflection ampli-

tudes of 4.3, 5.0 and 2.5 deg are predicted. The thinner piezoceramic reduces

the voltage requirement for the same electric field and hence reduces the power

consumption. For example, the 5/rev real power dissipation is 35 Watt (compared

to 47 Watt for the above design configuration). Also, the thinner piezoceramic
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and fewer number of bending torsion plies reduces the mass penalty from 48% to

34%. The lower torsional stiffness and natural frequency of the actuator beam

will require a careful aeroelastic stability analysis, to ensure that the blade tip is

stable over the flight envelope.

Another consideration, not addressed in this trade study is selection of the

piezoceramic material. For the present actuator beam configuration PZT-5H is

used. A survey of piezoceramic materials may lead to a more suitable candidate

with a superior energy density, resulting in improved actuator beam performance.

4.8.2 Mach Scale Active Twist Rotor

The same optimization sweep is run for the active twist configuration, with the

blade tips locked (keeping the same rotor speed, rotorblade geometry and structure

and hover flight condition). In the active twist configuration the loads on the

actuator beam tip are significantly different than those in the active tip set up. In

the latter, the main loads on the actuator beam tip are centrifugal load, inertial

moment and aerodynamic pitch damping of the blade tip. In contrast, in the active

twist case, the dominant load on the blade tip is the effective structural torsional

spring stiffness of the main rotor blade (and to a lesser extent the aerodynamic

torsional stiffness).

The results are shown in Figure 4.17 (note that the power requirement and mass

penalty are the same as in Figure 4.15. The blade tip twist performance is largely

dictated by the ratio of the actuator beam and rotor blade structural torsional

stiffness. If the ratio is unity the actuator and blade are stiffness matched and the

actuator work output is maximized (in contrast to impedance matching, which

maximizes the power output). Four all 4 numbers of bending torsion plies, the tip

twist increases (over the the 0-8/rev spectrum) with increasing piezo thickness.
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The interference limit lines are not plotted in Figure 4.17, because in the active

twist mode the rotor blade twists with the actuator beam.

For the selected actuator beam, with 5 bending-torsion layers and a piezo thick-

ness of 254 µm, a low frequency blade tip twist amplitude of approximately 0.75

deg is expected increasing to over 1 deg between 3 and 5/rev (with resonant am-

plification). The first torsion frequency of the active twist blade is approximately

4/rev. For the SABT-M99 rotor blade structure this combination of graphite sub-

structure layup and piezo thickness coincidentally represents a good combination

for maximizing the active twist response, without an excessive power and mass

penalty.

The rotor design is not dedicated for the active twist configuration and there

is considerable room for design improvement. For example, the bearing block

can be replaced by a more compact rib that locks the actuator beam to the blade

tip. The bearing block mounting inserts and shaft assembly can be discarded. The

clearance requirement of the actuator beam in the mid cell can be reduced, because

the actuator beam and blade twist in unison, and consequently the actuator beam

axis can be shifted forward to the 1/4 chord. In addition the actuator beam length

can be extended all the way to the blade tip. With these improvements the overall

blade mass can be reduced and the tip Mach number can be increased into the

target Mach 0.55 to 0.7 range. The blade tip twist can also be increased by suitable

tailoring of the main blade torsional stiffness distribution. In addition, because the

actuator beam does not have to carry the centrifugal load of an attached blade tip

assembly, the axial force is reduced and it may be possible to trade several of the

mid-plane 0 deg plies for bending-torsion plies, further enhancing performance.
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Figure 4.17: SABTatw-M99 active twist rotor configuration: actuator beam op-
timization: blade tip deflection amplitude (half peak-to-peak) vs. excitation fre-
quency and layup, 330 µstrain, hover, 2000 rpm (GS = graphite substructure,
IM7-8552)

4.8.3 Reduced Tip Speed Active Tip Rotor

For completeness the above optimization sweep is also presented for the reduced

tip speed rotor, SABT-F97. The rotor radius is set at 0.904 m, the actuator

beam is configured with 8 active units and has a width of 25.4 mm. The graphite
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Figure 4.18: SABT-F97 actuator beam optimization: blade tip deflection ampli-
tude (half peak-to-peak) vs. excitation frequency and layup, 330 µstrain, hover,
930 rpm (GS = graphite substructure, AS4/3501-6)

substructure is Hercules AS4/3501-6 (see Table 4.11) and includes 5 midplane

0 deg plies for structural integrity. Note that the AS4 ply thickness is 132 µm

compared to the 178 µm for the IM7 used in the Mach scale rotor.

The results are for an effective bending excitation level of 330 µstrain. The

flight condition is sea-level hover at 930 rpm. The open loop deflection ampli-
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Figure 4.19: SABT-F97 actuator beam optimization: power consumption (330
µstrain) and mass penalty as function of actuator beam layup

tude frequency sweep is shown in Figure 4.18 and the power consumption and

mass penalty in Figure 4.19. For 3 and 5 bending torsion plies the low frequency

performance with the 127 µm thick piezoceramic is superior to the thicker piezo-

ceramics. As the number of bending torsion plies increases to 7 and 9 plies, the

sensitivity to the piezo thickness decreases. The frequency response in Figure 4.18

shows two distinct peaks in the blade tip deflection. The 4/rev peak is a modal

coupling of the actuator/blade tip with the the main blade, which is facilitated by

the torque-tube (which has a torsional stiffness of the same order of magnitude as

the rotor blade) The actuator beam and main blade are clamped by the blade grip

that in turn is attached to the outboard end of the torque tube. The peak appears

in the results, because the active tip pitch deflection is defined with respect to

the undeformed blade coordinates, as opposed to being defined with respect to

the deformed blade coordinates (which would give the relative pitch between the

active tip and the outboard edge of the main blade portion). The higher frequency
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peak in the spectrum is the dominant natural frequency of the combined actuator

beam and blade tip.

The fabricated actuator beams for the SABT-F97 rotor incorporated 5 bending-

torsion layers and 254 µm thick piezo elements. For that actuator beam the low

frequency blade tip deflection amplitude is approximately 2.5 deg (at 330 µstrain),

increasing to over 3 deg between 3 and 5/rev and the torsion natural frequency

is near 7/rev. At 5/rev the power consumption is approximately 22 Watt (corre-

sponding to 5.2% of the main rotor aerodynamic power in hover at 8 deg collective).

The mass penalty is 32%. Interestingly, relaxing the requirement for the natural

frequency to exceed 5/rev, the performance can be significantly improved by re-

ducing the number of bending-torsion plies to 3 and the piezo thickness to 127

µm. In this configuration the low frequency deflection is over 3 deg and over the

3-5/rev range the deflection is over 4 deg. The power consumption (at 5/rev) is

halved to 11 Watt and the mass penalty reduced to 25%.

The mass penalty values for the SABT-F97 rotor should be considered with

caution, in comparison with the mass penalties for the Mach scale rotor. For

safety the SABT-F97 blades were significantly over-designed and also included

more leading edge balance weights than required. In reducing the empty blade

mass the the mass penalty percentage of the actuation system will increase.

4.8.4 Actuator Beam Structural Integrity

In addition to the actuator beam output (tip twist and block torque) and the

frequency placement, it is important to consider the actuator beam structural

integrity in the design process. The primary external loads acting on the actuator

beam are the centrifugal force and pitching moment of the attached blade tip.

The pitching moment includes the inertial pitching moment, the aerodynamic
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Figure 4.20: Actuator Beam Loading

pitch-damping, and the propeller moment pitch-stiffness. Furthermore, the beam

is subject to its own centrifugal loading and the induced strain actuation forces.

The actuator beam loads are shown schematically in Figure 4.20. The primary

design parameter for the beam integrity is the number of mid-plane 0 deg plies

(see Figure 2.3). The thickness of the graphite beam and the piezo elements is

largely dictated by the performance objectives. Because the mid-plane plies do

not contribute significantly to the bending and torsion stiffnesses, several of the

midplane 45 deg plies can be replaced with 0 deg plies. These serve two important

functions: first, they reinforce the junction between adjacent active beam units

(see Figure 2.3), and second, they carry the dominant portion of the centrifugal

tension, reducing the tensile stress in the PZTs.
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Failure Modes

There are 5 main failure modes for the actuator beam:

i) Tensile cracking of the brittle PZT-5H elements that have static and dynamic

tensile strength of 75.8 MPa and 27.6 MPa, respectively [1]

ii) Bond layer failure between the piezoceramic and the graphite substructure

iii) Delamination of the graphite substructure in the interface region between

active units (see Figure 2.3)

iv) Failure of the bolted joint at the actuator beam tip

v) Failure of the bolted joint at the beam root

The critical failure mode is cracking of the piezo elements and will be discussed

further below, together with delamination of the PZT. The safety factors for the

graphite beam interface delamination and root and tip attachment failure modes

exceed 3 and will not be considered further. The structural integrity tests of

the graphite beam, the shaft assembly and the rotor blades are described in Sec-

tion 5.6.1, see Figure 5.30. Experimental results of operating the actuator beam

under simulated centrifugal tension, and dynamic actuation (with excitation bias)

are presented in Section 5.6.2, see Table 5.3.

Cross-Section Failure Analysis

In order to investigate the the failure of the actuator beam section, a cross section

stress and strain analysis was performed, using classical laminated plate theory

(suitably modified to account for the induced strain actuation). Only the critical

root area, subject to the maximum centrifugal tension, at the inboard edge of
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Figure 4.21: SABT-M99 Actuator beam cross-section strain and stress distribu-
tion: axial force 2470 N, torque 0.31 Nm and induced strain actuation -440 and
220 µstrain in the upper and lower piezo element respectively

active unit #1/2A is considered. As a first order estimate the coupled actuator

beam, rotor blade and blade tip dynamics are ignored and only the centrifugal

load and induced strain actuation are considered. As a conservative estimate, it is

also assumed that there is a torque that is equal to the actuator block torque and

in-phase with the induced strain actuation. The material properties for the PZT-

5H piezoceramic and the IM7-8552 graphite substructure are listed in Tables 2.2
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and 4.11, respectively.

Figure 4.21 shows the strain and stress distribution across the beam section,

for the final Mach scale design configuration. The centrifugal force is 2470 N, the

torque is 0.31 Nm and the induced strain actuation is -440 and 220 µstrain in

the upper and lower piezo elements respectively. The strain distributions include

the total strain (as measured by a strain gauge) with respect to the beam axes

and the (internal) mechanical strain with respect to the ply principal axes. The

mechanical strain accounts for the free-strain and is the strain that gives rise to

stress. The critical stress is the 53.5 MPa longitudinal tensile stress in the upper

piezo element (which is actuated to contract).

The safety factors, based on the maximum stress and the stress-interaction

Tsai-Wu criteria, for several load conditions, are given in Table 4.7. Load case 1

is for the nonrotating condition and indicates that an actuation bias of 3:1 can be

used, generating an effective bending actuation strain of 440 µstrain. However,

at 2000 rpm, the piezo actuation is limited to -220/220 µstrain to maintain a

minimum safety factor of 1.5 (load conditions 3 and 4). With the 2:1 bias actuation

of -440/220 µstrain, at 2000 rpm, the safety factor drops to between 1.1 and 1.5

(loading cases 5 and 6). Based on these results, the actuation test matrix was split

into two actuation sets. The baseline test matrix consists of testing at 220 µstrain

(100 Vrms, no bias) and the second test set consists of high voltage excitation at

an effective freestrain actuation level of 330 µstrain (corresponding to 100 Vrms

with 2:1 bias, -440/220 µstrain). In this test set there is a risk of PZT cracking in

the active units near the actuator beam.

One of the intentional design features is the fact that the blade tip is supported

axially and torsionally by the actuator beam. The advantage of this is the direct

transfer of the blade tip centrifugal load to the actuator beam, negating the need
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Table 4.7: Actuator beam root safety factors: inboard active unit #1/2 A

Case Axial force Torque Actuation ηs ηs

[N] [Nm] [µstrain] max Stress Tsai-Wu

1 0 0 -660/220 2.2 1.4

2 2470 0 0/0 2.7 2.7

3 2470 0 -220/220 2.0 1.9

4 2470 0.21 -220/220 1.8 1.5

5 2470 0 -440/220 1.5 1.3

6 2470 0.31 -440/220 1.4 1.1

7 1175 0.31 -440/220 1.9 1.4

8 † 2470 0 N/A 17 42

† graphite substructure only, shear failure in the bending-torsion plies

for a blade tip thrust bearing (only a radial bearing is required to carry the blade

tip lift, drag and associated bending moments). The price for this is the increased

tensile stress in the actuator beam, reducing the actuation limits for the piezo

elements. In fact, for the SABT-M99 design the blade tip and shaft assembly

contribute 9.8 MPa to the tensile stress in the PZT (which corresponds to 13% of

the PZT-5H static tensile strength).

Load condition 7 considers the case where the blade tip is indeed supported

by a thrust bearing and does not load the beam in tension. In this case the axial

force at the blade root (arising only form the centripetal acceleration of the beam

itself) is reduced by approximately 50% to 1175 N. In this configuration it would

be possible to achieve a safety factor between 1.4 and 1.9 for 2:1 bias actuation

(-440/220 µstrain). The trade off of the increased complexity of a shaft assembly
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with a thrust bearing and higher actuation limits needs to be considered in future

design iterations.

Cracking of the piezoceramic elements does not constitute catastrophic failure.

In fact, load condition 8 shows that the safety factor for the graphite substrate,

assuming complete failure of the piezoceramics, is in excess of 15 (based on shear

mode failure in the 45 deg bending torsion plies). The implication of piezo cracking

is a reduction in actuator beam twist output and a reduction of the actuator beam

torsional stiffness (which may impact post failure aeroelastic stability of the blade

tip). The important aspect to note, is that the piezo cracking is most likely to occur

in the active units near the root. The active units further outboard experience

a lower tension and hence are less susceptible to tensile cracking. Hence, despite

piezo cracking in the inboard active unit, actuation authority, albeit reduced, is

not completely lost.

Furthermore, it should be noted that the results in Table 4.7 are based on

a static failure analysis that superimposes the stresses due to static centrifugal

tension, the peak dynamic bending actuation and the worst case blocked torque

condition. The safety factors are based on the static strength of PZT-5H rather

than the dynamic strength, because the primary loading is the high static cen-

trifugal tensile stress (for example, for load condition 6, over 50% of the maximum

tensile stress in the upper PZT element originates from the centrifugal tension).

Notwithstanding the fact that the actuator beam fatigue characteristics are criti-

cal for the concept viability and potential for full scale implementation, a detailed

fatigue analysis is beyond the scope of this active tip rotor technology demonstra-

tion program. In future work, the stress analysis can be refined by first calculating

the static and dynamic stress components directly from the finite element model

(thereby implicitly accounting for the coupled actuator beam, rotor blade and
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blade tip dynamics), and then performing a comprehensive fatigue analysis, that

accounts for piezo crack growth under combined electrical and mechanical loading.

There have been numerous experimental and theoretical studies on PZT fracture

and fatigue behaviour, and further information may be found in the following

references [71,73,197–199,239].

PZT Pre-Compression

The design can further be improved by considering different bonding options for

the surface bonded piezo elements. For example, for piezo elements bonded to

aluminium or steel substrates, high temperature cures are routinely used to pre-

compress the piezoceramic, by virtue of the low piezo coefficient of thermal expan-

sion (typically, +1 to +4 µstrain/◦C for PZT-5H [1]). With the bending-torsion

coupled graphite beam this is complicated by the structural coupling and the

anisotropic coefficients of thermal expansion of the graphite layup. Depending

on the layup and materials, the residual thermal strains arising from an elevated

temperature piezo bond process have to be carefully analyzed.

Based on preliminary analysis, it was concluded that a elevated tempera-

ture is not desirable for surface bonding the piezoceramics. For the [455, 05, 455]

graphite layup, bonding the PZTs at 120◦ C, results in a modest longitudinal pre-

compression of σ11 = −2 MPa (i.e. compressive). More importantly, though, the

45 deg graphite plies induce a large residual thermal shear stress of 24 MPa, in

the PZT. That shear stress is already within a factor of 1.6 of static shear failure!

The longitudinal compression can be increased by replacing some of the midplane

0 deg plies with 45 deg plies. This, however, is self defeating, because it further

increases the residual thermal shear stress. Also, reducing the relative number of

0 deg plies, increases the tensile stress in the PZT for a given centrifugal tension.
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Therefore, in the present research, the piezoceramics were bonded to the graphite

substructure using a standard room temperature strain gauge cynoacrylate.

Alternatively, pre-compression of the piezo elements for the actuator beam can

be achieved by actuating them in contraction during the bond cure. After bond-

ing the piezo elements and removing the electric field, there will be a residual

compressive stress in the PZT because of the elastic restrain of the graphite sub-

structure. The challenge in this concept is to apply the pre-compression actuation

during bonding and to maintain symmetry. For example, after bonding a PZT

on one surface of the beam, say the lower surface, removal of the pre-compression

voltage will result in residual bending and twisting of the actuator beam, because

of asymmetry. When bonding the opposite PZT on the upper surface of the beam,

the pre-compression field has to be re-applied to the lower surface PZT element.

This is required to provide a curvature free beam surface for bonding the PZT on

the opposite beam surface. It is also required to maintain symmetry, for uniform

pre-compression of both the upper and lower piezoceramic elements, which negates

residual bending and twisting of the final beam. Alternatively, the PZTs can be

simultaneously bonded to the upper and lower beam surface, with pre-compression

actuation, thereby maintaining symmetry.

For example, consider an actuator beam with piezoceramic elements that were

actuated with a 160 µstrain piezo freestrain contraction during a room-temperature

cure. On removal of the symmetric pre-compression actuation, after the bond has

set, the residual stress state in the PZT is: σ11 = -11.3 MPa, σ22 = -9.3 MPa

and τ22 = 1.5 MPa. Selected safety factors listed in Table 4.7 are re-calculated,

including the effect of the piezo pre-compression. As expected, the safety factors

are higher. In particular, the safety factor of 1.4 - 1.7 for case 6, indicates that the

actuation envelope can be expanded to an effective bending freestrain actuation
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of 330 µstrain.

Although piezo-induced pre-compression was not used in the development of

the proof-of-concept active tip rotor, it is recommended for consideration in further

experimental studies.

Table 4.8: Actuator beam root safety factors, with 160 µstrain piezo freestrain

pre-compression: inboard active unit #1/2 A

Case Axial force Torque Actuation ηs ηs

[N] [Nm] [µstrain] max Stress Tsai-Wu

1 0 0 -660/220 3.3 2.1

4 2470 0.21 -220/220 2.5 2.4

6 2470 0.31 -440/220 1.7 1.4

7 1175 0.31 -440/220 2.6 2.0

One aspect not expressly addressed in this analysis is compressive depoling of

the piezoceramic. For example, from Reference [196] it follows that the compressive

depoling limit for PZT-5H is 30 MPa (in comparison for PZT-5A and PZT-4 it is 50

and 150 MPa, respectively). In reality, though, piezo depolarization is a function

of both the electric field and the mechanical stress state. With a 160 µstrain

piezo freestrain pre-compression, the worst case compressive stress is experienced

in case 6, and has a depoling safety factor of 1.4 (the same as the Tsai-Wu 1.4

tensile failure safety factor).

Further material characterization is required to investigate piezo pre-compression,

and combined electrical and compressive depoling. Switching to PZT-5A the pre-

compression can be increased, to further improve the critical tensile failure safety

factors.
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PZT Delamination

The second important failure mode of the actuator beam is shear failure of the

bond layer between the piezo element and the substructure. Under actuation, high

shear stress peaks develop in the finite thickness shear layer at the edges of the

piezo elements. These shear stress peaks arise from the shear lag across the finite

thickness, elastic bond layer. In order to correctly evaluate the actuation bond-

layer shear stresses a composite model that captures interlamina shear is required

(see also the discussion on edge effects in Section 3.2.5). As a first estimate a

uniform strain model [78] including shear lag was used to check the maximum bond

layer shear stress. In analytic form the model does not capture the two dimensional

nature of the active beam units, nor does it readily account for external loads. The

shear stress was checked for an actuation level of 330 µstrain, under zero external

loading. For the current actuator beams a strain gauge cynoacrylate adhesive was

used (M-Bond 200 [240]), primarily for convenience. Because this is not typically

used as a structural adhesive there is no shear stiffness and strength data available.

In order to estimate the shear layer integrity, shear stiffness and strength of a

structural epoxy (Hysol 9309.3NA [233]) were used (actuator beam test coupons

have also been fabricated with this adhesive, in an adhesive evaluation) . Assuming

a bond layer thickness of approximately 12.5µm, the shear lag parameter is of the

order of 50, and the bond layer shear stress peaks are within an approximate

safety factor of 2 for -440/220 µstrain actuation, reducing to 1.5 for -6600/220

µstrain actuation. There has been some research on reducing the high shear stress

peaks at the edges of induced strain actuators, including chamfered edges [223]

and partial electroding [221, 222] (such that the electrodes do not extend all the

way to the edge of the piezoceramic). For example the commercially available
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ACX QuickPack piezo actuator sheets [241] use an electrode pattern that reduces

edge effects.

Further study, based on a composite beam model including induced strain

actuation and interlamina shear, is required to evaluate the shear layer failure

mode. This investigation has to account for the two dimensional actuator beam

deformation, cyclic actuation and the presence of the high centrifugal axial load.

In addition, more detailed data on the adhesive is required to improve the fidelity

of the results. Such a study might also prompt a change of the adhesive from the

presently used cynoacrylate to an epoxy based adhesive with superior strength

characteristics. Note that depending of the electrode configuration it may be

necessary to conduct through the bond layer, as is done in the present actuator

beams. Conduction can be facilitated via a conductive adhesive or by dielectric

breakdown of the thin bond layer.

4.9 DESIGN SUMMARY

Tables 4.9 and 4.10 summarizes the design configuration for the Mach scale active

blade tip rotor. Unless specified otherwise, all the data is based on measurements

(that are documented in Chapters 5 to 7).

The final design configuration meets or at least is close to most of the design

objectives listed in Table 4.5. Based on the actuator beam trade-off study, it

is expected that the tip deflection amplitude at 2000 rpm will exceed ±2.5 deg

between 3 and 5/rev, for an excitation of 330 µstrain. Experimentally 2.3, 2.5 and

4.9 deg were achieved at 3,4,5/rev were achieved (2000 rpm, 2 deg collective).

The three main objectives that are not completely met are: i) the target Mach

number, ii) mass penalty and iii) Lock number. All three of these are related to the
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growth in blade weight, associated with integrating the actuator beam and blade

tip shaft assembly. The active blade tip rotor blade has a total mass of 310 gm.

The actuator beam has a mass of 105.5 gm, representing 34% of the total blade

mass. The complete actuation system, including actuator beam, shaft assembly

and main blade support structure, has a mass of 148 gm, comprising 47.5% of

the total blade mass. In conjunction with the higher blade mass, the rotor hub

centrifugal load limit restricts the rotor speed to 2000 rpm. This translates to

a tip Mach number of 0.47, which is slightly below the target range of Mach

0.55 to 0.7. The high rotor blade mass also contributes to the relatively low Lock

number of 2.55, which will result in reduced aerodynamic damping. In contrast the

bearingless Bell-412 and Boeing ITR model rotors have respective Lock numbers

of 6.82 and 5.67 .

It should be noted, however, that compared to the first generation SABT-

F97 rotor blade, the second generation Mach scale active-tip rotor-blade is 71

gm (20%) lighter, and there is room for further improvement with more detailed

coupled actuator and rotorblade design and optimization studies. For example,

as indicated in Section 4.8.1 it is shown that by relaxing the requirement for the

actuator/blade-tip torsional frequency to exceed 5/rev both a thinner graphite

substructure and piezoceramic can be selected, reducing blade mass by a further

30 g, to achieve a mass penalty of 34%.

It needs to be emphasized that the overall rotor design, in terms of blade plan-

form, profile, twist and structure was motivated primarily by ease of fabrication.

The aim of the research program is to demonstrate the active blade tip concept

on a Mach scale rotor. In particular, the objective is to evaluate the open loop

control authority of the active blade tip, in terms of the rotating and fixed frame

hub loads. To this end, the rectangular blade and blade tip planform, the single
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and symmetric profile, zero twist, and uniform structure (over the blade length)

are both adequate and convenient. In future research, including full scale de-

sign studies, and investigation of forward flight performance, more advanced blade

geometry and structure need to be considered in the design optimization.

Table 4.11 list the composite material properties for materials used in the

fabrication of the rotorblade structure and the actuator beam. The Mach scale

actuator beam graphite substructure consists of IM7-8552, whereas the actuator

beams for the SABT-F97 rotor are made of AS4/3501-6 graphite epoxy. The

blade and blade-tip spars are made of AS4/3506-1. The IM7 graphite fibers have

a higher stiffness and strength than the AS4 fibers, and the 8552 resin system is

a toughened matrix system. The rotorblade and blade tip skins are E-glass [0,90]

weave. The properties of the PZT-5H piezoceramic material are listed in Table 2.2.

The properties of the titanium Ti-6Al-4V, used in the design of the blade tip shaft,

are listed in Table 4.12.
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Table 4.9: Active blade tip rotor specifications

Description Bell-412 Boeing ITR

Type Mach Froude

nominal physical scale factor 0.125 0.125

number of blades 4 4

hub type Bell-412 Boeing ITR

operating speed [rpm] 2000 930

diameter [m] 1.524 1.808

chord [mm] 76.2 76.2

tip Mach number 0.47 0.26

Lock(a) number 2.55 2.84

tip Reynolds number 0.8325·106 0.4593·106

airfoil NACA 0012 NACA 0012

solidity 0.1273 0.0537

precone [deg] 2.5 4.25

blade twist [deg] 0 0

blade sweep (aft) [deg] 0 0

1/4 chord torque offset (fwd) [mm] 3.33 0

aerodynamic root cut out [%] 20.9 31.8

blade mass [gm] 310 381

blade reference mass(b), m0 [kg/m] 0.4415 0.5122

0 rpm flap frequency [/rev] 0.20 -

0 rpm lag frequency [/rev] 0.78 -

0 rpm torsion(c) fq. [/rev] 3.66 -

thrust, θ0 = 8 deg [N] 315 92

CT θ0 = 8 deg 5.523·10−3 3.768·10−3

CT/σ, θ0 = 8 deg 0.0434 0.0703

rotor power(d), θ0 = 8 deg [kW] 4.365 0.423

CP
(d),θ0 = 8 deg 0.480·10−3 0.197·10−3

a) γ = ρCLαc (ΩR) /Ib, where Ib is the total flap inertia about the root

b) m0 := 3Ib /R
3

(in defining m0: Ib neither includes the blade grip nor the flexbeam)

c) main blade section only

d) calculated
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Table 4.10: Active blade tip and actuator specifications

Description Bell-412 Boeing ITR

Type Mach Froude

blade tip span [%R] 10 10

blade tip mass (a) [gm] 27 41

actuator beam mass [gm] 105.5 96

actuation system mass (b) [gm] 148 131

actuator beam length [mm] 540 540

actuator beam width [mm] 25.4 25.4

graphite-epoxy IM7-8552 AS4/3501-6

graphite thickness [mm] 2.67 1.98

graphite layup [455,05,455] [455,05,455]

interface between active units [mm] 6.36 6.35

piezoceramic material PZT-5H PZT-5H

piezo thickness [mm] 0.254 0.254

number of active units 8 8

nominal capacitance (c) [µFarad] 2.1 2.1

current, 100 Vrms, 5/rev [Arms ] 0.40 0.21

real power, 100 Vrms, 5/rev [W] 16.4 6.1

actuator beam effective GJ [Nm2] 4.509 2.467

0 rpm natural frequency [Hz] 173 100

0 rpm damping [%] 3.5 3.2

non-rotating SABT deflection [deg] ±1.3 (d) ±1.7 (e)

rotating SABT deflection [deg] ±2.9 (f) ±2.2 (g)

a) includes shaft and beam adapter

b) includes shaft assembly and support structures

c) 0 rpm, 0 Vrms

d) 100 Vrms (220 µstrain), 15 Hz, 0 rpm

e) 100 Vrms (220 µstrain), 15 Hz, 0 rpm

f) 125 Vrms (275 µstrain), 4/rev, 2000 rpm, 2 deg collective

g) 100 Vrms (220 µstrain), 4/rev, 930 rpm, 8 deg collective
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Table 4.11: Composite material properties

Material Graphite Graphite E-glass

Designation IM7-8552 AS4/3501-6 NB-1101-120

Reference [242] [201] [243]

Description uni-prepreg uni-prepreg [0,90] weave†

cured ply thickness [µm] 178 132 89

mass [kg/m2] 0.2946 0.2298 0.2685

0◦ flexural modulus [GPa] 151.7 128.0 23.44

0◦ tensile modulus [GPa] 164.1 147.2 23.44

90◦ tensile modulus [GPa] 11.72 8.35 -

in plane shear modulus [GPa] 11.00 6.38 -

ν12 0.31 0.30 -

0◦ flexural strength [MPa] 1862 - 414

0◦ tensile strength [MPa] 2723 2300 421

0◦ compressive strength [MPa] 1689 1400 414

90◦ tensile strength [MPa] 111 54 -

90◦ compressive strength [MPa] - - -

in plane shear strength [MPa] 120 105 -
† 60% resin content

Table 4.12: Titanium Ti-6Al-4V properties

0.2% proof stress [MPa] 980

tensile strength† [MPa] 1035

tensile modulus [GPa] 112.5

fatigue limit (55% tensile strength) [MPa] 560

density [kg/m3 4420

† guaranteed min. (ASTM B 265 Grade 5): 895 MPa
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Chapter 5

ACTUATOR BEAM AND ROTORBLADE

FABRICATION

In this chapter the fabrication processes for the active tip rotor are presented. The

fabrication takes place in 3 phases: i) the actuator beam, ii) the blade tip and iii)

the main blade section. This chapter also includes a description of the assembly

procedure and the structural integrity tests of the actuator beam, shaft assembly

and main rotor blade. A detailed mass breakdown of the complete rotor blade is

listed in Table 5.6, at the end of the Chapter.

Four sets of rotor blades and blade tips were fabricated, each set designated

SABT-M99-1,2,3,4 respectively. Of 16 graphite beams, four beams were furnished

with piezoceramics and are designated as actuator beams AB-M99-2,8,9,10.

5.1 ACTUATOR BEAM FABRICATION

The layout of the actuator beams was shown schematically in Figures 2.2 and

2.3. The former shows the top view and the latter an x-z cross-section through

the graphite substructure (including the interface region). The actuator beam

geometry and layup are listed in Table 4.10.
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The beams are fabricated in a four step process, comprising: i) layup, cure,

and trimming; ii) drilling of tip and root attachment bolt patterns; iii) surface

bonding of piezoceramics and root anchor plates; and iv) wiring.

5.1.1 Actuator Beam Layup

A detail of the actuator beam layup is shown in Figure 5.1. The graphite sub-

structure is continuous from the beam root up to the outer edge of active unit

#1/2A, and similarly it is continuous from the inboard edge of active unit #1/2B

to the tip. This gives a total of 9 distinct spanwise layup segments. To simplify

fabrication, the graphite layup is actually in the form of a plate from which mul-

tiple beams are cut. Figure 5.2 shows the 584 mm x 432 mm plate from which 15

x 540 mm x 25.4 mm beams were cut.

An important consideration in the layup process is to ensure that the spanwise

interface joints are correctly stacked for each layer, see Figure 5.1. Any small error

in the width of the +/-45 deg strips will result in a cumulative spanwise shift of

the interface joint as the layup progress towards the tip, for a given ply. A cutting

template was used to accurately and repeatably cut graphite strips with a width

57.15 mm, for active units #2 to #7. An additional template was used to cut the

wider graphite strips for the root and tip segments, see Figure 5.3.

The plate is laid up in three sublaminates: the upper and lower bending-

torsion sublaminates (each comprising 45 individual plies) and the mid-plane 0 deg

sublaminate. These are individually debaulked. After mating the three uncured

sublaminates, copper electrodes are placed on the plate. The electrodes, 25.4 µm

thick, are used to provide electrical contact to the underside of the piezoceramics

bonded to the actuator beam. Before laying the copper electrode down on the

graphite, it is lightly sanded and degreased, to ensure both a good bond and
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Figure 5.1: Detail drawing for actuator beam layup

electrical connection with the graphite substructure. The copper strip is bonded

via the epoxy from the graphite plies, no additional adhesive is used. Note that

PZT-5H elements used for the present research have Nickel electrodes that cover

the entire upper and lower surface. Hence the copper electrode on the surface of

the graphite substructure serves only as electrical lead to the underside surface-

electrodes of the piezo elements. Figure 5.2 clearly depicts the copper electrodes

that are co-cured with the plate. Although graphite is nominally conductive, its

resistance is not suitable for direct conduction to surface bonded piezoceramics,

at the frequencies of interest (especially when considering the resistance increase

across the 10 spanwise layup interface segments). The plate is cured with a 175◦ C
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Figure 5.2: Cured graphite plate (with spanwise segmented layup), from which
the actuator beams are cut

Figure 5.3: Graphite plate layup preparation
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autoclave cure. Subsequently it is trimmed and cut into separate actuator beams,

539.75 mm x 25.4 mm.

5.1.2 Tip Bolt Pattern

After the actuator beams have been trimmed, the beam adapter bolt pattern is

drilled into the outboard end of the actuator beam (see Figure 4.5). In contrast, the

root bolt pattern is drilled on assembly. In the latter step the blade tip assembly

is fastened to the actuator beam. The beam is inserted into the rotorblade and the

bearing block is then locked into the blade mounts. This assembly sequence implies

that the beam tip bolt pattern is essential for correct alignment of the actuator

beam with respect to the blade tip shaft and the blade root insert (see Figure 4.10).

The most important alignment requirement is that the two primary load transfer

holes (diameter 0.150 in) are parallel with the beam axis. If these holes are not

correctly aligned with respect to the beam axis, length amplified interference in the

root insert results in a large lead-lag moment on the blade tip shaft. Considering

that the shaft assembly is a single ended radial bearing design (see Figure 4.5),

such a moment can result in locking of the shaft. A special alignment jig was used

and the tip bolt pattern was actually drilled with dimensions referenced to the

beam root, rather than the beam tip. Titanium-Nitride (TiN) coated carbide drill

bits are used for the four 0-80 clearance holes and the two 0.150 in diameter holes.

After drilling, two aluminium (Al 7075-T6) load transfer bushings are pressed into

the 0.150 in diameter holes. The bushings are required to prevent delamination

and tear-out of the two 2-56 primary beam adapter fasteners. Note that the axial

load transfer from the beam adapter to the actuator beam is in-line with the blade

tip shaft and is slightly offset from the beam axis (offset is 5.2% of blade chord).
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5.1.3 Surface Bonding of Piezoceramics and Anchor Plates

After drilling the tip bolt pattern, two aluminium anchor plates are bonded to

the top and bottom of the beam root, see Figure 4.11. The anchor plates are

used to reinforce the beam root and facilitate load transfer to the blade grip

fasteners, including the root retention bolts and the the torsion lock fasteners, see

Figure 4.10. In particular, the plates protect against delamination of the graphite

plies at the edges of the holes and also provide a clamping surface for the torsion

lock nuts. Hysol 9309.3NA structural epoxy is used to bond the anchor plates

(with a bond line of 127 µm). A 5 day, room temperature cure schedule is used.

The root hole pattern is drilled on assembly, using carbide Brad & Spur drill bits

to negate delamination. The drilling of the root hole pattern is described further

in Section 5.4.

Once the anchor plates are attached the piezoceramic elements are bonded

to the beam surface. From the uniform strain model for piezoceramic induced

strain actuation [77,78] it is evident that the thicker the bond layer the larger the

shear lag (and hence the lower the actuation of the host structure). Of course,

the thinner the bond line becomes, the larger the shear stress peaks at the edges

of the piezo element. For the present actuator beam configuration a target bond

thickness of 10 to 20 µm is suitable to minimize shear lag actuation losses while

preventing excessive shear stress peaks that result in delamination at the edges.

Conductive epoxies are attractive because they establish a positive electrical

connection between the piezo electrode on the surface bonded to the substructure

and the associated power lead. However, conductive epoxies are inferior in terms

of shear stiffness and strength compared to structural epoxies. Furthermore, with

conductive epoxies there is a risk of short circuiting the piezo-element, as a result
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of epoxy spill over at the edges (if the piezoceramic has full surface electrodes

as in the present case). Consequently conductive epoxies were not considered as

candidates for the actuator beam. In fact, non-conductive epoxies can also be

used: it has been demonstrated that it is possible to directly conduct through

sufficiently thin bond lines by dielectric breakdown of a nominally non conductive

adhesive, negating the need for conductive epoxies.

A detailed investigation of multiple adhesive systems is beyond the scope of

this proof-of-concept active active rotor development. Such a study would have to

address strain transfer properties, achievable bond line thicknesses, fatigue char-

acteristics and bonding process complexity. For the present research, three alu-

minium test coupons with multiple piezo elements on the top and bottom were

fabricated with three different non-conductive adhesives, and tested under static

bending actuation. The main goal was to develop and evaluate the bonding tech-

niques and to investigate the actuation effectiveness.

The first adhesive considered is M-Bond 200 [240]. The cynoacrylate is a

general purpose, room temperature curing adhesive for strain gauges, suited for

laboratory-environment and short-term field applications. It is strictly neither

suitable for structural applications nor for long term bonds. The attractiveness of

M-Bond 200 is that thin bond lines are readily achievable, the bond sets in less

than 2 minutes and the piezo elements can be activated within 5 minutes. The

second adhesive considered is Hysol 9309NA [233], a two component structural

epoxy that cures in either 3 to 5 days at 25◦ C, or 1 hour at 66◦ C. The film

adhesive that was tested was 50.8 µm thick and required a one hour cure at 121◦

C. Both the Hysol 9309NA and the film adhesive were cured under controlled

pressure to achieve a bond line of approximately 25 µm.

After bonding, the test coupons were activated statically in bending, with
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Figure 5.4: Actuator beam PZT polarity directions and wiring diagram

electric fields of 0 - 475 V/mm. At the time of these tests neither amplification

bias (of the electric field in the poling direction) nor shear lag were investigated.

The amplification bias increases the tensile stress in the PZT, which may result in

cracking, whereas the latter may lead to bond failure (delamination) at the PZT

edges.

The static bending actuation tests (not shown) indicated no major difference

in performance of the three adhesive systems. Considering that for this technology

demonstrator rotor, long term operation is not important, the M-Bond 200 was

selected. This was primarily motivated by the ease of application and the fast room

temperature cure. It has to be recognized that the M-Bond 200 cynoacrylate is

not suitable for long term environmental exposure and high cycle fatigue. These

issues need to be addressed in future design studies.

In preparation for surface bonding the piezoceramics, the actuator beam is

lightly sanded (220 grit) and degreased with acetone. The piezo elements are

bonded such that for each active beam unit, the piezo polarity is in the same

direction for both the upper and lower PZTs (for example, both PZT elements with

polarity up, with respect to the beam coordinate axes). In addition, the polarity
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direction flip-flops from up to down over successive beam segments. The sequence

of PZT polarity directions is shown in Figure 5.4. Figure 5.5 shows an actuator

beam during the bonding procedure. The PZTs are bonded with a pressure of

140 kPa, for 2 minutes (although good bonds have also been demonstrated with

pressures as low as 40 kPa).

During the fabrication of one of the actuator beams, one of the piezo elements

was inadvertently attached upside down (with the polarity in the wrong direction).

In order to avoid damaging the beam by removing the incorrectly bonded PZT,

it was depoled and repoled with a dc field of 1200 V/mm (for 1 minute). Note,

though, that repoling PZT sheet actuators bonded to a substrate is less effective,

than repoling a free PZT sheet element, because the tensile stresses generated in

the actuator by the application of the repoling field impede domain reorientation.

Furthermore, The domain wall motion associated with polarization switching can

result in crack initiation and premature fatigue failure. Refer to [72] for further

information on electro-mechanical fatigue of piezoceramics undergoing polarization

switching.

5.1.4 Actuator Beam Wiring

The final step in preparing the actuator beams is the wiring. Because graphite

is nominally conductive, the PZT orientation and wiring are configured such that

the graphite beam forms a common electrical ground plane. The wiring diagram

is shown in Figure 5.4. Note that the leads to the outer surfaces of the PZTs are

separated into two sets. The Vp+ leads go to piezo elements with the polarity facing

outward (from the beam), whereas the Vp− leads go to those with the polarity

facing into the beam. This separation is required to enable driving the PZTs with

different voltage levels in the poling and depoling directions, respectively. See
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Figure 5.5: Fabrication of actuator beam

Figures 4.20 and 4.13, for further details.

The leads that are used are Teflon coated, 32 AWG, 7 strand conductors. The

wires are rated at 250 Vrms and 2 Arms (maximum applied voltage is 150 Vrms and

maximum expected current is 0.6 Arms, per Vp+ and Vp− line, respectively. The

leads are directly soldered to the surface Nickel electrodes of the PZT elements,

using a 183◦ C solder. The solder point does result in local depoling, because the

Curie temperature of PZT-5H is 195◦ C. This region is however repoled under the

application of the high excitation fields.

At the beam root, the two Vp+ and Vp− leads are routed through the wire

channels on either side of the anchor plate (see Figure 4.11). Two additional leads

are attached to the graphite ground plane via copper tabs, bonded to the beam,

inboard of the anchor plates. The four leads are bundled and capped with a 4

prong, gold plated mini connector, that mates with the power leads from the hub.

It has to be noted that there is a weak link in this wiring scheme. The thin

Nickel electrodes that cover the surface of the piezoceramic have a thickness of 13
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Figure 5.6: Fabricated piezo-induced bending-torsion coupled actuator beams for
the Mach scale rotor SABT-M99

to 51 µm. Any full width cracks of the Nickel electrode (because of cracking of the

PZT) will cut off part of the PZT element from the excitation voltage, because the

power leads are soldered only to one point on the PZT surface. Tensile cracking of

the PZT does not constitute catastrophic failure, because the graphite substructure

has a very high safety factor (in excess of 15). Despite a crack, the piezoceramic

will still respond to an electric field, albeit with a reduction in effective actuator

torsional stiffness and twist output. In order to improve performance it may be

of value to consider using strip leads that are attached over the full length of the

piezo element, to maximize post-crack performance.

The fabricated actuator beams are depicted in Figure 5.6. Note that the in-

board active unit (#1/2A) is insulated with Teflon tape. The reason for this is

that approximately half of that active unit also slides into the root insert of the

main blade. The titanium root insert and the actuator beam substructure are

electrically connected via the blade retention bolts. Hence the root insert is con-

nected to the actuator ground plane and the Teflon tape eliminates the possibility

of arcing between the surfaces of active unit #1/2A and the root insert.
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After completing fabrication of the actuator beam, each beam is checked for

short circuits and incorrectly attached lead wires. The capacitance is measured,

under zero actuation and zero mechanical load. Finally the actuator beam is

weighed, see Table 5.6.

The actuator fabrication process described above was large shaped by func-

tionality and ease of fabrication. There are a number of improvements that can

be implemented to improve the robustness and performance. For example, an

improved adhesive needs to be selected that will withstand an operational envi-

ronment and long term high cycle actuation. A different electrode configuration

can be considered to maintain electric field, despite piezo cracking, and also to

prevent edge effects. In addition the piezoceramic can be coated in a protective

material to reduce the risk of arching (and fire) and to guard against damage dur-

ing handling. For example ACX QuickPack actuators [241] incorporate some of

these features. These actuators are individually wrapped in a polyimide coating

that protects against microcracking [241] and impact damage. These actuators

were not used in this research however, because of the substantially higher cost,

compared to the bare, fully electroded Morgan-Matroc PZT-5H sheets.

5.1.5 Influence of PZT Thickness

It should be noted that the PZT-5H elements used in fabricating beams AB-M99-

2, M99-8, M99-9 and M99-10 came from different batches. The manufacturer’s

quoted tolerance on the piezo thickness is 254 ±25.4 µm, corresponding to a 20%

tolerance range! The average piezo thickness ranges from 241 µ on beam AB-

M99-2 to 267 µm on beam AB-M99-10, a 10% difference. This translates into a

maximum difference of 10% in the piezo mass, 4% in the beam mass and 1.3% in

the total blade mass, for the respective actuator beams/rotor blades. The impact
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of the average thickness on the mass and selected other measured properties of the

actuator beams is shown in Table 5.1.

In addition to the influence on rotor mass balancing, the more profound impli-

cation is that the 10% difference in piezo thickness results a in a 9% difference in

torsional stiffness and also results in a 10% difference in electric field for a given

excitation voltage. For example, at 100 Vrms, 15 Hz, the tip twist for beams AB-

M99-2 and M99-10 are 1.50 deg and 1.25 deg, respectively. Beam AB-M99-10

with the thicker piezoceramic elements is both torsionally stiffer and for the same

excitation voltage sees a lower electric field, accounting for the 17% lower tip twist.

Neglecting minor differences in blade-tip pitch inertia, the difference in PZT

thickness for the 4 respective beams, also gives rise to a 3.1% spread in the non-

rotating fundamental torsion frequency (see Figures 6.12 and 6.13). These results

show that the loose manufacturing tolerance of the piezoceramic elements has

a significant impact on the structural and actuation dynamics of the actuator

beams. Nonetheless, in the subsequent analysis in Chapters 6 and 7 a nominal

PZT thickness of 254 µ is used, unless specified otherwise.

5.2 BLADE TIP FABRICATION

The blade tip assembly consists of the actual blade tip with the integral shaft

subassembly. The shaft assembly is fabricated separately and is subsequently

bonded into the blade tip during the blade tip cure.

5.2.1 Shaft Assembly

The schematic of the shaft assembly is shown in Figure 4.5 and the fabricated

components are depicted in Figure 5.7. The aluminium (Al 7075-T6) beam adapter
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Table 5.1: Influence of PZT thickness

Beam AB-M99-02 AB-M99-08 AB-M99-09 AB-M99-10

tPZT
(a) [µm] 241 254 247 267

mPZT
(b) [gm] 40.0 41.9 40.8 44.0

mbeam
(c) [gm] 100.6 102.5 101.4 104.6

GJeff
(d) [Nm2] 4.40 4.59 4.54 4.80

fn
(e) [Hz] 168.3 173.5 172.7 177.6

Twist(f) [deg] 1.50 1.41 1.38 1.25

Capacitance(g) [µF] 2.15 2.05 2.08 1.99

a) average PZT thickness

b) total PZT mass

c) total beam mass, excluding wiring

d) torsional stiffness, PZTs short circuited, see Figure 6.7

e) measured non-rotating torsion frequency, blade tip attached

f) tip twist amplitude (half-peak-to-peak): 100Vrms, 15 Hz, see Figure 6.6

g) zero actuation, zero load

is machined using electrical discharge machining (EDM). This is used primarily

to maintain dimensional stability in the slot that clamps the actuator beam. The

design philosophy for the titanium (Ti-6Al-4V) shaft and the bearing block are

described in Section 4.6.2. Briefly, the hollow shaft has three distinct segments:

an inboard segment, with circular section, that bonds into the beam adapter, a

center segment that rides in the bearing block and an outboard segment, with

square section, that is bonded between the spars of the blade tip. Because of

space constraints, it is not possible to insert a dedicated bearing into the bearing
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Figure 5.7: Shaft assembly components

Figure 5.8: Shaft assembly bonding fixture

block. Instead both the shaft midsection and bearing block are treated with special

coatings.

After machining of the shaft, the middle segment that rides in the bearing,

was honed axially to mitigate fatigue crack initiation. Thereafter, the shaft was

commercially treated with a Canadize [235] coating. The coating essentially results

in a Tungsten-Disulfide dry-film lubricant impregnated into a hardened anodized
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surface. The bore of the bearing block is then custom machined to house the shaft

with a rolling fit. Subsequently the bearing block bore is commercially coated

with an ultra thin Dicronite [236] coating, that results in a 0.5 µm thick Tungsten-

Disulfide dry-film lubricant layer that is mechanically bonded to the metal surface.

The thin coating does not affect the fit of the shaft in the bearing block.

The shaft is bonded into the bearing block using a bonding fixture, shown

in Figure 5.8. The primary function of the bonding jig is to correctly align the

adapter and the shaft, and to maintain a concentric 127 µm bond line thickness.

Hysol 9309.3NA [233] epoxy is used to bond the shaft into the beam adapter, using

a one hour cure at 80◦ C. Note that the bore in the beam adapter includes a weep

hole that drains into the slot of the inboard end of the adapter. Teflon tape is

used to prevent the excess epoxy from bonding to the internal slot surfaces.

In bond preparation, the bore of the adapter was degreased with methyl-ethyl-

ketone. The inboard shaft segment was sanded with 320 grit sand paper, to remove

the Canadize coating, and subsequently cleaned with methyl-ethyl-ketone. Note

that in the Canadize process the entire shaft was catalytically anodized, however,

only the center segment (that rides in the bearing block) was impregnated with

the Tungsten-Disulfide dry lubricant. In sanding the inboard shaft segment, the

midsection of the shaft was sealed with Teflon tape, to prevent contamination of

the impregnated bearing surface.

To further improve alignment, a dummy beam can be mounted in the beam

adapter. The bond fixture clamps both the beam adapter and the shaft, the

bearing block is unrestrained. There is also a special spacer collar that is used

later as axial reference point for the blade tip spars with respect the the shaft

assembly. The collar fits over the transition arc from the circular mid-section to

the square outboard section. It is not shown in Figure 5.7, but is barely visible
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between the bearing block and the outboard shaft segment in Figure 5.8.

5.2.2 Blade Tip Layup

The blade tip has a three cell cross-section shown in Figure 4.8. All three cells

are fabricated in a single co-cure process. The components of the blade tip are

depicted in Figure 5.9. A critical aspect in the design and fabrication of the

blade tips is minimizing the weight. The centripetal acceleration at the outer edge

of the blade tip is 3407 g. Reduction of blade tip mass reduces the centrifugal

force on the shaft assembly and the centrifugal tension in the actuator beam. In

Section 4.8.4 it was shown that tension in the actuator beam reduces the safety

factor of the piezoceramics. The blade tip design is based nominally on the 10%

span tip used on the Froude scale active tip rotor, SABT-F97. A redesign of the

leading edge weights, the spars and the shaft assembly (including the blade tip

deflection sensor) resulted in a blade tip assembly mass reduction from 41 gm to

27 gm (excluding the mass of the bearing block). It should however be noted that

a portion of the weight saving is associated with the 16% shorter length of the

Mach scale blade tip (although both blade tips span 10% of the blade radius, the

Mach scale rotor has a 16% smaller radius).

The spars are laid up separately and cured before assembling the blade tip.

Graphite AS4/3501-6 with a stacking sequence of [0,±45]s is used. The foam core

cross sections can be seen in Figure 5.10(b). The foam cores are shaped in three

stages. First a rectangular foam section, with a dimensions of 660 x 83 x 12.7 mm,

is roughly sanded into an airfoil shape using steel templates and a sanding spindle.

Second the roughly shaped core is compressed in the blade mold and heated to 170

- 190◦ C forming temperature. For the blade tip both a low density Rohacell [238]

IG-31 and a higher density IG-71 airfoil blank are required. The two blanks are
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Figure 5.9: Blade tip components

subsequently machined to produce the trailing edge cell, the mid cell and leading

edge cell foam cores, respectively. Slots for the segmented leading edge weights are

milled into the IG-71 leading edge core. The leading edge weights are bonded both

to the foam core and the fiber glass skin around the leading edge. Although the

primary load transfer of the centripetal acceleration of the masses is into the skin,

the foam acts as secondary support. For this reason the IG-71 foam is selected

for the leading edge (its density is double that of IG-31, but the shear strength is

3.25 higher). The flat surface of the IG-71 foam slot has a shear safety of factor

1.9 for the centrifugal force of the outermost leading edge weight.

In order to minimize the size of the leading edge weights tungsten (class IV,

with a density of 18500 kg/m3) is used. To further reduce the size, the weights

are machined to fit the leading edge profile, by means of EDM wire cutting. For

the Mach scale blade tip the leading edge weights comprise 15% of the mass of the
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Figure 5.10: Foam core cross sections

Figure 5.11: Fabrication of blade tip

blade tip assembly (excluding the bearing block).
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There are several pre-assembly preparations. First the leading edge weights

are cleaned with methyl-ethyl-ketone. Second, the graphite spars are lightly

sanded (with 220 grit sand paper) and cleaned with acetone. Third, the out-

board segment of the shaft, with the square section, is sanded (320 grit) to remove

the Canadize coating (taking care to prevent contamination of the bearing) and

cleaned with methyl-ethyl-ketone. Furthermore, the foam core of the trailing edge

cell is trimmed to a chord position of 96.7% to facilitate layup of the trailing edge.

After these steps the bearing block is pushed against the beam adapter and

the exposed bearing section of the shaft is sealed (using a Teflon tape, to prevent

any epoxy from the cure process entering the bearing). In addition, the entire

outer surface of the bearing block is treated with Frekote mold release, to prevent

adhesion of any excess epoxy from the blade tip cure. A dummy alignment rib

(with airfoil profile) is bolted into the beam adapter to ensure that the shaft axis is

on the 1/4 chord, see Figure 5.11. The beam adapter is sealed with Teflon tape as

a precaution against any excess epoxy flow from the blade tip (although it turned

out that this was not necessary)

The blade tip layup begins with the leading weights. These are wrapped in

one ply of a 127 µm thick film adhesive (Cytek 123-2 [244]) and are placed into

the leading edge slots. This film adhesive is used throughout the blade tip and

main blade assembly. The layup of the 3 cell structure with the E-glass [243] skin

is similar to the layup of the main blade 3 cell structure, shown in Figure 4.9. The

layup design philosophy is described in Section 4.6.3. First the leading edge cell

is wrapped in one ply of fiberglass, with a double tail on the rear vertical face of

the core.

The next step is the layup of the mid cell. The outboard shaft segment is

wrapped in one ply of film adhesive, and together with the mid cell foam core, is
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wrapped in one ply of fiber glass (again with a double tail overlap on the aft vertical

face). The two graphite spars are wrapped in one ply of Cytek 123-2 film adhesive

and are attached to either side of the mid cell. A 0.794 mm thick aluminium

collar on the outboard end of the shaft bearing segment is used as reference point

for the inboard edge of the spars. Figure 5.11 shows two intermediate stages in

the layup process. On the right hand side of Figure 5.11, the leading cell, with

weights and fiber glass ply, is shown in the upright position. Below that is the mid

cell (comprising the outboard shaft segment and the mid cell foam core) with the

attached spars. Also visible, is the airfoil shaped alignment rib, used to correctly

position the shaft assembly on the 1/4 chord. On the left hand side of Figure 5.11,

the leading edge and mid cells have been mated, by wrapping them in a ply of

fiberglass, again with a double tail overlap on the aft vertical face.

The trailing edge is built up by four 6.35 mm wide fiber glass strips that run

the length of the blade tip. These strips are required to ensure a closed section

and adequate rigidity and strength of the trailing edge). The trailing edge foam

core is nominally mated to the mid cell with several discrete film adhesive tacks.

A full length, 6.35 mm wide, junction-strip is placed respectively over the top and

bottom of the junction between the aft foam core and the mid cell, see Figure 4.9.

These strips primarily serve to reinforce the transition region over the aft spar.

The three cells are then wrapped in one ply of fiber glass, forming the outer blade

skin.

Finally the blade tip is wrapped in a ply of Teflon film release and placed into

the rotor blade mold (which also has been treated with Frekote mold release).

The blade tips are then cured at 120◦ C for one hour. Figure 5.12 shows two

of the cured Mach scale blade tips in the mold (the Teflon film release has been

removed for clarity). The blade tips were fabricated two at a time. Note that
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Figure 5.12: Blade tips in the blade mold

no additional film adhesive was used between the foam cores and the adjacent

blade skin. Instead, excess epoxy from the 60% resin content fabric was used to

effectively bond the blade skin to the foam cores.

After curing, the blade tip is trimmed to size (76.2 x 76.2 mm). Then the

blade tips are mounted vertically in a blade grip and access holes are drilled longi-

tudinally through the leading and trailing edge foam cores. These are access holes

for the three 4-40 fasteners used to bolt the bearing block into mounts that are

bonded into the outboard end of the main blade. See Figures 4.5 and 4.6. Again,

the shaft is sealed with Teflon tape to prevent contamination of the bearing during

this operation.

The relative angle, between the blade tip and the outboard end of the main-

blade, is measured via a Hall effect generator [237] that is bonded to the front

vertical side of the beam adapter shank (see Figure 4.5). The original design

provided for dual differential Hall sensors, one each at the fore and aft vertical
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face of the beam adapter, to improve the signal to noise ratio. The second sensor

was not required, however. A Hall magnet is bonded (using M-Bond 200) to the

bearing block to provide a reference magnetic field for the hall sensor. The nominal

clearance of the Magnet and the beam adapter is 0.8 mm. The Hall sensor is a

magnetic field sensing device, with an output voltage that is directly proportional

to the product of the control current and the magnetic field component normal

to the Hall active area. As the shaft (and blade tip) rotate with respect to the

bearing block, the magnetic field component normal to the sensor changes. Hence

the Hall sensor can be calibrated to measure the relative pitch deflection between

the outboard edge of the main blade and the blade tip. Note however, that the

sensor will also respond to any relative motion that alters the magnitude of the

normal component of the magnetic field. If there is any play in the bearing, the

sensor will also respond to lead-lag motion (which alters the separation between

the sensor and magnet). Depending on the uniformity of the magnetic field over

the sensor surface, the measurement can also be contaminated by flap and axial

motion. For this reason the magnet was sized to extend over double the width and

length of the sensor. The magnet mass is approximately 1.4 gm (5% compared

to the blade-tip assembly) and can be reduced by the optimizing the size and

location to provide a uniform magnetic field over the sensor area (allowing for

axial displacement under rotation).

The four Hall sensor leads pass through the slot in the beam adapter and exit

at the rear end of the adapter. From there they pass through a lightening hole in

the bearing block. The bearing block has a milled groove on its outboard section

to channel the leads aft. The leads finally are passed through the trailing edge

foam core (at approximately 65% chord) to the blade root, see Figure 4.6 and 5.13.

The reason for routing the leads in this fashion, is to achieve maximum separation
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Figure 5.13: Finished blade tip

between the sensor leads and the high electric fields around the actuator beam.

The finished blade tip is shown in Figure 5.13. With a more detailed design

study, the layup of the blade tip can possibly be reduced from three to two plies

over the leading edge and mid cells, reducing mass by approximately 1.5 gm (5%).

Further mass savings can be realized by optimizing the shaft assembly design,

which accounts for over 50% of the blade tip assembly mass. The detailed mass

break down of the blade tip assembly is listed in Table 5.6.

5.3 MAIN BLADE FABRICATION

The main blade fabrication process is similar to the blade tip, in terms of the

layup sequence. The primary difference is the hollow mid cell. The cross-section

of the main blade is shown in Figure 4.8 and the schematic details of the main
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Figure 5.14: Main blade components

blade root and tip regions are respectively shown in Figures 4.10 and 4.5. The

main blade design approach is described in Sections 4.6.3 and 4.6.4.

5.3.1 Main Blade Components

The components for the main blade section are shown in Figure 5.14. The

titanium Ti-6Al-4V root insert (see Figures 4.10 and 5.16) is wire cut using elec-

trical discharge machining (EDM), primarily for the hollow cut-out. EDM leaves

a contaminated recast layer, with inferior properties, on the surface of the part. In

order to prevent premature crack initiation, this layer is removed by a HNO3-HF

pickle, to expose the bare metal. Thereafter the root insert is commercially treated

with a compatible primer for bonding with Cytek Film adhesive FM 123-2 [244].

Note, only the external surface is primed. After priming the exterior, the inte-

rior of the hollow root insert is coated with a Dicronite [236] dry lubricating film.

The coating facilitates sliding the actuator beam into the root insert and prevents
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Figure 5.15: Milling the leading edge slots in the main blade foam core

galling.

The steel leading edge bearing block mount is machined to the blade leading

edge profile via EDM. The PH 17-4 steel is heat treated to 1140 MPa. The aft

bearing block mount is milled from aluminium AL 7075-T6. Both the bearing

block mounts are commercially primed for bonding with Cytek FM 123-2 film

adhesive. In order to bring the center of gravity of the main blade tip (including

the bearing block and the two bearing block mounts) to the quarter chord, a tip

leading-edge balance mass is bonded inboard of the bearing block mount. The

tungsten (class IV) tip balance mass is EDM machined to the blade leading edge

profile.

Similar to the blade tip, the main blade spars are AS4/3501-6 and are cured
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Figure 5.16: Close-up of the root end of the split mandrel used to form the hollow
mid cell

prior to assembling the main blade. The spars have layup of [0,±45, 90, 0]s .

The foam core preparation is similar to that for the blade tips. The cross

section of the main blade foam cores can be seen in Figure 5.10(a). Three blank

airfoils are required: one IG-31 and two IG-71 cores. These are then milled into

the respective sections. Figure 5.15 depicts the milling of the leading edge slots.

5.3.2 Layup Preparations

Pre-layup actions include cleaning of all non-primed components: the balance

weights were cleaned with methyl-ethyl-ketone, and the spars were lightly abraded

(220 grit sand paper) and cleaned with acetone. Another step in the layup prepa-

rations is the assembly of the split mold, the root insert and the dummy bearing

block. The split mandrel, see Figures 5.14 and 5.16, actually serves several pur-
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Figure 5.17: Insertion of the split mandrel into the film adhesive covered root
insert

poses. Foremost it is used to form the hollow mid cell. It is also used as alignment

tool to ensure correct position of the blade root insert, the bearing block mounts

and the the graphite spars, during layup and cure.

The diagonal split facilitates removal of the mandrel from the cured blade. The

mandrel is machined from cast iron and is treated with Frekote mold release. At

the root the mandrel shoulders down to a smaller cross-section, that fits into the

blade root insert. Ridges on top and bottom and the sides of the root section are

machined to prevent play/misalignment of the root insert on the mandrel. The

ridges on top and bottom also eliminate deformation of the root insert when the

blade is clamped in the blade mold. The nominal cross-section of the mandrel in 30

x 6 mm. The width exactly matches the outer width of the root insert, to provide a

constant spacing between the graphite spars. The root lock bolts onto the inboard

end of the mandrel, and locks the root insert against the mandrel shoulder. This

prevents any relative motion of the root insert and the mandrel during the layup

and cure processes. In addition, the lock and shoulder are designed to seal the
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interior of the root insert against epoxy flows. Teflon tape around the contour

of the root insert inboard and outboard faces is used as sealing gasket. At the

outboard end, a dummy bearing block is used as tip lock. The dummy bearing

block bolts onto both halves on the mandrel, and also bolts onto the leading edge

and aft bearing block mounts. The dummy bearing block, in conjunction with the

split mandrel, thus ensures correct positioning and alignment of the bearing block

mounts. In particular, it is essential that the outboard faces of the two mounts

are in the same cross-section (y-z) plane. If they are not, there will be a joint

gap between the inboard face of the bearing block and the outboard faces of the

the mounts. This joint gap dramatically reduces the load capability of the joint,

especially with regard to flapwise bending moments.

The portion of the mandrel outboard of the root insert is wrapped in a ply

of Teflon film release. This effectively serves as a low friction liner between the

internal walls of the mid cell and aids removal after curing. The “roof” and “floor”

sections of the mid cell foam core are temporarily attached to the Teflon film release

using several double sided tacks, see Figure 5.17.

Note that the root lock and dummy bearing block are treated with Frekote

mold release, to prevent bonding them to the blade. As an added precaution, a

dual layer of Teflon and flash tape is used to seal the exposed faces of the root

lock and tip locks. This is required to prevent epoxy from bonding the fasteners

into the root lock and the dummy bearing block. The dual layer also serves as a

convenient buffer, when removing (sanding) the excess epoxy to expose the root

lock and dummy bearing block. Both the mandrel root- and tip-lock (dummy

bearing block) feature a threaded extraction hole to aid removal after the cure.
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Figure 5.18: Leading edge weights inserted into slots in the foam core

5.3.3 Layup and Cure

The layup sequence for the three cell cross section is shown in Figure 4.9, and is

described in detail in Section 4.6.3.

First the various components are wrapped in one ply of film adhesive (127 µm

thick Cytek FM 123-2) including: the leading edge masses, the root insert, the

bearing block mounts (fore and aft), the main-blade-tip leading edge balance mass

and the spars.

The next step in the layup assembly process is inserting the leading edge

weights in the foam core slots, Figure 5.18. The leading edge cell, comprising

the foam core with outboard main-blade-tip balance mass and leading edge bear-

ing block mount, is wrapped in one ply of fiberglass, with a double tail overlap at

the rear.

The mid cell, comprising the locked root insert, split mandrel and dummy

bearing block, is wrapped in one ply of fiber glass (double tail overlap aft). The

film adhesive wrapped spars are then attached to the mid cell, using the dummy

bearing block as an alignment reference edge. The leading edge cell and mid cell

are depicted in Figure 5.19. The two cells are subsequently mated by wrapping
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Figure 5.19: Fabricated leading edge (highlighted with black edges) and mid cell,
prior to mating

Figure 5.20: Outboard end of mated mid and leading edge cells, with aft and
leading edge bearing block mounts locked in place by the dummy bearing block

them in a second ply of fiberglass (double tail overlap at rear. The fiberglass does

not extend over the the dummy bearing block. The aft bearing block mount is

wrapped in one ply of fiber glass (no fiberglass on the front face, though) and is

attached to the rear spar, inboard of the dummy bearing block. After this step,
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Figure 5.21: Inboard end of mated mid and leading edge cell showing the sealed
root lock

the dummy bearing block fasteners are used to lock the bearing block mounts in

place, and seal them against epoxy entry, Figure 5.20. Note that in the pre-layup

preparations the outboard faces of the bearing block mounts were treated with

Frekote mold release (taking care not to Frekote contaminate any of the adjacent

bonding surfaces). The outboard face of the dummy bearing block is sealed using

a dual layer of Teflon and flash tape. As an added measure of protection against

epoxy flow, the hole closest to the leading edge is blocked with a silicone sealant,

see Figure 5.20. The similarly sealed root lock at the inboard end is depicted in

Figure 5.21.

It was found that in tightening the single fastener in the leading edge bearing

block mount, resulted in a slight nose up twist of the mount, relative to the bearing
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Figure 5.22: Main blade (wrapped in Teflon film release), prior to attaching the
outer blade skin over all three cells

Figure 5.23: Main rotor blade in the blade mold, prior to curing

block. This rotation risks pinching or possibly cutting of the fiberglass on the lower,

aft corner of the mount. The resultant non-uniform bond to the fore spar may

also may result in a weaker bond. An airfoil shaped clamp was used to minimize

the relative rotation.

Figure 5.22 shows the combined leading and mid cell and the trailing edge
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foam core, with the final blade skin fiberglass ply. Barely visible, on the front

edge of the fiber glass cloth, are the four 6.35 mm wide strips used to build up the

trailing edge. A ply of fiberglass is also placed on the front face of the outboard

overhang of the trailing edge cell. The aft foam core is nominally attached to the

front two cells using several discrete film adhesive tacks. Similar to the blade tip,

a junction ply (6.35 mm wide and running the length of the blade) is placed over

the top and bottom of the junction between the trailing edge foam core and the

mid cell, see Figure 4.9. Finally the three cells are wrapped in one ply of fiberglass

that forms the outer blade skin. The complete rotor blade, in the mold is shown

in Figure 5.23. The mold is treated with Frekote mold release and the blade is

wrapped in a ply of Teflon film release. The blade is then cured at 120◦ C for one

hour.

After the cure cycle, the blade is removed from the mold and is clamped in

two airfoil clamps. The root lock and dummy bearing block are exposed and

removed. A punch is used to separate the split mold and tap it out the outboard

end of the rotor blade, see Figure 5.24. Removal of the split mandrel from the

root insert is aided by the Dicronite dry-lubricant coating of the interior of the

root insert. Thereafter the blade is trimmed to the exact length (571 mm) and

chord (76.2 mm). The epoxy ridge over the leading edge is also removed to ensure

an aerodynamically clean leading edge. In addition the foam core on the roof and

floor of the mid cell are sanded away to a depth of 45 mm, to accommodate a

maximum beam pitch rotation of ±6.5 deg.

Inspection of the main blades after curing indicated a slight bowing of the

spars away from the root insert. It is suspected that this may be related to either

residual thermal stresses because of differences in the thermal expansion between

the titanium root insert and the graphite spars, and/or excess epoxy from the film
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Figure 5.24: Extraction of the split mold from the mid cell

adhesive and fiberglass cloth on the top and bottom of the root insert. The concern

is that this bowing reduces the bond strength between the spars and the root insert,

and hence reduces the structural integrity of the blade root. Although the blades

still reached the static proof loads, this fabrication phenomenon warrants further

investigation in subsequent research.

5.4 BLADE FINISHING

There final operations for the active blade tip rotor are the drilling of the blade

grip bolt pattern holes in the blade root and the actuator beam root. First the

holes are drilled through the blade root, without the actuator beam. The rotor

blade is supported in two blade clamps on a milling machine. The root blade

clamp includes a set of drill guides to facilitate accurate and repeatable drilling

of the holes for the the blade retention bolts and the torsion lock fasteners, see
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Figure 5.25: Drilling of the blade grip bolt pattern in the blade root

Figures 4.10 and 5.25.

Actually the root drilling process is done in three steps. First the three primary

blade retention holes (10-24) are drilled through the root insert. Secondly the holes

for the two 4-40 torsion lock fasteners are machined through the upper surface

of the root insert. The blade is then turned upside down, and the two 5 mm

diameter holes are drilled through the lower surface, for the torsion lock nuts. On

final assembly, the (4-40 threaded) torsion lock nuts slide through the root insert

(lower) wall and are in direct contact with the underside of the lower anchor plate

of the actuator beam. The torsion lock fasteners then clamp the actuator beam

to the roof of the root insert, preventing any relative motion of the actuator beam

and the blade root, see Figure 4.10. Care has to be taken to deburr the holes in
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the blade root so that the actuator beam root can indeed be slid into the insert.

The nominal one-side clearance height between the actuator beam root and the

root insert is less than 0.1 mm.

After completing the hole pattern in the blade root, the blade tip is attached

to the actuator beam and the beam is inserted into the rotor blade, with the

anchor-plated beam root sliding into the blade root insert. The bearing block is

locked onto the bearing block mounts (at the outboard edge of the main blade).

A spacer shim is used to position the blade tip with a non-rotating separation of

254 µm from the main blade. Then the three 10-24 clearance holes for the blade

retention bolts and the two 4-40 clearance holes for the torsion lock fasteners are

then drilled through the actuator beam root. Brad & Spur carbide drill bits are

used to prevent delamination of the graphite. Note that the holes drilled through

the blade root are marginally larger than those through the beam, to facilitate

subsequent re-assembly.

The final drilling operation is the drilling of a longitudinal hole through the

trailing edge foam core, over the length of the blade. This hole is used to route

the Hall sensor leads. A simple jig and drill guide were used, in conjunction with

an extension drill.

5.5 ASSEMBLY OF ACTIVE TIP BLADE

The finished components for the active tip rotor are presented in Figure 5.26.

The figure shows the relative spanwise position of the blade grip (17-4 PH steel,

heat treated to 1140 MPa), the actuator beam, the shaft assembly and blade tip.

Note the overhang of the trailing edge cell, at the main-blade tip, that extends to
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Figure 5.26: Finished components for the Mach scale active tip rotor, SABT-M99

Figure 5.27: Close up of the actuator beam and blade tip, during assembly, cf
Figure 4.6

the outboard edge of the bearing block.

The rotor blade is assembled by first clamping the actuator beam tip in the
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Figure 5.28: Close up of the blade root with blade grip, on the Bell-412 hub

beam adapter (which is an integral part of the shaft assembly). The actuator beam

is then inserted into the rotorblade, until the actuator beam root slides into the

root insert. The bearing block is locked onto the two mounting points. Access to

the fasteners is achieved via longitudinal through holes in the leading and trailing

edge foam cores, see Figure 4.6. The three 4-40 Torx head fasteners are tightened

to a torque rating of 1.7 Nm (15 in-lb), giving a nominal bolt preload of 62%

of the fastener proof strength. A non-permanent thread locker is used to secure

the fasteners. The insertion of the actuator beam (with attached blade tip) into

the rotor blade is shown in Figure 5.27. The Hall sensor wires that pass back out

through the bearing block, and aft along a chordwise slot on the outboard face, are

taped down, to prevent interference with deflection of the blade tip. In addition a

final layer of tape extending over the length of the junction between the bearing
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block and the main-blade tip, is used to ensure an aerodynamically clean interface.

The final assembly step is to mount the blade in the blade grips and fasten the

blade grips to the Bell-412 hub. A close up of the blade grip on the hover stand

is depicted in Figure 5.28. Nylon insert lock nuts are used on the three primary

10-24 blade retention bolts. Note, that the outboard 10-24 fastener is on the 1/4

chord line of the rotor blade. The Figure also shows the two torsion lock nuts,

that pass through the root insert and prevent backlash of the actuator beam. The

power leads from the actuator beam, pass through the blade root insert and are

routed up over the upper blade grip where the male connector meets the hub side

female power connector. The connectors are taped together to prevent separation

during testing. The hub-side female connector arrangement is specifically selected

to minimize the risk of exposed high voltage points, should the connectors separate

or inadvertently be left open.

5.6 STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

Three sets of structural integrity tests were performed during the design and

fabrication stages: i) a pull-to-failure tests of an actuator test coupon clamped in

the shaft assembly; ii) operation of an actuator-beam test-coupon under simulated

Mach scale tension (referenced to the actuator root); and iii) rotor blade static

bending moment proof-tests.

5.6.1 Actuator Beam and Shaft Assembly Tensile Strength

A pull-to-failure test was used to check the tensile strength of the combined

actuator beam and blade tip shaft assembly. Given that the actuator first failure

mode is non-catastrophic cracking of the piezo elements, it is important to establish
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Figure 5.29: Actuator beam and shaft assembly tension test components

the actual tensile failure strength of the actuator beam and attached blade tip.

There are three regions that may result in failure:

i) the bond interface of the titanium shaft in the beam adapter, see Figure 4.5

ii) the bolted joint of the graphite beam tip and the adapter, see Figure 5.13

iii) the layup interface between active beam units, see Figure 2.3

The design analysis indicated that the critical failure mode was pull out of

the shaft from the beam adapter. This failure mode is catastrophic, because the

current design does not include a fail safe lock, to prevent the blade tip from being

thrown, in case of a bond failure in the adapter/shaft interface. A target safety

factor in excess of three is desired for this failure mode. The estimated tensile

centrifugal force of the blade tip and the shaft is 660 N. The estimated centrifugal

force of the total blade tip assembly (blade tip, shaft and beam adapter) is 860

N. The former value is the design load for the bond between the shaft and the

adapter, the latter value is the design load for the beam and adapter bolted joint.

For convenience 860 N is conservatively used as combined design load for the shaft

bond and the beam tip bolted joint.
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A number of actuator beam test coupons were fabricated. These had the same

layup and width as the actual beams, but only had two spanwise beam segments

with one interface junction. The tip bolt pattern included the aluminium load

transfer bushings in the two primary 2-25 holes. Fiberglass tabs were bonded to

the root of the graphite beam, for clamping in the Instron tension test machine.

Steel pins were bonded into the bore of the outboard segment of the shaft (that

has the square section), to prevent crushing in the upper grip of the Instron test

machine.

Several different epoxies and material surface preparations were considered

for bonding the shaft into the beam adapter. Figure 5.29 shows the pull test

components, and Figure 5.30 presents the results. Two epoxy systems were con-

sidered: Hysol EA9309NA (and 9309.3NA) [233] and Grace Eccobond D275 [245].

The EA9309NA is a toughened two component epoxy system with elevated tem-

perature or multi-day room temperature cure (for these tests one hour elevated

temperature cures were used). In contrast, D275 is a one component, fast heat

curing structural epoxy (that is semi-rigid when cured). The shear strengths of

EA9309NA and EA9309.3NA are 34.5 MPa and 33 MPa respectively. EA9309.3NA

is a similar epoxy to EA9309NA, except that it includes 0.005 in beads for bond

line control. The nominal shear strength of D275 is 31 MPa.

In all five tests the failure was because of shaft pull-out from the beam adapter.

The results of test case A indicated that the epoxy had expired. For this reason

case E is included. Case E represents data from a prior test on the SABT-F97

shaft assembly. In that configuration the adapter was also Al 7075-T6 with a

bore of 4.76 mm, however the bore was 33.3% longer (at 19.1 mm). Furthermore,

the shaft was case hardened 440 stainless steel, in contrast to the Ti-6Al-4V used

in the SABT-M99 design. The safety factor for case E is adjusted to reflect the
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Figure 5.30: Actuator beam and shaft assembly tension test, MEK = methyl-
ethyl-ketone, note: cases A-D are for SABT-M99 components, E is data from a
prior test on SABT-F97 components, see Table 5.2 for details

difference in the length of the adapter bore. (Note also that the stainless steel shaft

was inadvertently etched using a mild steel etch, rather than the recommended

stainless steel etch).

The best result was obtained in case D. The adapter bore was sanded (220

grit) and cleaned with methyl-ethyl-ketone (MEK). The inboard segment of the

titanium shaft was sanded (220 grit) to remove the Canadize coating and cleaned

with MEK. The failure load was 5450 N, giving a safety factor of 6.3. The failure

load corresponds to 87% of the 33 MPa maximum bond strength.
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Table 5.2: Actuator beam / shaft assembly pull test

Case Epoxy Adapter bore prep. Shaft prep. Safety factor

A D275 (expired) MEK wiped MEK wiped 2.0

B EA9309NA MEK wiped MEK wiped 4.6

C EA9309NA chromic etch HNO3-HF etch 4.8

D EA9309.3NA sanded and MEK sanded and MEK 6.3

E† D275 chromic etch phosphoric etch 4.3

† SABT-F97 components

Although a similar epoxy system was used in cases B, C and D the safety factor

for B and D is significantly lower. In addition, the in-house etching of the bond

surfaces did not seem to significantly improve the performance. Multiple pull out

tests, using the same surface preparation and epoxy, are required to establish a

statistically reliable safety factor. With a high confidence safety factor, the bond

length between the adapter and the shaft can be reduced. For example, if a safety

of 6 is repeatable, the bond length can be reduced by 50%, for an effective safety

factor of three. The shorter adapter/shaft interface yields a mass saving of 0.75

gm (corresponding to 2.8% of the total blade-tip-assembly mass).

Based on the above results, the shaft assemblies for the SABT-M99 blade tips

were fabricated using the specifications for test case D.

5.6.2 Actuator Beam Electric Field Limits

In Section 4.8.4 it was indicated that the the first failure mode of the active

blade tip system is cracking of the piezo elements, near the root of the actuator

beam. Although not catastrophic, it results in a loss of actuation performance and
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torsional stiffness of the actuator beam.

As shown in Figure 4.20, stresses in the PZT arise from both the mechanical

loads and the electrical excitation. In particular, the mechanical loads comprise the

pitching moment and centrifugal force of the blade tip (which are carried directly

by the actuator beam) and the centrifugal force of the beam itself. In addition to

the mechanical loads, the induced strain actuation also contributes to the stress

field. The high centrifugal force near the beam root, the excitation amplification

in the polarization direction and the cyclic actuation make the piezo elements near

the beam root susceptible to tensile fatigue cracking.

Although a detailed experimental study of the electro-mechanical fatigue prop-

erties of the actuator beam is beyond the scope of this research, tests were con-

ducted to experimentally determine the maximum drive voltages based on an

operation of 105 cycles.

Actuator beam test coupons, with two active beam segments were fabricated.

In addition test coupons with an aluminium substructure were also made. Two

types of tests were performed:

• zero actuation tensile strength test (to failure), PZTs open circuit

• actuation test under simulated 2000 rpm centrifugal tension at the beam

root, with different excitation amplification-bias settings and frequencies

In the first test strain gauges were used to monitor the integrity of the piezo

ceramics. The results were inconclusive because the strain gauges were not suit-

able for detecting local microcracking in the PZT, at locations away from the

gauge. In retrospect, the voltage output of the piezo elements should have been

monitored, using the electromechanical coupling of the PZT to monitor the struc-

tural integrity (in terms of average strain of the PZT). In general audible and
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Figure 5.31: Excitation of an actuator beam test coupon under simulated centrifu-
gal tension

visual crack development was noticed at tension levels below those predicted by

the simple composite failure analysis.

In the second test the test coupon was actuated under mechanical tension. In

addition to the tensile load the actuator beam was also in a blocked condition (i.e.

zero tip twist), because of the fixed beam grips (grip with thrust bearing would be

required to permit piezo induced twisting of the beam tip). The blocked torque

condition results in a more severe test environment. The nominal actuation was

100 Vrms, with polarization direction bias ratios of 1:1, 2:1 and 3:1. Each test was

run for 10 minutes, corresponding to 105 cycles at 166.7 Hz (5/rev at 2000 rpm).

The nominal excitation of 100 Vrms is selected based on the depoling limit.

The electric field amplitude is 557 V/mm (half-peak-to-peak) and corresponds to

95% of the depoling field limit at 166.7 Hz. Depoling is frequency dependent, and
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for PZT-5H sheets the depoling field decreases from 780 V/mm at 10 Hz to 567

V/mm at 200 Hz [200].

The PZTs were inspected visually for structural integrity. Figure 5.31 shows

an actuator beam segment in the tension test machine. The results of the visual

inspection test are summarized in Table 5.3. For the Mach scale SABT M-99

design the centrifugal tension at the root of the actuator beam is estimated to be

2470 N. Three tension levels were tested: 741 N, 1235 N and 2717 N, corresponding

to 30, 50 and 110% of the estimated root tension.

Table 5.3: Actuator excitation under simulated centrifugal load

Test Tension Excitation Bias f Comment

[%]† [Vrms ] [Hz]

1 0 100 2:1 77.5 OK

2 0 100 3:1 167 OK

3 30 100 2:1 77.5 OK

4 30 100 3:1 77.5 OK

5 50 100 2:1 100 OK

6 50 100 3:1 100 Cracked

7 110 100 1:1 67 OK

8 110 100 1:1 167 OK

9 110 100 2:1 133 Cracked

10 110 100 2:1 167 Cracked

† % of the 2470 N estimated actuator root tension

The test results in Table 5.3 indicate that for the Mach scale rotor test the

maximum drive voltage, for the 1-5/rev bandwidth, is restricted to 100 Vrms, with
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no amplification bias in the polarization direction. In test cases 6, 9 and 10 one

of the PZT elements on the test coupon cracked, before the end of the 10 minute

test period. After the initial failure, the crack was sealed with M-Coat A, and

leads attached to both sides of the crack. On re-testing the PZT with a reduced

amplification ratio (2:1 for case 6 and 1:1 for cases 9 and 10) no further crack

development was observed. The experimental results reflect the failure analysis in

Section 4.8.4 (see Table 4.7). There it was indicated that under full centrifugal load

operation with an 100 Vrms (220 µstrain) the minimum safety factor (including the

blocked torque condition) was between 1.5 and 1.8. However, with a 2:1 excitation

bias, the estimated safety factor dropped to 1.1 - 1.4, indicating that PZT cracking

is expected.

For the SABT-M99 active rotor hover test matrix, the baseline excitation limit

was set at 100 Vrms, with no amplification bias in the poling direction. This

restricts the effective induced strain bending actuation to 220 µstrain. Note that

most of the preliminary design studies were based on a 50% higher actuation

level of 330 µstrain. After completing the baseline tests at 100 Vrms (1:1 bias),

the excitation envelope will be increased to 100 Vrms with 1.5:1 bias (effectively

125 Vrms) and thereafter 100 Vrms with 2:1 bias (effectively 150 Vrms). For the

150 Vrms tests it is likely that piezo cracking will occur in the active beam units,

near the root.

It should however be noted, that the results in Table 5.3 are conservative to the

extent that they represent operation under combined tension and blocked torque,

whereas the actuator beam for the active blade tip does not operate near the

blocked torque condition. Furthermore cases 7-10 were conducted in a 10% over

tension condition.

The tension in test cases 3 and 4 is 741 N and approximately corresponds to
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the tension in the root of the actuator beam in the SABT-F97 rotor, which has

a speed of 930 rpm. The results indicate that for the reduced tip speed rotor,

the lower tension level permits operation with an amplification bias of up to 3:1,

increasing the effective bending actuation by 50% from 220 µstrain to 330 µstrain.

Additional testing is required to explore the actuation envelope in greater de-

tail and more quantitatively. The piezo self-sensing capability can be used to

monitor the average strain of the piezo element [70]. This can be used to detect

cracking and evaluate post cracking performance degradation. Piezo cracking can

also be monitored by measuring the current drawn by the PZT (in the case of

actuation). Full width surface cracks cut the surface electrode and hence reduce

the capacitance of the PZT, resulting in a decrease in current.

5.6.3 Rotorblade Bending Strength Tests

Another important structural integrity consideration is the strength of the rotor

blades. The Bell-412 hub limits for combined oscillatory flap and lead-lag bending

are used as a guideline for setting the targets for the active blade, see Figure 5.32.

The main concern is the flap bending strength at the blade root, because the active

blade tip primarily excites the rotor flap modes.

In the absence of a detailed load and structural analysis, a static proof test is

used to demonstrate adequate structural integrity. The fatigue envelope for com-

bined oscillatory flap and lead-lag bending is empirically based on a 50% reduction

of the static proof test values. A safety factor of 1.75 is applied to obtain the op-

erating envelope for the blade bending loads. It should be noted that because the

rotor blades were not instrumented for blade root loads, the rotor blade loads were

indirectly monitored by the flexbeam strain gauge brides (at Stations 18 and 50).

The proof test targets for flap and lead-lag bending at blade Station 165 (mm)
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Figure 5.32: Flap and lead-lag bending operating envelopes for SABT-M99 blade
and the Bell 412 hub

were set at 12.4 Nm and 35 Nm, respectively. The former is based on the results

of the active tip rotor finite element model. The latter (noting that the finite

element model at present does not include lead-lag dynamics) was empirically set,

based on 65% of the (experimentally determined) trailing-edge local-root-buckling

of the reduced tip speed SABT-F97 blade. The 35 Nm static proof test strength

for lead-lag bending corresponds to approximately half the high-cycle oscillatory

limit for the Bell-412 hub.

A higher proof strength for the lead-lag bending would require strengthening

of the trailing edge, by adding an additional ply over the trailing edge cell, and

thickening the trailing edge strip. Considering that the active tip primarily excites
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Figure 5.33: SABT-M99 blade flap-bending strength test

the rotor flap modes, it was decided not to change the trailing edge structure.

After fabrication, each blade was statically tested up to the respective flap

and lead-lag proof bending moments at Station 165. Figure 5.33 shows one of the

blades in the static proof test for flap bending. During these tests local buckling

of the mid cell was observed near the root. It has to be noted that the uniform

blade structure is not optimized for strength and mass. In further design studies,

a more detailed load and stress analysis can be used to refine the structure, to

improve strength and reduce mass.

Figure 5.32 shows the proof test targets for the Mach scale SABT-M99 blades,
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and the associated fatigue and operating limit envelopes (based on Station 165).

For comparison, the low and high cycle fatigue envelopes for the Bell-412 hub are

included (referenced to Station 18). The blade flap bending proof test value is

almost equal to the oscillatory flap bending limit of the flexbeam. Table 5.4 sum-

marizes the blade and hub load monitoring critical values (referenced to Station

18). Note that the blade monitoring loads are based on the edges of the blade

operating envelope, and the flexbeam monitoring loads are based on the combined

loading midpoint of the high cycle fatigue envelope (also, all loads are referenced

to Station 18).

Table 5.4: Hub and Blade Load Monitoring, at Station 18 (mm)

Oscillatory Load Operating Limit [Nm]

Flexbeam flap bending 6.2

Flexbeam lead-lag bending 17.5

Blade flap bending 4.5

Blade lead-lag bending 12.6

5.7 MASS AND BALANCE

The (measured) mass break-down of the active tip rotor blade is presented in

Table 5.6. The results are shown for blade SABT-M99-4. Before adding mass

balance masses, the maximum mass difference between the fabricated blades was

6.2 gm (2%). However, of that 6.2 gm, 4 gm are attributable to the difference in

average PZT thicknesses for the respective actuator beams. The distribution of

mass and calculated cross-section second moments of inertia are shown later, in
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Figure 6.26.

The calculated chordwise location of the center of gravity is presented in Fig-

ure 5.34 (see also Figure 4.8). The calculated and measured center of gravity for

the entire blade is at 55% radius, whereas for the chordwise center of gravity the

calculated and measured values are 28% and 30±1.5% respectively. The center of

gravity of the blade was measured by hanging the blade from 2 different points

on the trailing edge. The aft shift in center of gravity (although close to the mea-

surement accuracy) is most likely related to the fact that the leading and mid

edge cells were not compacted/debaulked during the layup process. Most of the

chordwise pressure of the mold is taken up in further deformation of the trailing

edge foam core. In future assembly it is recommended to vacuum compress the

leading and mid cells before mating them. The rotor blades were statically mass

balanced, so that they had the same mass and radial center of gravity.

If the chordwise center of gravity of the main blade section can be moved aft

from 23.8% to 27.5%, the leading edge balance masses can be reduced from 30.9

gm to 18.6 gm, resulting in a blade mass saving of 4%. The proposed location of

the main section center of gravity 2.5% aft of the aerodynamic center needs to be

considered in the future aeroelastic stability study of the coupled rotor, actuator

beam and blade tip.

Finally, for completeness Table 5.5 documents the pairing of actuator beams

and rotor blades.
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Table 5.5: Rotorblade and actuator beam pairings

Blade Beam

SABT-M99-1 AB-M99-09

SABT-M99-2 AB-M99-10

SABT-M99-3 AB-M99-02

SABT-M99-4 AB-M99-08
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Figure 5.34: Chordwise center of gravity distribution (calculated)
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Table 5.6: Mass break down for the SABT-M99-4 rotor

blade

Item mass [%] of [%] of

[gm] subgroup blade

Blade tip (excluding shaft assembly)

LE masses 3.9 28.7 1.2

spars 2.1 15.4 0.7

foam 1.4 10.3 0.5

skin 6.2 45.6 2.0

total 13.6 100 4.4

Shaft assembly (excluding bearing block)

shaft 5.5 44.7 1.8

beam adapter† 6.8 55.3 2.2

total 12.3 100 4.0

Blade tip assembly

blade tip 13.6 50 4.4

shaft assembly 12.3 45.2 4.0

unaccounted? 1.3 4.8 0.4

total 27.2 100 8.8

Actuator beam

graphite 60.6 57.3 19.5

piezoceramics 37.6 35.5 12.1

anchor plates 4.3 4.1 1.4

wiring‡ 3.3 3.1 1.1

total 105.8 100 34.1

Main blade

LE masses 30.9 17.4 10.0

spars 14.4 8.1 4.6

foam 4.2 2.4 1.4

skin 55.4 31.2 17.8

root insert 29.9 16.9 9.6

bearing block† 15.9 9.0 5.1

LE brg blk mount 2.8 1.6 0.9

aft brg blk mount 3.0 1.7 1.0

tip LE mass 8.3 4.7 2.7

Hall magnet 1.4 0.8 0.4

Hall wiring 6.2 3.5 2.0

unaccounted 2.7 1.5 0.9
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Table 5.6: Mass break down continued

Item mass [%] of [%] of

[gm] subassembly blade

rotor balance mass 2.2 1.2 0.7

total 177.3 100 57.1

SABT-M99-4 active tip blade

blade tip assembly 27.2 8.8 8.8

actuator beam 105.8 34.1 34.1

main blade 177.3 57.1 57.1

total 310.3 100 100

blade grip† 207 NA 66.7
† includes fasteners
‡ includes connectors
? includes shaft assembly epoxy and film adhesive
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Chapter 6

NON-ROTATING CHARACTERIZATION

The bench top characterization of the actuator beams and main rotor blade are

presented in this chapter. The blade stiffness properties are measured. The ac-

tuator beam torsional stiffness and low frequency free twist are measured and

compared with analysis. This is followed by a dynamic calibration of the active

blade tip, integrated into the rotorblade.

For completeness this chapter also includes the dynamic calibration results for

the Froude scale rotor, SABT-F97. Furthermore, both the Froude and Mach scale

scale active tip rotors were reconfigured and operated in active twist mode (with

the actuator beam directly twisting the entire blade). The designations for those

rotors are SABTatw-M99 and SABTatwNT-F97, respectively. The corresponding

dynamic calibration results are also presented here.

It should be noted that although the Mach scale and Froude scale rotors have

different diameters (1.524 m and 1.808 m, respectively) the physical blade lengths

are similar, and the actuator beam lengths are both 539.75 mm. The reason for

the difference is the larger root cut-out of the Froude scale hub (see Figures 4.1

and 4.2).
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6.1 MAIN BLADE STIFFNESS MEASUREMENTS

The uniform blade structure results in a uniform stiffness distribution over the

length of the rotor blade. A laser-optic system was used to directly measure the

bending slope and twist angle of the rotor blade under applied tip bending and

torque loads. A laser beam is bounced off a target on the rotor blade onto a screen.

The horizontal and vertical displacement of the laser point, under application of the

load, are directly proportional to the twist angle and bending slope, respectively.

The results for the flap-bending, chord-bending, torsion and elastic axis location

are summarized in Table 6.1. For the stiffness data, measurements were taken

at five load levels and in both directions (e.g. flap up and down), using a least-

squares-fit to calculate the stiffness value. For locating the elastic axis a transverse

tip load was applied at sixteen different chord positions and a least-squares-fit used

to identify the zero twist location.

Table 6.1: Mach scale rotor stiffness properties (measured)

Blade EIyy EIzz GJ ea

[Nm2] [Nm2] [Nm2] % chord

SABT-M99-1 15.5 621 7.25 34.9

SABT-M99-2 15.4 613 7.22 33.6

SABT-M99-3 15.2 623 7.12 32.7

SABT-M99-4 15.6 666 7.25 32.6

mean 15.4 630 7.21 33.4

Bell-412† 22.6 326 15.7 -

† at Station 474 mm
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As an order of magnitude check on the design, the above stiffnesses were com-

pared with the original Bell-412 rotor blade, even though the latter has a signif-

icantly different planform, including a 20% smaller chord (over the main portion

of the blade). The stiffnesses of the Mach scale blades at the root (just outboard

of the root insert, at Station 185 mm) are compared to the stiffness of the original

Bell-412 blades, at Station 474 mm. Both these stations are the same physical

distance from the blade tip. The Mach scale flap-bending, lead-lag bending and

torsion stiffness are 68%, 193% and 46% of the original Bell-412 blades. The chord

stiffness is higher by virtue of the larger chord. The lower torsion stiffness is in line

with the design objective to reduce the torsion frequency to improve the active

twist performance, see Table 4.5.

The uniform blade structure is by no means ideal, although it is convenient

for fabrication and proof-of-concept demonstration. In subsequent design studies,

a structural optimization has to be included in the design iteration to tailor the

blade to the active tip application. The stiffness distributions of the Bell-412 rotor

can be used as a stating point. However it is important to account for the load

transfer from the blade tip to the main blade in the structural design.

One thing to be noted from the above results, is that the elastic axis at 33.4%

chord, is 9.6% aft of the cross-section center of gravity, see Figure 4.8. This offset

results in an inertial flap-torsion coupling. The elastic axis is near the center of

the mid cell. With a suitable modification of the layup in the 3 cell cross section

it is possible to move the elastic axis forward, to reduce the inertial coupling. In

addition, the center of gravity, presently at 23.8% can be moved back to at least

25%.

For completeness the stiffness properties of the reduced tip speed rotor (with

the Froude scale stiffness targets) are listed in Table 6.2. The blades for the Froude
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Table 6.2: Froude scale rotor properties (measured)

Blade SABT-F97(a) SABT-F97(b) Froude target(c)

EIyy [Nm2] 13.9 16.39 5.03

EIzz [Nm2] - - 86.16

GJ [Nm2] 7.34 7.34(d) 4.52

ea % chord 33.0 - 25.0

mass [kg/m2] 0.327 0.503 0.230

a) excluding actuator beam

b) including actuator beam

c) Reference [203], based on data from 18.75 %R to 75 %R

d) beam does not contribute to main blade GJ

scale hub were the first design iteration and were intentionally over-designed for

safety. Care has to be taken in comparing the properties of the Froude scale target

values and the fabricated active tip blade, primarily because the latter has a split

load path (main blade and actuator beam) and because it exhibits coupled blade

and actuator dynamics.

The flap and torsion stiffness of the fabricated blades are respectively 3.2 and

1.6 times higher than the corresponding Froude scale targets. The fabricated

blade also exceeds the mass target (by over 100%). Strictly Froude scaling only

requires matching of the centripetal acceleration, see Section 4.2. However, for the

rotorcraft application it also implicitly includes matching of non-dimensional mass

and stiffness distributions for aeroelastic stability testing. It is thus evident that

the SABT-F97 rotor is not a true Froude scale rotor, and is more appropriately

described as a reduced tip speed rotor. Notwithstanding the fact that the rotor
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is not Froude scaled in the rotorcraft sense, the descriptor Froude is retained

to identify the reduced tip speed rotor and its sub-components. Also, despite

the difference in mass and stiffness distributions (and hence rotor dynamics), the

reduced tip speed rotor was a useful testbed to demonstrate and evaluate the

performance of the active blade tip in a rotating aerodynamic environment.

The SABT-M99 and SABT-F97 mass and stiffness distribution of the rotor

blade, blade tip and actuator beam are shown later, in Figures 6.26 and 6.27.

6.2 ACTUATOR BEAM CHARACTERIZATION

The actuator beam characterization evaluates the mechanical and quasi-static ac-

tuation properties of the actuator beam. The geometry and layup of the actuator

beams (for both the Mach scale and Froude scale rotors) are listed in Table 4.10.

The measured thickness and capacitance of the Mach scale beams are given in

Table 5.1 and the paring of actuator beams and rotor blades is documented in

Table 5.5. Furthermore, the PZT-5H and graphite material properties are given

in Tables 2.2 and 4.11.

6.2.1 PZT Free-Strain Curves

Before turning to the actuator beam characterization, the free-strain curves for the

PZT-5H piezoceramic sheets are presented in Figure 6.1. Data set 1 is the same

as that plotted in Figure 2.9 (for beam A1). Data set 2 (from Reference [200])

is the average of 3 sets of measurements on 10 specimens. Data set 4 (also from

Reference [200]) shows free strain behaviour for high fields, up to 2660 V/mm. A

dynamic free strain data set is also included, data set 3. This set represents the

half-peak-to-peak free strain amplitude averaged over a frequency range of 15 -
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140 Hz. The free strain curves in Figure 6.1 only show the amplitude but not the

characteristic hysteresis of the PZT free strain response. The actuator beam finite

element model neither accounts for dielectric loss nor the structural damping of the

piezoceramic and hence does not capture the associated hysteresis of the free-strain

vs. electric field. In addition the free strain curves are only shown for operation

without depoling or polarization switching. Further information on the behaviour

of PZT-5H sheets can be found in Reference [200] and a detailed non-linear finite

element model for piezoceramic behaviour can be found in Reference [202].

The curves clearly show that the free strain amplitude is nonlinear, and that

a linear piezo model based on the d coefficients is not suitable under high field

application (beyond 200 V/mm). This justifies the reformulation of the finite

element model with the experimental free strain as structural input parameter, as

opposed to using the d31 coefficient.

The negative electric field is limited by piezo depoling, whereas the positive

electric field (in the poling direction) is limited by dielectric breakdown of the ce-

ramic. Although when elastically restrained by a host structure, the positive field

is typically restricted by tensile PZT failure (the failure limit depending on the

induced strain, pre-compression and external loads). The piezo material can be

operated beyond the depoling limit in a polarization-switching mode. Although

higher free strains are possible, the 180 deg domain wall motion significantly re-

duces fatigue life [72].

For the actuator beam finite element model the bending actuation is deter-

mined by the parameter
∼

λ = 1
2
(λl − λu), see Equation (3.36). The effective bend-

ing actuation,
∼

λ, is the net difference between the opposite free strains of the

upper and lower PZT elements. The parameter
∼

λ thus implicitly accounts for the

asymmetry in the piezo induced free strain in the upper and lower PZT elements,
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Figure 6.1: PZT-5H longitudinal in-plane free-strain amplitude vs. electric field

arising from asymmetry in the free-strain curve (for the same positive and negative

field) and asymmetric actuation (i.e. when using amplification bias in the poling

direction). Table 6.3 summarizes the effective bending actuation values used as
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inputs in the actuator beam model. Tensile cracking precludes the use of higher

bias ratios (see Section 4.8.4).

Table 6.3: Bending actuation input

Nominal Bias Effective True |
∼

λ|

Vrms Vrms Vrms µstrain

100 1.0:1 100 100 223

100 1.5:1 125 127 275

100 2.0:1 150 158 330

PZT-5H, thickness = 254 µm

6.2.2 Force-Displacement Characteristics

The calculated quasi-static force-displacement curves for both the Mach scale and

Froude scale actuator beams are shown in Figure 6.2. Results are presented for an

effective bending actuation of 220 and 330 µstrain. Note that both the AB-M99

and AB-F97 beams have the same length, width and piezo-ceramic elements. The

Froude scale beam has a graphite thickness of 1.98 mm, compared to the 2.67 mm

of the Mach scale beam. In both cases the actuator beam is modeled as clamped

at the root and restrained in a radial bearing at the tip.

The torsionally softer Froude scale beam generates a free tip twist of 1.76 deg

at 220 µstrain. In contrast, the thicker Mach scale beam only twists 1.32 deg.

The two twist values correspond to respective twist rates of 3.80 and 2.85 deg/m

(half-peak-to-peak). The block torque values for 220 µstrain actuation are 0.154

Nm for the Froude scale beam and 0.253 Nm for the Mach scale beam. Note that

the block torque is defined as the torque applied at the beam tip such that despite
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Figure 6.2: Force-displacement curves for actuator beams AB-M99 and AB-F97

actuation the tip twist is zero. It is not the torque applied at the blade tip, because

that would incorrectly include the flexibility of the blade tip and shaft assembly

in the actuator flexibility.

At 330 µstrain the Mach scale actuator beam generates an estimated free twist

of 1.96 deg and a block torque of 0.378 Nm, corresponding to a maximum energy

output of 1.6 mJ.

Figure 6.3 shows the calculated displacement field of the actuator beam. The

results for the actuation modes are for a bending excitation of 330 µstrain at zero

Hz and zero rpm. The model is configured to include the aft offset of the beam

axis from the shaft axis, located respectively at 30.2% and 25% blade chord, see
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Figure 4.8. With reference to the finite element model adjustments mentioned

in Section 3.2.5, the PZT deadzone at the spanwise edges and the higher order

out-of-plane warping are included. If the plane stress assumption is made, the

model does not explicitly compute the chordwise bending displacements. In order

to show those, the model is run without the plane stress option for this figure.

The figure clearly shows the spanwise bending wave over the 9 active beam

units (#1/2A, #1/2B and #2 . . . #7), with 9 turning points. The bending de-

flection does not come to zero at the beam tip, because of the kinematic coupling

with the beam twist. The origin of that coupling is the offset of the beam axis

from the shaft axis, see Equation (4.1). As the beam twists nose up, the beam

axis deflects down. Also clearly visible is the essentially linear increase of the tip

twist. In the absence of the plane stress assumption the beam is stiffer and only

achieves a theoretical induced tip twist of 1.66 (compared to the 1.96 deg indicated

in the force displacement envelope). The chordwise warping, Figure 6.3c, flip-flops

synclastically with the spanwise bending curvature, also showing 9 turning points

(one per active beam unit). The flat spots in the bending slope, Figure 6.3b, indi-

cate the interface units, where there is zero bending actuation. The spikes in the

peaks of the chordwise warping slope, Figure 6.3f, arise from the PZT deadzone

and the blip in the peaks of the twist curvature, Figure 6.3d, originate from the

beam/shaft axis offset. The quasi-static bending and torsion actuation modes in

Figure 6.3a and 6.3c are similar to those shown heuristically in the schematic of

the actuator mechanics, Figure 2.2.

Note that the minimum physical clearance between the floor and the roof of the

rotorblade mid cell is determined by the maximum total transverse (z-direction)

displacement of the actuator beam (including twist, bending and chordwise warp-

ing), see Figure 3.2. The maximum flap bending deflection is approximately 0.22
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mm and the maximum transverse deflection associated with the tip twist is 0.37

mm. The transverse deflection because of the chordwise warping is less than 0.005

mm and is negligible compared to the other two deflections. Note that the maxi-

mum spanwise bending and twist deflection do not occur at the same location.

Figure 6.3 shows the quasi-static actuation modes. Under dynamic excitation

the (frequency dependent) global beam bending and torsion modes are superim-

posed over the actuation modes. The chordwise dynamics occur at frequencies

beyond the 200 Hz bandwidth and hence do not impact the actuation modes.

Furthermore, in a rotating environment, the centripetal acceleration primarily

stiffens the flap bending mode. It was shown in the finite element model analysis

that the centripetal acceleration neither significantly affects the torsion nor the

the chordwise warping (although the propeller moment on the blade tip is not to

be ignored).

In the blocked-torque condition the twist distribution of the actuator beam is

altered. Although the tip twist is zero, the twist over the length is not zero because

of the distribution of active beam segments that twist against the tip torque and

passive interface segments that twist with the tip torque.

6.2.3 Mechanical Efficiency

Figure 6.4 shows the results for the actuator beam working against a torsional

spring load, in a quasi-static condition. The figure also shows the the mechanical

efficiency. The mechanical efficiency of a smart material actuator may be defined

as the ratio of the work output to the maximum work potential of the active bulk

material. Assuming the active material is linear, although not strictly true, and

acting against a linear external spring, the maximum work output occurs when
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the mechanical strain equals half the free strain, and it follows that:

Wα |max =

∫

Vol

1

2

(

1

2
ΛT

)

Qα

(

1

2
Λ

)

dVol (6.1)

The integrand can be recognized as 1/4 of the actuation energy density defined in

Equation (2.5). The mechanical efficiency is then given by the ratio:

ηm =
1
2
kext φ

2
tip

Wα |max

(6.2)

where kext is the stiffness of the external load, and φtip is the actuator twist output.

For the actuator beam, the mechanical efficiency is essentially a measure of the

energy transfer through the structural coupling device. On actuation of the beam,

there is strain energy stored in the beam, by virtue of the spanwise bending,

chordwise warping and twist deformation, see Figure 6.3. However, only the twist

output acts against the load and hence performs work. The maximum mechanical

efficiency is achieved when the actuator and load are stiffness matched [83]. For

the stiffer Mach scale beam, AB-M99, the maximum mechanical efficiency is 12.2%

and for the Froude scale beam it is 10%. In addition, it has to be noted that there

is also an energy loss in the piezoceramic electromechanical conversion, so that

the overall energy efficiency, in terms of the mechanical output energy to electrical

input energy, is even lower.

At low (non-dimensional) spring stiffnesses, below 10−4, the actuator beam

operates in a free-twist condition. As the external spring stiffness increases, the

deflection drops, and for high spring stiffnesses, above 10−2, the actuator is essen-

tially in a blocked condition. It is interesting to note that the non-dimensional

spring stiffness for maximum energy output, is almost the same for both the Mach

scale and the Froude scale beams.

It has been shown that actuation devices with elastic couplings typically exhibit

a low mechanical efficiency, because of the strain energy stored in the input degree
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Figure 6.4: Mechanical efficiency of the actuator beam, see Table 4.9 for non-
dimensionalization parameters

of freedom of the coupling device [87]. For example, for the present actuator beam

there is strain energy stored in the spanwise bending and chordwise warping (the

coupler input degrees of freedom); and in torsion (the output degree of freedom).

However, only the torsional strain energy is available for work against an external

load.

As the stiffness of a coupling device is increased, for a given piezoceramic actu-

ator, the mechanical efficiency increases, although the physical output decreases.

For the small scale, active tip application, the piezo-induced bending-torsion

actuator is nonetheless attractive, because it generates an adequate twist/torque
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output, within the space constraints of the small scale rotor blade. Further design

studies are required to investigate the feasibility of the actuator beam as candidate

for the full scale active tip application. In such refined design studies it is also

important to consider the maximum output power compared to the electrical input

power. It is important to note that, although useful as a general design guide, the

quasi-static mechanical efficiency is not suitable as as primary design criterion

for dynamic active systems. The coupled actuator/structural dynamics and the

performance objective (maximum deflection, maximum energy output, maximum

power output) over the actuation bandwidth have to be considered.

6.2.4 Free Twist and Actuator Stiffness

Figure 6.5 depicts the free twist and stiffness test of the actuator beam. The

actuator beam is clamped at the root. For the free twist tests the actuator is

excited at low frequency (15 Hz). In the torsional stiffness test, a tip torque is

applied to beam. In both cases the tip twist is measured using a laser reflected off

the beam tip.

Figure 6.6 shows the free twist results for the 4 Mach scale actuator beams. The

actuation voltage ranged from 10 Vrms to 125 Vrms. The corresponding electric field

values differ with each beam, because of the aforementioned variation in average

PZT thickness per actuator beam, refer to Table 5.1.

At a field amplitude of 700 V/mm a twist amplitude of 1.85 deg is measured.

The analytic predictions only extend to 610 V/mm (which was the upper limit

of the free strain curve fit in Figure 6.1). Four FEM lines are shown. The first

is for the basic model. The second includes the PZT-edge deadzone effect, which

assumes that the PZT does not contribute structurally at the longitudinal edges,

for a distance equal to the thickness of the substructure (see Section 3.2.5). The
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Figure 6.5: Free twist and stiffness test of the Mach scale actuator beams

third curve includes the deadzone edge effect and the plane stress assumption.

Note that in this application the plane stress (PS) modification includes zero lateral

stress resultants, over and above the baseline analysis assumption that stresses in

the thickness direction are negligible. The fourth curve further includes the higher

order out-of-plane warping correction (described in Section 3.2.5). The results

show that the baseline finite element model is too stiff, and under-predicts the

free twist. The 3 corrections to the model improve the correlation to within 0.1

deg. The last data point for beam AB-M99-08 indicates that some depoling has

occurred for an electric field of 696 V/mm. The analysis used a cubic fit of the

PZT free strain vs. electric field as input. For an electric field of 557 V/mm,

corresponding to a bending actuation of
∼

λ = 220 µstrain, the tip twist amplitude
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Figure 6.6: Mach scale actuator beam free twist (half-peak-to-peak), 15 Hz low
frequency excitation, DZ: model includes PZT edge deadzone, PS: model includes
plane stress assumption, VT: model includes the higher order out-of-plane warping
correction (see Section 3.2.5)

is 1.3 deg.

For a given applied voltage, the electric field for each beam in Figure 6.6 was

calculated based on the average PZT thickness for the beam (see Table 5.1 for piezo

thicknesses). In all subsequent analyses, however, it is assumed that all actuator

beams are identical, and have a nominal PZT thickness of 254 µm, unless explicitly

noted otherwise. This will introduce some differences between the experimental

data for the four beams and the finite element model predictions. In particular,

assuming that the nominal PZT thickness is 254 µm, results in under-estimating

the electric field (and hence induced strain actuation) and over-estimating the
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Figure 6.7: Mach scale actuator beam torsional stiffness, PZT short circuited,
PS: model includes plane stress assumption, VT: model includes the higher order
out-of-plane warping correction (see Section 3.2.5)

stiffness for beams with a thinner average PZT thickness.

The fundamental bending frequency of the beam, clamped as shown in Fig-

ure 6.5, is estimated at 9.5 Hz and the second bending frequency at 59.7 Hz. The

fundamental torsion frequency is well above 200 Hz. Hence, 15 Hz was selected as

a suitable excitation frequency for quasi-static twist actuation.

Figure 6.7 shows the torsional stiffness test of the actuator beams. Although

the beams are nun-uniform over their length, an effective torsional stiffness is

defined, based on the tip twist under a given mechanical tip torque.

GJeff :=
Ttip L

θ
(6.3)
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There is a 10% difference in the measured torsional stiffness of the 4 actuator

beams, because of the difference in average PZT thickness for each beam. Again

four analytic curves are presented, sequentially including the effects of the PZT

edge deadzone, plane stress and the higher order out-of-plane warping correction.

As indicated in the free twist results, the baseline finite element model is too

stiff. Without any of the three corrections, the baseline finite element model

over-predicts the average measured torsional stiffness by 46%. Including all three

improvements in the analysis, the over-prediction is reduced to 16% (with respect

to the average measured value).

The 16% lower measured torsional stiffness, implies that the calculated block

torque limits in Figure 6.2 are high (approximately by the same margin). In future

work the force-displacement characteristics have to be measured, rather than just

the free twist and static stiffness, to more accurately characterize the actuator

beam (and also improve the finite element modeling).

In an attempt to identify the origin of the remaining discrepancy, a torsional

stiffness test of just the graphite beam was performed, see Figure 6.8. Including the

plane stress assumption and the higher order out-of-plane warping, the analysis

is within 7% of measured torsional stiffness. The difference can most likely be

ascribed to differences between the assumed and actual properties of the IM7-8552

graphite-epoxy. The correlation of the analytic model and the measured results

also demonstrates that there is no stiffness loss across the spanwise interface units,

which indirectly verifies the structural integrity of the graphite interface junctions.

Returning to the complete actuator beam, part of the 16% excess stiffness may

be attributable to differences between the actual and assumed material properties.

Another source for the difference is related to the non-uniform cross-section along

the span. One of the fundamental assumptions in the finite element analysis is
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Figure 6.8: Torsional stiffness of graphite beam, excluding piezoceramics, PS:
model includes plane stress assumption, VT: model includes the higher order out-
of-plane warping correction (see Section 3.2.5)

that the beam is prismatic (see Section 3.2). This assumption is not strictly valid

for the beam with discrete surface bonded actuators. The cross-section thickness

drops 20% from the active beam units to the passive interface units. The change

in cross-section violates the plane stress assumption that stresses in the thickness

direction are negligible. The empirical empirical PZT deadzone that attempts to

correct for the discontinuity effects across the edge of the PZT elements (including

the bond layer shear lag). A more detailed three dimensional model is required to

accurately capture the effect of the transition across the PZT edge (including the

finite thickness elastic bond layer).
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The effective torsional stiffness of the complete actuator beam is 4.58 Nm2

(averaged over the 4 beams). This corresponds to 64% of the torsional stiffness of

the main blade section, exceeding the 50% design target of Table 4.5. The effective

torsional stiffness of the actuator beam is important for the aeroelastic stability of

the blade tip, which is torsionally supported only via the actuator beam (although

this issue is not directly addressed in the present research).

It was originally planned to take twist measurements under combined mechan-

ical tip torque loading and induced strain actuation, during the bench-top testing.

This data would have been used to correlate the predicted force-displacement

predictions (in Figure 6.2), with experimental measurements. Unfortunately the

friction in the pulley arrangement resulted in repeatability problems for combined

mechanical loading and induced strain actuation.

Instead of applying a fixed tip torque, a test fixture was designed to test the

actuator beam acting against a mechanical spring load (a variable length torsion

bar). Furthermore, the fixture was configured such that the assembly could be

spun in the vacuum chamber to investigate the effect of centripetal acceleration

of the beam performance. Unfortunately the hardware was not completed in time

and the actuator beams were integrated into the Mach scale rotorblades, before

the beams could be evaluated on the test-fixture. Consequently actuator force-

displacement data is not available, neither as a function of electric field nor rpm.

Actuator Beam for the Reduced Tip Speed Rotor

The free twist and torsional stiffness results for the Froude scale actuator beam

are shown in Figures 6.9 and 6.10. The finite element model over-predicts the

measured results by approximately 0.1 deg. For 557 V/mm and 15 Hz excitation,

the measured tip twist is ±1.7 deg. For the Froude scale beam the measured
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Figure 6.9: Froude scale actuator beam free twist (half-peak-to-peak), 15 Hz low
frequency excitation, model includes plane stress, PZT deadzone, and higher order
out-of-plane warping

torsional stiffness of 2.47 Nm2 is 6% stiffer than that predicted. However, for this

test the actuator beam was tested while integrated in the rotor blade, not free as

shown in Figure 6.5. It is suspected that friction in the bearing artificially stiffened

the measurement. The effective torsional stiffness of the actuator beam is 32% of

the main blade torsional stiffness. Considering that the main blade is significantly

over-designed, a torsional stiffness comparison with the Froude scale target is more

suitable. In that case the stiffness ratio is 51% (which meets the stiffness design

target in Table 4.5).
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Figure 6.10: Froude scale actuator beam torsional stiffness, PZTs open circuit,
model includes plane stress, PZT deadzone, and higher order out-of-plane warping

Summary of Actuator Beam Characterization

Table 6.4 summarizes the the actuator beam characterization. It is interesting to

note that for an activation of 100 Vrms, beam AB-M99-2 generates a 10% higher

block torque and a 20% higher free twist than beam AB-M99-10. This is solely

attributable to the fact that the latter beam has a 10% higher average PZT thick-

ness than beam AB-M99-2. For a given excitation voltage the electric field is

10% lower, and by virtue of the non-linear free-strain dependence on electric field,

the corresponding free-strain is 17% lower. The free-strain reduction exceeds the

higher stiffness and hence beam AB-M99-10 exhibits a lower free twist and block

torque than beam AB-M99-02. The trade-off between piezo-thickness and free
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twist and block torque capability is related to the relative ratios of the bending-

torsion coupling stiffness and overall torsional stiffness and also the induced strain

actuation moments (see also Figure 4.14).

In contrast, if both beams are excited with the same electric field of 557 V/mm,

and hence the same bending actuation,
∼

λ = 220 µstrain, then the thicker beam

AB-M99-10 generates a 5% higher block torque than beam AB-M99-02, although

the free twist for both beams is similar.

Finally, increasing the bending actuation to 330 µstrain increases the free twist

and block torque output by approximately 50%. In order to prevent damaging the

beams before the hover test, no data was taken at this excitation level, during

actuator beam characterization tests.

6.3 ACTIVE BLADE TIP CALIBRATION

After the actuator beam characterization the rotorblades were assembled. The

bench-top calibration included a blade-tip voltage and frequency sweep for cali-

brating the Hall sensor with respect to blade tip pitch rotation. In addition the

current was measured and single frequency tests were conducted to investigate the

tip deflection vs. excitation voltage hysteresis plots. Note that pairing of actuator

beams and rotor blades is documented in Table 5.5.

A pair of laser displacement sensors [246] was used to measure the pitch rotation

of the blade tip relative to the fixed bearing block. An analog circuit was used

to subtract the two linear displacements and extract the relative pitch angle of

the blade tip. Figure 6.11 shows one of the blades mounted in the blade clamps

for calibration. Note that the laser sensors are directly affixed to the outboard

blade clamp. A four channel SigLab [247] data acquisition system was used for
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Table 6.4: Actuator beam characterization summary

Actuator tPZT
(a) GJ

(b)
eff Tbl

(c) φfree
(d) ηm |max

(e) Energy(f)

Beam [µm] [Nm2] [Nm] [deg] [%] [mJ]

AB-M99-02 241 4.40 0.238 1.50 12.5 0.78

AB-M99-08 254 4.59 0.234 1.41 12.2 0.72

AB-M99-09 247 4.54 0.226 1.38 12.4 0.68

AB-M99-10 267 4.80 0.217 1.25 11.9 0.59

AB-M99-FEM 254 5.33(g) 0.253 1.32 12.2 0.73

AB-F97-01 254 2.47 0.150 1.68 9.97 0.55

a) average PZT thickness

b) measured effective torsional stiffness, PZTs short circuited,

c) calculated Block torque, 0 Hz, 141 Vpeak

(adjusted for FEM stiffness over-prediction)

d) measured free tip-twist amplitude, 100 Vrms 15 Hz

e) calculated maximum mechanical efficiency

f) max. energy output, 141.2 V (peak), 0 Hz

g) original result, not adjusted for FEM stiffness over-prediction

the measurements.

6.3.1 Non-Rotating Natural Frequencies

Table 6.5 lists the measured and calculated natural frequencies for the actuator-

beam and blade tip. Note that the actuator beam is integrated into the rotorblade,

the blade tip is attached and the main blade is clamped at both ends. Consequently

the main blade dynamics do not appear in the frequency range of interest. The
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Figure 6.11: Calibration of the active blade tip, using dual laser sensors

table lists the first three modes: the first two, identified as AF1 and AF2, are

related predominantly to the first two global flap bending modes of the actuator

beam. These modes are similar to the bending modes of a clamped-clamped beam.

The mode corresponding to the third natural frequency, designated AT1, is the

fundamental torsion mode (of the actuator beam with attached blade tip). This

mode is similar to the first torsion mode of a clamped-free beam (with restrained

warping at the root). Note that because of the structural coupling and the offset of

the beam axis and the shaft axis flap and torsion are coupled in all three modes.

The higher frequency chordwise warping dynamics are not significant in the 0-

200 Hz frequency range of interest. Non-rotating mode shapes, for the coupled

actuator beam, blade tip main blade and hub, are shown later, in Figures 6.28
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and 6.29.

The natural torsion frequency and corresponding damping of the combined

actuator beam and blade tip were measured by exciting the actuator beam with

a 50 Vrms chirp signal (using 20 averages and a sampling rate of 512 Hz).

Table 6.5: Clamped blade natural frequencies

Blade† SABT-M99 1 2 3 4 FEM

fn1: AF1, [Hz] - - - - 50.3

fn2: AF2, [Hz] - - - - 136.9

fn3: AT1, [Hz] 172.7 177.6 168.3 173.5 182.2

damping: AT1, [%] 3.72 3.25 3.59 3.05 4.00

†Main blade clamped at root and tip

AF = actuator flap mode (predominantly)

AT = actuator torsion mode (predominantly)

The calibration set-up only permitted measuring the torsion natural frequency,

the actuator beam was not instrumented with accelerometers to identify the flap-

bending frequencies. Given that the 4 blade tips were manufactured to within 0.4

gm (1.48%) of each other, it is assumed that there is a negligible difference in blade

tip pitch inertia. The primary reason for the 9.3 Hz spread in the measured fre-

quencies, again is the difference in mean piezo thickness for the 4 actuator beams,

as discussed in Section 5.1.5. The finite element model over-predicts between 2.6%

and 8.3% (note that the model uses a nominal piezo thickness of 254 µm). This

discrepancy is attributed to the fact the model over-predicts the effective torsional

stiffness of the actuator beams by approximately 16%, see Figure 6.7. Using the

Rayleigh quotient, the average 16% over-stiffness translates to a 8% higher natural
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frequency (assuming that the blade tip and secondary beam pitch inertia are ac-

curately modeled). Inaccuracies in calculating the blade tip inertia (including the

actual blade tip, the shaft and beam adapter) may contribute to the error in the

natural frequency prediction, although care was taken to account for all the blade

tip components (see the mass break down in Table 5.6) in the inertia calculations.

The actuator beams were designed such that the rotating torsion frequency of

the beam/blade tip is 5.64 and hence is beyond the 5/rev operating bandwidth at

2000 rpm. Because the model is slightly stiff, the beams are under-designed and

it is expected that the rotating natural frequency will be near 5/rev.

The finite element model includes an empirical 1.5% modal damping for all

modes retained in the normal mode reduction, except for the torsion mode. In

non-rotating analysis, the torsion modal damping is set at 4% (accounting for

combined structural damping of the beam, the friction in the bearing and the

aerodynamic pitch damping. In hover, the empirical torsion damping is reduced

to 0.75%, because the dominant aerodynamic damping is directly calculated in the

aerodynamic sub-model.

6.3.2 Dynamic Blade Tip Response

Figures 6.12 and 6.13 show the frequency sweep of the active blade tip, as measured

by the laser sensors. For voltage settings of 25, 50 and 75 Vrms, the frequency

range extends to 140 Hz. For 100 Vrms, it is limited to 105 Hz. The non-rotating

actuation bandwidth is restricted to prevent damage of the beams in the absence

of significant aerodynamic pitch damping. The frequency sweeps were conducted

in 1 Hz steps, with 4 averages and a tracking bandwidth of 2 Hz, sweep duration

was approximately 4 minutes.

The frequency sweep data is normalized by the amplifier output voltage (ref-
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erence signal) and re-scaled by the nominal actuation voltage. This is essentially

a linear correction to eliminate spurious results because of amplifier roll-off. The

amplifier has a 3 dB corner frequency of 500 Hz and at 140 Hz there is a 5%

drop between the actual output amplitude and the commanded amplitude (see

Appendix E for amplifier details).

The finite element model shows a small coupling of the tip deflection with the

first two actuator flap bending modes. The first coupling is smaller, because the

near symmetric first flap bending mode does not couple strongly with the actuator

beam twist. The curves show that overall the FEM captures the blade tip deflec-

tion amplitude behaviour as a function of voltage and frequency. The correlation

(away from resonant peaks) is within 0.25 deg, except for the 100 Vrms excitation

of blade SABT-M99-3. In that case the model under-predicts between 0.5 and 1

deg. The reason for this is that the average piezo thickness on beam M99-3 is 5%

thinner than the nominal 254 µm used in the analysis. The lower thickness results

in a 5% higher electric field for a given voltage, which results in a disproportion-

ately 8% higher free strain (at 100 Vrms). In addition the lower thickness results

in lower natural frequencies and hence earlier resonant amplification. The low

frequency amplitude at 100 Vrms is between 1.35 and 1.75 deg (half-peak-to-peak).

Another facet to note is that the experimental data for all four blades indi-

cates that the blade tip twist does not respond to the first flap mode. This may be

because of slight misalignment in the bearing, preventing from the coupling influ-

encing the twist. Unfortunately the 140 Hz cut-off frequency is right on the edge

of the second natural frequency and the peak is not captured in the experimen-

tal data. The data for blades M99-1, M99-2 and M99-3 indicates some activity

between 105 and 120 Hz. It is suspected, that because of play in the bearings

the beam/adapter flap bending slope is not truly restrained at the bearing. The
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Figure 6.12: Non-rotating frequency sweep of the Mach scale active blade tips
SABT-M99-1 and M99-2, amplitude is half-peak-to-peak, main blade clamped at
both ends

effective boundary condition flexibility results in a lower bending frequency. The

effect is expected to be more pronounced for the second global flap bending mode
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Figure 6.13: Non-rotating frequency sweep of the Mach scale active blade tips
SABT-M99-3 and M99-4; amplitude is half-peak-to-peak, main blade clamped at
both ends

because of the higher bending curvature.

The measured and predicted phase response shows a similar roll-off with fre-
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quency. The measured date also supports the magnitude data on the coupling

activity between 105 and 120 Hz. The identified natural (torsion) frequencies are

shown on the phase plot, with respect to the -90 deg phase cross over of the model.

For blades M99-2, M99-3 and M99-4 there is a phase offset of approximately 10

to 15 degrees (the offset increasing with excitation voltage). For blade M99-1 the

offset at 100 Vrms is between 30 and 40 deg. A similar offset is seen in the Hall

sensor measurement. The analog subtraction circuit used to extract the blade tip

pitch angle from the differential laser sensors, or the voltage divider circuit used

to monitor the amplifier output are likely sources for the phase offset. Further

investigation is required to determine the reason for the phase shift.

Note that in performing the frequency sweep, the amplifier output is used

as reference voltage (as opposed to the input voltage) to eliminate the amplifier

dynamics. Because of the high voltages, the reference measurement is not the

actual amplifier output, but a scaled output monitoring signal.

6.3.3 Hall Sensor Calibration

The calibration curves for the hall sensor are shown in Figures 6.14 and 6.15. See

Section 5.2.2 for details on the Hall sensor installation, see also Figure 4.5.

The calibration curves include the full data set from the frequency sweeps at

25, 50, 75 and 100 Vrms, described in Section 6.3.2. The standard deviation for

the linear calibration factor is at most 0.052 deg for blade 4 and as low 0.025 deg

for blade 2. The worst case 3-σ envelope is ±0.15 deg. The calibration constants

are listed in Table 6.6. The constants are with ±13.5 % of the mean. Variation in

calibration is primarily associated with slight differences in the orientation of the

permanent magnet bonded to the bearing block. Typically the Hall sensor was

driven with a 2 Vdc excitation and a gain of 1000.
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Table 6.6: Hall sensor calibration constants

Blade Coefficient [deg/(V/V)]

SABT-M99-1 1042

SABT-M99-2 1194

SABT-M99-3 1120

SABT-M99-4 1116

mean 1118

The phase calibration shows a linear roll-off approximately 0.18 deg/Hz in the

phase difference between the Hall and the laser sensors (for all 4 blades). It is

interesting to note that the relative phase clearly indicates non-linear activity in

the 105 to 125 Hz range. This supports the observations made in the magnitude

plots of the frequency response. It is suspected that this is related to play in the

bearing, which degrades the restraint of the flap bending slope in the bearing, and

manifests itself near the second actuator flap-bending frequency.

6.3.4 Actuator Beam Current and Power Requirements

The current drawn by the actuator beams is plotted in Figure 6.16. The Figure

shows the measured and predicted current for voltages of 25, 50, 75 and 100 Vrms

and a frequency range of 0-140 Hz.

In Section 3.5 the piezoceramic material was modeled as a lossy capacitor,

with empirical field dependent variation of permittivity and loss factor. This first

order model does not account for the electromechanical coupling that links the

mechanical impedance to the electrical impedance. The results indicate that for

the active blade tip application, the contribution of the mechanical impedance to
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Figure 6.14: Hall sensor calibration curves: data includes excitation voltages 25,
50, 75 Vrms over a frequency range of 0-140 Hz, and 100 Vrms over 0-105 Hz

the effective electrical impedance is negligible.

Blade M99-3 and M99-2 draw the most and the least current, respectively, for

the same excitation voltage and frequency. Again, the reason for the difference is

the fact that the average PZT thickness of the fabricated actuator beams differs

by up to 10%. Blade SABT-M99-3 incorporates beam AB-M99-02, which has

the thinnest average piezo thickness. For a given voltage, the higher electric field
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Figure 6.15: Hall sensor phase roll off calibration

electric field results in a higher transverse permittivity and loss factor. Because

the permittivity increases with the square of the electric field, see Equation (3.94),

it follows that the beam with the thinner PZTs draws a disproportionately higher

current.

At 50 Vrms, 140 Hz the measured current ranges from 0.17 A to 0.22 A, com-

pared with a predicted current of 0.18 A. At 75 Vrms the measured current increases

to 0.31 to 0.49 A, compared to a predicted current of 0.32 A. Blades M99-1,4 have
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Figure 6.16: Mach scale active blade tip current requirement (half-peak-to-peak)

beams with an average thickness of approximately 254 µm. The current drawn by

the respective actuator beams is similar and is predicted within 10% below 120

Hz. The analysis predicts a maximum current of 0.64 A at 100 Vrms and 166.7 Hz

(corresponding to 5/rev at 2000 rpm)

The data for 75 Vrms indicates a nonlinear increase beyond 120 Hz that may

be related to self-heating of the piezoceramics during the sine sweep, which lasted

4 minutes. The dielectric and piezoelectric constant of the soft piezoceramic PZT-
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5H have a strong temperature dependence (more so than PZT-5A and the hard

ceramics PZT-4 and PZT-8). Under zero load and actuation the transverse dielec-

tric constant increases by almost 50% between 0◦ and 100◦ C and the d31 coefficient

increases by 68% [1]. It is hard to tell from the blade tip dynamic response curves

whether the self-heating increase in free strain is taking place beyond 120 Hz,

because of the presence of the 2 flap mode resonant peak.

The phase lead of the actuator decreases with voltage, because the loss factor

increases linearly with field, see Equation (3.94). The results indicate that the loss

factor is well captured. Again at the high frequency end the drop in loss factor

may be related to heating effects. The phase lead decreases from approximately

84 deg at 25 Vrms to 73 deg at 100 Vrms.

Figure 6.17 shows the corresponding average power consumption (real power)

and the power factor of the actuator beam. As before the analysis correctly cap-

tures the trend. Also, the actuator beam AB-M99-02, with the thinner piezo-

ceramics (in Blade SABT-M99-3) draws more current and hence dissipates more

power. At 75 Vrms and 140 Hz the measured power consumption ranges from 3.4

to 6.9 Watt and at 100 Vrms and 105 Hz it ranges from 6.2 to 11.9 Watt. Note,

that this is the power dissipated by the actuator beam and assumes that the all the

reactive power is maintained in the circuit. Depending on the power conditioning

circuitry this may not be possible and there will be an additional power absorption

in the power supply, associated with the discharge cycle of the piezoceramics (see

Reference [227] for further details on piezo power conditioning circuitry).

The predicted power consumption at 100 Vrms and 166.7 Hz (5/rev, 2000 rpm)

is 12.9 Watt. This corresponds to 0.3% of the estimated main rotor aerodynamic

power at 2000 rpm, 8 deg collective. Note that in a closed loop application, each

active blade tip will be driven by a multi-frequency excitation, independent of the
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Figure 6.17: Mach scale active blade tip electrical power dissipation

other blades.

6.3.5 Hysteresis Plots

Hysteresis plots of blade tip deflection vs. excitation voltage and current vs. exci-

tation voltage are shown for blades SABT-M99-1 and M99-3. Tests were performed

at 25, 50, 75 and 100 Vrms and frequencies of 33.3, 66.7, 100 and 133.3 Hz (cor-

responding to 1-4/rev at 2000 rpm). Data was taken at 1280 samples/sec for 3.2
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Figure 6.18: Hysteresis plot of blade tip deflection vs. voltage (25, 50, 75 and
100 Vrms) , Blade SABT-M99-1

sec, giving a nominal bandwidth of 500 Hz and frequency resolution of 0.31 Hz

(for the FFT measurements, not included here, though).

Figures 6.18 and 6.19 show the blade tip deflection (as measured by the laser

sensors) with respect to the excitation voltage. There is a small difference between

the amplitudes of these curves and the corresponding frequency sweep data. The

single frequency data amplitudes are lower than the frequency sweep amplitudes,
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Figure 6.19: Hysteresis plot of blade tip deflection vs. voltage, Blade SABT-M99-3

because of two reasons: first, the amplifier has a 3 dB corner frequency of 500

Hz, and does experience a magnitude drop-off with frequency, for example 4.5%

at 133.3 Hz. Second, the relatively short test duration of 3.2 seconds precludes

piezo self heating effects that were referred to in Section 6.3.2, on the blade tip

frequency sweeps.

The 33.3 Hz curves show the characteristic piezoceramic hysteresis. As the
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voltage is increased the material damping increases indicating the structural loss

factor is field dependent. As the frequency is increased to 66.7 Hz and higher,

the phase lag associated with the global torsional dynamics dominates the piezo-

ceramic hysteresis. The natural torsion frequency of the combined actuator beam

and blade tip is between 168 and 178 Hz. As expected, the trajectories steepen

towards a 90 deg phase lag, as the natural frequency is approached.

The curve for blade SABT-M99-1, 100 Hz, 100 Vrms shows a double trajectory,

which is most likely related to an imperfect bearing boundary condition, that does

not completely restrain flap bending. The curves also show that as the frequency

and the voltage are increased the coherence of the trajectories decreases.

The current vs. voltage hysteresis plots for blades SABT-M-99-1 and 3 are

shown in Figures 6.18 and 6.19. The curves clearly demonstrate electric field

dependent increase in permittivity and loss factor.
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Figure 6.20: Hysteresis plot of actuator current vs. voltage, Blade SABT-M99-1
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Figure 6.21: Hysteresis plot of actuator vs. voltage, Blade SABT-M99-3
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6.4 ACTIVE TWIST ROTOR

The rotor was also flown in an active twist configuration. The original design

concept was to remove the blade tip from the actuator beam and insert the actuator

beam into the rotor blade. A modified beam adapter is then used to clamp the

outboard end of the beam, and the adapter in turn is clamped in a tip rib (that

fits in the place of the blade tip bearing block). This results in a 90% diameter

rotor. The actuator beam and the main blade act as two parallel torsion springs.

As the beam is activated, it acts against the torsional stiffness of the main blade

and both twist. This concept was hover tested on the reduced tip speed rotor.

Because of time constraints it was not possible to disassemble the active tip

blades and reconfigure them in the above fashion. In stead, the blade tips were

simply taped down to the main blade. Some actuation loss is expected because of

flexing of the taped joint, however this was shown to be negligible away from the

natural frequency.

The rotorblade was neither furnished with differential accelerometers nor with

strain gauges to measure blade twist in the rotating frame. Accelerometers are

problematic under the high centripetal acceleration at the blade tip, in terms of

both structural integrity and the need to calibrate for the effect of rotation. Blade

torsion strain gauges are however strongly recommended to measure induced twist

in the rotating frame, in addition to general load monitoring of the blade, for

future tests.

It has to be noted that chronologically this test was performed after extensive

hover testing of the rotor in active tip and active twist mode. It is suspected that

during hover testing, in the active tip mode, the 100 Vrms excitation with 2:1 bias

may have resulted in PZT damage, reducing the performance in the subsequent
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Table 6.7: Clamped blade natural frequencies, active twist configuration

Blade† fn1 fn2 fn3 fn4 fn5

[Hz]

SABTatw-M99-1 - - - 123.4

SABTatw-M99-2 - - - 128.5

SABTatw-M99-3 - - - 124.9

SABTatw-M99-4 - - - 128.4

FEM 9.7 47.7 86.3 130.2 138.4

†Main blade clamped at root

non-rotating active blade-twist tests described below.

6.4.1 Non-Rotating Frequency Sweep

Figures 6.22 and 6.22 show the non-rotating frequency sweep of the 4 active twist

blades and the associated actuator current. The results include 5 data sets. For

the fifth data set blade M99-02 was reconfigured with the blade tip removed and

the beam locked in a modified tip rib (as originally envisaged), and designated

SABTatwNT-M99-02 (NT = no tip). That data set serves primarily to demon-

strate that there was no significant actuation loss associated with taping the blade

tips down for the active twist hover test.

The non-rotating natural frequencies (with the blade clamped at the root, are

given in Table 6.7. Only the dominant torsion mode was experimentally measured,

by exciting the actuator beam with a 50 Vrms chirp signal and using the laser

sensors to measure tip twist response. The system is highly coupled: the actuator

beam has a spanwise alternating structural bending-torsion coupling, the blade has
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Figure 6.22: Mach scale active twist rotor frequency sweep, non-rotating frequency
sweep, 100 Vrms with 2:1 bias (150 Vrms nominal); blade tip twist amplitude is half-
peak-to-peak, main blade clamped at root

an inertial flap-torsion coupling, because of the offset of the empty blade elastic

and cg axes. Furthermore there is an offset of the actuator beam axis from the

blade elastic axis, see Figure 4.8.

The first is identified as the fundamental flap bending of the combined blade,

actuator beam and blade tip. The second mode is related to the first flap bending

of the actuator beam within the main blade. Modes 3 - 5 are highly coupled
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bending-torsion modes that exhibit first torsion and second flap bending of the

main blade and the combined actuator beam and blade tip. based on the mode

shapes, mode 5 is the dominant torsion mode. Furthermore, note that modes 4

and 5 are relatively close, further enhancing the modal coupling.

The measured natural frequencies are plotted on the -90 phase cross-over line,

for each blade, in Figure 6.22. The analytic phase plot shows that the blade is

expected to respond to both modes 4 and 5. However the 50 Vrms chirp signal

system identification (with a bandwidth of 200 Hz and using 20 averages) only

picked up one torsion frequency, as opposed to both.

As before, the highest measured natural frequency is associated with blade

SABTatw-M99-2, that incorporates the actuator beam AB-M99-10, with the slightly

thicker PZT elements. The experimental damping values for mode 4 range from

from 1.4 to 1.7%.

With respect to the predicted dominant torsion mode (mode 5), the analysis

over-predicts between 7.7% and 12.4%. There are several possible error sources.

As mentioned earlier the finite element model over-predicts the actuator beam tor-

sional stiffness by 16% (noting that the actuator beam comprises approximately

39% of the combined blade and beam stiffness). Inaccuracies in the inertia calcula-

tion for the main blade may also contribute to the error. The main blade stiffness

used in the Eigen-analysis, was the measured value and hence is discarded as an

error source. The coupling of the modes is also affected by the structural damping.

For this analysis a modal damping of 1.5% - 2% was assumed for all the modes.

Finally, it is also possible that the offsets of the rotorblade cg axis, the rotorblade

elastic axis, the shaft axis and the beam axis differ from the design configuration.

As the offsets are reduced the coupling of modes 3, 4 and 5 is diminished and the

fundamental blade/beam torsion mode emerges at 130.5 Hz.
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It is also curious that none of the blades respond to the mode 3 at 86 Hz (as

expected by the analysis. Again, the torsion response coupling to mode 3 is related

to the various axes offsets and the model damping. Blade SABTatw-M99-4 does

show some limited activity at that frequency (in both the amplitude and phase

plots). A more detailed experimental modal analysis is required to identify the

coupled blade and actuator beam modes.

Figure 6.22 shows that Blade SABTatw-M99-2 has a superior blade twist ca-

pability compared to the other three blades. The low frequency blade tip twist

amplitude is 0.77 deg (half-peak-to-peak), compared to 0.5 to 0.6 deg for the

other three blades (37.5% to 25% lower). This is surprising, because when taking

the measured mean PZT thickness into account in the analysis, blade SABTatw-

M99-3, for example, should generate about 0.06 deg more tip twist than blade

SABTatw-M99-2. That is because the actuator beam AB-M99-10 (incorporated

in blade SABTatw-M99-2) with the piezoceramics that are 5% thicker (on average)

than the nominal 254 µm thickness generates a lower block torque than the other

beams, for the same actuation voltage, see Table 6.4 (note though, that the results

in that Table are for 100 Vrms).

There are two main reasons for difference in performance between the 4 blades.

The dominant reason is that some actuation loss occurs because of flexibility in the

taped joint between the blade tip and the main blade. This source of performance

loss can be eliminated by physically locking the outboard end of the actuator beam

to the main main blade. As indicated above, the Mach scale active twist rotor

design SABTatwNT-M99 provides for a modified rib to replace the bearing block.

A beam adapter derivative is used to lock the end of the actuator beam in the rib.

The rotor blades were not tested in this configuration, because of time constraints,

and the blade tips were simply taped down, in order to get a first estimate of active
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twist performance.

During non-rotating tests the Hall sensor output was unfortunately not recorded,

this would have provided quantitative information on the relative twisting between

the taped down blade tip and the main blade. In the active twist hover tests (see

Section 7.7) the Hall sensor measurement was recorded to evaluate the relative

twisting between the blade tip and the main blade. Note, though, that in the

hover tests at the bending moment on the shaft, because of lift on the blade

tip, resulted in an unintentional bearing lock, thereby further inhibiting relative

twisting.

The second reason that blade SABTatw-M99-2 outperforms the other blades

is related to the fact that the blade was not extensively tested in the active blade

tip configuration hover tests. The active tip blade SABT-M99-2 did not perform

as expected, because of a bearing problem, and was not tested further. The other

blades were tested at voltages of 100 Vrms, with amplification bias settings up

to 2:1. As a result of the testing with a 2:1 bias (effective voltage of 150 Vrms)

there may have some PZT cracking, resulting in reduced actuation capability, as

discussed in Section 4.8.4. The natural frequency results do not evidence any stiff-

ness loss associated with PZT cracking, probably because the change in stiffness

is small compared to the combined beam and blade stiffness. Although current

measurements, presented below, do indicate possible cracking of the PZT elements.

The finite element model predicts a low frequency blade tip twist amplitude

of 0.8 deg, and over-predicts the SABTatw-M99-2 performance by approximately

10% up to 80 Hz. The reason for this is that the model over-predicts the actuator

beam stiffness, as indicated in Section 6.2.4. The tip twist amplitude increases

to approximately 1.5 deg at 100 Hz. Because the fabricated beams have a lower

natural frequency the post resonance amplitude drops earlier than that predicted
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by the model. The measured blade tip twist does, however, remain above 0.5 deg

up to 166.7 Hz (5/rev at 2000 rpm).

The low frequency data for blade SABTatwNT-M99-2 (without the attached

blade tip, and the actuator beam tip clamped in a tip rib) is nearly identical

to that of SABTatw-M99-2, with the blade tips attached and taped down. This

demonstrates that there is no significant actuation loss across the layer of tape

used to prevent relative rotation between the blade tip and the outboard end of

the main blade, at least for that blade and frequencies below 100 Hz. Without the

blade tip inertia the active twist blade has a higher fundamental torsion frequency,

measured at 146 Hz. The results indicate that with correct locking of the actuator

beam at the outboard end of the main blade good blade twist authority can be

achieved, indicating potential for further development.

The phase plot indicates a 10 deg phase lag offset of the measured data, similar

to that observed in the frequency sweeps of the active blade tips. The phase plot

also shows the measured natural frequencies, with respect to the -90 deg phase

cross-over of the finite element model. The FEM line on the phase plot shows

mode 5 at 138.3 Hz (that is related to a coupling with the second actuator flap

mode), nearby the fundamental torsion mode of 130.1 Hz

6.4.2 Current Requirement

Figure 6.23 shows the current amplitude (half-peak-to-peak) for the blade twist fre-

quency sweeps. The measured current of the four actuator beams differs markedly

from that measured in the active blade tip frequency sweeps (see Figure 6.16). In

the active tip case there is a significant spread of the measured current for the

four actuator beams, related to the respective average piezo thickness per beam:

the highest current being drawn by AB-M99-2 (blade SABT-M99-3), with the
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Figure 6.23: Mach scale active twist rotor current requirement, non-rotating fre-
quency sweep, 100 Vrms with 2:1 bias (150 Vrms nominal); current amplitude is
half-peak-to-peak

thinnest PZTs, and the lowest current being drawn by beam AB-M99-10 (blade

SABT-M99-2), with the thickest PZTs. In fact at 100 Hz, the spread between

blades SABT-M99-3 and SABT-M99-2 is 0.15 A

In contrast, for the active twist frequency sweep, beam AB-M99-2 (blade

SABTatw-M99-3) draws marginally less current than beam AB-M99-10 (blade

SABTatw-M99-2). Furthermore, below 100 Hz, the spread between the four actu-
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ator beams is less than 0.075 A. A much higher spread would have been expected,

especially considering that the excitation voltage is 100 Vrms with a 2:1 bias,

150 Vrms effective, compared to the 100 Vrms (zero bias) for the active tip test.

The reduction in current for blades SABTatw-M99-1, M99-3 and M99-4 indicates

of piezo cracking. The associated tearing of the Nickel electrode means that por-

tions of piezo elements may be cut-off from the excitation voltage (because the

power leads are only soldered to the Nickel surface electrode at one point).

As mentioned, the natural frequency test did not conclusively support the hy-

pothesis of piezo cracking, although the stiffness and inertia of the main blade

most likely swamp any subtle changes in the actuator beam stiffness. After the

frequency sweeps the capacitance of the actuator beams was re-checked and sur-

face resistance measurements of the piezo electrodes were taken (corner-to-corner).

Blade SABTatw-M99-3 showed a 10% drop in capacitance, although the capac-

itance of the other three actuator beams was similar to that measured prior to

hover testing. The surface resistance measurements showed a three to four fold

increase from a nominal value of 2 Ohm to 6-8 Ohm. The latter measurement

indicates the presence of micro-tears in the full-surface Nickel electrode on the

PZT element. It is surmised that on actuation and/or under rotation the PZT

cracks, or at least the electrode tears, open slightly, effectively cutting a portion

of the PZT off from the excitation field. Further study of the actuator beams

is required to verify whether cracks exist, and if so what their extent is. This

can be achieved by a static stiffness test followed by slicing the beam and taking

photo-micrographs.

The model of the actuator beam as a lossy capacitor over-predicts the mea-

surements by approximately 0.15 A at 100 Hz, and approximately 0.35 A between

140 and 180 Hz. The analytic line should, however, be considered with caution,
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because the field dependent variation of the transverse permittivity and the loss

factors (given by Equation (3.94)) were extrapolated. Those nonlinear coefficients

are valid for an electric field up to 450 Vrms/mm (±636 V/mm). However, in the

presence of the 2:1 bias the electric field ranges from -557 to 1114 V/mm. Further

piezoceramic material testing is required to extract the relevant parameters over

the full operating range, to enhance the validity of the analysis.

There is another possible reason for the change in the current drawn by the

actuator beams in the active twist mode compared to that in active tip mode. In

the former case the beam is operating against a spring of similar order of mag-

nitude, whereas in the latter case the beam is acting only against the inertia of

the blade tip (in non-rotating testing). In modeling the actuator as a lossy capac-

itor, the feedback effect of the structural impedance on the electrical impedance

(via the piezoelectric coupling) was neglected. In the active twist configuration,

the blade torsional stiffness contributes significantly to the mechanical impedance.

This needs to be further explored, to conclusively determine the reason for the

lower twist output of blades SABTatw-M99, M99-3 and M99-4.

In retrospect it is recommended that in a future program the actuator beams

be extensively characterized in the non-rotating frame, over the full voltage range,

before and after the hover/windtunnel testing to identify any potential operational

problems. Such tests should include quasi static free twist, static stiffness, force-

displacement (by testing against different spring loads), dynamic excitation (away

from the fundamental torsion frequency), natural frequency and electrical and

mechanical impedance measurements.
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6.4.3 Comparison with other active twist rotors

In concluding this section, the non-rotating performance of the Mach scale active

twist rotor is compared with the Froude scale active twist rotor developed by Chen

and Chopra [6, 147, 148]. Skewed piezoceramic elements were embedded at ±45

deg under the blade skin and actuated so as to induce blade twist. The rotor is

described in Section 1.4.2 and a concept schematic is shown in Figure 1.6. Table 6.8

compares the two rotorblades. The blades have the same chord, airfoil profile and

a similar length and both use PZT-5H induced strain actuators. For completeness

the piezofiber active twist rotors are also included: the Mach scale rotor developed

by Rodgers and Hagood [94,155,156] and the NASA/ARL/MIT rotor [7,157,159].

At first glance it seems that the SABTatw-M99 generates the largest blade tip

twist, but is must be noted that the piezofiber active twist blades were tested at

half the maximum actuation voltage, and with up to 25% of the active fiber packs

inoperative in the case of the Rodger’s blades.

Comparing with the Chen/Chopra active twist blade it has to be noted that

the latter was tested with an actuation voltage of 150Vdc, as opposed to the

effective 150 Vrms (15 Hz) used for the SABTatw-M99 blade. Based on the finite

element model (and accounting for the fact that blade SABTatw-M99-2 twisted

10% less than predicted), the SABTatw-M99 blade should generate a tip twist of

approximately 0.55 deg at 150 Vdc. The SABTatw-M99 blade thus has a similar

twist authority as the Chen blade, but this is achieved using only 54% of the the

same 254 µm thick PZT-5H elements (by mass). In addition the energy output

is approximately 43% higher, for the same actuation level, by virtue of the higher

torsional stiffness (of the combined actuator and blade).

It has to be noted that the main blade and actuator beam were not expressly
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Table 6.8: Non-rotating comparison of active twist rotors

Blade SABTatw-M99-2 Chen: DL Wilkie Rodgers

Reference N/A [147] [7, 159] [94]

Hub Bell-412 Boeing ITR - -

scaling Mach Froude Froude & Mach

Mach

diameter [m] 1.524 1.829 2.794 3.079

speed [rpm] 2000 900 687.5 1336

GJeff [Nm2] 11.79 6.94 36.2 160

fn
(a) [Hz] 126 65 60 110

[1/rev] 3.79 4.33 7.30 4.94

tip twist(b) [deg] 0.77(c) 0.60(d) 0.75 (e) 0.40 (f)

PZT mass [gm] 44 81 - -

blade mass [gm] 310 222 - -

a) 0 rpm torsion frequency, blade mounted on hub

b) half peak-to-peak amplitude

c) 100 Vrms, 2:1 bias, 5 Hz

d) 150 Vdc

e) 1000 V half-peak-to-peak, [158]

f) 1000 V half-peak-to-peak, 10 Hz , 31/42 packs operational

designed (nor optimized) for the active twist role. There is considerable room

for improvement. First of all the blade tip can be completely removed, and the

main blade and actuator beam extended to full rotor diameter. With a suitable

tip rib the actuator beam can be locked to the end of the main blade without
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backlash or joint flexibility, for complete torque/twist transfer. In addition the

blade structure and actuator beam can be optimized for maximum twist authority

(subject to strength and natural frequency constraints). The above results of the

SABTatw-M99 rotor blade characterization indicates the feasibility of the piezo-

induced bending-torsion beam for blade twist actuation.

6.5 REDUCED TIP SPEED ROTOR

For completeness the dynamic excitation results for the reduced tip speed (Froude)

scale rotor are included. The results are shown for both the active tip and the

active twist configuration.

Figure 6.24 shows the non-rotating dynamic actuation of the Froude scale ac-

tive tip blades. Two active blades were fabricated, but only one was characterized

and hover tested. Similarly to the Mach scale blade test, the main rotor blade was

clamped at both ends. Mini accelerometers, embedded on either side of the spars

in the blade tip, were used to resolve the angular motion of the blade tip relative

to outboard end of the main blade.

The calculated first three natural frequencies are 33.9, 93.2 and 110.5 Hz. The

first two modes are the first two actuator global flap bending modes and the third

mode is the fundamental torsion frequency of the actuator beam and attached

blade tip. The measured torsion frequency is 100 Hz, and is over-predicted by 10%

by the finite element model. As indicated in the above sections the analysis over-

predicts the effective torsional stiffness of the actuator beam, and hence predicts a

higher natural torsion frequency. Three curves are shown, for 60, 90 and 125 Vrms.

Note that in this case the 125 Vrms was ±177 Vpeak (it was not 100 Vrms with a

1.5:1 bias). The frequency range extends to 75 Hz (77.5 Hz corresponds to 5/rev
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Figure 6.24: Non-rotating frequency sweep of the Froude scale active blade tip,
SABT-F97; amplitude is half-peak-to-peak; main blade clamped at both ends

at 930 rpm). The analysis is within 10% of the measured data. The increasing

difference above 60 Hz can be attributed to the fact that the analytic model is

slightly stiffer and hence the pre-resonant amplification before mode two is delayed

to a higher frequency.

In comparison to the Mach scale actuator beams, beam AB-F97, has the same

planform, and the same piezo elements, however the graphite substructure is 25%

thinner. This results in a higher free twist, and a lower natural torsion frequency.
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The low frequency blade tip amplitude is 0.8 deg for 60 Vrms, increasing to 2.2 deg

at 125 Vrms.

The non-rotating dynamic actuation of the blade in active twist mode is shown

Figure 6.24. Note, that in contrast to Mach scale active twist configuration, the

blade tips have been removed and the beam locked in modified tip rib (resulting
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in a 90% diameter rotor). The analysis includes two sets of results: FEM A and

FEM 0. The first model is a representation of the fabricated blades that accounts

for the various offsets of the blade elastic axis, blade cg axis and the beam axis.

FEM 0 assumes that all the offsets are zero and the axes are co-located on the 1/4

chord.

The experimental data is comprised of 4 sets. Single frequency dwell tests

at 50, 75 and 100 Vrms and a sine sweep at 50 Vrms. Similar to the active tip

measurements, two mini accelerometers were used to resolve blade twist. The

accelerometers were embedded in the main blade, inboard of the bearing blocks,

next to the spars.

The first five natural frequencies, based on FEM A, are 9.9, 34.2, 73.4, 93.3 and

127.6 Hz. The first mode is the fundamental combined blade/beam flap bending

mode and the second mode is an actuator beam bending mode. The third mode

is a coupled flap-bending and torsion mode. Its origin is the second flap bending

of the main blade, and the coupling to torsion is driven by the cg axis offset from

the blade elastic axis. The fourth mode is related to the actuator beam second

flap bending. The dominant torsion mode is the fifth mode at 127.5 Hz (again

coupled to flap-bending by the blade cg-axis offset). The sine sweep indicates the

3 mode at 76.9 Hz, 5% within that predicted by FEM A.

The FEM 0 model clearly shows that the blade tip twist response is improved

by co-locating the blade (elastic and cg) and beam axes. This largely un-couples

the blade twist from the global flap bending (although the inherent actuator beam

bending-torsion coupling remains). Consequently the blade tip twist does not pass

through a resonant peak near 75 Hz (corresponding to 5/rev at 900 rpm).

At 100 Vrms a low frequency blade tip twist amplitude of 0.32 deg is measured,

increasing to 0.75 deg at 75 Hz (with resonant amplification). The analysis signifi-
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cantly over-predicts the blade tip twist amplitudes. For example, for 100 Vrms, low

frequency, the analysis estimates 50% higher blade tip twist amplitudes. This is

explained in part by the fact that the model over-predicts the actuator beam stiff-

ness. In contrast to the Mach scale active twist characterization, actuator beam

damage is ruled out, because these tests were conducted before the hover tests.

There most likely reason for the poor correlation of the measured and predicted

results is imperfect clamping of the actuator beam in the blade root.

In this design the actuator beam is not locked by torsion lock nuts (see Fig-

ure 4.11 for a schematic of the Mach scale actuator beam root configuration). In

stead, the holes in the actuator beam anchor plates were threaded. The three

blade retention bolts (10-24) and 4 secondary 3-56 fasteners were used to pull the

beam up against the roof of the blade root insert. Because the anchor plates on

either side of the graphite beam were only 1.3 mm thick, there were approximately

3 threads for the 3-56 beam restraint fasteners and just over one thread for the

10-24 main blade retention bolts. In addition to the short thread engagement in

the anchor plates, there was also a relatively large 0.5 mm clearance between the

lower anchor plate and the floor of the root insert. As a result it is possible that

when operating against a spring load there is some backlash in the root clamp.

This potential error source prompted a design change for the Mach scale test

program: the restraint of the actuator root was modified to include positive lock

torsion lock nuts that clamp the actuator beam in the root insert, see Figures 4.10

and 5.28.

It should be noted that the same root clamping was used in the dynamic actua-

tion test of the active blade tip, on blade SABT-F97. In that case good correlation

of the measured and predicted results was observed. It must be questioned why

the root clamping did not impact the results of the active blade tip test. This can
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be possibly explained by the fact that in the active tip configuration the dynamic

actuation test is essentially a free displacement test with superimposed inertial ef-

fects. In contrast, in the active twist test the actuator beam operates against the

beam torsional stiffness, which would exacerbate any root clamping imperfection.

However, given the fact that the reduced tip speed active twist blade and three

of the 4 Mach scale active twist blade significantly under-performed the analytic

model, prompts a careful revision of both the experimental results and procedures

and the analytic model. In defense of the finite element model, it has to be noted

that the operational active twist blade was tested twice: first with the blade tips

taped down (blade SABTatw-M99-2) and second with the blade tips removed and

the beam clamped in a tip rib (blade SABTatwNT-M99-2). In both cases the

low frequency blade tip twist results were similar and within 15% of the analysis.

Manufacturing new actuator beams, experimentally verifying the force-deflection

curves and performing the frequency sweeps (without the doubt of prior damage)

will either validate the analysis or at least help determine the modeling inaccuracy.

The low frequency blade twist authority of the reduced-tip-speed active-twist

blade is modest: at 100 Vrms at tip twist amplitude of 0.46 deg is predicted (and

0.32 deg measured). This is well below the 2 deg target for total vibration reduc-

tion. It has to be pointed out, though, that the actuator beam and rotor blade were

neither specifically designed, nor optimized for the active twist role. In particular

the torsional stiffness of the actuator beam and the main blade are mismatched.

The main blade was significantly over designed and the torsional stiffness, of the

blade alone, exceeds the Froude scale target by 62%. The ratio of the torsional

stiffness of the actuator beam and the main blade is 33.6%, and hence the beam

operates midway between the optimum stiffness matched and the blocked torque

condition. Reducing the main blade stiffness will result in significantly improved
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twist authority. In contrast the actuator beam and main blade are more closely

matched in the Mach scale design (torsional stiffness ratio of 63.4%), giving higher

blade twist authority, see Section 6.4.

6.6 COUPLED ROTORBLADE & ACTUATOR

DYNAMICS

The non-dimensional mass and stiffness distribution for the complete active tip

rotor blade are given in Figure 6.26. The active blade tip rotor is comprised of

distinct and coupled segments, including: the blade tip, the beam adapter, the

actuator beam, the main blade, the blade root and grip, and the flexbeam (see

Figure 3.15 for a schematic overview).

For the various graphs, the main blade stiffnesses were measured, the actuator

beam properties were calculated, and the flexbeam properties are based on the

Bell-412 design report. For completeness, the mass and stiffness distribution of

the reduced tip speed rotor blade are also presented, see Figure 6.27.

The stiffness distributions for the Mach scale rotor (Figure 6.26) clearly shows

the location of the virtual flap hinge on the flexbeam yoke, and also the elastomeric

pitch bearing. In addition, the spanwise variation in actuator beam inertia and

stiffness over the nine active beam segments is evident. Note also the relative

inertias and stiffnesses of the actuator beam and main blade section, in particular

the beam torsional stiffness (which is important for aeroelastic stability of the

blade tip).

In the above non-rotating characterizations of the active blade-tip and active

twist blade, the rotor blade was clamped at the root. When mounted on the

flexible hub the coupled dynamics change. In particular these blades exhibit a
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variety of bending-torsion couplings, because of of axes offsets, see Figure 4.8 and

the actuator beam layup. The offset of the blade elastic axis and cg axis introduces

an inertial flap-torsion coupling of the main blade. The offset of the blade elastic

axis from the blade-tip shaft axis results in a kinematic flap-torsion coupling of

the blade tip and the main blade. The offset of the actuator beam axis from the

shaft axis also gives rise to a flap-torsion coupling. Finally the actuator beam

incorporates a structural bending-torsion coupling (with spanwise variation).

The first 8 non-rotating natural frequencies for 3 rotor configurations are pre-

sented in Table 6.9, including the Mach scale active tip rotor, SABT-M99; the

Mach scale active twist rotor, SABTatw-M99; and the reduced tip speed active

tip rotor SABT-F97. The mode shape descriptions in Table 6.9 identify the origin

of the coupled modes, based on an un-coupled analysis, wherein the blade, beam

and shaft axes are co-located. The corresponding mode shapes for the two active

tip rotor blades are shown in Figures 6.28 - 6.31. Note, that the modes include

only flap and torsion for the main blade and flap, torsion and chordwise warping

for the actuator beam. Lead-lag dynamics are not captured by the finite element

model.

The mode shapes in Figures 6.28 - 6.29 show that the Bell-412 hub does not

twist, because the blade root is restrained by the elastomeric pitch bearing (in

this analysis the control system flexibility is ignored). The first torsion mode of

the actuator beam and attached blade tip is clearly visible in Figure 6.29d, mode

7: AT1. The mode also manifests itself as a wave in the chordwise warping, with

9 turning points (one for each active beam unit), Figure 6.29f. The chordwise

warping for mode 7 is similar to the quasi-static chordwise warping actuation

mode (shown in Figure 6.3e) because the chordwise dynamics occur at much higher

frequencies. In contrast to the chordwise warping, the flap bending response for
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mode 7 (AT1) does not exhibit the quasi-static actuation mode shape with a 9

turning-point wave (shown in Figure 6.3a), because it is dominated by the global

flap-bending dynamics of actuator beam. The discontinuity in the flap bending

for mode 7, at the beam/adapter junction arises from the offset of the beam axis

and the shaft axis.

For the reduced tip speed rotor (Figure 6.27) the stiffness distribution shows

the flexbeam in the hub flap and lag stiffnesses and the torque tube in the torsional

stiffness. Note, that the torque tube stiffness, outboard of 13.3% radius, is lower

than the torsional stiffness of the main blade. Consequently the torque tube has

a large effect on the torsional dynamics. In particular, the relatively soft torque

tube results in a strong coupling between the main blade and the actuator beam

torsion. In Figure 6.31d it is evident that the actuator beam torsion responds

strongly to the main blade torsion mode (mode 5: BT1).
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Table 6.9: Non-rotating rotor frequencies (calculated), [1/rev]

Mode SABT-M99 SABTatw-M99 SABT-F97

Ω = 2000 rpm Ω = 2000 rpm Ω = 930 rpm

1 BF1 0.19 BF1 0.19 BF1 0.02

2 BF2 1.02 BF2 1.02 BF2 0.79

3 AF1 1.76 AF1 1.76 AF1 2.15

4 BF3 2.87 BF3 2.87 BF3 3.08

5 BT1 3.52 BAT1 3.95 BAT1 4.41

6 AF2 4.16 AF2 4.23 BF4 5.39

7 AT1 5.47 BF4 6.77 AT1 7.18

8 BF4 6.78 - 7.97 AF2 7.25

Active blade mounted on hub

Mode origin: B = blade (inc. hub), A = actuator beam

F = flap, T = torsion
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Chapter 7

HOVER TESTING

A series of Mach scale hover tests was conducted to demonstrate the feasibility of

the active blade tip concept. Both open loop and closed loop tests were performed.

For the open loop tests both the analysis and experimental data are presented.

The first set of tests comprises open loop frequency sweeps. These were used

to establish the open loop control authority and electrical power consumption

of the active blade tips. In terms of control authority, the main parameters of

interest were: i) the blade tip deflection (i.e. blade tip pitch rotation relative to

the outboard end of the main blade), ii) the associated oscillatory root vertical

shear and iii) the oscillatory root flap-bending moment. The root vertical shear

is directly related to the fixed frame thrust, and the root flap-bending moment is

directly related to the fixed frame hub-pitching and hub-rolling moments.

Open loop frequency sweeps were also conducted in the active twist mode

(with the blade tips taped down). For completeness, selected results of the hover

test of the reduced-tip-speed rotor with active blade tips, are also included in this

chapter.

The open-loop tests were followed by a series of closed loop vibration reduction

tests. An artificial vibration spectrum was injected into the measurement signals,
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Figure 7.1: Active blade tip rotor, SABT-M99, on the hover test stand, diameter
1.524 m, chord 76.2 mm, speed 2000 rpm, tip Mach 0.47, Bell-412 hub, blade tip
span 10%R

because in hover the axisymmetric flow-field does not generate any hub vibration

(assuming a tracked and balanced rotor). In striving to cancel the artificial vi-

bration spectrum, the controller was essentially tasked to physically replicate the

negative of the injected signal on the rotor. A neural-network based adaptive

controller was used for the closed loop tests. This algorithm was developed by

Spencer et al as part of the University of Maryland Smart Rotor Program, and

is documented in References [114, 115, 248]. Both the active tip rotor blade and

the bimorph active trailing edge flap rotor [143, 249] served as test-beds for the

development and evaluation for the neuro-control algorithm.

For the both the open and closed loop hover tests, only one blade was activated

at a time. (Insufficient power amplifiers were available to drive all four blades

simultaneously. Subsequent to the active blade tip program, the test facility has
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Figure 7.2: In-plane view of the active blade tip rotor blade, NACA 0012 profile,
chord 76.2 mm, span 76.2 mm (10%R)

been expanded in terms of power amplifiers, data acquisition and control algorithm

signal processing to enable closed loop control of a 4 bladed rotor.)

For the open loop control authority, single blade actuation yields the transfer

function from command voltage to blade tip deflection, root flap-bending mo-

ment and rotor thrust. For the closed loop tests, one blade was tested in single-

input/single-output closed loop mode, with the adaptive neuro-controller minimiz-

ing either vibratory rotor thrust or root flap bending moment.

The details of the fabricated active blade tip rotor and actuator beams are

summarized in Tables 4.9 and 4.10. Figures 7.1 and 7.2 depict the four bladed

rotor with the Bell-412 bearingless hub on the hover test stand.
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Figure 7.3: Mach scale hover test stand

7.1 HOVER TEST FACILITY

The hover test facility was recently upgraded to provide a hover test stand with

a Mach scale Bell-412 bearingless hub. The shaft support platform originally

incorporated a Mach scale, articulated hub.

The test stand is a 3.70 m tower, providing in excess of two rotor diameters

ground (and ceiling) clearance. The rotor shaft is driven by a 2:1 reduction belt

drive from a hydraulic motor. The hydraulic pump for the 75 hp (55.9 kW)

hydraulic motor, at present, is powered by an under-rated 50 hp (37.3 kW) electric

motor. Nonetheless, this is sufficient for testing the 4 bladed rotor at 2000 rpm

and 8 deg collective.

The swashplate is controlled by three low bandwidth electric motors. At the

time of writing the two cyclic control motors are being replaced with hydraulic

actuators for dynamic swashplate actuation up to 2/rev.
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Figure 7.4: Close up of the rotor hub

The slipring assembly is mated to the shaft, below the pulley. The novel feature

of the slipring is that it consists of two sub-modules. The power slipring module is

a 16 channel slipring [250], rated at 0.5 Arms, 250 Vrms and speeds up to 2200 rpm.

The rotor side leads are 8 shielded 28 AWG paired leads. The power slipring has

an internal bore of 25.4 mm. A mini slipring with 64 channels fits into the bore

creating a dual-concentric slipring assembly. The sensor slipring [251] is rated

at 210 Vdc and is current limited to 0.5 Arms by the 32 AWG lead wires. The

rotor side leads are configured as fifteen twisted quads, collectively shielded from

the power leads. Figures 7.3 and 7.4 show details of the hover test platform, the

rotorblades and the hub.
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7.2 DATA ACQUISITION

The measurements for the hover test consist of three sub-groups:

i) Rotating frame measurements: the primary measurement is the Hall sensor

measurement of the relative pitch angle of the blade tip with respect to the

outboard end of the main blade. In addition the Bell-412 flexbeams are fur-

nished with two full Wheatstone bridges for flap bending, at Stations Sta 18

(mm) and Sta 50 (mm), respectively. These two stations straddle the vir-

tual flap hinge of the flexbeam yoke (identified by location of zero bending

curvature, estimated at 3.75%R). Flexbeams 1 and 3 are also instrumented

with full bridge chord bending (lead-lag) strain gauges. For the present tests

neither the rotor blades nor the pitch links were instrumented for load moni-

toring. It is recommended for future testing that the rotorblades are at least

instrumented for flap-bending and torsion. The torsion gauges will also be

useful to extract blade tip twist information in the active twist configuration.

ii) Fixed frame measurements: a 6 component balance is used to measure the

fixed frame rotor loads. The balance has four strain gauged load arms that

support the rotor shaft. The maximum thrust rating is 1335 N (300 lbf).

A quadratic non-linear calibration relates the 6 signals to the 3 forces and

moments. Note, that for single blade actuation the oscillatory normal force

and the root vertical shear are identical.

iii) Actuation voltage and current monitoring: for all actuation tests the amplifier

output voltage and current are monitored and recorded. The two measure-

ments are used to evaluate power consumption. The current measurement

also serves for health monitoring of the actuator beam, indicating self-heating
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and piezo-cracking.

As the blade tip deflects nose up/down the change in lift primarily affects the

vertical root shear and root flap-bending moment. The offset of the blade tip

shaft axis from the blade elastic axis will also affect the pitching moment to a

lesser degree. The changes in drag only result in a secondary influence on the

root horizontal shear and chord (lead-lag) bending. Hence the primary control

authority in terms of hub vibration is on the fixed frame normal force and the

pitching and rolling moments, in addition to pitchlink loads. It follows then that

the primary metrics to evaluate the control effectiveness are the the rotating frame

root vertical shear and root flap bending moment and the fixed frame thrust,

pitching moment, rolling moment, and the pitchlink loads. The pitching and

rolling moment (about the rotor hub) are directly related to the rotating frame

root flap-bending moments. Given the limitation of the available data acquisition

system, it was decided to focus on measuring the fixed frame rotor thrust and the

rotating frame root flap-bending moments. Unfortunately the pitch-links were not

instrumented prior to the test, and hence those loads could not be measured.

In addition to the available measurements indicated above, there are provisions

for other measurements that were not fully installed or calibrated and hence were

not recorded during the present test program. Two of flexbeams (on one of the

hub yokes) include a strain-gauged lag-sensor beam to measure the lead-lag angle

in the lag-damper bridges (note that the lead-lag angle is absorbed in the lag

damper bridge and not transfered to the yoke). The same two flexbeams also have

a mounting fixture for attaching blade root pitch angle potentiometers (for the

present tests the potentiometers had not yet been installed). The rotor-shaft also

includes a strain-gauged torque plate near the hub. However the torque plate was

not calibrated at the time of testing and the measurement was not taken.
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Before each test run the atmospheric temperature and pressure were also doc-

umented, to correct density and Mach number in the analysis (if necessary). It

should also be noted that the hub has a provision for potentiometers to measure

the actual blade root pitch setting for blades 1 and 3. However, at the time of

testing these had yet not been installed. Table 7.1 summarizes the rotating frame

sensor suite. In addition these rotating frame measurements the rotor tests were

video taped, using a strobed camera in the plane of the rotor. This image was

used to track the rotor and to visually monitor the rotor during hover the tests.

Table 7.1: Rotating frame sensor suite

Blade M99-1 M99-2 M99-3 M99-4

Hall sensor Y Y Y Y

My, Station 18 Y Y Y Y

My, Station 50 Y Y Y Y

Mz, Station 18 A x A x

Pitch angle A x A x

Lag angle A x A x

Actuation Voltage Y Y Y Y

Actuation Current Y Y Y Y

Shaft Torque A

Y = parameter measured

x = parameter not available

A = provision for measurement available

(but measurement not taken)
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An 8 channel SigLab [247] data acquisition system was used to record the data.

Micromeasurements Group signal conditioning amplifiers 2310/2311 were used for

the hub strain gauge bridges, the fixed frame balance strain gauge bridges and the

blade tip Hall sensors. All frequency sweeps were conducted with 1 Hz frequency

steps, 2 averages and a tracking filter bandwidth of 2 Hz. A typical frequency

sweep from 30 Hz - 170 Hz (0.9- 5.1/rev) lasted 2.5 minutes.

Instead of using a fixed number of averages for the transfer function frequency

sweeps, a statistical confidence limit can be set. Rodgers [94] describes a data ac-

quisition procedure, that uses real time averaging and statistical analysis to achieve

a desired confidence level in the sine sweep data (subject to a maximum number

of averages constraint). This improves the fidelity of the transfer function mea-

surement. However, to prevent heating and actuator damage during long duration

frequency sweeps, the averaging was restricted to two averages per frequency.

Single frequency actuation dwell tests were recorded with a sampling frequency

of 1280 Hz for a duration of 6.4 seconds, giving a nominal bandwidth of 500 Hz and

a frequency resolution of 0.156 Hz (no averaging was performed). For the closed

loop control tests data was captured at 1280 Hz for a controller OFF-ON-OFF

interval of 35-55 seconds.

Subsequent to these hover tests the data acquisition was upgraded to a National

Instruments board (PCI-6071E), with 32 differential input channels and a total

sampling rate of 1.25 MHz, running on dual Pentium III, 600 MHz processors.

The neuro-controller was implemented in C, running on a 550 MHz Pentium

processor. A National Instruments PCI-MIO-16E-1 board with 8 differential in-

puts and 2 analog outputs, with maximum total rate of 1.25 MHz, was used. Refer

to [115] for detailed information on the implementation of the control algorithm.
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7.3 TEST PROCEDURE AND TEST MATRIX

Prior to hover testing the rotor blades were statically balanced. The blades were

hung from two points on the trailing edge to locate the spanwise and chordwise

center of gravity. Lead tape was used to adjust the blade mass and center of

gravity. The balancing targets were that the mass is with 0.5 gm (0.16%) and a

radial center of gravity within 1 mm (0.13%R).

After mounting the blades on the rotor hub, impact hammer tests were per-

formed to identify the non-rotating frequencies of the rotor blade. Flap-wise im-

pacts were performed on the aft end of the bearing block. The first three blade

flap and the main blade torsion frequency were measured. A lag-wise impact,

on main-blade tip balance weight (just inboard of the bearing block) was used

to identify the lag frequency. The impact hammer results are superimposed on

the rotor fan plot in Figure 7.5. Neglecting control system stiffness the natural

torsion frequency of the actuator beam with attached blade tip is the same as that

measured in the non-rotating characterization tests, see Table 6.5.

Before spinning the rotor, the LVDT sensors on the swashplate actuators were

calibrated, in terms of blade pitch angle (when the pitch arm is directly overhead

the actuator. The swashplate cyclic was set to zero. The pitch-links were adjusted

such that all blades had the same nominal pitch.

The rotor speed was increased to 500 rpm, below the stand frequency (located

between 600 and 700 Hz). At this speed the strobed blade tips were used to check

tracking of the blade tips. The pitch links were adjusted to bring blade pairs 1 ad

3 and 2 and 4 into track. Because the hub consists of two stacked yokes, the two

blade pairs fly in two slightly separated planes.

Tracked at 500 rpm the rotor is then taken to 1000 rpm and tracking is refined.
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At this stage dynamic balancing would normally be undertaken, to minimize the

inplane 1/rev vibration. Because of imperfect static balancing there will be a finite

rotating imbalance, resulting primarily in a 1/rev lateral and longitudinal force on

the hub (and associated moments about the shaft platform). It was found that the

imbalance also generated a 1/rev signal in the flexbeam flap-bending and the fixed

frame thrust. It was decided to retain the imbalance for evaluating the ability of

the active blade tip and neuro-controller to reduce oscillatory thrust or root flap

bending moments.

The rotor speed is then increased to 1500 rpm and further 2000 rpm, checking

rotor track and balance at both speeds.

The test matrices for the open and closed loop tests are respectively presented

in Tables 7.2 and 7.4. Note that the tables reflect a reduced test matrix, after it

became evident that only blade SABT-M99-4 was performing as expected. The

other three blades suffered from locking of the blade tip shaft in the bearing,

this is discussed further in Section 7.6.5. Furthermore, the blade tip performance

for blade SABT-M99-4 degraded with collective (also because of bearing lock-up)

and hence the bulk of the testing was performed at 2 deg collective. For these

reasons the closed loop tests were only performed with blade SABT-M99-4 and

at a collective of 2 deg. In contrast the reduced tip speed rotor, SABT-F97, was

tested at 930 rpm; at collectives of 4, 6, and 8 deg and with excitation voltages of

75 and 100 Vrms.

The test matrix for the Mach scale active twist configuration, SABTatw-M99,

consisted only of a frequency sweep at full rotor speed and one excitation voltage

for each blade (at three different collective settings), see Table 7.3.

The closed loop tests were split into three single input, single output sets: i)

control of the vibratory rotor thrust; ii) control of the root flap bending moment
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at station Sta 18 (mm); and iii) control of the root flap bending moment at station

Sta 50 (mm). For each of these single control parameters, three control tests were

performed: a) reduction of the background vibration, b) reduction of a single fre-

quency, artificially injected signal, and c) reduction of a multi-harmonic artificially

injected signal. Tests were conducted at 1000, 1500 and 2000 rpm. See Table 7.4

for the test matrix. The respective amplitudes for the artificial disturbance signal

were selected from the open loop test data, such that the actuator was close to

saturation.

Note that the sine sweeps performed by the SigLab [247] are in transfer func-

tion form, which implies that the data is normalized with respect to the reference

signal. In this case the reference signal is the amplifier output, to eliminate the am-

plifier dynamics (actually a scaled down amplifier output signal is used to prevent

overloading the data acquisition board). The results are re-multiplied with the

commanded actuation voltage to obtain the physical amplitude plots presented in

this chapter. The automatic division by the measured amplifier output voltage and

re-scaling with the commanded amplifier voltage is essentially a linear correction

of the amplifier roll-off. The amplifier has a 3 dB corner frequency of 500 Hz. At

166.7 Hz, the edge of the 5/rev excitation bandwidth, the roll-off is approximately

7%. In order to correlate the single frequency dwell tests with the frequency sweeps

and the analysis, the single frequency data is similarly post-processed to correct

for the amplifier roll off. Refer to Appendix E for details on the power amplifiers,

see also Figure E.1 for the (zero-load) amplifier transfer function.
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Table 7.2: Open loop test matrix: active blade tip rotor SABT-M99

A) Zero actuation

1) Steady thrust and root flap bending

2000 rpm; -2, 2, 4, 6 and 8 deg collective

2) Background vibration spectra

thrust, My Sta 18 and Sta 50 and Hall sensor

B) Active blade tip tests

Test frequency sweep single frequency

0.9 - 5.1 /rev 1,2,3,5/rev

1) rpm sweep: 1000, 1200, 1500, 1800, 2000

blade 4 1, 2, 3, 4

collective [deg] 2 2

excitation [Vrms ] 100 100

2) blade sweep: SABT-M99-1, M99-2, M-99-3, M99-4

speed [rpm] - 1200, 1500, 1800, 2000

collective [deg] - 2

excitation [Vrms ] - 100

3) collective sweep: -2, 2, 4, 6, 8 deg

blade 4 4

speed 100 2000 2000

excitation [Vrms ] 100, 125 100, 125, 150

4) voltage sweep: 100, 125, 150 Vrms

blade 4 4

speed [rpm] 2000 2000

collective [deg] 2 2

comment no sweep at 150 -

Note: 125 Vrms:= 100 Vrms with 1.5:1 amplification bias

Note: 150 Vrms:= 100 Vrms with 2:1 bias
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Table 7.3: Open loop test matrix: active twist rotor SABTatw-M99

Test frequency sweep single frequency

0.9 - 5.1 /rev 1,2,3,5/rev

blade 1, 2, 3, 4 -

collective [deg] 4, 6, 8 -

excitation [Vrms ] 150 -

Note: 150 Vrms:= 100 Vrms with 2:1 bias

Table 7.4: Neuro-controller test matrix: active tip rotor SABT-M99

Speed [rpm] 1000 1500 2000

blade 4 4 4

collective [deg] 2 2 2

control parameter My Sta 50 My Sta 18 My Sta 18,

thrust

background suppression Y Y Y

single frequency control† Y Y Y

multi frequency control‡ Y Y Y

max command voltage, Vpeak 141 141 141

† at 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5/rev, respectively

‡ at [3, 4, 5/rev] simultaneously
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7.4 ROTOR FAN DIAGRAMS

To aid the interpretation of the hover test data the Southwell diagram for the

four rotor systems are presented, including both the Mach-scale and the reduced-

tip-speed active-blade-tip and active-twist rotors. The four fan plots and selected

rotating mode shapes are shown in Figures 7.5 to 7.12.

For the Mach scale blades, impact hammer tests were used to identify the

non-rotating blade frequencies. Chirp signal system identification was used to

determine the fundamental torsional frequency of the actuator beam and attached

blade tip for the active tip rotor, see Section 6.3.1. For the active twist rotor,

a similar chirp signal system identification was used to measure the first torsion

frequency of the rotor with the blade tips taped down, see Section 6.4.1.

Frequency sweep data was used to determine the rotating natural frequencies.

Only the first and second rotating flap frequency could be identified for both the

active tip and the active twist rotors.

The non-rotating rotor blade and actuator beam mode shapes for rotor SABT-

M99 were previously shown in Figures 6.28 and 6.29. Note that the mode shapes

are generally coupled in flap and torsion. In addition to the intrinsic structural

bending-torsion coupling of the actuator beam, there are a number of rotor blade

and actuator beam inertial and kinematic flap-bending/torsion couplings, arising

form the offsets of the blade, beam and blade-tip shaft axes, see Figure 4.8. The

descriptors in the fan plots identify the origin of the non-rotating mode (based

on an analysis with the blade, beam and shaft axes co-located, i.e. no inertial or

kinematic flap-torsion couplings). The calculated non-rotating natural frequencies

for the rotors are listed in Table 6.9.

Note that the fan plot and calculated frequencies only include flap bending
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and torsion, chord bending (lead-lag) is not included in the coupled actuator-rotor

finite element model, at present.

7.4.1 Mach Scale Active Blade Tip Rotor

The fan plot for For the Mach scale active tip rotor, SABT-M99, is presented in

Figure 7.5. The impact hammer tests correlate well with the analytic predictions,

in particular the first three blade flap frequencies (BF1, BF2 and BF3). The over

prediction of the actuator/blade tip torsion mode (AT1) is related to the fact that

the finite element model over predicts the torsion stiffness. See Sections 6.2.4

and 6.3.1 for further details. The main blade torsion frequency measurements

(BT1) show a 10% spread and do straddle the predicted torsion frequency. The

non-rotating lag frequency was measured between 0.78 and 0.84/rev. Based on an

uncoupled rigid blade analysis it is estimated that the rotating lag frequency is

0.94/rev.

The rotating first flap frequency, over the range from 1000 rpm to 2000 rpm, is

predicted within 1.2% and the second flap frequency is predicted within 4.7%. For

the blade tip excitation at the typical voltages of 100 Vrms and above, it was not

possible to clearly determine the third blade flap-bending mode, nor the actuator-

beam/blade-tip torsion mode. It is suspected that possible interference between

the actuator beam and the horizontal walls of the main blade mid-cell introduced

unmodeled nonlinear dynamics (see Section 7.6.2 for further details).

In the one low voltage test, at 50 Vrms, it appears that there was no significant

beam/blade interference above 4.5/rev and the third blade-flap-bending and the

actuator-beam/blade-tip torsion natural frequencies (-90 deg phase cross over)

and damped natural frequencies (response peak) can be clearly identified. See

Figures 7.43 and 7.40, respectively.
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From the 50 Vrms data set, the -90 deg phase cross over gives a natural frequency

of 4.46/rev for the mode related to third blade flap bending, compared to the

4.57/rev predicted by the finite element analysis. The actuator-beam/blade tip

torsion frequency (-90 deg phase cross-over) is measured at 5.14/rev. The predicted

frequency of 5.64/rev is 10% higher. In comparison the measured non-rotating

frequency for that blade (SABT-M99-4) was 5.21/rev. Although it is expected that

the rotating torsion frequency should be approximately 3% higher than the non-

rotating frequency, the measured rotating frequency is slightly lower than the non-

rotating frequency. The reason is that the rotating frame measurement includes

the control system flexibility, whereas the 0 rpm data was actually measured on

the bench-top (i.e. off the hub), with the blade root (and actuator root) clamped.

With the current sensor suite it was not possible to identify the main blade

torsion, nor actuator-beam flap-bending modes. The recommended blade torsion

strain gauges should help to identify main blade torsion frequencies in future tests.

The rotating mode shapes are shown in Figures 7.6 and 7.7 and the non-

rotating modes shapes were shown previously in Figures 6.28 and 6.29. The mode

shapes vividly highlight the flap-bending/torsion couplings of the actuator-beam

and the main-blade.

If the elastic and cg axis of the main blade, the actuator beam axis and the

shaft axis are co-located on the 1/4 chord it can be shown that the modes are

largely uncoupled, except for the intrinsic structural coupling of the actuator beam.

Furthermore, in the absence of the actuator beam kinematic flap-torsion coupling

(arising from the offset of the beam and shaft axis) it can also be shown that

the symmetric first bending mode of the actuator beam does not couple strongly

with actuator torsion, despite the intrinsic structural coupling. The reason for this

is that the symmetry of the essentially clamped-clamped actuator beam bending
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mode, and the spanwise symmetry of the beam layup negate the beam tip twist.

In contrast, the anti-symmetric 2 flap bending mode of the actuator, however,

does couple with torsion, even if the beam and shaft axes are coincident.

The decoupling of modes, by co-locating the various axes, reduces the number

resonances in the flap and torsion responses of the main blade and the combined

actuator and blade tip, over a given bandwidth. The “smoother” frequency re-

sponse over the selected bandwidth will enhance closed loop performance of the

active blade tip, in terms of minimizing hub vibration.

7.4.2 Mach Scale Active Twist Rotor

Figure 7.8 shows the fan diagram for the Mach scale active twist rotor, SABTatw-

M99. Comparing with the previous figure figure for the active tip rotor, it is evident

that the blade torsion mode BT1 and the actuator torsion mode (AT1) have com-

bined to form mode BAT1. This mode is predicted at 3.94/rev (non-rotating) and

over-predicts the measured frequencies (obtained by the chirp actuation system

identification), see Section 6.4.1 for further details.

Rotating frame measurements were taken only at 2000 rpm. The first and sec-

ond flap bending frequencies correlate well with the natural frequencies extracted

from the active twist frequency sweeps. The data points shown, include the tests

of all 4 blades at all three collective settings (4, 6, 8 deg). The first flap frequency

is over predicted by up to 5.2%, and the second flap frequency by up to 0.5% (for

all 12 data points: 4 blades, 3 collective settings). Rotating mode shapes for the 3

modes at 3.54, 4.09 and 4.60/rev all show a strong torsion response, see Figures 7.9

and 7.10. With comparison to the uncoupled rotating mode shapes (not shown),

it can be shown that the mode at 3.54/rev is a coupled flap-torsion mode related

to actuator first flap bending. The mode at 4.09/rev is the dominant torsion mode
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of the combined actuator and main blade. The mode at 4.60/rev is a flap-torsion

coupled mode, originating from the third blade flap bending.

7.4.3 Reduced Tip Speed Rotors

The fan plots for the active blade tip and and the active twist reduced tip speed

rotors are shown in Figures 7.11 and 7.12. No experimental data is available. Note

that in active twist configuration, the blade tips were removed and the actuator

beam locked in a modified tip rib, resulting in a 10% shorter diameter rotor.

Although the quoted Froude scale operating speed is 817 rpm [203], the rotor tests

were conducted near 900 rpm, based on the active twist hover and windtunnel

tests at 900 rpm, by Chen and Chopra [6] (using the same Boeing ITR Froude

scale hub). In order to avoid 4/rev corresponding to 60 Hz (as is the case for

900 rpm) the rotor speed was shifted slightly above and slightly below 900 rpm.

The non-rotating mode shapes were shown in Figures 6.30 and 6.31, the rotating

mode shapes are not shown. For the SABT-F97 rotor it is important to note that

the torsion of the main blade and the torsion of the actuator beam (and attached

blade tip) are coupled, via the elastic flexbeam. The root of the beam and blade

are both connected to the outboard end of the torque tube and flexbeam assembly

by the blade grip.
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7.5 ZERO ACTUATION HOVER CHARACTER-

ISTICS

Prior to the actuation tests, the baseline hover performance was measured. In

addition to the steady hover loads, the background vibration spectrum was also

measured.

7.5.1 Steady Loads and Deflections

The thrust, power and root flap bending as a function of collective are shown in

Figure 7.13, for the Mach scale active tip rotor. At the time of testing only thrust

and root flap bending were measured, unfortunately the torque measurement was

not available.

The measured thrust at 8 deg collective is 315 N. The analysis over-predicts

by 20%. There are three possible reasons for this. The first is an inaccuracy in the

blade pitch calibration. Inclinometers, temporarily mounted on the blade grips,

were used to calibrate the LVDT sensors on the collective swashplate actuator with

blade pitch angle. The blade tip pitch potentiometers, which are planned to be

installed on yokes 1 and 3, will add a rotating frame blade root pitch measurement.

The second reason for the difference between the predicted and measured thrust

is that the blade tips, as installed, were not precisely zeroed with respect to the

adjacent main blade. With a small mean nose-down angle on the blade tips, the

measured thrust will be less than expected. The third reason for over predicting

the thrust relates to the interaction of the blade-tip propeller moment and static

friction in the bearing block, discussed further below.

The calculated aerodynamic main rotor power increases from approximately

1 kW at 2 deg collective to 4.37 kW at 8 deg collective, see Figure 7.13b. The
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Figure 7.13: Hover: steady thrust, power and root flap-bending moment as a
function of collective, rotor SABT-M99, 2000 rpm

root flap bending moment is shown in Figure 7.13c. The results of the finite

element model are shown for pre-cone angles of 1.5, 1.9 and 2.5 deg. The pre-cone
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angle has a profound effect on the blade root flap moment. The geometric pre-

cone angle of the Bell-412 hub is 2.5 deg, however, with the rotor blades mounted

the static pre-cone angle is reduced, because of the static droop. This has to

be included in the analysis, because the flap-bending gauges were balanced with

the rotor blades mounted on the hub. The finite element model indicated that

a transverse force and bending moment, statically equivalent to the mass of the

blade (and blade grips) would reduce the effective pre-cone to 1.9 deg. Considering

that the rotor analysis does not include gravitational effects, the adjusted 1.9 deg

pre-cone does not account for the static droop bending distribution of the main

blade. Empirically lowering the effective hub pre-cone to 1.5 further improves the

correlation of the predicted and measured values. Nonetheless, an effective pre-

cone of 1.9 deg was used for all subsequent analysis. Noting that in Figure 7.13c,

My is positive flap down, it is evident the rotor cones down from the non-rotating

pre-cone position. The inertial flap down moment of the centripetal acceleration

exceeds the aerodynamic flap up moment (as is to be expected from the low Lock

number of 2.55), for all the collective settings tested. The pre-cone has a negligible

impact on the steady hover thrust and rotor power.

Figure 7.14, shows the steady hover flap and torsion deflection of the main

blade and actuator beam / blade-tip, at 8 deg collective and 2000 rpm. The flap

bending deflection also shows that the rotor cones down from the non-rotating pre-

cone position. Note also the difference in blade and actuator flap bending, which

reduces the actuation clearance of the beam within the hollow mid cell. The

maximum difference is approximately 0.9 mm, between 60%R and 70%R. The

steady hover torsional deflections of the main blade and the actuator-beam/blade-

tip are shown in Figure 7.14b. The main blade twists 0.8 deg nose down, because

of centrifugal stiffening (i.e. propeller moment). The centrifugal stiffening is
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Figure 7.14: Hover: steady hover flap-bending and torsion deflection: rotor SABT-
M99, 2000 rpm, 8 deg collective

dominated by the pitch inertia of the main-blade-tip bearing block, the bearing

block mounts and the tip balance mass.

In contrast the actuator and main blade tip do not de-twist under centrifugal

stiffening, associated with the pitch inertia of the blade tip (and to a lesser extent

the pitch inertia of the actuator beam). The non-symmetric bending deflection

of the actuator beam results in a twist of the actuator beam (via the structural,
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spanwise flip-flopping bending-torsion coupling) that counters the centrifugal pro-

peller moment (note that in Figure 7.14b the actuator beam twist distribution is

not monotonic). The analysis thus predicts that there is a 0.8 deg relative pitch

angle between the outboard end of the main-blade and the blade tip. Hall sensor

measurements (not shown) do not support this. It is suspected that friction in the

bearing inhibits the relative twist between the blade tip and the main blade. This

interaction will influence the static torsion distribution of the main blade and the

actuator-beam/blade-tip, and hence the rotor thrust.

Another aspect, contributing to the difference between measured results and

predicted results, is the torque offset of the Bell-412 hub. The configuration is

such that the blade 1/4 chord is located 4.4% chord ahead of the hub ~X axis, see

Figure 4.8. This offset was not included in the analysis. Although it primarily

impacts the root chord (lead-lag) bending it will also affect the the other loads,

and needs to be included in a more sophisticated finite element model of the rotor.

7.5.2 Background Vibration

In order to evaluate the fidelity of the open loop actuation authority tests the

background vibration was measured. Figure 7.15 shows a sample background

vibration spectrum in hover at 2000 rpm and 2 deg collective: including rotor

thrust, blade tip deflection angle and the flap bending moments at stations Sta 18

and Sta 50. See Section 7.10.1 for additional background vibration data.

The spectrum of the background blade tip deflection (Figure 7.15a)shows peaks

of less than 0.05 deg at 1, 2, 3 and 6/rev. This background motion is negligible

compared to the expected actuation amplitudes of 1 to 5 deg.

The thrust (Figure 7.15b) shows a 1/rev peak of 12.1 N, with 2, 3, 4 and

5/rev peaks below 1.4 N. At 8/rev a peak of 6 N is recorded. There are also two
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non-rotor-harmonic noteworthy peaks, of 5.3 N at 69.8 Hz (2.1/rev) and 6.6 N at

210 Hz (6.3/rev). The two non-harmonic peaks are related to stand and balance

support frequencies. The 1/rev signal is related to the intentional rotor imbalance

and is used for vibration reduction in the closed loop tests, see Section 7.10. Apart

from the 1/rev and the 2.1/rev peaks the background normal force vibration is well

below the minimum anticipated normal force during blade tip activation (expected

to be in the range of 40 to 100 N. It should be pointed out that the 2.1 rev signal

is visible in all the actuation-ON and actuation-OFF normal force measurements.

For future tests it is recommended to explicitly identify the natural frequencies of

the fixed frame balance and the stand (with the rotor mounted).

The two root flap bending moments at stations Sta 18 and Sta 50 are shown

in Figures 7.15c and 7.15d. The dominant 1/rev peaks are 0.33 and 0.17 Nm

respectively, again related to the rotor imbalance.

During these zero-actuation tests it was noticed that there is a phase-shift

between the 1/rev flap-bending moment signals from stations Sta 18 and Sta 50.

The time trace of the two signals is shown in Figure 7.16, for 2000 rpm, 2 deg

collective. The phase shift is approximately 110 deg. A similar phase shift was

observed at 1000 rpm and 1500 rpm (both at 2 deg collective). This data was

not recorded for higher collectives. The most likely reason for the phase shift is

the fact that stations Sta 18 and Sta 50 straddle the virtual flapping hinge of the

yoke. Another contributing factor is the geometry of the yoke, with a large central

cut-out for the pitch-spindle assembly and lag-damper bridges, and the flexbeam

essentially consisting of two smaller beams (joined at the tip and the root), see

Figure 4.1. Further investigation is required to conclusively determine the reason

for the phase shift. The gauges were re-checked with the rotor stopped, and found

to be in agreement with the pre-test static bending calibrations.
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Figure 7.15: Hover background vibration spectra: rotor SABT-M99, 2000 rpm,
2 deg collective: thrust, root flap bending moment, blade tip relative pitch angle
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7.6 ACTIVE BLADE TIP OPEN LOOP TESTS

In this section the open loop control authority of the active blade tip is explored.

The performance is evaluated in terms of blade tip deflection and the associated

changes in root flap bending moment and rotor normal force. The section is split

into sub-sections, covering the baseline test (2000 rpm, 2 deg collective, 100 Vrms),

followed by an rpm, voltage, collective and blade sweep.

Based on the Section 7.2, the primary performance metrics selected for the

SABT demonstration are: the blade-tip deflection, the root flap bending moment,

the rotor thrust and the current. All of the open loop tests that follow, include
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measurements and analytic predictions for all 4 of these parameters.

Note, that with the exception of the blade sweep in Section 7.6.5 all tests were

performed on blade 4. Unfortunately the yoke for blade 4 was not instrumented

with a chord bending gauge, and hence those measurements are not available.

Considering that the blade tip primarily excites rotor flap, the absence of the root

chord (lead-lag) bending is not critical.

In selected open loop frequency sweeps the coherence is plotted in addition to

the frequency response magnitude and phase, for completeness. However, it has

to be noted that all the frequency sweeps were performed with 2 averages, and

hence the coherence information is of limited value.

7.6.1 Baseline Open Loop Test

This section presents the baseline performance results of the active tip rotor, tested

at 2000 rpm, 2 deg collective. Only blade SABT-M99-4 was tested, nominal ex-

citation was 100 Vrms (no amplification bias). The experimental data includes

frequency sweep and single frequency dwell tests and is correlated with the the

coupled rotor/actuator finite element analysis.

Active Blade Tip Frequency Response

Figure 7.17 shows the blade tip deflection. There is essentially no difference be-

tween the 1-5/rev single frequency data points and the frequency sweep. The dwell

tests were sampled at 1280 Hz for 6.4 seconds, whereas the frequency sweep was

taken in 1 Hz steps, with 2 averages and a 2 Hz bandwidth tracking filter. The

good correlation of the two data sets indicates that, at least at the rotor harmonics,

the 2 averages for the frequency sweep are adequate. A statistical analysis based

on a larger number of samples would be required to establish confidence limits on
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Figure 7.17: SABT frequency sweep: 100 Vrms, 2000 rpm, 2 deg collective, blade
SABT-M99-4, amplitude is half-peak-to-peak

the frequency sweep data.

Overall the analysis captures the magnitude and phase of the blade tip. Below

2/rev the measured SABT deflection amplitude is between 1.1 and 1.4 deg. The

predicted deflection amplitude at 1/rev equals the measured value of 1.34 deg. The

blade tip response passes through two coupled resonances near 2.5 and 3.5/rev,

before rising to the dominant peak near 5/rev.
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It is observed that the blade tip responds to the main-blade second flap fre-

quency at 2.56/rev, as expected from the analysis. However, the measured data

does not respond strongly to the mode at 3.53/rev (related to the first flap bending

of the actuator beam). It is possible that the structural damping of this mode has

been under-estimated. The torsion coupling to this bending mode is via the offset

of the shaft axis and beam axis. In the absence of the axis offset the coupling

disappears. The reason that the actuator first flap-bending is not expected to

influence the actuator tip twist, is the symmetry of the first flap bending mode (of

the essentially flap mode clamped-clamped beam) and the structural symmetry of

the spanwise layup variation.

At 5/rev the blade tip deflection exceeds 4 deg. The experimental data shows

a -90 deg phase cross-over at 5.03/rev, for the dominant natural frequency of the

actuator-beam/blade-tip (despite the explicit design target to place the frequency

beyond 5/rev). The calculated frequency, of 5.64/rev, over-predicts the natural

frequency by 12.8%, largely because the finite element model over-predicts the

actuator beam stiffness, see Section 6.2.4. The aerodynamic pitch damping of the

blade tip, however seems to be well captured, with similar deflection peak measured

and predicted amplitude of 4.4 deg (albeit at slightly different frequencies).

At 4.3/rev both the magnitude and phase plot show an anomaly in the mea-

sured SABT response. It is presumed that this is related to the horizontal walls

of the mid cell interfering with the actuator beam deflection. The interference

coincides with the third flap bending frequency of the main rotor blade and can

be clearly seen in the normal force response, Figure 7.21. This phenomenon is

discussed in more detail in Section 7.6.2. It is also suspected that the beam/blade

interference, which extends from 4.3/rev to 5/rev based on thrust measurements,

is the reason that the measured SABT deflection rises more rapidly and to a
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narrower peak at 5/rev, than the broader torsion peak predicted by the analysis.

A more detailed analysis of the SABT frequency response is presented in Fig-

ure 7.18. This figure overlays both rotating and non-rotating frequency sweeps

(experimental and finite element model analysis). The finite element analysis is

also performed for a hypothetical active-tip rotor-blade that has the blade elastic

axis, the blade cg axis, the beam axis and the blade tip shaft axis co-located on the
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1/4 chord, thereby eliminating the inertial and kinematic flap-torsion couplings of

the main rotor blade and actuator beam. The FEM model with axes offsets set

to zero is designated FEM 0, the FEM model including the offsets, represent-

ing the fabricated rotor blades is designated FEM A. Note that the non-rotating

measurements and analysis are with the blade root clamped (i.e. no hub).

Based on the analysis, no significant performance degradation is expected in

hover at full speed, for frequencies below 2/rev. For higher frequencies the aerody-

namic pitch damping reduces the peak of the dominant actuator-beam/blade-tip

torsion mode, to just over 4 deg.

The FEM 0 analysis, shows that in the absence of the inertial and kinematic

flap-torsion couplings of the main blade, actuator beam and blade tip, the blade

tip response is cleaned up. The tip does not pass through any coupled resonances

below the dominant torsion frequency. This may be advantageous for enhancing

closed loop performance.

Comparing the experimental 0 rpm and 2000 rpm results, an approximate drop

of 0.3 deg is observed near 1/rev, increasing to 0.55 deg between 1.5 and 2.5 deg.

The analysis does not predict a performance reduction in hover because it does not

account for bearing friction. In hover at 2000 rpm, the lift on the blade tip creates

a bending moment on the shaft, that has to be transfered to the main blade via

the single ended radial bearing. This results in high stress points at the inner and

outer edge of the bearing and increases friction, thereby reducing performance.

As discussed in Sections 7.6.4 and 7.6.5 the shaft assembly design is not suitable

for the high bending moment, especially at higher collectives, and is the primary

design upgrade required for future research on the active blade tip concept.

A further subtlety to be pointed out, is that the SABT blade tip deflection as

measured by the Hall sensor, is the relative twist angle between the active blade
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tip and the main blade section. If the blade tip shaft, and the main blade cg and

elastic axes were coincident, then the blade tip and main blade are uncoupled in

torsion. However, there is i) an inertial flap torsion coupling of the main blade,

because of the cg axis offset from the elastic axis; and ii) a kinematic pitch-flap

coupling of the blade tip and main blade, because of the offset of the shaft axis
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and the blade elastic axis. The relative locations of the main blade and blade

tip cross-sections are shown in Figure 4.8. Consequently, the blade tip will excite

main blade torsion. The analysis of the SABT deflection, accounts for the main

blade tip twist, so that the finite element predictions and the measured Hall sensor

results can be directly compared (alternatively, the main blade twist would have

to be estimated via torsion strain gauges, to extract the absolute twist angle of the

blade tip, with respect to the undeformed coordinate axes). Figure 7.19 shows the

breakdown of the respective twist angles at the junction of the main blade an blade

tip. The main blade responds primarily in torsion at 2.57/rev and 4.57/rev. The

first mode is an inertially coupled mode, related to the second blade flap bending

mode and the second mode is associated with third flap bending. The main blade

does not respond strongly to the two close modes at 3.5 and 3.6/rev.

The main differences between the absolute SABT deflection angle at 90% and

the relative angle, measured by the Hall sensor, are at 2.5/rev and 4.5/rev, where

the main blade responds in torsion. In accuracies in capturing the main blade tor-

sion dynamics contribute to the discrepancy between the measured and predicted

results near those frequencies in Figure 7.17. Note that although the main blade

bending and torsional stiffnesses were measured, the inertias are calculated.

The (calculated) flap response of the active tip blade is shown in Figure 7.20.

The analysis shows strong flap response at the first three main blade flap fre-

quencies: 1.06, 2.56 and 4.57/rev. The flap deflection is also expected to respond

to the actuator beam second flap mode near 3.53/rev (note also that the main

blade torsion frequency is nearby at 3.61/rev). The maximum tip flap deflection

at the 1/rev resonance is 0.55% of the rotor radius and corresponds to 66% of the

NACA-0012 profile thickness. This is supported by video footage that shows the

active blade weaving up and down by approximately one and half blade thicknesses
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Figure 7.20: SABT frequency sweep: blade tip flap response; 100 Vrms, 2000 rpm,
2 deg collective, blade SABT-M99-4, amplitude is half-peak-to-peak
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Rotor Normal Force Frequency Response

Figure 7.21 presents the change in rotor thrust for a frequency sweep of a single

active blade. Note that for single rotor blade actuation, the fixed frame oscillatory
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Figure 7.21: SABT frequency sweep: thrust response; 100 Vrms, 2000 rpm, 2 deg
collective, blade SABT-M99-4, amplitude is half-peak-to-peak

normal force and the rotating frame oscillatory root vertical shear are identical.

Single frequency dwell tests at the 1-5/rev rotor harmonics are also shown. The

analysis includes a breakdown of the oscillatory root vertical shear in terms of the

inertial and aerodynamic components. At a first glance, the analysis accurately

captures the thrust response through the first two rotor flap frequencies up up to

3/rev. Between 3 and 4/rev the measured and predicted results differ dramatically,

with the measured response showing a zero, whereas the analysis predicts a pole.
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From 4 to 4.35/rev the analysis captures the correct trend. In the 4.35 - 5/rev range

the thrust response also shows the anomaly observed in the blade tip deflection

frequency response, centered around the third flap frequency of the main blade. It

is suspected to be related to to the nonlinear interaction dynamics of the actuator

beam striking the horizontal walls of the main blade mid cell.

The break down of the vertical root shear frequency response, in terms of aero-

dynamic and inertial contributions, clearly shows that normal force is dominated

by the inertial loads, rather than the aerodynamic loads. The main reason for this

is the low Lock number, because of the heavy mass concentration of the bearing

block and shaft assembly at 90%R. The SABT-M99 has a Lock number of 2.55,

compared to 5 - 7 for typical bearingless rotors. The low Lock number implies low

aerodynamic damping, and hence the thrust response is dominated by the flap

frequencies.

Note that the aerodynamic root shear component displays a zero near 3.5/rev,

whereas the inertial component has a pole. The fan plot (Figure 7.5) indicates

that near 3.5/rev there is a cross-over of the first actuator flap bending (3.53/rev)

and the main blade torsion (3.61/rev). The SABT excites main blade torsion

because of the forward offset of the main shaft axis (at 25% chord) from the main

blade elastic axis (at 33.4% chord). The lift of the blade tip, is transfered to the

main blade via the bearing block, and creates a pitching moment about the main

blade elastic axis. The results indicate that the rotor response does not follow

the inertial load at 3.5/rev. The actuator-beam main-blade interference analysis

indicates that clearance limits interfere with the actuator first flap bending mode

at 3.5/rev. By restricting this mode, the inertial force associated with the first flap

bending mode of the actuator beam is impeded, and the root vertical shear follows

the the trend of the aerodynamic component. Once past the actuator first flap
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Figure 7.22: Active blade-tip control-authority: vertical root shear normalized
with the (calculated) steady blade lift at 8 deg collective; 100 Vrms, 2000 rpm, 2
deg collective, blade SABT-M99-4, amplitude is half-peak-to-peak

mode, at 3.5/rev, the rotor response again follows the predicted rise towards the

third blade flap frequency. Near the 4.5/rev third lad flap frequency, interference

of the actuator beam and the main blade again alters the dynamics.

As in the case of the blade tip response, experimental results for the frequency

sweep and single frequency dwell tests correlate well. Note that in the frequency

sweep the 2.1/rev signal noticed in the background vibration measurements is

noticeable (barely). This signal is neither seen in the blade tip nor the flap bending

responses.

To evaluate the thrust control authority of the active blade tip, the oscillatory
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blade lift (i.e. the vertical root shear) is plotted, normalized with the (calculated)

steady blade lift at 8 deg collective, see Figure 7.22. The figure shows that the

aerodynamic vertical root shear is approximately 10 to 20% of the steady blade

lift, below 4/rev. This increases to between 20 and 30% between 4 and 6/rev as

the frequency passes through the main blade third flap frequency at 4.6/rev and

the actuator/blade tip torsion frequency predicted at 5.6/rev (although measured

at 5/rev). In contrast, the total vertical root shear, dominated by the low Lock

number driven inertial component, is 50%, 35%, 60%, 60% and 130% at the first

five rotor harmonics. The quasi-static thrust authority is estimated at 12%. This

implies that the blade tips can theoretically be used to alter the steady rotor thrust

by ±12% (if all blade tips are activated collectively). Note, that the accuracy

near the quasi-static limit is reduced, because the aerodynamic analysis does not

account for the effect of actuation on inflow. In the present aerodynamic analysis

the hover inflow is assumed to be uniform and independent of blade tip actuation,

i.e. it is based solely on the mean thrust. In a more refined analysis a dynamic

inflow model or free-wake analysis should be used, to capture the effect of blade

tip actuation on the rotor inflow.

Root Flap-Bending Frequency Response

The root flap-bending moment is plotted in Figure 7.23. The measurements in-

clude the flap bending from both stations Sta 18 and Sta 50 (in mm from the hub

rotation axis). Sta 18 corresponds to 2.36%R and Sta 50 corresponds to 6.56%R.

The analysis calculates the flap bending moment about the hub axis (0%R). Com-

paring the analysis with the Sta 18 results shows that the analysis captures the

flap bending trend (except near 3.5 and 4.5/rev, as indicated in the blade tip de-

flection and normal force curves). However, the analytic model over-predicts the
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measurements by a factor of 2 to 4 (at the rotor harmonics).

The flap bending moment is computed by a frequency domain force summation.

Assuming that the excitation is at a single frequency, the root flap bending moment

is given by the summation of the aerodynamic and inertial flap-moment integral

over the blade:

My = MA
y +M I

y

MA
y |ac =

∫

x

FA
x |acWdc + FA

x |dcWac − FA
z |acx dx (7.1)

M I
y |ac =

∫

x

F I
x |acWdc + F I

x |dcWac − F I
z |acx dx

Note that the forces and displacements are defined with respect to the undeformed

blade coordinate axes, U , which include pre-cone, see Figure 3.5. In the above

equation axial dynamics have been neglected, as has been the inertial flap bending

moment per unit length, associated with rotary inertia of the cross-section. The

subscript dc refers to the steady hover equilibrium value and ac refers to the

oscillatory component at the single excitation frequency. The oscillatory axial

inertial force, F I
x |ac, and both the dc and ac radial aerodynamic forces, FA

x |dc and

FA
x |ac, are negligible. This simplifies the integration to:

My =

∫

x

FA
x |acWdc + FA

x |dcWac −
(

FA
z |ac + F I

z |ac
)

x + F I
x |dcWac dx

The root vertical shear results in Figure 7.21 indicate that the oscillatory flap

deflection Wac and associated oscillatory, inertial, normal force component F I
z |ac

are well modeled. Also the centrifugal dominated axial force is assumed to be

accurate, by virtue of the detailed mass breakdown, see Table 5.6. The oscillatory

aerodynamic normal force component has been shown above to be secondary to

the inertial component.

It is thus not immediately evident what the cause for the large discrepancy

between the measured and calculated root flap bending moments is. It should
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Figure 7.23: SABT frequency sweep: root flap-bending moment response;
100 Vrms, 2000 rpm, 2 deg collective, blade SABT-M99-4, amplitude is half-peak-
to-peak

be noted that complex numbers are used to conveniently account for phase dif-

ferences, and that the analysis retains the terms discarded in the simplification

step above. The influence of the hub pre-cone and static droop were shown not to

significantly impact the flap bending moment dynamics. Barring any inconsisten-

cies in implementing the frequency domain force summation, the only other three

analytic sources for the discrepancy could be the fact that the torque offset and
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axial and lag dynamics have been neglected, although it is not expected that these

can account for the large difference between the predicted and measured results.

After the hover test the flap bending gauges were re-tested statically and found to

be within acceptable limits of the pre-test calibration.

It is interesting to note that in actuation tests the measurements from Sta 18

and Sta 50 do not demonstrate the 110 degree phase shift at 1/rev, as observed in

the zero actuation tests, see Figure 7.16. This inconsistency and the poor correla-

tion of the predicted and measured amplitudes requires further investigation. As a

first step it is recommended to compare the flap bending moment predictions from

the present analysis with those from a suitably modified comprehensive aeroelastic

rotor code.

A further aspect of the SABT actuation that may be of interest for future

research, is the use of the 1/rev rotor control moments that can be generated by

the SABT. The results in Figure 7.23 indicate that at 100 Vrms actuation a 1/rev

root flap bending moment of approximately 1 Nm is generated (as measured at

Sta 18). This means that two opposite SABT blades, actuated differentially, can

generate a 2 Nm fixed frame pitching or rolling moment about the hub. These

control moments can possibly be used for limited primary flight control back-up.

7.6.2 Actuator Beam and Main Blade Interference

The dramatic departure of the measured results, near 3.5/rev and 4.5/rev, from the

analysis in the blade tip deflection, the rotor normal force and root flap-bending

moments prompted a closer look at the potential interference between the actuator

beam and the mid cell of the main rotor blade. If the actuator beam impacts the

the ceiling and/or floor of the mid cell the non-linear interaction will alter the

blade tip dynamics.
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Figure 7.24: Schematic of interference between actuator beam deformation and
the rotorblade mid cell

In the design optimization in Section 4.8 only the actuator beam twist was

considered in determining the minimum clearance between the horizontal walls

of the mid-cell and the actuator beam. However, the total transverse deflection

of the beam has to be considered (comprised of twist, flap bending and chord-

wise warping), in addition to the flap-bending and torsion of the main blade, to

correctly calculate the relative clearance between the actuator beam and the in-

ternal horizontal walls of the main blade mid cell. This is shown schematically in

Figure 7.24.

Now, it is important to include the dynamics of the actuator beam and main

rotor blade, as opposed to considering just the quasi-static actuation dynamics.

The quasi static actuation displacement field is shown in Figure 6.3, the non-

rotating blade and actuator mode shapes are shown in Figures 6.28 - 6.29, and

the rotating mode shapes are shown in Figures 7.6 and 7.7. Most importantly the

actuator and main blade flap modes can result in large relative deflections that

result in the actuator beam impacting the internal walls of the mid cell. It can

be shown that the chordwise warping can be neglected, because the maximum

related transverse displacement is two orders of magnitude less than that of the
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Figure 7.25: Estimated clearance between actuator beam and main blade mid-cell
as function of actuation frequency, 100 Vrms, 2000 rpm

twist, and the because the chordwise dynamics occur well beyond the frequency

range of interest. (Note, that although the chordwise warping displacement is

negligible, the chordwise induced strain bending moment and is not negligible and

contributes approximately 50% to the beam twist actuation, in conjunction with

the 45 deg substructure layup, see Equation (3.35)).

The minimum clearance between the actuator beam and the main blade (hover,
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2000 rpm, 100 Vrms actuation, 0-6/rev) is plotted in Figure 7.25. The analysis is

performed for the baseline finite element model, FEM A, and the model based

on the assumption that all axes offsets are zero, FEM 0. Figure 7.25a shows that

interference of the actuator beam and the main blade can be expected near 3.5/rev

and again near 4.5/rev. The spanwise location of the minimum clearance point is

plotted in Figure 7.25b. That figure shows that below 2.5/rev and above 5/rev

the minimum clearance point is near the actuator tip, implying that the clearance

limit is dominated by the actuator beam tip twist. However, between 2.5/rev and

4.5/rev the location of minimum clearance has shifted inboard to between 55%R

and 62.5%R. The fan plot and rotating mode shapes show that the anticipated

interference in the vicinity of 3.5/rev is related to the cross over of the first actuator

flap bending and the main blade torsion between the 3.5/rev and 3.7/rev. The

second anticipated interference near, 4.5/rev, is associated with the third blade

flap mode at 4.6/rev.

A closer investigation of the relative beam and blade sections, at 3.5 and 4.5/rev

(not shown) reveals that at 3.5/rev the main interference is the restriction of the

actuator beam first flap bending (and associated inertial loading). In contrast, at

4.5/rev the interference affects both the beam bending and twist displacement,

and hence is considerably more noticeable in the SABT response.

Comparing the measured active tip deflection and the normal force response,

Figures 7.17 and 7.21, it can be seen that the divergence of the measured and

predicted frequency response is more severe near 4.5/rev. In this interference

mode clearly both the beam bending and twist are impeded. The measured SABT

deflection amplitude is almost 1.5 deg below the expected value, and the vertical

root shear is up to an order of magnitude smaller than the predicted normal force.

The effect of the beam/blade interference encountered between 4.3/rev and
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5/rev accounts for the steeper and narrower peak in the SABT deflection curve,

compared to the broader predicted torsion peak, centered at 5.64/rev. Based on

this observation, the -90 deg SABT phase cross-over in Figure 7.17 does not reflect

the expected actuator/blade-tip frequency. In fact, the 50 Vrms data set, which

does not exhibit the same interference effects near 4.5/rev, indicates a -90 deg

phase cross over at 5.14/rev (see Figure 7.40).

In future hover testing it is recommended to extend the excitation bandwidth

up to at least 6/rev, to at least capture the actuator dynamics beyond the dom-

inant torsion mode (the aerodynamic pitch damping protects against damage in

passing through the natural frequency). In addition it is proposed to conduct more

extensive low excitation tests to improve the data base for validation of the finite

element analysis.

Near the first actuator flap mode (3.5/rev) the experimental data does not

show the same rapid gradients as observed with the third blade flap mode inter-

ference (near 4.5/rev). A further point to note in this regard, is that Figure 7.25

shows the clearance limits based on the relative dynamic beam and blade dis-

placements for a given actuation frequency. The relative static hover deflections

(see Figure 7.14) need to be superimposed, further exacerbating the interference.

Although Figure 7.14 is for 8 deg collective, most of the active-blade-tip tests were

conducted at 2 deg collective. For the lower collective setting the cone down of

the rotor blade is larger and the static hover beam/blade interference stronger. It

is possible that the beam deflects into the floor of the mid cell near 65%R. If the

static deflection into blade is strong enough this point will act as a de-facto flap

bending node (even under dynamic actuation). In that case the first flap bending

mode is eliminated, and hence also the inertially dominated root vertical shear

response peak near 3.5/rev.
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Further investigation is required to determine the exact nature of the beam/blade

interference and the associated discrepancy between the measured data and the

finite element model analysis.

Irrespective of the exact nature/origin of the beam/blade interference, the

problem can be readily eliminated by placing a (torsionally free) bending support

between the actuator beam and the main blade near the mid span. This will

effectively stiffen the beam bending modes. With a suitable design the interference

can be eliminated over the operating frequency bandwidth. For example, the beam

can be split into two with a central junction shaft supported in a radial bearing.

It should be noted that the analysis indicates that the reduced tip speed rotor,

SABT-F97, is not expected to experience any interference of the actuator beam and

main blade, over the 5/rev actuation bandwidth, see Figure 7.62. The main reason

is the different distribution of the main blade, actuator and blade tip frequencies.

Refer also the respective fan plots in Figures 7.11 and 7.5.

7.6.3 RPM Sweep

This section presents the results of open loop frequency sweeps of the active blade

tip at different rotor speeds. The main interest in the rpm sweep is to evaluate

the twist capability of the actuator beam and the blade tip authority (in terms of

altering the rotor normal force) under increasing rotor speeds.

Figures 7.26 to 7.28 show the frequency sweep of the active blade tip for 1000,

1200, 1500, 1800 and the operating speed of 2000 rpm. The deflection amplitude

of the active blade tip, as a function of rotor speed and excitation frequency is

summarized in the frequency sweep waterfall plot in Figure 7.29 and the bar chart

(focusing on the rotor harmonics) in Figure 7.30.

The results show that the analysis captures the dynamic behaviour of the
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active tip fairly well, with two exceptions related to beam/blade interference, viz:

near the mode associated with the first flap bending of the actuator beam and

near the third flap bending mode of the main blade. From 1500 rpm onwards,

both the magnitude and the phase plots of the SABT deflection show a distinct

discontinuity near the third flap bending mode.

At 1000 rpm, very good correlation is achieved between the analysis and the

measured blade tip deflection, over the 0-5/rev bandwidth. Over the full range the

analysis is within 0.3 deg of the measurements, and away from the two resonant

peaks the analysis is within ±10%. Below 3/rev the blade tip deflection amplitude

is approximately 1.3 deg.

below 4/rev the analysis is within 0.3 deg of the measured results. At the higher

speeds the low frequency correlation is good, but diminished as the frequency

passes first through the second blade flap frequency and then the actuator first flap

frequency. The discrepancies near the natural frequencies are related to the fact

that the actuator beam stiffness is over-predicted (by about 16%, see Section 6.2.4)

and the fact that the modal structural damping in the finite element analysis

was empirically set (the aerodynamic damping is directly calculated). The modal

structural damping was empirically set at 1.5% for all modes (which were retained

in the normal mode reduction), except for the torsion mode damping, which was

reduced to 0.75%.

The waterfall plot, Figure 7.29, and the bar chart in Figure 7.30 show that there

is no significant drop-off in SABT deflection with rotor speed. Below 4/rev (and

away from the actuator first bending mode) the SABT deflection is between 1.2

and 1.6 deg (with an excitation of 100 Vrms). At 2000 rpm and 5/rev the deflection

reaches 4.3 deg, with resonant amplification. The waterfall plot also includes the

non-rotating SABT deflection in the background for comparison. The comparison
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of the non-rotating and 2000 rpm SABT performance is shown in more detail in

Figure 7.18, where it is indicated that the 0.3 deg to 0.5 deg reduction in low

frequency blade tip actuation is most likely because of bearing friction, associated

with lift on the blade tip.

The corresponding plots for the rotor thrust response (to the blade tip actu-

ation are shown in Figures 7.31 to 7.35. The flap bending moment at Stations

Sta 18 and Sta 50 and the current were measured for the rpm sweep, but are not

shown here.

The figures show that in general the thrust response is well predicted just

beyond the second blade flap frequency. At all 5 rotor speeds the thrust does

not follow the predicted peak, associated with the actuator first flap mode, as

discussed above in the SABT response and in the section on actuator/blade in-

terference, Section 7.6.2. At 1500, 1800 and 2000 rpm the more severe non-linear

actuator/blade interference associated with the third blade flap mode is observed.

At all three speeds the interference near this mode is also strongly noticed in the

phase and coherence plots.
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Figure 7.26: SABT frequency sweep: a) 1000 rpm, b) 1200 rpm; 100 Vrms, hover,
2 deg collective, blade SABT-M99-4, amplitude is half-peak-to-peak
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Figure 7.27: SABT frequency sweep: a) 1500 rpm, b) 1800 rpm; 100 Vrms, hover,
2 deg collective, blade SABT-M99-4, amplitude is half-peak-to-peak
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Figure 7.28: SABT frequency sweep: 2000 rpm; 100 Vrms, hover, 2 deg collective,
blade SABT-M99-4, amplitude is half-peak-to-peak
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Figure 7.29: RPM sweep: waterfall plot of blade tip deflection: 100 Vrms, hover,
2 deg collective, blade SABT-M99-4
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Figure 7.31: Thrust frequency response: a) 1000 rpm, b) 1200 rpm; 100 Vrms,
hover, 2 deg collective, blade SABT-M99-4, amplitude is half-peak-to-peak
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Figure 7.32: Thrust frequency response: a) 1500 rpm, b) 1800 rpm; 100 Vrms,
hover, 2 deg collective, blade SABT-M99-4, amplitude is half-peak-to-peak
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Figure 7.33: Thrust frequency response: 2000 rpm; 100 Vrms, hover, 2 deg collec-
tive, blade SABT-M99-4, amplitude is half-peak-to-peak
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7.6.4 Collective Sweep

The results for baseline tests (Section 7.6.1) and the rpm sweep tests (Section 7.6.3)

were conducted with a rotor collective of 2 deg. In this section the performance at

higher collectives is explored. Also, in contrast to the baseline tests, which were

conducted at 100 Vrms (no bias), these tests were performed with an open loop

excitation voltage of 125 Vrms (100 Vrms with a 1.5:1 poling direction amplification

bias).

Figure 7.36 shows the frequency response of the active blade tip for collective

settings ranging from -2 to +6 deg. The performance at -2 deg and +2 deg is
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Figure 7.36: SABT frequency sweep for various collective settings, 125 Vrms, hover,
2000 rpm, blade SABT-M99-4, amplitude is half-peak-to-peak

similar, and both correlate well with the analysis (except for the beam/blade

interference related discrepancies near 3.5 and 4.5/rev). At frequencies below
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Figure 7.37: SABT frequency sweep for various collective settings (results shown
for 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5/rev), 125 Vrms, hover, 2000 rpm, blade SABT-M99-4, amplitude
is half-peak-to-peak

2/rev SABT deflections between 1.5 and 2 deg were achieved. Near 2.5/rev the

blade tip response to the second blade flap frequency is well predicted. As noted

previously, the measured SABT response from 3.5 to 4.5/rev does not follow the

analysis, because of linear beam/blade interference effects. From 4.5/rev to 5/rev

the pre-resonant rise is well captured. Although the sharp drop off just after 5/rev

is directly related to the beam twist limit. Even in the absence of of flap-bending

dynamics, the maximum relative twist between the actuator beam tip and main

blade is restricted to 5 deg.
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Figure 7.38: Blade tip load transfer to bearing block and actuator beam

In contrast to the -2 and +2 deg collective SABT performance, at higher collec-

tives the performance is very poor. At 4 deg collective the blade tip only responded

between 3.5 and 4.9 deg. In this range the 4 deg results are similar to the ±2 deg

results. Below 3/rev the blade tip did not twist relative to the main blade. At 6

deg collective the performance is even worse, with the blade tip only deflecting 3.5

and 4/rev, and in that range only achieving 40% of the low collective deflection.

Data was also taken at 8 deg collective, however at this thrust loading the blade

tip barely broke free between 3.5 and 4/rev. Figure 7.37 is included to facilitate

performance comparison at the rotor harmonics.

The performance degradation points to the fact that as the collective is in-

creased, the steady lift on the blade tip results in a large flap-wise bending moment

on the shaft. This moment load causes the the shaft to lock in the bearing block.
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Figure 7.38 schematically shows the load transfer from the blade tip to the actua-

tor beam and bearing block. The centrifugal force, Fx, and the pitching moment,

My, of the blade tip are pass through the bearing block and are carried directly by

the actuator beam. The normal force, Fz, and in-plane force, Fy, are transfered to

the bearing block and into the main blade. The normal force is dominated by the

lift of the blade tip, and the in-plane force includes the drag. In addition to the

aerodynamic forces there is also an inertial normal and in-plane force component

because of the blade coning and the torque-offset. Note that the forces are defined

in the undeformed coordinate system,U (x, y, z) , see Figure 3.5. In addition to

the normal and in-plane force, the associated flap and chord bending moments

are transfered to the bearing block, via the shaft. In particular it is the dominant

flap bending moment that results in the shaft locking in the single ended radial

bearing.

This problem was not anticipated from the successful tests with the reduced

tip speed rotor. The shaft assembly was similar in design and the blade tip de-

flection did not change significantly for the 4, 6 and 8 deg collective settings, see

Figure 7.60.

However, the higher aerodynamic loads at Mach scale are sufficient to result

in bearing lock. This is further exacerbated by the fact that for the Mach scale

design the shaft diameter was increased from 4.76 to 6.25 mm. As a result there

was insufficient wall thickness to install a dedicated bearing; instead the titanium

shaft was anodized and impregnated with a Tungsten-Disulfide dry lubricant. The

bearing block bore was also coated with a Tungsten-Disulfide dry-film lubricant,

using a different process. Refer to Section 5.2.1 for fabrication details.

Note, that in contrast to this single radial bearing design, the free tip rotor was

supported on two bearings, one on either end of the free tip, using a dual shaft
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design, see Figure 1.9. For successful testing of the SABT concept at operational

Mach numbers and rotor thrust loadings, the shaft bearing block assembly has to

be redesigned. One option would be to explore the dual shaft design of the free

tip rotor. A rib at the outboard end of the main blade would replace the bearing

block, with the blade tip riding on an outer shaft extending outboard from the

rib. The actuator beam is attached to an inner shaft (via an adapter), that passes

through the outer shaft and is attached to the blade tip. Alternatively, with a more

detailed load and structural analysis the shaft diameter can be reduced again, and

a set of double bearings installed, side-by-side, in a modified bearing block.

It is interesting to note that the thrust and root flap bending moments (not

shown here) indicate that with the shaft locked in the bearing block, the actuator

beam twists the entire rotor blade. The active twist capability is investigated

in detail in Section 7.7, with the blade tips taped down, to prevent any relative

motion between the blade tip and the outboard end of the main blade.

7.6.5 Blade Sweep

All four of the active blades were tested, as part of the hover test program. A com-

parison of the deflection amplitudes of the four active tips is given in Figure 7.39.

Results are shown for 1200, 1500, 1800 and 2000 rpm, with a 2 deg collective. At

2000 rpm (Figure 7.39d) only blade SABT-M99-4 demonstrates operational capa-

bility. All three other blade tips are not deflecting relative to the outboard end of

the main blade (as measured by the Hall sensor).

Evidently for blades SABT-M99-1, M99-2 and M99-3 the blade tips have locked

up in the bearing block at 2000 rpm. However, all three of those blades performed

as predicted in the non-rotating characterization tests in Section 6.3.2.

During fabrication it was noticed that there was a marginally larger clearance
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Figure 7.39: Performance comparison of the 4 active rotor blades at various rotor
speeds: active blade tip deflection, 100Vrms, hover, 2 deg collective

between the shaft and the bearing block for those three blades. Only the shaft

assembly for blade SABT-M99-4 showed a snug, low friction fit of the shaft in the

bearing block. The play in the bearings for the first three blades results in the

blade tip locking up under lower shaft bending moments.

At 1200 rpm and below 3/rev, blade SABT-M99-1 under-performs blade SABT-

M99-4 and the analysis by approximately 0.3 deg. At 4/rev and 5/rev the discrep-
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ancy increases. Blade SABT-M99-2 does not achieve more than 0.25 deg. Blade

SABT-M99-3, excited at 150 Vrms (in contrast to the 100 Vrms excitation of the

other 3 blades) shows blade tip deflections of 1.75, 2.5 and 2.2 deg at 2, 3 and 4/rev

respectively. As the speed increases to 2000 rpm, only blade tip M99-4 continues

to operate as expected (at the 2 deg collective setting).

An improved shaft assembly design, as indicated above in Section 7.6.5, is

required to improve the load transfer to the main blade and prevent locking of the

blade tip. In particular the shaft flap-bending moment, created by blade tip lift

has to be addressed.

7.6.6 Voltage Sweep

The baseline performance evaluation of the active blade tip was performed with

an excitation voltage of 100 Vrms (zero bias), corresponding to an electric field of

±557 V/mm. This generates a bending freestrain actuation,
∼

λ, of 220 µstrain.

In order to improve performance, the field in the poling direction is increased,

see Section 4.7. For example, 100 Vrms with a 2:1 amplification bias generates an

effective excitation of 150 Vrms and bending freestrain actuation of ±330 µstrain.

Frequency sweep tests were performed at 50, 100, 125 Vrms. Single frequency

dwell tests were performed at 100, 125 and 150 Vrms.

The frequency response of the blade tip is shown in Figure 7.40. The data

at the rotor harmonics is shown in the bar chart in Figure 7.41. As before, the

experimental frequency response is well captured by the model, except near the

3.5/rev and 4.5/rev beam/blade interference conditions. Note that at 50 Vrms the

experimental data and analysis correlate well over the 4.5/rev to 5/rev frequency

range, indicating that at the lower excitation voltage the interference associated

with the blade third flap mode does not occur. The 50 Vrms data indicates a
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Figure 7.40: SABT frequency sweep for various excitation voltages: hover, 2000
rpm, 2 deg collective, blade SABT-M99-4, amplitude is half-peak-to-peak

SABT natural frequency of 5.14/rev (based on -90 deg phase cross over). This is

10% lower than the 5.64/rev predicted by the analysis. The experimental damped
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natural frequency is observed at 4.95/rev (based on the SABT response peak). The

50 Vrms data, however, does show a jump at 3.8/rev. There is no mode near this

frequency (see Figure 7.5) to account for the jump. Sticktion in the shaft/bearing

interface is the likely source for the unexpected behaviour. Another facet to note in

the 50 Vrms data, is that the resonant peak seems to less broad than expected from

the analysis. In future tests, the actuation bandwidth should be extended to at

least 6/rev to capture the dynamics beyond the resonant peak, for the purpose of

comparing with and validating the finite element analysis. Because the damping

is dominated by the aerodynamic pitch damping, any major differences in the

predicted and measured response near the dominant SABT resonance is most likely

related to inaccuracies in the aerodynamic modeling, At present only linear two-

dimensional aerodynamics are considered, the inflow is assumed to be uniform and

independent of blade tip actuation and the unsteady aerodynamics are based on

Theodorson’s frequency domain functions (strictly valid for incompressible flow).

Compressible unsteady aerodynamics and three-dimensional blade tip flow field

effects (including the SABT inboard and outboard vortices) need to be considered

in a more refined analysis, in addition to refined inflow modeling.

The low frequency SABT deflection for 150 Vrms is approximately 2 deg, in-

creasing to over 5 deg at the 5/rev resonance. The 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5/rev deflections

at 150 Vrms are 2.3, 2.1, 2.4, 2.9 and 5.7 deg respectively. For 1, 2, and 3/rev

the increase compared to the baseline 100 Vrms data is between 68% and 85%. At

4 and 5/rev the 150 Vrms SABT deflection only marginally exceeds the 125 Vrms

deflections. The performance loss in the 150 Vrms data indicates that some PZT

cracking has occurred. In the design analysis it was anticipated that at 150 Vrms

PZT cracking would occur, see Section 4.8.4. In that section it was shown that

if the PZT elements are pre-compressed (by actuating them in contraction during
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Figure 7.41: SABT deflection for various excitation voltages, single frequency
dwell tests: hover, 2000 rpm, 2 deg collective, blade SABT-M99-4, amplitude is
half-peak-to-peak

bonding) and/or the beam is freed from the blade tip centrifugal force by a thrust

bearing, then the PZT elements can safely be operated at an actuation voltage of

150 Vrms.

Note that the single frequency dwell test data and the frequency sweep mea-

surements (at 100 and 125 Vrms) are well correlated, again indicating that the

frequency sweep with 2 averages was adequate to correctly capture the actuation

characteristics, at least at the rotor harmonics.

The bar chart in Figure 7.41 compares the single frequency dwell test data
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Figure 7.42: SABT deflection vs. voltage traces: hover, 2000 rpm, 2 deg collective,
blade SABT-M99-4

with the analysis. The predicted values are within ±20% except at 4/rev and the

2/rev 100 Vrms case. The poor correlation at 4/rev is as a result of the interference

effects centered at 3.5 and 4.5/rev.

-18% to +30% of the measured values.

The SABT deflection vs. excitation voltage traces are shown in Figure 7.42.

The 3 actuation levels of 100 Vrms with 1:1, 2:1 and 3:1 poling direction amplifi-
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cation bias can be clearly identified. Note that the traces show the SABT deflec-

tion with respect to the actuator beam command voltage, Vp+, see Figures 4.13

and 4.20. Comparison of of the SABT vs. voltage hysteresis loops in hover,

Figure 7.42, and under non-rotating conditions, Figure 6.18 and 6.19 shows the ef-

fects of aerodynamics on the blade tip deflection. At 1/rev the reduced frequency,

k = (ωc)/(2ΩR), is 0.05 and unsteady aerodynamics are negligible. The hysteresis

is dominated by the PZT phase lag. However, as the frequency increases, the

inertial effects and unsteady aerodynamics come to dominate the hysteresis of the

active blade tip. Note that both the measured rotating natural torsion frequency

of the actuator beam and blade tip is approximately 5.14/rev.

The rotor thrust response to the voltage/frequency sweep actuation of the

blade tip is shown in Figures 7.43 and 7.44. As before the experimental data

is well predicted by the analysis, for all 4 voltages up to 3/rev. Near 3.5 and

4.5/rev beam/blade interference effects prevent the actual vertical root shear from

following the predicted peaks at the first beam flap bending mode and later at the

blade third flap bending mode. Note, as was shown in the SABT deflection curves,

for an excitation of 50 Vrms there is no beam/blade interference near 4.5/rev. For

this voltage the analysis and measured data agree well from 4 to 5/rev. In fact

from this data set the -90 deg phase cross over gives a natural frequency of 4.46/rev

for the mode related to third blade flap bending. The analysis predicts the mode

at 4.57/rev, 2.5% higher than measured. The 50 Vrms data does, however, exhibit

interference effects between 3.5/rev and 3.9/rev, respectively. These effects are

observed in the magnitude, phase and coherence plots.

The dwell test and predicted rotor thrust, at the rotor harmonics, are compared

in the bar chart in Figure 7.43. The right hand axis shows the thrust authority

of the active blade tip, in terms of the oscillatory root vertical shear, normalized
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Figure 7.43: Thrust frequency response for various SABT excitation voltages:
hover, 2000 rpm, 2 deg collective, blade SABT-M99-4, amplitude is half-peak-to-
peak

by the calculated mean hover blade lift at 8 deg collective (note, though that all

measurements were taken at 2 deg collective). At 150 Vrms the measured thrust
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Figure 7.44: Thrust response for various SABT excitation voltages, single fre-
quency dwell tests: hover, 2000 rpm, 2 deg collective, blade SABT-M99-4, ampli-
tude is half-peak-to-peak

control authority of the active blade tip exceeds 50% for all 5 harmonics. At

5/rev the thrust authority is 140%. Note however, that this large thrust control

is derived not by the direct aerodynamic lift of the deflecting blade tip, but by

the dominant inertial loads excited by the blade tip. The large inertial loads

are characteristic of a rotor with low Lock number (and hence low aerodynamic

damping). Figure 7.21 shows the break down of the vertical root shear in terms

of inertial and aerodynamic components (note that for actuation of a single rotor

blade the oscillatory root vertical shear and the oscillatory thrust are equivalent).

For quasi-static actuation at 150 Vrms, the analysis predicts a thrust authority of
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Figure 7.45: Root flap bending (Sta 18) frequency response for various SABT exci-
tation voltages: hover, 2000 rpm, 2 deg collective, blade SABT-M99-4, amplitude
is half-peak-to-peak

±17.5%. Note that for quasi static actuation the inertial component is zero.

The root flap bending moments are plotted in Figure 7.45. As discussed in
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connection with Figure 7.23, the analysis significantly over-predicts the the bend-

ing moment. The figure includes the blade and flexbeam operational flap bending

limits, as specified in Table 5.4. Based on the analysis, it was planned to sus-

pend the 100 and 125 Vrms frequency sweeps between 2.35 and 2.85/rev and also

between 4.45 and 5.25/rev. Because of the lower actual flap bending moments

measured at Sta 18, the frequency sweep interruptions were not implemented.

7.6.7 Actuation Current and Power

During the hover tests the actuator current was recorded to evaluate actuator

power consumption, and also to monitor potential self-heating and PZT cracking.

Figure 7.46 shows the current measurements taken during the voltage/frequency

sweeps. For 50 and 100 Vrms the analysis (based on modeling the actuator as a lossy

capacitor, and neglecting the coupling of the mechanical to electrical impedance,

via the piezoceramic) agrees very well with the measurements. The predicted lines

for 125 and 150 Vrms are are based on extrapolation of empirical coefficients and

hence are not considered very accurate. The empirical coefficients used to model

the non-linear electric field dependent permittivity and dielectric loss factor are

strictly only valid up 450 Vrms/m, which corresponds to ±636 V/m (and 114 Vrms

for the 0.254 mm thick PZT elements used for the present actuator beams), see

Section 3.5). When exciting the PZT elements at 150 Vrms, a nominal field of

100 Vrms is used, with a 2:1 bias in the poling direction. The associated electric

field thus ranges from -557 to 1114 V/mm. The positive field far exceeds the

valid range of the empirical constants and hence the analysis for the 125 Vrms and

150 rms actuation has to considered with large uncertainty bounds.

As the frequency increases the actuator current at 100 Vrms drops slightly below

the linear analysis line. At 100 Vrms and 5/rev the measured current is 0.54 A and
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Figure 7.46: Current frequency response for various SABT excitation voltages

is 15% less than that predicted. The 125 and 150 Vrms data show a similar sub-

linear decrease in current with frequency, the deviation being more pronounced
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Figure 7.47: Actuator power consumption as a function of excitation voltage and
frequency

for the higher actuation voltages. The data in the non-rotating characterization

tests, Figure 6.16, does not exhibit this characteristic. Piezo self-heating during the

frequency sweep would result in an increase in current (because of the temperature

related increase in permittivity). At this stage piezo cracking is not suspected,

because the measured SABT deflection amplitude is similar to that predicted by

the analysis. The deviation of the measured current from the predicted line with
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increasing frequency was not observed in the hover tests of the reduced-tip-speed

active tip rotor, see Figure 7.67. In that case the maximum actuation frequency

was 77.25 Hz, compared to the 170 Hz upper frequency limit for the Mach scale

tests. The reason for the discrepancy is most likely related to the fact that the

lossy capacitor model neglects the contribution of the mechanical impedance (both

structural and that based on external loads) to the electrical impedance, via the

piezo coupling. A more refined electro-mechanical finite element model is required

to accurately predict current requirements, in the presence of external loading and

dynamic actuation.

The real power consumption of the actuator beam is shown in Figure 7.47.

This is the electrical power dissipated by the actuator beam. At 100 Vrms the

5/rev power consumption is 16.3 W, corresponding to 0.37% of the calculated

main rotor aerodynamic power at 2000 rpm and 8 deg collective. At 125 Vrms the

5/rev electrical power consumption increases to 27.5 W, corresponding to 0.63%

of main rotor power. Note, however, that because of the low power factor, the

actuator has a 5/rev 187 volt-ampere requirement.

The current vs. voltage hysteresis loops are plotted in Figure 7.48, for actuation

voltages of 100, 125 and 150 Vrms and frequencies of 1 to 4/rev. Note that the

Figure only shows the current Ip+, related to the actuator beam excitation voltage

Vp+. See Figures 4.20 and 4.13 for the description of the excitation bias in the

poling direction and the definition of the actuator beam Vp+ and Vp− actuation

voltages. The innermost curve corresponds to 100 Vrms (no bias), whereas the two

outer curves correspond to 100 Vrms with 1.5:1 and 2:1 bias respectively. Note the

slope discontinuity in the outer two curves near the 0 V cross over. The figure

also shows that as the frequency is increased the voltage output drops off, based

on the 500 Hz 3 dB corner frequency of the amplifier (see Appendix E for further
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Figure 7.48: Current vs. voltage traces: hover, 2000 rpm, 2 deg collective, blade
SABT-M99-4

details).

7.7 ACTIVE TWIST OPEN LOOP HOVER TESTS

As a complimentary investigation to the active tip rotor a re-configured version

was tested in active-twist mode. The blade tips were taped down, to prevent
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relative twisting between the blade tip and the main blade section (although some

elastic losses are expected across the taped junction). Originally it was planned

to remove the blade tips altogether, and explicitly lock the actuator beam in a

rib (replacing the bearing block) at the outboard end of the main blade. Because

of time constraints this re-configuration was not performed and the tips were

simply taped down. It should be noted that the rotor blade and actuator beam

were not expressly designed for the active twist role, and there is considerable

room for improvement. Most importantly, note that for the active twist case the

maximum mechanical energy efficiency is achieved if the actuator beam and rotor

blade are stiffness matched (based on equivalent uniform torsional stiffness), see

Section 6.2.3. The reason is that in this configuration the primary loading on the

actuator beam is the torsional stiffness of the main blade. For the fabricated beams

and blades, the average torsional stiffnesses are 4.58 and 7.21 Nm2, respectively,

giving a beam to blade torsional stiffness ratio of 63.6%.

Note that in the present tests the rotor blades did not include any sensors to

measure blade tip twist such as differential accelerometers or blade root torsional

strain gauges.

Figure 7.49 compares the predicted non-rotating and rotating blade tip twist.

The plot includes the non-rotating experimental data for blade SABTatw-M99-2.

The analysis is presented for two finite element models: FEM A and FEM 0. The

first model, FEM A, includes all the offsets between the blade and beam axes,

and hence includes the associated inertial and kinematic flap/torsion couplings.

In contrast the second model, FEM 0, assumes that all the axes are coincident of

the 1/4 chord (eliminating the axes offset inertial and kinematic couplings). This

model is included to demonstrate the performance in the absence of the couplings

associated with the axes offsets. See Figure 4.8, for the relative location of the
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relevant blade, beam and shaft axes.

The measured non-rotating, low-frequency blade tip-twist is 0.78 deg. The

FEM results predict a quasi-static, non-rotating blade tip twist of 0.83 deg, which

over-predicts the measurement by 6.4%. Between 10 Hz and 100 Hz the non-

rotating FEM results are with 0.13 deg of the measured blade tip twist. Above

100 Hz, the analytic and experimental results differ more, because the finite ele-
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ment model over predicts the natural frequency and hence the predicted resonant

amplification is delayed to a slightly higher frequency. The non-rotating frequency

sweep is discussed in detail in Section 6.4.1

Comparing the FEM A results for 0 rpm and full speed (2000 rpm): the pre-

dicted rotating blade tip twist up to 0.8/rev (26.7 Hz) is within in 3% of the

estimated non-rotating blade tip twist. This indicates that no significant per-

formance degradation is expected in moving from the non-rotating to rotating

environment. The up to 3% reduction is associated with centrifugal stiffening of

the rotor blade (and to a lesser extent the actuator beam). Beyond 0.8/rev the

difference in non-rotating and rotating dynamics comes into effect and the blade

tip twist responses begin to differ more.

The aerodynamic pitch damping brings the estimated resonant amplitudes

down to 2.5. Note, that in the presence of the various axes offsets there is a

strong blade tip twist response to the modes at 3.54/rev and 4.09/rev. A damped

peak of 2.43 deg is predicted at 3.3/rev and a peak of 2.22 deg at 4.1/rev. In the

fan plot, in Figure 7.8, it is shown that there are three modes clustered near 4/rev,

specifically: 3.54, 4.09 and 4.60/rev. These 3 modes respectively originate from

first actuator flap bending, first combined blade/beam torsion mode and third

blade flap bending. The rotating mode shapes in Figures 7.9 and 7.10, show that

these three modes are strongly coupled in flap-bending and torsion (for both the

actuator beam and main blade). In the absence of the axes-offset inertial and

kinematic couplings, the (finite element) rotating blade tip twist response shows

only one dominant resonance near 4/rev (-90 deg phase cross over at 4.05/rev,

damped natural frequency at 3.9/rev).

In future tests it is important to include blade torsional strain sensors and/or

differential accelerometers in order to extract the piezo-induced blade tip twist
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as function of actuation frequency, 100 Vrms, 2000 rpm, active twist configuration:
SABTatw-M99

(and to monitor torsional loads for fight safety).

The FEM curves for the predicted blade tip twist, shown in Figure 7.49, did

not account for clearance limits between the actuator beam and main blade. Fig-

ure 7.50, shows the minimum clearance between the actuator beam and the roof

and ceiling of the main blade mid cell. The results are presented for both FEM

0 and FEM A. It is evident that near the actuator-beam first flap-bending mode,
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located at 3.54/rev (FEM A) the beam impacts the the main blade. Hence it is

expected that the measured and predicted normal force results will differ between

3 and 4/rev.

Before looking at the normal force results, the Hall sensor measurements for

the active twist frequency sweeps will be considered. The Hall sensor measures

the relative twist between the blade tip and the main blade. In the active twist

configuration, this measurement is an indication of the actuation loss across the

elastic taped junction, where the blade tips are taped down to the main blade.

Results are shown for blades SABTatw-M99-2, M99-3, M99-4 and for collective

settings of 4, 6 and 8 deg, see Figure 7.51. In all cases it is evident that between

3/rev and 4.4/rev the taped junction is not effective and there is a relative twist

between 0.1 to 0.3 deg. The large spikes for Blade SABTatw-M99-2, are spurious

signals most likely related to problems with the Hall sensor and associated wiring,

for blade M99-2.

Considering that between 3/rev and 4/rev beam/blade interference is expected,

and above 3/rev the blade tip is not effectively clamped to the main blade by the

taped junction, it is to be expected that the correlation between the predicted and

measured active-twist thrust response will only be accurate up to 3/rev.

The response of the rotor normal force, the blade-twist frequency sweep is

shown in Figure 7.52. The finite element model captures the experimental mea-

surements up to approximately 2.9/rev (just past the second rotor flap frequency).

Beyond 3/rev, however, the analysis the experimental results differ considerably.

This was anticipated above because first it is expected that the beam impacts the

blade between 3/rev and 4/rev, impeding the beam flap bending inertial load, and

second the blade tip twists relative to the main blade above 3/rev. The thrust

response at the third blade flap frequency is an order of magnitude higher than
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Figure 7.52: Active twist configuration: thrust frequency response, hover, 2000
rpm, 150 Vrms, blade SABTatw-M99-2

predicted by the active twist finite element model. This needs to be investigated

further.
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The quasi-static predicted change in the normal force (for a 0.81 deg tip twist

actuation of a single blade) is a ∆CT of 0.366·10−3 (20.85 N). As a first order
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check, the change in rotor thrust for the same blade twist is calculated from the

closed form blade element theory expression (neglecting the change in inflow). The

static blade element result is a ∆CT of 0.320·10−3 (18.22 N), which 12.5% less than

that estimated by the finite element model. Note that in the finite element model

aerodynamic analysis it is assumed that the inflow is uniform and does not change

with actuation. In the quasi-static limit this results in a contradiction, because

then the static thrust (including the thrust because of actuation) and inflow are

mismatched. In future analysis a coupled, non-uniform, dynamic inflow model or

free wake is required to more accurately capture the rotor inflow , in the presence

of blade actuation (both quasi-static and high frequency).

Up to 3.5/rev there is no discernible difference between the thrust response at

4, 6 and 8 deg collective. The thrust response of the active twist rotor is dominated

by the inertial load component, because of the low Lock number, similar to the

thrust-response of the active blade tip rotor (see also Figure 7.21).

Comparing the active tip rotor and the active twist rotor, it can be seen that

the active blade tip has a higher thrust control authority. The change in rotor

thrust, for single blade actuation, for both rotors is summarized in Table 7.5.

Figure 7.53 shows the induced thrust generated by blades SABTatw-M99-3 and

SABTatw-M99-4, respectively. These blades have an inferior thrust authority com-

pared to blade SABT-M99-2. This was also noted in the non-rotating blade twist

tests conducted after the hover test program. Blades SABTatw-M99-1, M99-3 and

M99-4, all three, showed a markedly lower non-rotating blade-tip-twist amplitudes.

The non-rotating, low frequency (below 66.7 Hz, corresponding to 2/rev) differ-

ence between the three under-performing blades and SABTatw-M99-2 is between

20 and 30%. In Section 6.4 the non-rotating performance difference between the

blades is discussed in detail. The most likely reason for the performance reduction
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Table 7.5: Comparison of active blade tip and active twist rotors

type Active Tip Active Tip

blade blade: SABT-M99-4 blade: SABTatw-M99-2

θ0, [deg] 2 4

Actuation 100 Vrms, 2:1 bias 100 Vrms, 2:1 bias

frequency tip†, [deg] ∆T †, [N] tip-twist‡, [deg] ∆T , [N]

1/rev 2.26 71.5 0.80 78.6

2/rev 2.14 48.9 0.99 32.1

3/rev 2.36 88.8 1.87 43.0

4/rev 2.86 73.1 2.15 30.2

5/rev 5.68 122.9 0.99 36.0

† measured blade tip deflection

‡ estimated tip-twist (excluding interference effects)

is that blades M99-1, M99-3 and M99-4 were extensively hover tested in active

tip configuration. Blade M99-2 suffered severe bearing lock, even at low collec-

tive settings, and was hardly tested in active tip mode. It is surmised that the

more exhaustively tested blades M99-1, M99-3 and M99-4, incurred piezo-cracking

damage, during the 100 Vrms with 2:1 bias actuation tests (effective 150 Vrms).

Blade SABT-M99-2, was probably also protected further, by the fact its actua-

tor beam (AB-M99-10) had the thickest piezo elements (5% thicker than the 0.254

mm average), and hence was exposed to 5% lower electric fields. The presence of

piezo damage in the actuator beams in blades M99-1, M99-3 and M99-4 is sup-

ported by the fact that the hover active-twist current requirement (see Figures 7.56

and 7.57), is lower compared to the original active-tip non-rotating characteriza-
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Figure 7.54: Active twist frequency sweep: induced thrust at rotor harmonics,
hover, 2000 rpm, 150 Vrms, blades SABTatw-M99-3 and M99-4

tion tests (see Figure 6.16).

Figure 7.54 summarizes the active twist induced thrust amplitudes at the rotor

harmonics. Up to 3/rev, Blade SABTatw-M99-2 generates a larger oscillatory

normal force than the other two blades. Note also, that for all three blades there

is no noticeable performance reduction with collective setting. Above 3/rev the

beam/blade interference effects and the actuation loss across the taped blade tip

joint make the comparison meaningless. Note also that at 1/rev and 2/rev the

SABTatw-M99-2 measured thrust is approximately -20% and +15% compared to

the predicted values.

The blade root flap bending moment for the SABTatw-M99-2 active twist
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frequency sweep is given in Figure 7.55. Similar to the active tip tests the finite

element model captures the trend over the first and second blade flap frequencies,

but significantly over-predicts the measured root-flap bending. See Section 7.6.1

for further discussion.

The actuator current requirement for the active twist tests is shown in Fig-

ures 7.56 and 7.57. At this stage it is instructive to consider the chronology of the

active blade testing, summarized in Table 7.6.

Table 7.6: Test Chronology

Test Blade Speed Collective Max Sweep† Max Dwell†

[rpm] [deg] bias bias

1 active tip 0 rpm N/A 1:1 1:1

2 active tip 2000 rpm -2 to 8 1.5:1 2:1

3 active twist 2000 rpm 8 2:1 N/A

4 active twist 2000 rpm 6 2:1 N/A

5 active twist 2000 rpm 4 2:1 N/A

6 active twist 0 rpm N/A 2:1 N/A

† nominal excitation (1:1 bias) is 100 Vrms

Because the focus of this research was on the active blade tip, the active twist

configuration was not bench tested prior to hover testing. Comparing the actu-

ator current measured in tests sets 1 through 6 it can be seen that the actuator

beam current has decreased as the tests progressed. In fact, in Figure 7.57, for both

blades SABTatw-M99-3 and M99-4 it can be seen that the current has dropped for

a given frequency from successive 8, to 6 to 4 deg collective frequency sweeps. This

is most pronounced for Blade M99-3, whose actuator beam (AB-M99-2) has the
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Figure 7.55: Active twist frequency sweep: root flap bending moment, hover, 2000
rpm, 150 Vrms, blade SABTatw-M99-2, amplitude is half-peak-to-peak

thinnest piezo ceramics, on average 5% less than the 0.254 mm nominal thickness.

The thinner PZTs experience higher stress levels associated with the centrifugal
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tension and blade tip pitching moment. More importantly, for a given excitation

voltage the thinner PZTs see a 5% higher electric field and a disproportionately

higher freestrain. The resultant higher induced-strain stress levels make the thin-

ner beam more susceptible to piezo cracking.

For beam AB-M99-2 (in blade M99-3), the measured current at 100 Vrms,

2:1 bias and 5/rev during the 8 deg collective test was 1.04 A. In the later 4

deg collective test, the 5/rev current dropped by 16% to 0.87 A. This decreased

even further to 0.79 A during the post-hover test active twist bench-top tests

(see Figure 6.23). For beam AB-M99-2 the measured capacitance after the non-

rotating tests was approximately 10% lower than measured after fabrication (and

initial run-in).

As noted before, the analytic line in Figures 7.56 and 7.57 is not accurate,

because the PZT permittivity and loss factor coefficients were extrapolated beyond

their calibration range (see Section 3.5 for further details). It follows that the

analytic line for the 100 Vrms, 2:1 bias actuation serves only as a guide line.

In the design stage, the preliminary structural integrity analysis indicated that

piezo cracking was likely in the piezo-ceramics near the beam root, at drive voltages

of 100 Vrms with 2:1 bias. For future research it is proposed to consider PZT pre-

compression techniques during bonding, to enable safe operation at the 100 Vrms,

2:1 bias level for the active blade tips.

In assessing the active twist performance it is important to note the following:

i) The rotor blade and actuator were neither designed nor optimized for the

active twist role. In particular, the actuator beam and main blade are not

stiffness matched, for the present design the ratio of the beam/blade equivalent

uniform torsional stiffnesses is 63.6%.
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ii) The blade tip was simply taped down to the main blade, to facilitate rapid

evaluation of the active twist performance. Elastic losses in the taped joint

resulted in performance degradation above 3/rev. This can be eliminated by

removing the blade tip and securely locking the beam in a rib.

iii) With the blade tip removed, the tension in the actuator beam root is reduced

by 35% and it is possible to safely actuate the beam at 2:1 bias, even without

PZT pre-compression, see case #7 in Table 4.7.

Taking the above into consideration, there is significant room to improve the active

twist design and achieve improved performance.

7.8 REDUCED TIP SPEED ROTOR HOVER

TESTS

This section documents the hover test results of the first generation active blade tip

rotor, SABT-F97. The development of this rotor is described in References [190–

192, 252]. The reduced tip speed rotor (tip Mach 0.26) was used to demonstrate

concept feasibility before commencing a Mach scale development, test and eval-

uation program. Details of the fabricated rotor are summarized in Tables 4.9

and 4.10. Note that in contrast to the Mach scale support platform, this rotor

is driven by a 2.24 kW (3 hp) electric motor, driving the rotor shaft via a re-

duction belt pulley. The swashplate is controlled by 3 hydraulic actuators. The

two lateral actuators can also be dynamically excited for aeromechanical stability

testing [203]. In addition, the rotor shaft and hub assembly has spring-restrained

pitch and roll degrees of freedom. For the present tests the rotor shaft/hub were

locked down to the test platform.
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The rotor hub incorporates a 4 degree of freedom rotating frame balance (nor-

mal force, pitching moment, rolling moment and torque). The rotor shaft for the

Boeing ITR hub only had one 63 channel mini-slipring [251], similar to the one

used as sensor slipring in the Mach scale design. The single slipring and associated

wire bundles did not permit simultaneous high voltage excitation and low-cross-

talk measurement of all fixed frame balance channels. Only the blade tip deflection

and normal force were measured in the rotating frame. Note that for all tests only

one of the two active blades was activated.

Although the rotor tip speed is nominally scaled to match the Froude number,

the combined actuator beam and rotor blade mass and stiffness properties do not

match the target Froude scale mass and stiffness distributions (see Table 6.2).

For comparison purposes (with the hover test data) the non-rotating charac-

terization of the SABT-F97 active blades is given in Section 6.5.

7.8.1 Active Blade Tip Rotor SABT-F97

The two bladed SABT-F97 rotor with active blade tips is shown on the hover

stand in Figure 7.58. Figure 7.59a shows the measured and predicted rotor thrust

as a function of collective setting. The active blade tip tests were conducted at

three collective settings: 4, 6 and 8 collective. At 8 deg collective the analysis

under-predicts the measured thrust of 91.9 N by 4%. The thrust loading at 8

deg collective, CT/σ is 0.070. The calculated rotor aerodynamic power is given in

Figure 7.59b. At 8 deg collective the estimated power requirement is 0.423 kW.

The active blade tip was tested in single frequency dwell tests at 75, 100 and

125 Vrms, at collective settings of 4, 6 and 8 deg. The SABT deflection is shown

in Figures 7.60 and 7.61. The first figure compares the finite element analysis

with the measured blade tip deflection (the blade tip deflection was resolved via
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Figure 7.58: Reduced tip-speed active-tip rotor, SABT-F97, on the hover stand:
diameter 1.808 m, chord 76.2 mm, test speed 930 rpm, tip Mach 0.26, Boeing ITR
Froude scale hub, blade tip span 10%R

two differential accelerometers mounted in the blade tip). The figure includes the

predictions from two different FEM configurations. FEM A is the baseline model

and includes the offset of the beam cg and elastic axis (resulting in an inertial blade

flap-torsion coupling), the offset of the beam axis and the shaft axis (resulting in a

kinematic beam bending-torsion coupling, over and above the inherent structural

bending-torsion coupling) and the offset of the shaft axis from the blade elastic

axis (which results in a flap-torsion coupling of the blade tip and main blade).

Figure 4.8 shows the Mach scale main blade and blade tip cross-sections, locating

the various axes; the layout of SABT-F97 blade was similar.

The measured blade tip deflection is between 2 and 2.5 deg, for 100 Vrms

actuation at 2, 3, 4 and 5/rev. Note that in this case there is no significant variation
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Figure 7.59: Thrust and power vs. collective: reduced tip speed rotor, SABT-F97,
hover, 930 rpm

with collective, in stark contrast with the Mach scale blades (see Section 7.6.4).

This does demonstrate that the actuator beam/blade tip can operate under a

representative rotor loading of CT/σ of 0.07 (corresponding to 8 deg collective).

The Mach scale tests were all limited to 2 deg collective, because of the blade tip

shaft locking in the bearing under higher collectives, caused by the blade tip flap

bending moment on the shaft.
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The reduced tip speed and the Mach scale active blade tip featured similar shaft

assembly / bearing block designs. However, in the case of the SABT-F97 design,

the shaft diameter was 4.76 mm, compared to 6.35 mm for the SABT-M99 design.

This left sufficient room in the bearing block to install a split-sleeve bearing, which

comprised a steel backed, porous bronze base structure with PTFE-lead.
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Most importantly, The lift on the SABT-F97 blade tip, for a given collective,

is smaller and hence the critical flapwise bending on the shaft is lower. In fact,

the aerodynamic lift on the blade tip is estimated to be 65% lower, and the aero-

dynamic flap-bending moment on the shaft 55% lower (note that the Froude and

Mach scale rotors have different speeds and diameters, see Table 4.9).

The lower flap bending moment combined with the dedicated bearing inserted

into the bearing block, permitted the blade tip deflect freely, without locking up

at collective settings up to 8 deg.

The FEM A curve in Figure 7.60 shows that the blade tip is expected to
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respond to coupled blade/actuator modes near 3, 4 and 5/rev. The mode at

2.73/rev originates from the second blade flap bending, the mode at 4.15/rev is

related to main-blade first torsion and the mode at 5.11/rev is related to the

actuator beam first flap bending. The dominant actuator-beam/blade tip torsion

mode is predicted at 7.2/rev, beyond the bandwidth of interest. Refer also to

the fan plot in in Figure 7.11. Note, that the rotating mode shapes (not shown)

indicate that the actuator and blade modes are highly coupled in flap and torsion

(of course the blade and beam flap bending modes are also strongly coupled with

each other, via the actuator beam mounting within the blade).

In contrast the the FEM 0 curve shows little coupling of the blade tip deflection

to the modes near 3 and 5/rev. It does show some response to the mode near 4/rev,

related to the main blade first torsion mode. The reason is that even with beam,

blade and blade-tip shaft axes co-located, there still is coupling of the main blade

and actuator-beam/blade-tip torsion, via the flexible torque tube (because both

the actuator beam and main blade are clamped by the blade grip, which is in turn

connected to the outboard end of the flexbeam/torque tube assembly).

At a first glance it would seem that the FEM 0 model is more accurate, showing

a correlation with measured data within ±14% for all three collective settings.

However, there are several contradictory factors to be considered. Foremost, the

axes offsets are not zero, as assumed in the FEM 0 analysis. Second,the actuator

beam finite element model has been shown to over-predict the actuator beam

stiffness; and third inaccuracies in the calculated mass and inertia distributions

are expected. Hence, it is expected that the coupling of the blade tip response

and the main-blade modes is not exactly captured. For example a slight rightward

frequency shift in the SABT response near 3 and 5/rev will improve the correlation

of FEM A and the measured data. In the absence of frequency sweep data it is not
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possible to compare the frequency response of the finite element model and the

single frequency dwell test measurements, for conclusively evaluating the accuracy

of the predicted dynamics. In any event, it is necessary to improve the fidelity of

the actuator beam model, to accurately capture the beam stiffness. Data at 1/rev

is not shown, because of over-ranging of the accelerometers (because of the large

blade flapping at 1/rev).

Figure 7.61 shows a bar chart of measured blade tip deflections at 2, 3, 4, and

5/rev for excitation voltages of 75, 100 and 125 Vrms. Note that in this test the

125 Vrms excitation was ±176.8 Vpeak (in contrast to the 100 Vrms with 1.5:1 bias

used in the Mach scale tests). For 75 Vrms the deflection amplitudes are between

1.1 and 1.75 deg, increasing to 2 to 2.6 deg for 100 Vrms. With the excitation

voltage raised to 125 Vrms the deflection at 2 and 3/rev is 2.9 deg. However, this

drops to 2.1 and 2.6 deg at 4 and 5/rev, respectively. The drop off is most likely

because of partial depoling on the actuator beam. In fact, the experimental data

by Sirohi and Chopra [200], shows that at 62 Hz (4/rev) the nominal depoling

limit is precisely 125 Vrms (for the 0.254 mm thick PZT-5H piezoceramics), at 77.5

Hz (5/rev) the depoling limit drops further to 121 Vrms. Because of the depoling

the 125 Vrms tests were not performed at 6 and 8 deg collective. Note, that under

ac excitation, thee will be partial repoling during that part of the actuation cycle

when the field is in the poling direction (even though the field amplitude is lower

than the nominal coercive field).

The analysis in Section 4.8.4, showed that in the presence of the lower axial

force on the Froude scale beam, the actuator beam can be safely excited at 100 Vrms

with a 2:1 bias (150 Vrms effective). In that case deflections of the order of ±3 deg

are expected between 2 and 5/rev. Using PZT pre-compression and off-loading

the blade tip centrifugal force from the beam (via a thrust bearing) the excitation
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Figure 7.62: Estimated clearance between actuator beam and main blade mid-cell
as function of actuation frequency, 100 Vrms, SABT-97 rotor, 930 rpm

can be increased even further.

In analyzing the Mach scale tests results it became evident that there was

interference of the beam and blade deformations, resulting in non-linear inter-

action dynamics and performance degradation. The minimum clearance between

the actuator beam and main blade, as a function of SABT excitation frequency

is shown in Figure 7.62. Note that below 5/rev no beam/blade interference is
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anticipated. The reason for this is that at the 930 rpm operating speed the SABT-

F97 natural frequencies are distributed differently than those of the 2000 rpm Mach

scale rotor (see the respective fan plots in Figures 7.5 and 7.11). An interference

peak is predicted at 5.3/rev, and is related to the actuator beam first flap bending

mode at 5.1/rev.

The flap deflection of the rotor blade tip, in response to a SABT frequency
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sweep is shown in Figure 7.63. The two models, FEM A and FEM 0 predict

similar frequencies for the first two flap modes, at 1.04 and 2.73/rev, respectively.

However, FEM A predicts a slightly lower third flap frequency, of 5.11/rev com-

pared to 5.56/rev for FEM 0. At the 1/rev resonance the blade tip flap amplitude

corresponds to 0.8% of blade radius, i.e. the blade tip path can be altered up and

down by ±82% of the full blade thickness. The associated blade tip flap angle is

0.65 deg.

The oscillatory rotor thrust generated by the single frequency excitation of the

active blade tip is shown in Figures 7.64 and 7.66. In Figure 7.64, the analysis

captures the measured data accurately at 1, 2 and 4/rev. The discrepancies at 3

and 5/rev are related to inaccuracies in the second and third flap bending modes.

As indicated in the above discussion of the SABT deflection results, the FEM A

model is a more accurate representation, including all the axes offsets. The FEM

0 model appears to be more accurate at 5/rev, but this is most likely because of

cancellation of neglecting the axes offsets and inaccuracies in the mass and stiffness

properties. Also note that except at 2/rev, the thrust response for 8 deg collective

is similar to that for 4 and 6 deg collective. The right hand axis shows the normal

force amplitude in [N]. For reference, note that the steady hover thrust at 8 deg

collective is 91.9 N, corresponding to a 46 N (dc) vertical root shear per blade.

The SABT-F97 rotor, similar to the M99 derivative, is a low Lock number rotor,

with a Lock number of 2.84. A break-down of the vertical root shear shows that the

thrust generated by exciting the blade tip is dominated by the inertial component,

rather than the aerodynamic component. Figure 7.65 shows the thrust authority

of a single active blade tip, defined as the ratio of the ratio of the vertical root shear

and the static hover blade lift at 8 deg collective. The figure also shows a break

down of the root shear in terms of inertial and aerodynamic components. Note
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Figure 7.64: Thrust response to SABT excitation: reduced tip speed rotor, SABT-
F97, hover, 930 rpm, collective 4, 6, 8 deg, excitation voltage 100 Vrms, FEM A =
baseline analysis, FEM 0 = analysis excluding beam, blade and shaft axes offsets,
amplitude is half-peak-to-peak

that except between 3 and 4/rev the inertial loads dominate. The aerodynamic

loads between 3 and 4/rev are larger, because in that frequency range there is a

strong response of the main blade torsion to the blade tip actuation affecting the

aerodynamic lift of the main blade. The large main blade torsion response near

3/rev is generated by the offset of the blade-tip shaft axis from the blade elastic
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axis, driving the blade second flap/torsion coupling mode located at 2.73/rev. The

excitation of the main blade torsion near 4/rev is driven by the torsional inertia of

the actuator beam and blade tip exciting the main blade torsion mode at 4.15/rev

(via the elastic torque tube).

The thrust authority for the 2, 3, 4, and 5/rev frequencies ranges between 10

and 22.5%. The thrust authority peaks at the rotor flap frequencies are dominated

by the inertial loads, because of the low aerodynamic damping (associated with

the low Lock number). Note that for a quasi-static actuation the estimated 1.7

deg SABT deflection has a 10% thrust authority. That implies that with the blade
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tips actuated collectively the mean hover thrust can be increased of decreased by

approximately 10% (again noting that the analysis accuracy is reduced near the

quasi static limit, because the aerodynamic model does not account for the change

of inflow under blade actuation).

Figure 7.66 shows a bar chart of the change in rotor thrust, for single blade tip

actuation, at 75, 100 and 125 Vrms and for collective settings of 4, 6 and 8 deg.

The above SABT deflection data indicated that the actuator beam experienced

partial depoling at 125 Vrms (above 4/rev). Instead of using a 125 Vrms = 176.8

Vpeak signal, 100 Vrms with a 1.5:1 amplification bias (in the poling direction) can
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Figure 7.67: Actuator current for the SABT-F97 rotor, amplitude is half-peak-to-
peak

be used to safely extend the actuation level. In fact, considering the lower tension

in the actuator beam, for the reduced tip speed rotor, it was shown that a 2:1 bias

can be safely applied (giving an effective excitation of 150 Vrms), see case #7 in

Table 4.7.

The measured and predicted current are shown in Figure 7.67. The first order

electrical impedance analysis of the actuator as a lossy capacitor accurately cap-
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tures the 75 and 100Vrms actuation current. The 125 Vrms analysis line is based

on extrapolation of the non-linear field dependent PZT permittivity and dielectric

loss parameters which are only valid up to 114 Vrms (see Section 3.5). The non-

linear increase in the measured current for 125 Vrms from 3 to 5/rev is probably

related to a combination of self heating and the depoling that was observed from

the SABT deflection data. The estimated real power consumption at 5/rev is 6

Watt for a 100 Vrms excitation, corresponding to 1.4% of the rotor aerodynamic

power at 8 deg (calculated). At 125 Vrms the power requirement increases to 13

Watt, corresponding to 3.0% of the rotor aerodynamic power (at 8 deg collective).

Note that for the SABT-F97 actuation, at frequencies up to 77.25 Hz, no departure

of the measured current from the predicted straight line is observed. In contrast,

for the Mach scale actuator beam, the hover excitation, at frequencies up to 170

Hz, showed a sub-linear trend with increasing frequency, see Figure 7.46. This is

most likely related to the fact that the electrical impedance used in the analysis

neglects the contribution of mechanical impedance (via the piezo coupling).

7.8.2 Active Twist Rotor SABTatwNT-F97

The reduced-tip-speed rotorblade incorporating the piezo-induced bending-torsion

coupled actuator beam was reconfigured into an active twist rotor. The blade tips

were removed and the actuator beam was clamped in a rib (replacing the bearing

block) at the end of the main blade. In this configuration the rotor diameter

was 10% shorter than that of the active tip configuration. Figure 7.68 shows the 2

bladed active twist rotor on the hover stand, note that only one blade was actuated

in the hover tests.

The rotor blades were in fact first tested in active twist mode to check struc-

tural integrity of the main blade and actuator beam in the rotating aerodynamic
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Figure 7.68: Reduced tip-speed active twist rotor, SABTatwNT-F97, on the hover
stand: diameter 1.623 m, chord 76.2 mm, tests speed 875 rpm, tip Mach 0.22,
Boeing ITR Froude scale hub, note that the blade tips have been removed

environment, before attaching the blade tips and hover testing the active tip rotor.

With the actuator beam locked down in the blade-tip rib, actuation of the beam

will twist the main blade. The hover test results for 75 and 100 Vrms actuation, at

4, 6 and 8 deg collective and the first five rotor harmonics is shown in Figure 7.69.

The measurements were made by two differential flap accelerometers mounted

inboard of the leading-edge and aft bearing block mounts. At 100 Vrms an active

tip twist amplitude of approximately 0.15 to 0.25 is achieved below 3/rev. At

4/rev the tip twist increases to 0.4 deg and at 5/rev almost 0.5 deg blade tip twist

is achieved (amplitudes are half peak-to-peak). Note that there is no significant

change in active twist performance with collective setting.

Figure 7.70 compares the analytic model with measured blade tip twist. The
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FEM A and FEM 0 models show different dynamics between 4 and 5 rev. The

reason is that FEM 0 does not include any inertial or kinematic flap-torsion cou-

plings, and hence predicts one response peak at 4.6/rev, related to a coupling of

the main blade second flap mode with the actuator beam torsion (via the actua-

tor beam elastic bending-torsion coupling). In contrast FEM A responds to two

highly coupled modes at 4.1 and 5.0/rev. See also the fan plot in Figure 7.12.

Both analytic models significantly over-predict the measured blade tip twist

amplitudes (by approximately a factor of 2 to 3). The analysis also over-predicted

the non-rotating blade tip twist. See Figure 6.25. It is suspected that boundary
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condition flexibility in clamping the actuator beam in the blade root resulted in

a performance degradation. Based on these results the root clamp for the Mach

scale design was improved and torsion lock nuts were used to prevent any backlash

of the actuator beam root, see Figures 4.10 and 5.28.

Chen and Chopra [6, 147, 148] also developed and hover tested an active twist
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rotor on the same Boeing ITR Froude scale hub. Skewed piezoceramic elements

were embedded at ±45 deg under the blade skin and actuated so as to induce blade

twist. The rotor is described in Section 1.4.2 and a concept schematic is shown

in Figure 1.6. The performance of the two reduced tip speed rotors is compared

in Table 7.7. The SABTatwNT-F97 rotor has a similar twist-authority. However,

two important differences need to be highlighted: first, the SABTatwNT-F97 ro-

tor uses 46% less PZT (and hence draws a lower current and has a lower power

consumption), and second, the SABTatwNT-F97 blade is 47% stiffer in torsion.

This implies that for a given tip twist angle the latter blade has an approximately

50% higher actuation energy. As a result the SABTatwNT-F97 rotor does not

experience the same performance loss because of rotation and collective as noted

for the Chen rotor in Reference [147]. However, the SABT active twist rotor is

40% heavier.

The actuator beam and main rotor blade were not specifically designed (nor

optimized) for the active twist configuration. There is considerable room for design

optimization. The potential of the actuator beam for blade twist application is

further demonstrated in the Mach scale active twist tests, where the actuator beam

and main blade or more closely matched, see Section 7.7. In that configuration

higher blade tip twists are generated, in the presence of a larger combined torsional

stiffness (resulting in higher actuation energy). See also Section 7.9, below for a

comparison of the active rotor systems.
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Table 7.7: Rotating comparison of Maryland active twist rotors

Blade SABTatwNT-F97 Chen: DLB

Reference N/A [147]

Hub Boeing ITR Boeing ITR

speed [rpm] 875 900

diameter [m] 1.808 1.829

chord [mm] 76.2 76.2

GJeff [Nm2] 9.81 6.67

fn [Hz] 59.4(a) 65

[1/rev] 4.08 4.33

PZT mass [gm] 44 81

blade mass [gm] 310 222

Blade Tip Twist, [deg]: 100 Vrms, 8 deg collective

1/rev 0.18 0.19

2/rev 0.13 0.23

3/rev 0.24 0.29

4/rev 0.38 0.46

5/rev 0.45 0.29

a) calculated, rotating torsion frequency

7.9 COMPARISON OF ACTIVE ROTOR SYS-

TEMS

In concluding the analysis and discussion of the open loop active blade tip (SABT)

and active twist (SABTatw) Mach scale tests, it is instructive to compare the
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performance of the active rotor systems tested to date.

At the time of writing there have been only six other active rotor test programs

that have progressed to hover and/or windtunnel testing and been documented in

the literature. These six programs were briefly described in the introduction, see

Section 1.4.

In addition to the SABT active tip and active twist blades, three trailing edge

flap rotors and three active twist rotors have been developed and tested. The rotor

systems are summarized in Tables 7.8 and 7.9.

The rotor systems are very different in terms of actuation system, physical

scaling, Mach and Froude number, hub type, number of blades, blade geometry,

blade mass and stiffness properties and actuation and rotor dynamics. In partic-

ular, the active rotor systems are designed for operation at the dominant rotating

frame vibration frequencies at N/rev and (N±1)/rev. Hence it is very difficult to

directly compare the different rotor systems.

As a first order comparison, the low quasi-static control deflection (of the

control surface or the direct blade twist) and the associated change in thrust (per

active blade) are shown in Figures 7.71a and 7.71b, respectively. In addition, the

mass penalty compared to the baseline passive blade is presented in Figure 7.71c.

The purpose of this comparison is primarily to highlight the activity in the field of

active rotor research. For more information the reader is directed to the indicated

references.

The list below serves as a footer for Figure 7.71 and Tables 7.8 and 7.9.

a) Rotor blade with pitch-active blade tips; actuation is 100 Vrms with 2:1 bias

(-557 to 1114 V/mm); quasi-static tip deflection and induced thrust are calcu-

lated; mass penalty is defined as ratio of the actuator beam mass to the mass

of the rotor blade excluding the actuator beam.
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Figure 7.71: Comparison of experimentally tested active rotor systems, control
surface deflections and induced thrust are low frequency, notes are listed below

b) Rotor blade with plain trailing edge flap; actuator is a 8 layered, tapered

piezo bimorph; actuation is 95 Vrms with a 3:1 bias (-529 to 1587 V/mm);
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flap deflection and induced thrust were measured at 1/rev; mass penalty is

defined as mass of bimorph, attachment fixtures and balance mass to to-

tal blade mass (excluding the aforementioned actuation components); Refer-

ences [5, 143,144,231,253,254]; see Figure 1.5.

c) Rotor blade with plain trailing edge flap actuator is a piezo bimorph; actuation

is 110 Vrms; quasi-static flap deflection is measured; mass penalty defined as

total actuation system mass (including wiring and sensors) relative to baseline

passive blade, References [140–142,255].

d) Rotor blade with slotted flap, based on 1/6th Mach-scale Chinook CH-53 blade;

flap has a 27.5% hinge overhang and flap trailing edge extends 2% beyond the

main blade trailing edge; actuator is a piezo stack X-Frame; actuation is 2360

V/mm; quasi-static flap deflection is measured; mass penalty defined as mass

increases compared to baseline passive blade; References [3, 87, 121, 124]; see

Figure 1.3

e) Active twist rotor, SABTatw-M99; actuation is 100 Vrms with 2:1 bias (-557

to 1114 V/mm); quasi static tip-twist and induced thrust are calculated; mass

penalty is defined as ratio of actuator beam mass to the the mass of the rotor

blade excluding the actuator beam.

f) Active twist rotor using discrete piezo elements, embedded at +45 and -45 deg

under the blade skin; actuation 150 Vrms (with 70 Vdc offset: -557 V/mm to

1114 V/mm); blade tip twist and induced thrust measured at 1/rev; -mass

penalty defined as mass increase compared to baseline fabricated Froude -scale

blades; see Figure 1.6.

g) Active twist rotor using piezofiber packs oriented at +45 and -45 deg in the
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spar laminate; Froude scale design, achieving Mach scale tip speeds in heavy

gas medium (R134a); actuation 1000 V half-peak-to-peak (maximum possible

actuation is 2000 V half peak-to-peak); low frequency blade tip twist based on

analysis and torsional strain measurements, References [7, 157–159], see Fig-

ure 1.7

h) Active twist rotor, based on a 1/6th Mach-scale Chinook blade, using piezofiber

packs oriented at +45 and -45 deg in the spar laminate; actuation 1000 V

half-peak-to-peak (maximum possible actuation is 2000 V half peak-to-peak);

75% of packs operational; low frequency blade tip twist based on analysis and

torsional strain measurements; References [94,152,153,155,156]

It should also be noted that the two piezofiber active twist rotors were not

tested at the maximum drive voltage (because of insulation problems with the

interdigitated electrodes and the wiring harness). Once these problems are solved,

a significant performance improvement is expected.

Figure 7.71 clearly shows that the two SABT rotors (in active tip and ac-

tive twist configuration), using the piezo-induced bending-torsion coupled actua-

tor beam, exhibit a good low frequency control authority, in terms of deflection

and thrust response. The major drawback, is that in the present design config-

uration the two SABT rotors have a considerably larger mass penalty compared

to the other six active rotor concepts. A concerted mass reduction has to be a

primary focus of future design studies. Furthermore, it should be noted that the

SABT actuator and rotor blade design is a a second generation design (counting

the reduced tip speed rotor as the first generation design). There certainly is room

for performance improvement in future coupled actuator and rotor blade design

optimizations. In future research it is recommended that the active tip and active
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Table 7.8: Comparison of active control surface (ACS) rotors

Blade SABT-M99 Koratkar Fulton Prechtl

Reference N/A [143] [140,141] [124]

Hub Bell-412 Bell-412 Hingeless Articulated

scaling Mach Mach Froude Mach

blades 4 4 2 2

speed [rpm] 2000 1800 760 1336

tip Mach 0.47 0.42 0.27 0.63

diameter [m] 1.524 1.524 2.286 3.079

chord [m] 0.0762 0.0762 0.0864 0.1369

ACS type active tip TE flap TE flap TE flap

ACS drive piezo bending piezo piezo piezo-stack

torsion beam bimorph bimorph X-Frame

ACS span [%R] 10 5 12 11.5

ACS chord [%c] 100 20 10 20

Lock number 2.55 3.4 5-7.5 9.0

twist concepts should be separated, to achieve maximum performance for each

configuration.

Despite the large differences in the actuation concepts and the rotor types,

the experimental programs have indicated the feasibility of on-blade active rotor

control, prompting full scale research programs, which were briefly highlighted in

Section 1.4. Although, to date none of the full-scale active rotors has been tested

in the windtunnel or free-flight.
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Table 7.9: Comparison of active twist rotors

Blade SABTatw-M99-2 Chen: DL Wilkie Rodgers

Reference N/A [147] [157–159] [94]

Hub Bell-412 Boeing ITR Articulated Articulated

scaling Mach Froude Froude & Mach

Mach

blades 4 4 2 2

speed [rpm] 2000 900 687.5 1336

tip Mach 0.47 0.25 0.6 0.63

diameter [m] 1.524 1.829 2.794 3.079

chord [m] 0.0762 0.0762 0.1077 0.1369

GJeff [Nm2] 11.79 6.94 36.2 160

torsion fq.(a) [1/rev] 3.54(b) 4.48 7.37 5.1

Lock number 2.55 4.7 9.2 9.0

active span [%R] 62.5 65 77 68

a) rotating first torsion frequency

b) calculated, in the absence on axes offsets frequency is 4.05/rev
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7.10 CLOSED LOOP TESTS

The active blade tip rotor was used as a test-bed for the experimental testing of

an adaptive control algorithm for vibration reduction. The neural network based

algorithm was developed by Spencer et al [114, 115, 249] as a general purpose vi-

bration reduction algorithm for an active rotor system. Implicit in the controller

development is the fact that it is not restricted to a certain type of actuation sys-

tem. For example, the controller was also tested on a trailing edge flap rotor [249].

The combination of the rotating frame on-blade actuation system and the

adaptive neural controller permits time domain individual blade control. As such

the control strategy is not restricted to pre-selected rotor harmonics. The control

algorithm is formulated to minimize a weighted set of vibration metrics and and

the control effort. The vibration metrics typically are the fixed frame hub loads

(in some cases the rotating frame root flap bending was also considered).

It is important to note that the closed loop system incorporates non-colocated

sensors (at the hub) and actuators (at the blade tips), and also includes a rotating

to fixed frame transformation. In essence the digital controller is implemented as

follows: a Kalman filter is used to adaptively estimate the plant response to the

neural basis functions, in real time, based on the vibration measurements (e.g. the

hub loads). A single hidden layer neural network is the used generate the command

signal to the active control surface, to minimize the vibration measurements.

The control algorithm was originally developed and tested using a comprehen-

sive aeroelastic rotorcraft code [114, 248]. A smart rotor with plain trailing edge

flaps was investigated, and results were compared with a higher harmonic (fre-

quency domain) controller. The analytic studies were performed for a Sikorsky

S-76 and a Boeing MD-900 Explorer.
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7.10.1 Description of Control Algorithm

The controller is briefly described below, see Reference [115] for the details of the

control algorithm development. A radial basis neural network structure is used to

approximate the command input to the active rotor, because it provides a highly

adaptive spline-like solution for complex non-linear functions.

The time period of one revolution is divided into N evenly spaced nodes. Each

node has its own radial basis function, gk. The time domain control signal to the

active blade tip, u(t), is generated by the output of the single layer hidden neural

network:

u(ψ) =
N−1
∑

k=0

γk g(k, ψ) (7.2)

where γk is the output weight for each neuron of the hidden layer network and

ψ = t/Ω is the blade azimuth angle. The radial basis functions are fixed and do

not vary with time, only the weighting parameter, γk is updated in each control

loop.

The controller is implemented in discrete time by sampling the hub loads and

control inputs on a per rev basis. For vibration reduction of the hub loads, the

rates of change of the loads are used as measured signals, y, which are used as

input to the controller. Neglecting transients, the steady state response (of the

measured signals), for a given control signal to the active blade, is given by:

y = y0 +Hγ + ν (7.3)

where y is comprised of evenly spaced samples (over one revolution) of the blade

hub loads rates of change. The corresponding vector y0, is the uncontrolled re-

sponse (when the neural weights γk are zero). The command input to the blade is

implicitly included by the vector γ, since this defines the command signal to the

active blade, see Equation (7.2). The γk coefficients of vector γ are the neural net-
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work weights, defined in Equation (7.2) and ν is measurement noise. The columns

of the matrix H represent the components of the controller measurement signal,

y, associated with each neural basis function; i.e. column hk is the measured

response y with y0 = 0, γk = 1 and u(t) = gk(ψ).

The optimal set of neural weights, for constructing the command signal to

the active blade, u(t), are determined by minimizing the function cost function

J, which is based on the vibration and control energy (i.e. is quadratic in the

vibration metric and the control effort):

J = yTW yy + γTW γγ (7.4)

whereW y andW γ are the weighting matrices for the vibratory load measurement

and the neural network weights (related to the control effort). The optimal neural

weights are obtained by minimizing the cost function, i.e. solving ∂J/∂γ = 0 for

γ:

γopt = −
(

HTW yH +W γ

)−1
HTW yy0 (7.5)

However, the uncontrolled response, y0, and the plant information, H , are not

necessarily known a priori, nor are they necessarily constant. A Kalman filter is

used to adaptively estimate these parameters in real-time. The neural network

coefficients, γk, are then updated to minimize the cost function, based on the

latest estimates of the uncontrolled response and the response to the neural basis

functions. Finally the control signal to the active blade is constructed by the neural

network, defined by Equation (7.2). The flow diagram of the neuro-controller is

given in Figure 7.72. Note that a 3 revolution delay is enforced in reading data, to

ensure that the new command wave form is indeed being executed on the active

blade and that transients have died down.

Several features of the control algorithm need to be highlighted.
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i) The controller has no prior knowledge of the system dynamics (i.e. there is

no model based input).

ii) There is no off-line learning of the system dynamics or training of the neu-

ral network. The coupled Kalman filter and neural network simultaneously

learn the system dynamics and perform vibration reduction on-line (in real

time). The controller thus will adaptively respond to any changes in the rotor

dynamics or flight condition. On start-up of the controller the ramp-up of

the maximum permissible command voltage is restricted as a precautionary

measure.

iii) The formulation and implementation of the control algorithm is based on

the period of one revolution. Implicit in this architecture is that on a per

rev basis the rotor response is steady. Hence the controller primarily targets

disturbances at any integer multiple of rotor speed.

iv) The controller can be implemented to control each blade individually

The real time adaptive controller was implemented in C++ on a National

Instruments PCI-MIO-16E-1, 12 bit data acquisition board, running on a Pentium

III 550 MHz processor. Double buffering was used on the data acquisition board

for simultaneously down-loading the rotor hub measurements from the previous

revolution and uploading the command wave-form for the next revolution to the

data acquisition board. The one-rev command wave-form to the active blade is

repeated until the updated command wave form is up-loaded from the control

algorithm to the data acquisition board.

For the present tests the system was configured in single-input/single-output

form. The controller input measurement was either the fixed frame normal force,

or the root flap bending moment at station Sta 18 or Sta 50. The single output was
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Figure 7.72: Neural network controller flow chart

the command voltage to one of the active blade tips. Typically 0.75 seconds were

required to perform the control computations and create a one-rev command wave

form. At 2000 rpm this corresponds to a computational period of 25 revolutions.

In this time period, the one-rev command wave-form from the previous solution

is repeated.

Furthermore, it should be noted that for these closed loop tests the algorithm

was not directly synchronized to the rotor rpm. Instead, the rpm was entered

as a constant parameter in the control algorithm. The rotor speed is required to
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determine the period of one revolution, and hence the data-sampling and command

wave-form generation rates, for a fixed number of sampling points per revolution.

During testing, especially at low collective settings, the rpm fluctuated by up to

± 5 rpm. This was sufficient for the controller to intermittently lose track of the

minimum vibration solution.

Subsequent to these tests the data sampling and command uploading have

been synchronized to rotor speed via a 60/rev tachometer. The controller has also

been implemented for multi-input/multi-output control of a 4 bladed rotor. At

the time of writing a 1.524 m diameter, Mach scale smart rotor is being tested in

forward flight. The active blades incorporate bimorph-actuated plain trailing edge

flaps [144] (with an 8% span and 20% chord).

7.10.2 Background Vibration Reduction

In this section two sets of results of background vibration reduction are presented.

The background vibration is dominated by the 1/rev signal, arising from an in-

tentional imbalance in the rotor. The uncontrolled vibration spectra are shown

in Figure 7.15. The full test matrix for the closed loop control tests is given in

Table 7.4.

Figures 7.73 to 7.75 present the results with the flap bending moment at station

Sta 18 selected as control parameter. Figure 7.73a shows the time history of the

command voltage. In order to prevent damage to the blades the controller is

restrained by a linear ramp up in the maximum command voltage to the active

blade. The command limit was set at 141 Vpeak for all the closed loop tests. The

controller has converged to minimum vibration solution after approximately 360

revolutions. Disturbances near rev 600 and 800 caused the controller to lose lock

on the minimum vibration solution, most likely because of rpm fluctuations (as
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indicated above, for these tests the controller was not yet synchronized to actual

rotor speed). The time traces for the root flap bending moment, with controller

OFF and controller ON, are shown in Figures 7.73b and 7.73c. The corresponding

FFT spectra, for various rotor parameters, are shown in Figures 7.74 and 7.75.

The 1/rev flap bending moment at Sta 18 is reduced by 86%, with a 0.71

deg amplitude SABT deflection, see Figures 7.74e and 7.74f. Note, however, that

the 1/rev flap bending moment at Sta 50 and the normal force are increased,

Figures 7.75b and 7.75d. This is to be expected because the single input controller

enforces a closed loop bending node at Sta 18, without regard for the response at

Sta 50, or the fixed frame thrust. The closed loop node at Sta 18 results in a

redistribution of the strain energy and an increase in the bending moment at Sta

50 and the normal force.

The closed loop control of the normal force is documented in Figures 7.76

to 7.78. The non-harmonic, high frequency content in the thrust spectrum reduces

the visual impact of the vibration reduction in the time history plots, Figures 7.76b

and 7.76c. The frequency spectra in Figures 7.77e and 7.77f show that the 1/rev

vibration has been reduced by 89% and the peak out at 8/rev has been reduced by

53%. The vibration reduction at 8/rev (266.7 Hz) is less effective because of the

amplifier roll-off towards the 3 dB 500 Hz corner frequency, see Figure E.1 (note

that the command voltage limits are applied in the controller software, before the

command signal goes through the amplifier, and hence the amplifier output/input

transfer function is superimposed on the maximum command voltage). Although

the active tip was not explored beyond 5/rev in open loop tests, the analysis

indicates that, beyond the 5/rev dominant natural frequency, the open loop (single

frequency) SABT deflection drops to 1 to 2 deg between 6/rev and 8/rev, for a

100 Vrms single frequency actuation.
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The rotor stand related, peak at 2.1/rev and 6.3/rev are not significantly

changed. As mentioned above, the per-rev implementation of the control algo-

rithm, only targets harmonic disturbances. Figures 7.77d and 7.78f show the

SABT deflection and the current requirement in response to the command voltage

spectrum (Figure 7.77b). Note that the command voltage and the SABT response

are only at rotor harmonics.

Note also that in this test the control-off 1/rev normal force was 16.9 N, Fig-

ure 7.77e compared to the 12.1 N observed in the control-off measurement in

Figure 7.74e.

A interesting test in this limited closed loop hover configuration, would be to

explore simultaneous reduction of the fixed frame normal force and the rotating

frame flap bending moment. Additional results for single parameter background

vibration reduction at 1000 rpm and 1500 rpm are shown in Appendix A.
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7.10.3 Pseudo Vibration Reduction

In hover the rotor flow field is nominally axisymmetric and time-independent, and

hence the rotor does not experience any significant vibration. An intentional im-

balance of the rotor was convenient to demonstrate 1/rev vibration reduction. To

further explore the capability of the controller, an artificial vibration signal was in-

jected into the load measurements. The controller essentially sees the background

vibration and a superimposed vibration at selected amplitudes and frequencies.

In minimizing the combined signal, the controller zeros the background vibration

and forces the rotor to physically generate loads that are 180 deg phase shifted

from the artificial vibration signal.

In these tests the vibration reduction controller is essentially tasked to reduce

background vibration and create an intentional set of target rotor load amplitudes

(at a selected frequencies).

This approach offers the opportunity to test the closed loop controller and the

active rotor blade in a Mach scale rotating aerodynamic environment, essentially

a pseudo smart rotor test. The real test of fire is future testing in forward flight

in the wind tunnel.

Four selected test cases from the test matrix in Table 7.4 are presented be-

low, in Figures 7.79 to 7.82. The amplitudes for the artificial vibration signals

are nominally based on 80% of the open loop control authority (for the selected

frequency). Note that in all figures, the physically measured parameters are shown

(the artificial vibration signal, injected into the controller, is not included).

Figure 7.79 shows the performance with a control target of 0.64 Nm at 4/rev

for the flap bending moment at station Sta 18. The results show that the controller

commands a 1/rev and 4/rev actuation of the active blade tip, which responds with
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0.5 deg and 1.4 deg at the two frequencies. The 0.5 deg, 1/rev SABT deflection

reduces the background vibration (because of rotor imbalance) in My Sta 18 to

0.12 Nm (from a background level of 0.33 to 0.473 Nm). The 1.4 deg, 3/rev SABT

actuation generates a 0.58 Nm bending moment, corresponding to 91% of the

control target. The time traces (not shown) indicate that the command voltage is

saturated at the 141 Vpeak limit.

The results for a multi-frequency control targets, for My Sta 18, are shown

in Figure 7.80. Note that the control targets are considerably lower than for the

single frequency test above (because the peak actuation voltage is still limited at

141 V). In this case the controller commands actuation at 1, 3, 4 and 5/rev. The

active blade tip responds with 0.6, 0.3, 1.3 and 0.7 deg respectively. The flap

bending moment at Sta 18 reaches 82% 89% and 91% of the control targets at

3, 4, and 5/rev. The 1/rev amplitude is reduced to 0.08 Nm (from a background

level of 0.33 to 0.473 Nm). The time trace shows that the command voltage is

saturated at the 141 Vpeak limit.

The next two figures present results, using the normal force as control parame-

ter. Figure 7.81 shows the performance for a single frequency thrust control target

of 43 N at 3/rev. The rotor generates 86% of the 3/rev control target, using a 0.7

deg SABT deflection. The 1/rev background vibration is only reduced to 6.9 N,

compared to 1.9 N in the dedicated background suppression test, see Figure 7.77.

This is most likely related to command voltage saturation at the 141 Vpeak limit.

Note that as before, the 2.1 and 6.3/rev non-harmonic thrust components are not

affected by the controller. Interestingly in this case the controller has a 30 Vpeak

9/rev component.

The performance for a multi-frequency thrust control target is presented in

Figure 7.82. In response to the artificial 3, 4 and 5/rev hub signals the controller
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commands SABT deflections of 0.5, 0.7 and 1.0 deg at 3 , 4 and 5/rev respectively.

The actual rotor thrust reaches 95%, 67% and 92% of the control target values.

In addition the blade tip is deflected by 0.4 deg at 1/rev to reduce the 1/rev

imbalance to 3.6 N, from a background level of 12 to 17 N. In this test run, the

control voltage also had a 10-20 Vpeak 7, 8 and 9/rev component.
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Figure 7.79: Closed loop test, control parameter My Sta 18: control target 0.64
Nm at 4/rev; hover, 2000 rpm, 2 deg collective
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Figure 7.80: Closed loop test, control parameter My Sta 18: simultaneous control
targets 0.23, 0.20, and 0.28 Nm at 3, 4 and 5/rev; hover, 2000 rpm, 2 deg collective
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Figure 7.81: Closed loop test, control parameter thrust: control target 43 N at
3/rev; hover, 2000 rpm, 2 deg collective
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Figure 7.82: Closed loop test, control parameter thrust: simultaneous control
targets 22, 11 and 32 N at 3, 4 and 5/rev; hover, 2000 rpm, 2 deg collective
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Chapter 8

SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS

The research presented in this dissertation documents the development of a smart

rotor system, focusing on active on-blade control for vibration reduction. The

proposed concept uses active blade tips that can be pitched with respect to the

main blade to effect individual blade control. The active blade tips generate new

unsteady aerodynamic loads that correctly phased will cancel the original vibratory

hub loads. The smart active blade tip (SABT) rotor is part of a continuing smart

rotor program at the University of Maryland.

8.1 OVERVIEW

The development of the active tip rotor progressed in two parallel phases. The

first phase involved the formulation of a coupled rotor blade and actuator finite

element model for preliminary design and overall performance evaluation. The

second phase focused on an experimental test program, based on a nominally

1/8th scale rotor. The experimental program included design and fabrication of

an active blade tip rotor, culminating in a series of open-loop Mach scale hover

tests. The active blade tip rotor also served as a testbed for the evaluation of an
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adaptive, neural network based, control algorithm (a parallel development in the

Maryland smart rotor research program, by Spencer [115]).

The space constraint of the small scale rotor dictated the requirement for a

low profile actuator capable of delivering adequate free twist and block torque.

The actuation system to drive the blade tips comprises a piezo-induced bending-

torsion coupled composite actuator beam, that runs down the length of the rotor

blade. The actuator beam is used as a solid state torsional actuator, with a novel

spanwise segmented layup, to minimize the bending deflection. The blade tip is

directly connected to the actuator beam via a beam adapter and shaft, which is

supported in a radial bearing at the outboard end of the main blade. The blade tip

lift and drag (and associated bending moments) are transfered to the main blade

via the radial bearing. In contrast, the centrifugal force and pitching moment are

directly carried by the actuator beam. The axial load transfer eliminates the need

for a blade tip thrust bearing (although the increased tension in the beam does

restrict the actuation limits of the piezoceramic elements, which are susceptible to

tensile cracking).

The reduced tip speed Hover tests (tip Mach 0.27) and the Mach scale hover

tests (tip Mach 0.47) demonstrated the control authority of the active blade tip

concept, in terms of blade tip deflection and rotor thrust. The performance of the

active blade tip in the small scale tests indicates the potential feasibility for full

scale implementation with further design optimization.

A brief summary of each chapter is presented below. The chapter concludes

with broad recommendations for future work, in Section 8.10.
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8.2 ACTUATOR BEAM

The actuator beam is a graphite-epoxy beam with surface bonded (discrete) PZT-

5H piezoceramic sheet elements. The actuator beam is comprised of a series of

spanwise segments with an alternating [+45] and [-45] layup, and hence a flip-

flopping bending torsion coupling. Continuous mid-plane 0 deg plies are included

in the layup to enhance the structural integrity of the brick-layup junction between

adjacent [+45] and [-45] beam segments, and to carry the centrifugal load.

The upper and lower PZT elements, bonded to each beam segment, are actu-

ated in a bimorph-type bending mode. Via the bending-torsion coupling of the

graphite substructure, the beam segments twists in response to the piezo-induced

bending moment. Adjacent active beam units are actuated alternatingly concave-

up and concave-down over the length of the beam. The double reversal of the

bending-torsion coupling and the piezo actuation results in a cancelling of the net

bending deflection and a linear twist increase. The cancellation of the bending

displacement is the key feature of this low profile actuator.

Note though, that global beam bending and torsion modes are super-imposed

over the actuation modes. Analysis of the hover test results shows that at certain

frequencies the beam and blade modes can result in the beam striking the inter-

nal walls of the rotor blade, necessitating intermediate beam support for future

development.

An important aspect to consider in the beam actuation, is that each of the

active beam segments behaves locally as a low aspect ratio plate element. Consid-

ering that the PZT-5H sheets develop a uniform in-plane freestrain, it follows that

there will be a synclastic bending in both the spanwise and chordwise directions

of each beam segment. It was shown, analytically and experimentally, that the
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spanwise and chordwise piezo-induced bending moments, contribute equally to the

induced twist

A first order parametric study was conducted to define the actuator beam

design parameters. Graphite-epoxy with a [45] layup was found to offer the best

twist performance. The higher longitudinal stiffness results in a stronger bending-

torsion coupling, than for the other two composite materials that were considered,

Kevlar-49 and E-Glass.

The piezoceramic PZT-5H was selected primarily because of its high d31 coef-

ficient. A detailed active material study, in terms of freestrain capability, stiffness,

actuation energy density, self-heating, electro-mechanical fatigue and compressive

depoling was beyond the scope of the present research program. However, a more

careful investigation of available piezoceramic materials is recommended to im-

prove actuation performance and lifespan. In particular it is recommended to

consider PZT-5A and the hard PZTs: PZT-4 and PZT-8, which have superior

power handling capability compared to the soft PZTs (albeit at the expense of

higher drive voltages).

The selected adhesive was M-Bond 200, a strain gauge cynoacrylate. This

adhesive is neither designed for structural nor for long term applications. It was

selected instead of two other structural epoxies, primarily for its rapid bond time

(less than 2 minutes) and repeatable thin bond lines. However, in conjunction

with the above review of piezo ceramic material, it is recommended that a variety

of adhesives are reviewed in more detail, paying attention to shear strength, shear

transfer, high cycle fatigue and environmental exposure.

Two actuator beam test coupons with four active beam segments were fabri-

cated, to demonstrate the bending-torsion actuation, with the double reversals of

bending-torsion coupling and piezo actuation. The bending and twist response of
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the actuator beam, with 1, 2, 3 and 4 beam units successively activated, was as ex-

pected. With an even number of beam segments activated, the beam tip bending

was zeroed, whereas the beam tip twist increased linearly with the number beam

units activated. The proof-of-concept actuator beams were also used to validate a

first order, closed form analytic model.

The actuator beam chapter (Chapter 2) concludes with the results of the hover

test of an active flap rotor, that used the piezo-induced bending-torsion coupled

actuator beam to deflect a hingeless flap (directly attached to the beam). The

trailing edge flap had a 3% span and 20% chord, the main purpose of the test

was to evaluate the actuator beam performance in the rotating environment. At

900 rpm and with a conservative excitation of ±445 V/mm, flap deflections of

the order of ±2 deg were achieved. No degradation with rotor speed (up to the

nominal test speed of 900 rpm) was observed, nor with collective (up to 8 deg).

The successful trailing edge flap test prompted the subsequent development of

the active blade tip, using the same actuation concept.

8.3 COUPLED ACTUATOR BEAM & ROTOR

BLADE ANALYSIS

In parallel with the experimental characterization of the actuator beam and the de-

sign and development of the active blade tip rotor blades, a coupled finite element

model (of the active tip rotor blade with integrated actuator) was developed.

A general actuator beam finite element was derived, based on prior analytic

work by Chandra and Chopra [189]. The analysis is an extension of Vlasov theory

to include composite materials and induced strain actuation. The beam cross-

section is modeled as a two-dimensional plate element on the cross-section level.
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Explicit integration across the section is used to reduce the two-dimensional plate

displacements to one-dimensional beam displacements. Axial and lateral dynamics

and transverse shear effects are neglected, as a first estimate. The cross-section

displacements are assumed to comprise only a rigid section flap bending, rigid

section twist and a parabolic chordwise warping (associated with the synclastic

bending actuation of the active beam segments). Using energy methods, a twelve

degree of freedom, generalized (one-dimensional) finite element is derived, with

piezo-induced actuation forces. Although axial dynamics are ignored, out-of-plane

warping is retained in the formulation.

A deadzone is defined at the spanwise edge of each discrete PZT element, to

account for the structural edge effect. The plane stress assumption is expanded

to include zero mechanical stress resultants in the cross-section contour direction,

and a high order warping correction is introduced to further improve the fidelity

of the analysis.

The advantage of the the linear elastic analysis is that it is computationally

efficient, and sufficiently physical that insight into the beam behaviour is retained

(in contrast to a two-dimensional cross-section finite element model). The main

disadvantage of the analysis is that it does not accurately capture the electro-

mechanical edge effects of the discrete PZT elements, where the beam thickness

changes by approximately 20% from the active section to the passive interface

region (for the Mach scale actuator beam).

The static actuator beam finite element model was extended to include rota-

tion. It was shown that for the present application, the centrifugal stiffening of the

chordwise warping mode is insignificant, and the torsional centrifugal stiffening of

the beam is less than 5% compared to the elastic torsional stiffness (at Mach scale

speeds). Note though that the propeller moment of the active blade tip is not
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negligible. Furthermore it was shown that the chordwise warping dynamics occur

well beyond the vibration reduction bandwidth of interest.

Note that for the present actuator analysis, the induced strain actuation is

modeled as direct freestrain input. The freestrain input permits capturing of

the nonlinear freestrain vs. electric field behaviour. However, the hysteresis of

the freestrain behaviour (associated with dielectric losses and structural damping

in the PZT) is ignored, as a first estimate. Bond layer shear lag and electrical

degrees of freedom are also neglected, focusing instead on the active structural

dynamics. In order to estimate the current requirement and power consumption,

the actuator beam is modeled as a lossy capacitor, neglecting the piezo-coupling

of the mechanical impedance into the effective electrical impedance.

The structural actuator beam finite element model was validated with two test

cases in the literature. The first was a free vibration test of a set of cantilevered

bending-torsion coupled graphite plates [10], with single ply angle layups ranging

form [0] to [90] deg. The plates had a 4:1 aspect ratio, and in this case the chordwise

warping dynamics were not negligible. The analysis accurately captured the first

three measured natural frequencies, for the different ply angles. The first three

modes were coupled modes including first spanwise bending, first torsion and first

chordwise bending (chordwise warping).

The second test case involved 2:1 aspect ratio plates, that included two full

width piezo banks extending from 3.4% to 40% of the span [11]. An aluminium

plate and two bending-torsion graphite-epoxy plates were separately tested with

a static transverse tip force and dc piezo bending actuation, respectively. The

finite element model accurately captured the spanwise and chordwise bending of

the aluminium plate and the spanwise bending and twist of the graphite plates,

for both the mechanical and the piezo loading. Discrepancies were noticed near
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the spanwise edges of the piezo banks, because the change in cross-section vio-

lated the assumption of a prismatic structure (i.e. zero stresses in the thickness

direction). Interestingly the finite element model predicted a reverse bending in

the 3.4% span region between the cantilevered end of the plate and the first bank

of PZT elements. This reverse bending was not predicted by the plate element

analysis that accompanied the original experimental work. A re-test of the alu-

minium plate confirmed the existence of the reverse bending. The reason that

the present analysis captures this phenomenon, is that implicit in the formulation

is the assumption that the transverse displacement in the chordwise direction is

twice differentiable (i.e. a parabolic chordwise warping field). In contrast the

standard plate element discretization is based on a transverse displacement that is

globally only once differentiable (using cubic Hermite polynomials) . The assumed

parabolic chordwise mode in the present analysis is justified, because the geome-

try, properties and piezo bending moment in the chordwise direction are uniform.

Note, that this assumption is not valid for general two dimensional plate loading.

The two validation studies indicate that within the framework of the anal-

ysis assumptions the actuator finite element model accurately captures the non-

rotating free vibration and the response to static actuation and mechanical loading.

Most importantly, it was noted that the globally one-dimensional finite element

model can efficiently capture distinct two dimensional plate behaviour (as evi-

denced by the test cases with 4:1 and 2:1 aspect ratio plates), provided the cross-

section geometry, properties and loading are uniform in the chordwise direction.

The actuator beam finite element model was integrated into a general elastic

rotorblade aeroelastic model, using Hamilton’s variational principle. The coupling

of the actuator beam, the main rotor blade and the blade tip is via the boundary

conditions between the three distinct structural components. Note that the bear-
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ing support of the blade tip shaft (at the outboard end of the main rotor blade)

results in split in the load path for the blade tip loads. The lift and drag (and

associated shaft bending moments) are transfered to the main blade via the radial

bearing, whereas the centrifugal force and the pitching moment are transferred to

the actuator beam.

The main rotor blade and blade tip are modeled using linear elasticity and

linear two-dimensional aerodynamics. Two dimensional unsteady aerodynamics

are captured via the inclusion of non-circulatory impulsive aerodynamics and the

correction of the circulatory lift via Theodorson’s frequency domain deficiency

function. A uniform inflow model is used for the hover analysis. Furthermore, it

is assumed that the inflow is independent of the blade tip actuation. In future

analysis, it is recommended to include a dynamic inflow model or free wake to

improve the fidelity of the analysis. In order to correctly estimate blade tip pitching

moment, so as to specify the actuator-beam torque capability, the unsteady, vortex

dominated, three-dimensional flow field over the blade tip needs to be analyzed.

Considering the actuator beam finite element model only includes flap and torsion,

the axial and lead-lag dynamics are neglected for the rotorblade, as a first estimate.

The assembled finite element model is based on finite elements is space. The

system of linear, coupled ordinary differential equations is solved in the frequency

domain, to efficiently calculate blade tip frequency sweep response, for comparison

with experimental open loop frequency sweeps. In order to include more advanced

nonlinear structural and aerodynamic features, finite elements in time can be used

to evaluate steady performance at the rotor harmonics. Alternatively, computa-

tionally intensive time integration can be used to generate frequency sweep results.

The primary purpose of the coupled actuator beam and rotor blade analysis,

was to serve as design tool for optimizing the actuator beam configuration, and
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for evaluating the active blade tip performance in hover. For more advance design

studies, including: forward flight, detailed design optimization, full scale feasibil-

ity studies and overall performance assessment, it is necessary to integrate the

actuator beam and active blade tip into a comprehensive aeroelastic rotor code.

The present coupled actuator beam and rotor aeroelastic code was validated

with both reduced-tip-speed (Froude scale) and Mach scale hover test data, form

the respective active blade tip rotors.

8.4 ACTUATOR BEAM & ROTOR BLADE DE-

SIGN

In order to demonstrate the technical feasibility of the active blade tip concept, an

experimental program was undertaken to design, fabricate and hover test an active

blade tip rotor. The experimental work was conducted in two phases: first a Froude

scale rotor and second a Mach scale rotor were developed and hover tested. The

Froude scale rotor has a lower operating speed, based on matching the centripetal

acceleration. This results in a less severe aerodynamic and centrifugal loading on

the actuator beam and rotor blade. Subsequent to successful testing at the more

benign Froude scale operating speed, a redesigned active tip rotor was tested at

Mach scale rotor speeds.

Ideally the rotor should be simultaneously Mach and Froude scaled; however,

this requires testing in a heavy gas atmosphere. In the absence of such test facili-

ties, the more severe Mach scale aerodynamic environment is a more suitable test

condition for vibration reduction using on-blade active control surfaces because

the aerodynamic loads are correctly scaled.

The Froude scale active tip rotor was tested on the Boeing ITR bearingless
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hub. The rotor blades were significantly over-designed and hence the mass and

stiffness distributions exceeded the Froude scale targets (prompting the designa-

tion reduced-tip-speed rotor). The Mach scale design was a derivative of the

Froude scale design. In particular, the actuator beam root anchoring was up-

graded to prevent boundary condition flexibility/backlash. The blade tip shaft

assembly (including bearing block) was also redesigned to carry the higher Mach

scale loads. In the absence of a detailed blade tip load analysis (requiring high fi-

delity, unsteady, three dimensional aerodynamics over the blade tip) the shaft was

conservatively designed. Despite using a titanium alloy, the shaft diameter still

accounted for 70% of the maximum profile thickness, leaving insufficient bearing-

block wall-thickness to install a dedicated radial bearing. Instead, the bearing

block and shaft were treated with dry-film lubricants. The lack of a dedicated

bearing, and the single-ended bearing configuration resulted in the the shaft lock-

ing in the bearing block for collective settings of 4 deg and higher, because of the

high flap bending moment on the shaft.

The primary design objectives for the active tip rotor included a blade tip

actuation of ± 3 deg over the operating bandwidth of 0 to 5/rev (targeting the

critical 3, 4 and 5/rev frequencies for the four bladed rotor). The torsional nat-

ural frequency of actuator beam and blade tip was specified to exceed the 5/rev

upper bandwidth limit. The target mass penalty was set at 20% and the power

consumption at 1% of installed power. Another design target is that the ratio of

the beam/blade torsional stiffness exceeds 50%, because the blade tip is supported

torsionally only by the actuator beam. In future design iterations a detailed aeroe-

lastic stability analysis is required to evaluate the stability limits. In the absence

thereof, a 50% beam/blade torsional stiffness ratio is specified. Without a detailed

design iteration, it was not possible to meet the mass penalty target. The actual
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mass penalty was 52% (based on the mass of the actuator beam with respect to

total blade mass excluding the actuator beam).

For this technology demonstrator a simple rotorblade configuration was se-

lected, consisting of a rectangular planform, zero twist and single blade profile

(NACA 0012). The Mach scale rotor was designed for a bearingless Bell-412 hub.

Centrifugal design limits on the hub, based on active blade mass estimates, limited

the maximum tip Mach number to 0.47, despite a Mach scale target of 0.55 to 0.6.

In addition to limiting the rotor speed, the relatively high mass penalty of the

active tip rotor also resulted in a low Lock number of 2.55 (compared to 5 to 7

for typical bearingless rotors). The low Lock number implies that the rotor blade

has low aerodynamic damping and the oscillatory blade loads are dominated by

the inertial rather than the aerodynamic components.

A trade-off study was conducted to select the optimum combination of the

PZT thickness and layup of the graphite substructure (in terms of 45 deg bending-

torsion plies and 0 deg midplane structural integrity plies). An important aspect in

the actuator beam design is the tensile failure limit of the piezo elements. Because

the blade tip centrifugal load is transferred to the actuator beam (to eliminate the

requirement for a blade tip thrust bearing) the tension in the actuator beam is

increased, and it is necessary to restrict the actuation of the piezoceramic in the

poling direction, to prevent tensile cracking. It is recommended to consider PZT

pre-compression (using piezo induced strain during bonding) to improve perfor-

mance in future work. The trade-off study also indicated that the performance

can be improved and mass penalty reduced by relaxing the requirement that the

natural frequency exceed 5/rev. This should not pose a significant problem for a

time domain adaptive neural-network controller. Dropping the natural frequency

to 4/rev, the number of bending-torsion plies can be reduced by 40% and the PZT
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thickness by 25%, while maintaining a SABT deflection in excess of ±2 deg over

the 3/rev to 5/rev range for an excitation of 100 Vrms, 2:1 bias. However, PZT

tensile cracking has to be carefully analyzed for the thinner actuator beam, for the

same blade tip mass.

The final design configuration consisted of a four bladed rotor on the Bell-412

hub, with a 1.524 m diameter and operating speed of 2000 rpm (giving a tip Mach

number of 0.47). The blade chord is 76.2 mm, the rotor solidity is 0.1273 and the

aerodynamic root cut-out is 20.9%. The blade tip has the same chord as the main

blade and extends over 10% of the rotor radius. The total mass of the fabricated

actuator beam was 105.5 gm and the total mass of the active tip blade was 310

gm. The actuator beam spans the length of the main rotor blade and incorporates

8 active beam units. The predicted blade tip deflection ranges from ±1.3 deg

at low frequencies to over ±4 deg with resonant amplification near 5/rev, for an

excitation of 100 Vrms (±557 V/mm). With an amplification bias of 2:1 in the

poling direction the blade tip response is expected to increase to ±2 deg at low

frequency and exceed ±5 deg at 5/rev.

The predicted natural frequency of the blade tip is 5.64/rev. Because of an

over-stiff actuator beam model, the actual rotating natural frequency was mea-

sured 10% lower at 5.14/rev.

It has been shown that is desirable to co-locate the beam inertial and elastic

axes, the beam axis and the blade tip shaft axis and the cross-section aerodynamic

center. The current design includes offsets of these axes from each other, which

introduces inertial and kinematic flap-bending torsion couplings of the main blade

and the actuator beam. These couplings introduce undesirable additional resonant

peaks in the blade tip response.

The general design layout, in terms of cross-section geometry and component
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assembly, was largely dictated by fabrication limitations and ease of assembly.

Additional design and optimization studies are required to minimize the mass

penalty of the active blade tip actuation system, maximize active blade tip per-

formance and improve the rotor configuration (including planform, pre-twist and

cross-section profiles).

A further design feature of the active tip rotor is that it readily can be re-

configured into an active twist rotor. Be locking the blade tip to the outboard

end of the main blade, actuation of the piezo beam will twist the main blade, the

two acting as an active and passive torsion spring in parallel. The original design

was based on removing the 10% blade tips and locking the actuator beam tip in a

rib at the end of the main blade (replacing the bearing block). This configuration

was tested with the reduced tip speed rotor. Because of time constraints the Mach

scale rotor was not similarly re-configured, instead the blade tips were simply

taped down to the main blade. Non-rotating blade twist actuation measurements

indicate that above 3/rev significant losses occur across the taped junction, and

the taped blade tip twists relative to the main blade. The active twist concept

was, however, secondary to the active blade tip research and development.

8.5 ACTUATOR & ROTOR BLADE FABRI-

CATION

In Chapter 5 the fabrication of the actuator beam, main rotor blade and the blade

tip are described in detail.

An important observation was the fact that the average PZT thickness for

each of the four actuator beams was different, with a spread of 10% between the

beam with the thinnest and thickest PZT elements. This variation has a profound
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impact on the four rotor blades. The variation in PZT thickness between the four

beams results in a rotor blade mass variation of 1.3%, a spread of 9% in the beam

(equivalent uniform) torsional stiffness, an 8% difference in capacitance (zero actu-

ation, zero rpm), and most importantly a 10% variation in electric field for a given

excitation voltage. The latter results in a disproportionately higher freestrain ac-

tuation, because of the freestrain nonlinearity with field. Consequently there is a

17% difference in the free twist (zero rpm, low frequency). Furthermore, the dif-

ference in beam stiffness, results in a 5.5% difference in natural frequencies. These

differences arise because the PZT elements were taken from different production

batches. Note that the manufacturer‘s quoted thickness tolerance is ±10% for the

0.245 mm thick piezoceramics.

This chapter also details the main structural integrity tests performed prior

to hover testing. The junction of the beam, adapter and blade-tip shaft was

investigated in pull-to-failure tests. This test checked for the first failure in the

bolted junction between the beam tip and the beam adapter, the bonded joint

between the adapter and the blade tip shaft. The beam test coupon (excluding

piezoceramics) also included one layup interface between a [45] and [-45] beam

segment. This test was critical, because there was no fail-safe backup to restrain

the blade tip in case of bond failure between the shaft and beam adapter. As

expected the first failure was in bonded joint. The safety factor for the best

combination of surface preparation and epoxy was in excess of 6 (corresponding to

87% of the theoretical bond strength). Despite the safety factor, it is nonetheless

recommended to install a safety collar on the shaft (inboard of the bearing block),

to prevent the blade tip from separating from the main blade, in the event of an

unexpected bond failure.

The second set of structural integrity tests involved static bending proof-tests
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of the main blade. Each of the fabricated rotor blades was subjected to a proof

flap-bending load of 12.4 Nm (at station Sta 165) and a proof chord-bending

moment of 35 Nm. The fatigue envelope for combined oscillatory flap and chord

bending is based on 50% of the static proof test limits. The operational envelope

was obtained by applying a safety factor of 1.75 to the fatigue envelope. At Sta 18

the equivalent blade flap bending operational limit is 72.5% of the flexbeam limit.

The flexbeam flap and chord bending gauges at Sta 18 (and Sta 50) were monitored

during hover tests to ensure that the rotor blade and flexbeam were within safe

limits. Note that the fabricated rotor blades did not include bending and torsion

gauges for load monitoring, hence the flexbeam gauges were used to estimate the

blade loads. For future testing it is recommended to instrument the blade with

root flap and chord bending and torsion gauges. In addition it is recommended to

instrument the pitch links.

The final structural integrity test involved testing an actuator beam test coupon

under simulated Mach scale tension load. The test coupon was actuated at fre-

quencies up to 5/rev for 100.000. cycles, and at voltages of 100 Vrms with 1:1, 2:1

and 3:1 amplification bias. Visual inspection of PZT cracking indicated that for

Mach scale tests the safe actuation limit is 100 Vrms with a 1.5:1 bias. With a 2:1

actuation bias piezo cracking is expected. Note that in future tests of actuator

beam integrity, it is recommended to monitor the PZT voltage (in zero actua-

tion tests) and the PZT current in actuation-ON tests to quantifiable assess PZT

cracking.
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8.6 NON ROTATING CHARACTERIZATION

Prior to hover testing the actuator beams and rotor blades were characterized on

the bench top. The active tip rotor blades were subsequently assembled and blade

tip sensor calibration tests performed. Chapter 6 also includes the non-rotating

blade twist actuation tests that were performed after the hover testing had been

completed.

The stiffness properties of the main blades were measured, whereas the inertial

properties are calculated based on a detailed mass breakdown. The actuator beam

characterization included low frequency free twist tests (with the beam cantilevered

at the root) and passive torsional stiffness tests. Because of time constraints

detailed force-displacement curves (based on testing under combined mechanical

loading and actuation) were not performed. It is recommended to use a torsion

bar to load the beam tip with a torsional spring load for the force displacement

curves. This eliminates friction problems encountered with the pulley system that

was used to load the beam with a constant tip torque.

In predicted results for the low frequency free twist test are within 0.1 deg of

the measured results. At an electric field of ±557 V/m (corresponding to 100 Vrms,

for the nominal PZT thickness of 0.254 mm) the average tip twist amplitude is

±1.3 deg.

The passive torsional stiffness tests (with PZTs short circuited) indicate that

the average beam stiffness is 64% of the mean main blade torsional stiffness, ex-

ceeding the minimum design target of 50% (set as a first estimate to ensure aeroe-

lastic stability of the blade tip). The analysis over-predicts the measured stiffness

by 16%. The main reason for the discrepancy are the multiple structural dis-

continuities at the spanwise edges of the PZTs. These discontinuities violate the
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assumption of a prismatic beam (and hence the plane stress stress assumption).

In addition the analysis does not account for the shear lag across the bond layer.

As a first order approximation to account for the edge effects, it is assumed in the

analysis that the PZT elements neither contribute structurally, in terms of stiff-

ness, nor in terms of induced strain actuation over a length equal to the depth of

the graphite substructure. A more detailed three dimensional finite element anal-

ysis of the discontinuity region, in conjunction with experimental force-deflection

data (for several actuation voltages), and refined material property estimates are

required to determine the nature of the structural PZT edge effect, and improve

the correlation of the actuator beam model with the experimental data. Torsional

stiffness tests of the graphite beam only, showed a better correlation between the

analytic and experimental data, with the 7% difference. In this case the difference

is ascribed primarily to inaccuracies in the material properties.

In the absence of experimental force-displacement data, the calculated block-

torque is 0.25 Nm at 100 Vrms (220 µstrain bending freestrain actuation), increasing

to 0.38 Nm at 100 Vrms with 2:1 bias (3300 µstrain bending freestrain actuation).

Note that the block torque values are over-predicted, because the actuator beam

model is 16% too stiff. The mechanical efficiency of the actuator beam, defined as

the maximum work output against a spring load relative to the maximum work

potential of the active material, is 12%. The relatively low mechanical efficiency

is characteristic of an elastically coupled device, because a large portion of the

actuation strain energy is stored in the input degree of freedom of the coupler,

and is not available at the output degree of freedom. In this application the strain

energy stored in the spanwise and chordwise bending of the actuator beam does

not contribute to the output torsional strain energy.

Before mounting on the rotor hub the blade tip was tested under non-rotating
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conditions. The primary purpose of these tests was to calibrate the Hall sensor,

which measures the relative twist between the blade tip and the main blade (out-

board edge). Frequency sweeps were conducted at 25, 50, 75 and 100 Vrms for all

4 blades. The upper frequency was limited to prevent damage, because of the low

damping of the actuator/blade tip torsion mode (in the absence of the dominant

rotating frame aerodynamic pitch damping). Because of the difference in average

PZT thickness for the four beams, there was a marked difference in the response

and natural frequency of the four blade tips.

The average torsional frequency was identified as 173 Hz. This was over-

predicted by the analysis by approximately 5%, primarily because the actuator

stiffness is over-estimated. The analysis accurately captures the overall experimen-

tal results, especially when accounting for the different average PZT thicknesses

for each beam. At 100 Vrms the low frequency SABT deflection amplitude is ap-

proximately ±1.3 deg, similar to that measured in the low frequency free twist

tests of the actuator beams alone. With the main blade clamped, the predicted

SABT response shows two coupled resonances associated with the first and second

flap bending of the actuator beam, before the dominant torsion resonance. The

measured data does not clearly respond to the first coupled resonance, probably

because the ad hoc structural damping is under-estimated. Note that for both the

beam and blade analysis a structural damping of 1.5% is assumed, except for the

dominant beam torsion mode, in which the damping is reduced to 0.75%.

After the hover testing was completed, the active blades, with blade tips taped

down were tested, non-rotating. In the active twist mode, the primary torsional

loading on the actuator beam is the torsional spring stiffness of the main blade.

In contrast, in active tip mode the dominant torsional loads o the beam tip are

the blade tip propeller moment and the aerodynamic pitch damping.
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The non-rotating tests show that one blade clearly outperforms the other three

blades. For an actuation of 100 Vrms, with 2:1 bias, the superior blade generates a

low frequency active blade-twist amplitude of approximately 0.77 deg (half-peak-

to-peak), compared to the 0.53 to 0.58 deg for the other three blades. The three

inferior active twist blades were extensively tested in the active blade tip mode,

and it is suspected that piezo cracking is responsible for the performance loss. This

is supported by actuation current measurements. Comparing the current between

the 4 blades and comparing with the pre-hover test active tip measurements (albeit

at different excitation voltages) it can be shown that the actuation current has

dropped for the inferior active twist blades. With full width piezo cracks, part of

the PZT is cut off from the driving electrical field, and hence the actuation current

is lower. A contributing factor to the performance reduction may be losses across

the taped junction. The non-rotating natural torsion frequency of the active twist

blades is identified at 126 Hz.

8.7 OPEN LOOP HOVER TESTS

The active blade tip was tested in a series of open loop tests, including frequency

sweeps and single frequency dwell tests. The rotor speed ranged from 1000 rpm

to full speed at 2000 rpm, the collective ranged from -2 deg to 8 deg. Excita-

tion voltages of 100 Vrms with amplification bias of 1:1, 1.5:1 and 2:1 were used

successively. One at a time, all 4 blades were tested.

Over the entire test matrix it was found that one of the the four blade tips

performed as expected at full rpm and at low collectives (-2 and +2 deg). However,

at higher collectives the blade tip deflection was progressively reduced, because of

the blade-tip shaft locking up in the bearing block. This was not foreseen based on
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the successful Froude scale (reduced-tip-speed) hover tests conducted at 4, 6 and

8 deg collective. The higher lift on the Mach scale blade tip results in a large flap

bending moment on the shaft, which results in higher stresses at the inboard and

outboard edges of the single ended radial bearing. These stresses are sufficiently

high to lock the shaft in the bearing block. The problem is further exacerbated by

the fact that the bearing block does not include a dedicated bearing interface, but

instead relies on dry-film lubricant coated surfaces. For the other three blades,

the blade tips are even locked up at low collectives of -2 and +2 deg, at 2000 rpm,

because of slight radial play in the bearing, which leads to earlier shaft locking.

For future research on the active blade tip concept, the primary recommen-

dation is to redesign the blade tip shaft assembly to more effectively transfer the

blade tip lift and drag and associated bending moments to the main blade.

One solution is to use a dual-shaft design. In this design the blade tip rides

on two widely spaced bearings on an outer-shaft that is fixed to a rib (attached

to the main blade where the present bearing block fits). The separated bearings

reduce the bending moment load transfer in each individual bearing, eliminating

shaft locking. The actuator beam is connected to the inner-shaft (again via an

adapter). The inner-shaft passes through the main blade rib, through the outer

shaft and connects directly to the blade tip. Depending on the design criteria the

blade tip can still be supported axially by the actuator beam, via the inner-shaft,

or instead by a thrust bearing on the outer-shaft.

Alternatively, the current design configuration can be slightly modified. With

a refined load analysis, the blade tip loads can be more accurately estimated, and

the blade tip shaft diameter can be reduced, permitting a dedicated bearing to be

installed in the bearing block. It is recommended to use double bearing bearings

to ease the moment transfer to the main blade and negate shaft lock.
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Despite the shaft lock problem, good data was obtained for one of the blade

tips, operating at -2 and +2 deg collective and speeds of 1000 to 2000 rpm, viz

blade SABT-M99-4.

The baseline tests were conducted at 100 Vrms (no bias). The measured tip

deflection amplitude between 1/rev and 2/rev is between ± 1.2 deg and ±1.4 deg.

The SABT deflection drop off compared to the non-rotating measurements, below

1.2/rev is less than 20%. Although the analysis predicts no significant drop off

between 0 rpm and 2000 rpm, the un-modeled bearing friction (especially under the

higher Mach scale shaft bending moments) results in a lower blade tip deflection

at full rotor speed. The measured blade tip deflection ranges between 1.15 and

2 deg below 4.5/rev. With resonant amplification the SABT deflection climbs to

over 4 deg at 5/rev. The rotating-frame blade-tip dominant natural frequency is

identified at 5.14/rev, compared to a predicted frequency of 5.64/rev (the 10%

over-prediction again in part related to the fact that the actuator beam model is

stiff). The first and second rotor flap frequencies are accurately predicted, within

1.2 and 4.7%, respectively, over the rpm range from 1000 to 2000 rpm. The third

flap frequency was only identified at 2000 rpm, and is within 2.5% of the predicted

frequency.

Overall the analysis captures the frequency response of the active blade tip,

except near 3.5 and 4.5/rev. A beam/blade interference analysis shows that at

these two frequencies the beam and blade dynamics results in the actuator beam

striking the ceiling/floor of the mid-cell. The resultant non-linear interactions

cause a significant departure of the measured response from the predicted response.

The interference near 3.5/rev is related to the first actuator flap bending mode

and the the nearby main blade torsion mode. The interference near 4.5/rev is

associated with the third blade flap bending mode. The interference effects are
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also clearly visible in the normal force measurements and the root flap bending.

A second major design improvement for the piezo-induced bending-torsion cou-

pled actuator beam, is to provide an intermediate beam support at the center of

the beam. The support will stiffen the beam and reduce the likelihood of the

beam/blade interference. Note also that the interference analysis indicates that

beam/blade interference is not expected for the reduced-tip-speed Froude scale

rotor, because of the different frequency placement.

In contrast to the Mach scale active tip rotor, the Froude scale active tip

showed no performance degradation over a range of collective settings from 4 to

6 and 8 deg. Tests were conducted at 930 rpm. The thrust loading, CT/σ, at

8 deg collective is 0.07. For an excitation of 100 Vrms at 2, 3 4 and 5/rev the

blade tip deflection ranged between ±2 and ±2.5 deg. At 125 Vrms the blade tip

deflection at 2 and 3/rev was approximately ±2.9 deg. At 4 and 5/rev depoling

was experienced (because no amplification bias was used).

The break down of the calculated vertical root shear (equivalent to the thrust

for single blade actuation) for the Mach scale test, shows that the vertical root

shear generated by the blade tip is dominated by the inertial loading, as opposed

to the aerodynamic component. This is characteristic of a rotor with a low Lock

number (2.55 for the present rotor), and hence low aerodynamic damping. Up

to 3/rev (just past the second flap frequency) the analysis correlates well with

the measured thrust data, thereafter the aforementioned interference effects cause

the experimental data to differ from the expected thrust frequency response. The

blade tip thrust authority, defined as the ratio of the induced vertical root shear

and the dc hover blade lift at 8 deg collective, 100 Vrms, ranges from 30 to 60%

at the rotor harmonics, up to 4/rev. At 5/rev it exceeds 120% because of the

proximity to the third flap mode at 4.46/rev, and the torsion mode at 5.14/rev.
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The predicted results for the flexbeam root flap bending correctly capture the

trends of the measured data (away from the beam/blade interference frequencies),

however the magnitude is significantly over-estimated. This needs to investigated

further in future research.

The rpm sweep from 1000 rpm to 2000 rpm shows no significant drop in blade

tip deflection (with 100 Vrms excitation) . Over that rpm range the SABT de-

flection at the first four rotor harmonics is between ±1.2 deg and ±1.6 deg. At

2000 rpm, the 5/rev response increases dramatically with resonant amplification,

to over ±4 deg.

For an actuation of 100 Vrms with 1.5:1 bias (125 Vrms effective), in hover at

2000 rpm, and at 2 deg collective the measured blade tip deflection at the first four

rotor harmonics is between ±1.7 and ±2.8 deg, increasing to ±5.3 deg at 5/rev

with resonant amplification. The corresponding oscillatory amplitude of the rotor

thrust coefficient is between 0.7·10−3 and 1.3·10−3 at the first four rotor harmonics,

increasing to 2.1·10−3 at 5/rev.

The maximum excitation voltage tested was a set of single frequency dwell

tests at 100 Vrms with 2:1 amplification (150 Vrms effective). The response at the

first four rotor harmonics ranges from ±2.1 to ±2.9 deg and exceeds ±5.5 deg at

5/rev (with resonant amplification).

The actuator current at 5/rev and 100 Vrms, with a bias of 1:1, 1.5:1 and

2:1, is 0.54 Apeak, 0.73 Apeak and 0.87 Apeak, respectively. The corresponding real

power consumption for the 1:1 and 1.5:1 bias is 16.3 W and 27.5 W, respectively

(compared to a calculated main rotor aerodynamic power of 4.37 kW at 8 deg

collective).

The final set of hover tests were conducted in active twist mode with the blade

tips taped down. Unfortunately the blades were not furnished with torsional strain
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gauges to extract rotating frame twist. The Hall sensor measurements indicate

that below 3/rev the taped junction is effective. At higher frequency, however,

there is relative twisting between the blade tip and the main blade, indicating a

blade-twist actuation loss. The analysis captures the measured thrust accurately

past the second flap frequency up to 2.9/rev. Thereafter elastic losses in the taped

junction and interference effects result in a significant departure of the measured

results from the predicted results. Up to 3/rev there is no significant variation in

performance with collective for the blade that performed best in the subsequent

non-rotating tests.

A comparison of the measured thrust response of the active blade tip rotor and

the active twist rotor shows that for an actuation of 100 Vrms with 2:1 bias both

rotors generate a similar oscillatory thrust coefficient of approximately 1.3·10−3,

at 1/rev. However, beyond 1/rev the active tip rotor outperforms the active twist

rotor: at 2/rev the active twist rotor generates 35% less than the active tip rotor

and at 3/rev 50% less. Above 3/rev the comparison of the experimental data sets

is meaningless because of beam/blade interference effects. Comparisons of the

finite element model results, for the active-tip and active-twist rotors, indicates

that the active-tip rotor also significantly outperforms the active twist rotor at 4

and 5/rev.

The other active twist blades exhibit a performance loss and reduction in actu-

ation current indicative of piezo cracking. In a future test program the active twist

performance can be significantly improved if the rotor blade is designed specifically

for the active twist role. Elimination of the heavy bearing block, bearing block

mounts and blade tip shaft will reduce the blade mass. Removing the blade tip

will lower the tension in the actuator beam, and higher actuation bias ratios can

be used.
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8.8 Closed Loop Hover Tests

The active blade tip rotor was used as test bed for the adaptive neural-network

based control algorithm developed by Spencer [115]. The algorithm uses a com-

bined Kalman filter and single hidden layer neural network to learn the system

dynamics and minimize the selected vibration metric, on-line and in real time.

The algorithm does not require any model based information, nor does it need any

off-line training.

For the present tests the controller was configured as a single-input/single-

output controller. The input was either the fixed frame thrust or the rotating

frame root flap bending moment. The single output was the command voltage to

one active blade tip.

The controller was tested in sets of tests at 2000 rpm. The first test series

focussed on reducing the inherent background vibration. The hover background

vibration signal was dominated by a 1/rev signal associated with an intentional

rotor imbalance. The 1/rev root flap bending moment at Sta 18 was reduced by

86%. Because the controller was only using one input measurement, the closed

loop node at Sta 18 resulted in an increase in the 1/rev rotor thrust and the flap

bending at Sta 50. In the following test the normal force was controlled, showing

an 89% reduction at 1/rev. The background vibration tests were also conducted

at 1000 and 1500 rpm.

In order to further evaluate the capabilities of the controller, a second test

series of pseudo vibration reduction tests was conducted. In this case an artificial

vibration signal was injected into the measured signals. In attempting to minimize

the perceived vibration signals, the controller was tasked to i) minimize the back-

ground vibration and ii) to physically generate a 180 deg phase shifted response of
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the artificially injected signal on the rotor hub. Test were conducted with target

amplitudes at single and multiple (simultaneous) rotor frequencies. The target

amplitudes were selected based on the open loop control authority. For both the

root flap bending and the rotor thrust the controller managed to generate physical

hub loads typically within 80 to 95% of the target values.

The main problem with the controller during the tests was the fact that it

was not synchronized with the rotor speed. Instead the rotor speed was entered

as a fixed input parameter. Slight variations, (of the order of ±5 rpm), resulted

in the controller loosing lock on the minimum vibration solution. This has been

subsequently addressed, by locking the controller to a 60/rev tachometer disc on

the rotor shaft.

8.9 OVERALL ASSESSMENT

The active blade tip research program presented in this dissertation demonstrates

the technical feasibility of the smart active blade tip rotor concept, SABT. At Mach

scale rotor speeds, with 100 Vrms actuation, the blade tip deflection at the first four

rotor harmonics is between ±1.2 and ±2.0 deg, increasing to ±4.1 deg at 5/rev

with resonant amplification. Raising the actuation level with a 2:1 amplification

bias (150 Vrms effective), the SABT deflection at the first four harmonics is between

±2.1 and ±2.9 deg, increasing to over ±5 deg at 5/rev. At the primary frequencies

of interest (3, 4 and 5/rev) the measured SABT deflection (under an excitation

of 100 Vrms, with 2:1 bias) is close to or exceeds the specifed vibration reduction

target of ±3 deg.

In reponse to the actuation of the blade tip, the rotor generates a large open

loop thrust authority, by virtue of the dominant inertial loads associated with the
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low Lock number. However, the thrust breakdown indicates that the aerodynamic

thrust authority is in the range of 10 to 30%, and hence points to the feasibility

of a higher Lock number design. The blade tips operate in the region of highest

dynamic pressure and can be very effective in terms of individual blade control.

The complex unsteady and three-dimensional flow field around the blade tip re-

quires careful design attention in terms of blade tip planform and actuator load

capability.

The present design configuration was not based on a comprehensive design

optimization and there is considerable room for improvement in terms of blade

mass, actuation system mass penalty and blade tip control authority

The following section highlights some of the broad recommendations for future

work on the active blade tip concept.

8.10 RECOMMENDATIONS

• Shaft assembly: as previously mentioned, the shaft assembly has to be

redesigned to permit blade tip operation over the full rpm and collective

range. Particular attention has to be paid to the effective transfer of the

blade tip flap bending moment (with respect to the inboard edge of the

blade tip) to the main blade so that bearing lock is prevented.

• Intermediate actuator beam support: a beam support is required near

the beam midspan to stiffen the beam and negate the beam/blade interfer-

ence observed in the present tests. For example, the beam may be separated

in the middle by a shaft that is supported in a spherical bearing, restricting

relative flap bending of the beam and blade at that location, but transmit-

ting the bending slope, thereby not interfering with the actuation modes. In
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addition, if the bearing is configured as a thrust bearing, then the tension in

the beam can be lowered, reducing the risk of PZT tensile cracking.

• Mass reduction: an aggressive mass reduction is required to to increase

the tip speed into the target Mach 0.55 to Mach 0.6 range (for a given huib

centrifugal-load limit). Furthermore, an actuator/blade tip design optimiza-

tion is required to reduce the actuation system mass penalty.

• Comprehensive aeroelastic modeling: the actuator beam and active

blade tip need to be integrated into a comprehensive aeroelastic rotor code,

for detailed design studies, aeroelastic stability analysis and forward flight

performance analysis.

• Windtunnel testing: forward flight testing is required to truly evaluate the

vibration reduction potential of the SABT rotor combined with an adaptive

neural network control algorithm.

• Full scale feasibility: in conjunction with the comprehensive aeroelastic

modeling it is necessary to evaluate the full-scale feasibility of the active

blade tip concept and the piezo-induced bending-torsion coupled actuator

beam.

• Actuation mechanism review: in terms of a full-scale design it may

be of interest to investigate other actuation systems, including piezo stack

actuators. For the full scale application the space constraint is less severe, the

centripetal acceleration is reduced and the absolute bandwidth is reduced,

compared to the Mach-scale configuration.

• Blade tip loads: a detailed analysis of the unsteady and three dimensional

flow field over the blade is required to determine the free twist and block
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torque requirements for the actuator.

• Actuation envelope: in conjunction with the above mentioned blade tip

loads, the blade tip performance under extreme flight conditions has to be

investigated, including compressibility effects on the advancing side, dynamic

blade stall, and high thrust loading.

• Primary flight control back-up: it may also be of interest to investigate

primary flight control back-up, using the blade tips collective to alter thrust,

and differentially at 1/rev to control the rotor-hub pitching and rolling mo-

ments.

• Fail safe operation: flight safety has to be carefully considered in future

design iterations. Blade tip retention and stability need to be addressed in

the event of actuator failure.

• Blade tip vortex structure: it may be of interest to investigate the blade

tip vortex structure, particularly with respect to blade vortex interactions.

• Adaptive controller: it is strongly recommended that the controller be

configured as a true multi-input/multi-output with simultaneous separate

command wave forms generated for each active blade. Differences in the

actuators (for example, the average piezo thickness for each actuator beam),

and differences in the blade tip shaft assembly will result in slightly different

control authority and actuation dynamics for each blade tip. Hence it is

important that the controller learns the vibration metrics as a function of

the active blade tip on each rotor blade.

• Active twist rotor: the results of the active twist configuration are promis-

ing and warrant further investigation, in terms of forward flight and full scale
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performance capabilities.
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Appendix A

ADDITIONAL CLOSED-LOOP HOVER TEST

DATA
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Appendix B

ACTUATOR BEAM FINITE ELEMENT

ALGORITHM

function [ECT,EKU,EKT,EMT,EQactN,EQT,Einfo] = ...

Esabt(Einfo,FArhs,pitchdat,rotordat)

%==============================================================================

% Modification Log: revision 4

% 21 Sep 99: ***AB*** the definitions of Kb and Fba do not account for the

% coord transformation between the beam midplane and the

% rotorhub (note that the effect of theta0 is retained in the

% kinetic energy terms however)

% 2 Aug 99: added VT Nagraj’s torsion warping effects

%

% Comment:

%

%==============================================================================

% Function: Esabt

% Title: FEM element matrices: for the 12 dof flap/torsion/IPWntc

% actuator beam element

% Application:

% Date: 21 January 1999

%

% DESCRITION

% 0) fetype = 2000 series

% 1) All element matrices are permutated to be aligned with the modified

% element dof sequence

% local: qEloc = [qEw qEphi qEpsi]

% = [w1 w1’ w2 w2’ | phi1 phi1’ phi2 phi2’ | psi1 psi1’ psi2 psi2]

% and the modified element dof sequence for global assembly

% global: qEg = [w2 w2’ phi2 phi2’ psi2 psi2 | w1 w1’ phi1 phi1’ psi1 psi1’]

% 2) This file has been verified with the analytic integrals in the
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% Non-rotating FEM model

% 3) The IPWntc kinetic energy terms (ie inertia, CF stiffening and Coriolis

% damping) are simplified by neglecting the theta0 input and precone,

% -> although the linear Coriolis damping term is retained.

% 4) Using the linear Bernouli-Euler induced strain actuation model, the

% free-strain activation vector can be decomposed into a bending and an

% extension component (without loss of generality)

% upper active ply: lam_u = lam_b + lam_ex, lam_u = fnc(E3_u(t)))

% upper BT ply N/A

% midplane CF ply N/A

% lower BT ply N/A

% lower active ply: lam_l = -lam_b = lam_ex, lam_l = fnc(E3_l(t))

% => lam_b = 1/2(lam_u - lam_l)

% lam_ex = 1/2(lam_u + lam_l)

% => In this case we are neglecting axial effects (ie Nxa, Nsa), and

% hence the lam_ex component

% => via linearity of the active BE model, the free strain actiavation

% vector, EQact is linear with lam_b, and hence it suffices to

% calculate the activation vector per unit lam_b *** AB ***

% 5) *** AB *** The element matrices are calculated wrt to the

% non-dimensionalization parameters: m0, omeg_ref, Rblade. If omeg NE

% omeg_ref it is NOT necessary to recompute the element matrices.

% in the calling function simply set:

% EKU = EKU * (omeg_ref/omeg)^2

% EQactN = EQactN * (omeg_ref/omeg)^2

% 6) And by the same token for non-rotating calcs, simply set EKT, ECT and

% EQT = 0 (again in the calling routine)

% 7) HOVER: theta0D, theta0DD terms are ignored

% 8) Neglect chordwise offset of the beam axis from the hub rotating x-axis

% 9) The X-section derivation for Kbar neglects the effect of root pitch

% angle:

% => this implies: eps_ss = eps_yy, Kss=Kyy

%

% OUTPUTS:

% ECT: element Coriolis damping matrix

% EKU: element structural (strain energy - U) stiffness matrix

% EKT: element CF (kinetic energy - T) stiffness matrix

% EMT: element mass matrix (inertial)

% EQactN: normalized element induced strain (actuation) forcing vector

% *** AB *** for a unit bending free-strain lam_b,

% where lam_b = 1/2 (lam_u-lam_l), and lam_u(E3(t)) is the free

% strain actiavtion of the reference PZT (the upper PZT of

% act-unit #1/2A)

% EQT: element CF (kinetic energy - T) forcing vector

% Einfo: element info structure

%

% INPUT:
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% Einfo.field: element information struture

% FArhs centrifugal force at outboard end of element

% LE length of element

% NEdof # of element dof

% xrhs outboard location of element

% xlhs inboard location of element

% FArhs CF force at outboard end of the element

% pitchdat.field root pitch input data

% th00 pitch angle

% th00D root pitch rate

% th00DD root pitch accel

% rotordat.field rotor configuration data

% betap precone, [rad]

%

% VARS

% FA(s) = centrifugal force at station s = xE/LE, where xE=x-xlhs

% FAlhs = FA(s=0)

% FArhs = FA(s=1)

% gqw = gauss quadrature weights

% gqp = gauss quadrature points

% Hw = qEw dof cubic Hermite shape function vector, 4x1

% HwP = dH/dxE = dH/ds * ds/dxE 4x1

% HwPP= d^2 H /dxE^2 4x1

% Hphi= shape function vector for dof=phi

% Hpsi= shape function vector for dof=psi

% kA2 = square of the area radius of gyration

% s = non-dimensional, normalized element coordinate = xE/LE

% *** AB *** : dxE = ds * LE

% => fP := df(xE)/dxE = df(s)/ds 1/LE

% SU = composite shape function matrix for strain energy, 12x6

% theta0 = total rigid blade pitch at station x

% = root blade pitch (th00) + rigid blade twist (thetatw)

% thetatw = actuator beam pretwist -> zero in this application

% x = xlhs + xE = xlhs + s*LE

% xlhs = inboard edge of element

% xrhs = outboard edge of element

%

% CALLS

% clpt_actND = classical laminated plate theory (w. induced strain actuation)

% Etype = element type definition file

% Hshape = shape function definition file

%

% INCLUDES

% gen_inc

%

% NOTES:

% 1) The cross section coordinates are centered at the midpoint of the
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% section => eg = 0

% 16 Jan 2000 -> this has been lifted

% 2) the tension-twist rate coupling term is inserted into the CF stiffening

% matrix, EKT

% 3) zero pre-twist

% otherwise need to comupute theta0 = theta_root + theta_pre_twist(x),

% = th00 + thetatw(s)

% and hence Kb, Fba = fncs(s)

% 4) the offset of the SABT beam axis from the rotation axis is ignored

% 5) the element local dof are numbered from inboard to outboard

% 6) the global element dof are numbered from outboard to inboard

%

% All quanitities are non-dimensional

%==============================================================================

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% Initialisation & Startup

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

gen_inc % call include file

% unpack

LE = Einfo.LE;

NEdof = Einfo.NEdof;

xrhs = Einfo.x1;

xlhs = Einfo.x0;

th00 = pitchdat.th00;

th00D = pitchdat.th00D;

th00DD= pitchdat.th00DD;

betap = rotordat.betap;

% Get element info

fetype = Einfo.fetype;

[zipEtype]=Etype(fetype);

% unpack zip structure

NEdof = zipEtype.NEdof;

node_svec = zipEtype.node_svec;

pvec = zipEtype.pvec;

% Initialize element matrices and vectors

ECT = zeros(NEdof,NEdof); CT = zeros(NEdof,NEdof);

EKU = zeros(NEdof,NEdof); KU = zeros(NEdof,NEdof);

EKT = zeros(NEdof,NEdof); KT = zeros(NEdof,NEdof);

EMT = zeros(NEdof,NEdof); MT = zeros(NEdof,NEdof);

EQT = zeros(NEdof,1); QT = zeros(NEdof,1);

EQactN = zeros(NEdof,1); Qact = zeros(NEdof,1);
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% Some handy defs

Z4x4 = zeros(4,4);

Z4x1 = zeros(4,1);

%==============================================================================

% CLPT: plate element properties

%=============================================================================

clptfile = ’clpt_actND’;

freestrainvec = ONE*Einfo.actbeamdat.activate; % unit lam_b input

layup = Einfo.actbeamdat.layup;

layup_mass = Einfo.actbeamdat.layup_mass;

nondimdat.m0 = rotordat.m0;

nondimdat.omeg = rotordat.omeg_ref;

nondimdat.Rb = rotordat.Rb;

nondim_on = 1;

actuation_on = 1;

% Call CLPT subroutine

flagvec = [nondim_on,Global_datin.plane_stress,actuation_on];

[AA,BB,DD,muA,muAkm1,NMa,VTN_k] = ...

feval(clptfile,flagvec,freestrainvec,layup,nondimdat);

% If there is structural dead zone, calculate inertias including structural

% dead zones

[nrows,ncols] = size(layup_mass);

if nrows*ncols > 1

clear dummy

flagvec = [1,Global_datin.plane_stress,0]; % actuation not reqd

[dummy.AA,dummy.BB,dummy.DD,muA,muAkm1,dummy.NMa,dummy.VTN_k] = ...

feval(clptfile,flagvec,freestrainvec,layup_mass,nondimdat);

end

%==============================================================================

% Bar X-section properties

%==============================================================================

% Inertial Props:

c = Einfo.actbeamdat.c;

m = muA*c; % mass per unit length

mkm1 = muAkm1 * c; % mass moment of inertia (per unit length) about the y axis

mkm2 = 1.d0/12.d0 * muA * c^3; % -"- about the z axis

mkm = mkm1 + mkm2; % polar moment of inertia of the section

mkm21= mkm2 - mkm1;

mkpsi1 = 1.d0/24.d0 * m * c^2; % chordwise warping inertia terms
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mkpsi2 = 1.d0/320.d0 * m * c^4;

mkpsi3 = 1.d0/480.d0 * m * c^4;

mkpsi4 = 1.d0/16128.d0* m * c^6; % this term is truely negligible

mkpsi5 = 1.d0/12.d0 * mkm1 * c^2;

% 23 Feb 2000

eg = Einfo.geom.yhub_cg - Einfo.geom.yhub_ea;

if (abs(eg) > minRe)

error([’ActBeam eg is NOT zero: eg = ’,num2str(eg)]);

end

% Stiffness Properties

EA = c*AA(1,1);

EIy = c*DD(1,1);

EIz = 1.d0/12.d0*c^3*AA(1,1);

GJ = 4*c*DD(3,3);

kA2 = (EIy+EIz)/EA; % valid only for a solid section!

% Save nominal mass and stiffness properties

Einfo.Mdat.eg = eg;

Einfo.Mdat.m = m;

Einfo.Mdat.mkm1= mkm1;

Einfo.Mdat.mkm2= mkm2;

Einfo.Kdat.EIy = EIy;

Einfo.Kdat.EIz = EIz;

Einfo.Kdat.GJ = GJ;

% X-section stiffness matrix: Kbar

% based on qbarU = [w’’,phi,phi’,psi,psi’,psi’’]

% first: Rigid section pitch angle

thetatw = ZERO; % beam pre-twsit not yet available

% also: if thetatw NE 0 then need to insert Kb, Fba in the s loop

theta0 = th00+thetatw; % rigid section pitch = root pitch + pre-twist

theta0D = th00D;

theta0DD = th00DD;

Ctheta0 = cos(theta0);

Stheta0 = sin(theta0);

% In the absence of lag dynamics ignore effect of pitch angle on the

% structural beam flap bending related stiffnesses - by symmetry

Kb(1,1)=c*DD(1,1);

Kb(1,2)=2*c*DD(1,3);

Kb(1,3)=0;

Kb(1,4)=c*DD(1,2);

Kb(1,5)=0;
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Kb(1,6)=(c^3*DD(1,1))/24.;

Kb(2,2)=4*c*DD(3,3);

Kb(2,3)=0;

Kb(2,4)=2*c*DD(3,2);

Kb(2,5)=0;

Kb(2,6)=(c^3*DD(3,1))/12.;

Kb(3,3)=(c^3*DD(1,1))/12.;

Kb(3,4)=0;

Kb(3,5)=(c^3*DD(1,3))/6.;

Kb(3,6)=0;

Kb(4,4)=c*DD(2,2);

Kb(4,5)=0;

Kb(4,6)=(c^3*DD(2,1))/24.;

Kb(5,5)=(c^3*DD(3,3))/3.;

Kb(5,6)=0;

Kb(6,6)=(c^5*DD(1,1))/320.;

Kb(2,1)=Kb(1,2);

Kb(3,1)=Kb(1,3);

Kb(4,1)=Kb(1,4);

Kb(5,1)=Kb(1,5);

Kb(6,1)=Kb(1,6);

Kb(3,2)=Kb(2,3);

Kb(4,2)=Kb(2,4);

Kb(5,2)=Kb(2,5);

Kb(6,2)=Kb(2,6);

Kb(4,3)=Kb(3,4);

Kb(5,3)=Kb(3,5);

Kb(6,3)=Kb(3,6);

Kb(5,4)=Kb(4,5);

Kb(6,4)=Kb(4,6);

Kb(6,5)=Kb(5,6);

% X-section Induced Strain Loads

% Fba = [Mya, 0, 0, Mca, 0, Ia]

% Note: Mxa = NMa(4), Msa = NMa(5) -> DO NOT explicitly set to 0, this

% interferes with the plane stress correction

Fba(1,1)=-(c*NMa(4));

Fba(2,1)=-2*c*NMa(6);

Fba(3,1)=0;

Fba(4,1)=-(c*NMa(5));

Fba(5,1)=0;

Fba(6,1)=-(c^3*NMa(4))/24.;

%----------------------------------------------------------------------------

% X-Section Level Plane Stress

%----------------------------------------------------------------------------

if Global_datin.plane_stress == 3
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Kalpha = Kb(1:3,1:3); % form partitions

Kbeta = Kb(1:3,4:6);

Kgamma = Kb(4:6,4:6);

Kb_hat = zeros(size(Kb));

Kb_hat(1:3,1:3) = Kalpha - Kbeta*inv(Kgamma)*transpose(Kbeta);

Fba_hat = zeros(size(Fba));

Fba_hat(1:3) = Fba(1:3) - Kbeta*inv(Kgamma)*Fba(4:6);

Kb = Kb_hat;

Fba = Fba_hat;

end

% VT Nagaraj’s Corrections - *** AB *** do not forget symmetry!

if Global_datin.VTN == 1

VTN_kb = VTN_k * 0.5*c;

VTN_lam = tanh(VTN_kb)/ VTN_kb;

Kb(1,1) = Kb(1,1) * (ONE - VTN_lam * DD(1,3)^2 / DD(1,1)^2);

Kb(2,2) = Kb(2,2) * (ONE - VTN_lam);

Kb(1,2) = Kb(1,2) * (ONE - VTN_lam);

Kb(2,1) = Kb(1,2);

Kb(3,3) = Kb(3,3) * (ONE - 3.d0/VTN_kb^2 * DD(1,3)^2/ (DD(1,1)* DD(3,3)));

end

%==============================================================================

% INTEGRATION OF ELEMENT MATRICES & VECTORS

%==============================================================================

% Note: Int[f(xe),{xE,0,LE}] = LE*Int[f(s),{s,0,1}], with s=xE/LE

% the factor of LE is pulled into the gauss quadrature weight

for ii=1:length(gqw_vec)

s = gqp_vec(ii); % s is the spatial coordinate in the element

gqw = LE*gqw_vec(ii);% integration weight (including the LE factor)

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% Set up Spatial Shape Functions

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% doftype = fetype + 4;

% [H, HP, HPP] = Hshape(doftype,fetype,LE,s);

% Hw = H;

% HwP = HP;

% HwPP = HPP;

%

% doftype = fetype + 6;

% [H, HP, HPP] = Hshape(doftype,fetype,LE,s);

% Hphi = H; Hpsi = H;

% HphiP = HP; HpsiP = HP;
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% HphiPP = HPP; HpsiPP = HPP;

% Explicit Shape Functions -> faster, see file <Hshape.m> for details

svec = [ONE s s^2 s^3 ]’;

svecP = [ZERO ONE TWO*s THREE*s^2 ]’/LE;

svecPP = [ZERO ZERO TWO 6.d0*s ]’/LE^2;

HH3 = [ ONE, ZERO, -THREE, TWO,

ZERO, ONE, -TWO, ONE,

ZERO, ZERO, THREE, -TWO,

ZERO, ZERO, -ONE, ONE];

HH3(2,:) = HH3(2,:)*LE;

HH3(4,:) = HH3(4,:)*LE;

Hw = HH3*svec; HwP = HH3*svecP; HwPP = HH3*svecPP;

Hphi = Hw; HphiP = HwP; HphiPP = HwPP;

Hpsi = Hw; HpsiP = HwP; HpsiPP = HwPP;

nnw = length(Hw);

nnphi = length(Hphi);

nnpsi = length(Hpsi);

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% Combined shape function matrix for strain energy

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SU = zeros(12,6);

SU(1:4,1) = HwPP;

SU(5:8,2) = HphiP;

SU(5:8,3) = HphiPP;

SU(9:12,4) = Hpsi;

SU(9:12,5) = HpsiP;

SU(9:12,6) = HpsiPP;

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% CF force at x = xlhs + xE, where xE = s*LE

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

x = xlhs + LE*s;

FA = FArhs + 0.5*m* ( xrhs^2 - x^2 );

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% Structural Stiffness Matrix:

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

KU = KU + gqw * ( SU*Kb*transpose(SU) );

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% Inertial Mass sub-matrices

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MTww = m * ( Hw * transpose(Hw) );

MTphiphi = mkm * ( Hphi * transpose(Hphi) );
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MTpsipsi = (mkpsi2+mkpsi5) * ( Hpsi * transpose(Hpsi) );

MTwphi = m*eg*cos(theta0) * ( Hw * transpose(Hphi) );

MTwpsi = mkpsi1 * ( Hw * transpose(Hpsi) );

MTphipsi = zeros(nnphi,nnpsi);

MT = MT + gqw * ...

[MTww, MTwphi, MTwpsi

transpose(MTwphi), MTphiphi, MTphipsi

transpose(MTwpsi), transpose(MTphipsi), MTpsipsi];

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% CF (kinetic energy) stiffening matrices

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

KTww = FA * ( HwP * transpose(HwP) );

KTphiphi = mkm21 * cos(TWO*theta0) * ( Hphi * transpose(Hphi) ) + ...

FA * kA2 * ( HphiP * transpose(HphiP) );

% KTpsipsi = (TWO * mkpsi3 - mkpsi5) * ( Hpsi * transpose(Hpsi) );

% KTwphi = zeros(nnw,nnphi);

% KTwpsi = zeros(nnw,nnpsi);

% KTphipsi = zeros(nnphi,nnpsi);

dum1 = mkpsi3 * ( ONE + cos(TWO*theta0) ); % O(eps)=10

dum2 = -mkpsi5; % O(eps)=11

dum3 = 0.5d0*mkpsi2 * ( -ONE + cos(TWO*theta0) ); % O(eps)=10+

dum4 = (-mkpsi2 + TWO*mkpsi3) * theta0D^2; % O(eps)=10+

KTpsipsi = (dum1+dum2+dum3+dum4) * ( Hpsi * transpose(Hpsi) );

KTwphi = m*eg*cos(theta0)*x * ( HwP * transpose(Hphi) );

% Note the minus sign, O(eps)= 9

KTwpsi = - mkpsi1*betap^2*cos(theta0) * ( Hw * transpose(Hpsi) );

% Note the minus sign, O(eps)= 9+

KTphipsi = - mkpsi1*betap*sin(theta0)*x * ( Hphi * transpose(Hpsi) );

KT = KT + gqw * ...

[KTww, KTwphi, KTwpsi

transpose(KTwphi), KTphiphi, KTphipsi

transpose(KTwpsi), transpose(KTphipsi), KTpsipsi];

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% CF (kinetic energy) damping matrices

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CTww = zeros(nnw,nnw);

CTphiphi = zeros(nnphi,nnphi);
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CTpsipsi = zeros(nnpsi,nnpsi);

CTwphi = zeros(nnw,nnphi);

CTphipsi = zeros(nnphi,nnpsi);

CTpsiw = TWO * mkpsi1 * betap * sin(theta0) * Hpsi * transpose(Hw);

CTwpsi = -CTpsiw; % *** AB *** Coriolis damping matrices must be anti-symm

% *** AB *** ANIT-SYMMETRY

CT = CT + gqw * ...

[CTww, CTwphi, CTwpsi

-transpose(CTwphi), CTphiphi, CTphipsi

-transpose(CTwpsi), -transpose(CTphipsi), CTpsipsi];

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% CF (kinetic energy) forcing vector, ie Coriolis damping

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

dum1 = - m * eg * theta0DD*cos(theta0);

dum2 = + m * eg * ( TWO*betap*theta0D + theta0D^2)*sin(theta0);

dum3 = TWO * theta0D * ( mkm - mkm21*cos(TWO*theta0) );

QTw = - m*betap*x * Hw; % note the minus sign

QTw = QTw + (dum1 + dum2) * Hw;

QTw = QTw + dum3 * HwP;

QTw = QTw - m*eg*sin(theta0)*x * HwP; % note the minus sign

QTphi = -0.5 * mkm21 * sin(TWO*theta0) * Hphi; % note the minus sign

QTphi = QTphi -m*eg*betap*x* cos(theta0) * Hphi;

QTphi = QTphi - mkm*theta0DD * Hphi;

QTpsi = -mkpsi1*betap*cos(theta0)*x * Hpsi;

QT = QT + gqw * [QTw; QTphi; QTpsi];

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% Induced Strain forcing vector

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Qact = Qact + gqw * SU * Fba;

end

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% Realignment of the element dof with gdof sequenc

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% Permutation to reorder element dof sequence from:

% the local element sequence: qEloc = [qEw qEphi qEpsi]

% to the global element sequence: qEglob= ...
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ECT = CT(pvec,pvec);

EKU = KU(pvec,pvec);

EKT = KT(pvec,pvec);

EMT = MT(pvec,pvec);

EQT = QT(pvec);

EQactN = Qact(pvec);

% store the CF force at inboard and outboard edge of element

FAlhs = FArhs + 0.5*m* ( xrhs^2 - xlhs^2 );

Einfo.FAlhs = FAlhs;

Einfo.FArhs = FArhs;

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% Symmetry Check

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

go.symcheck = 0; % Set symcheck = 0 once code is up and running

if go.symcheck

eflag = zeros(4,1);

eflag(1) = max(max( abs(ECT + transpose(ECT) )));

eflag(2) = max(max( abs(EKT - transpose(EKT) )));

eflag(3) = max(max( abs(EKU - transpose(EKU) )));

eflag(4) = max(max( abs(EMT - transpose(EMT) )));

if (sum(eflag > minRe) ~= 0)

error(’Symmetry error in <structasb>’)

end

end

%==============================================================================

% END

%==============================================================================

debug_line=999;
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Appendix C

FINITE ELEMENT MODEL INPUT FILES

C.1 MACH SCALE ROTOR SABT-M99

function [rotordat,rotorDetailDat] = inpRotorM99

%============================================================================

% UPDATES

% -------

%

%============================================================================

% File: inpRotorM99.m

% -> rotor input file for the SABT-M99 Blades on the Bell-412 Hub

% -> Mach Scale Reference file -> do not modify

%

% Date: 23 February 1999

%

% Comments:

% 1) *** AB *** all data is non-dimensional

% 2) reference file saved in inpRotor_ref.m

% -> Other Input reference files:

% - bcinp_ref: definition of the boundary conditions

% - feminp_ref: FEM parameters

% - inpHeli_ref: helicopter input: collective, rpm, actuation inputs

% - inpSABT_ref: SABT actuator beam inputs

% 3) A ZERO entry denotes - zero: ie zero value or negligible

% - unknown: value not known, assume negligible

% - to-be-defined: eg for the fetype 2000 series

% 4) DO NOT model grip as a rigid element in flap -> leads to loss of positive

% definiteness of the Mass matrix (due large gradients of properties from

% flexbeam to actbeam across the grip)

% -> Cheat: EIy for 5/1, 6/1, 6/2 have been reduced by a factor of 10

% 5) mass and balance input data is via the subroutine <MASSandBALANCE.m>
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% 6) hub data is from the Bell-412 design report

% 7) main blade stiffness data is measured

% 8) actuator beam mass and stiffness is calculated later in <configSABT.m>

% 9) Note that the main blade ea in this file is set at 30.78% chord,

% measured ea is at 33.4%

% => update ea location and re-calculate the main blade section pitch

% inertias about this axis

%

% OUTPUTS

% -------

% rotordat.field: rotor configuration data structure

% ass_sequence = rotor blade segment assembly sequence vector

% betap = precone, [rad]

% ebeta = effective flap hinge offset - only used for rigid blade

% analysis

% ezeta = effective lag hinge offset - only used for rigid blade

% analysis

% flexbeam_twist = 0 if the flexbeam does not twist with pitch input

% ie there is a pitch-bearing outboard of the flexbeam

% = 1 if the flexbeam twists with pitch input

% ie it is a torquetube + flexbeam arrangement

% and the flexbeam twists with the torque tube

% -> set BC such that at outboard end of flexbeam

% the flexbeam twist is equal to the pitch input

% -> *** AB *** this option has not yet been implemented

% m0 = reference mass := 3 * Ib / R^3

% (Ib in this case does not include blade grips and hub)

% omeg_datND= rotorspeed used in nondimensionalisation of data files

% -> if necessary re-scale data on input for non-dim wrt

% omeg_ref

% omeg_ref = reference rotor speed for non-dimensionalisation

% R = radius, [m]

%

% rotorDetailDat.field: detailed rotor configuration input data structure

% aero = aerodyn info array, includes: chord, yLE_ac (aerodyn. center

% wrt LE, norm. wrt chord), c1 (lift curve slope, M=0), d0

% (zero lift drag coeff, M=0)

% desc = segment description

% FAconn(segidx,ii) = axial connectivity vector

% outboard end of segment #segidx is axially connected to

% segments ii=1..N

% fetype = index identifying the type of element to be used for the seg

% geom(i,j) = geometry info array, includes: # elements, x1 and x0

% K(i,j) = stiffness info array, includes: EIy, EIz, GJ, yLE_ea (ea wrt

% to the LE, normalized wrt chord)

% M(i,j) = inertia info array, includes: yLE_cg (cg wrt LE, norm. wrt

% chord) , m, mkm1, mkm2
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% Nseg = number of FEM segments for the rotorblade

% nubeta = fundamental flap frequency

% parameter calculated in <EA.m>, Eigen Analysis,

% parameter defined in, <frontFES>, finite lement in space

% front module

%

% CALLS

% -----

% gen_inc = required for definition of global vars

%

% NOTE: *** ALL DATA IS IN SI OR NON-DIMENSIONAL FORM ***

% (unless explicitly specified otherwise)

%

%============================================================================

gen_inc % required for global var defn

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% Overall Rotor Parameters

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

rotordat.m0 = 4.41538e-01; % via <MASSandBALANCE.m>

rotordat.omeg_datND_rpm = 2000.d0;

rotordat.omeg_ref_rpm = rotordat.omeg_datND_rpm ;

if Global_datin.change_omeg_ref_rpm > 0 % change reference rpm

rotordat.omeg_ref_rpm = Global_datin.change_omeg_ref_rpm;

end

rotordat.Rb = 0.762d0;

rotordat.ebeta = 2.72d0/100.d0*(0.5*6.9*12*0.0254)/rotordat.Rb;

rotordat.ezeta = 9.4/100.d0*(0.5*6.9*12*0.0254)/rotordat.Rb;

rotordat.betap_deg = 1.9d0; % 2.5d0;

rotordat.Nb = 4;

rotordat.Nseg = 6;

%-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

% Segment Parameters: description

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

rotorDetailDat.desc{1} = ’SABT’;

rotorDetailDat.desc{2} = ’Adapter’;

rotorDetailDat.desc{3} = ’ActBeam’;

rotorDetailDat.desc{4} = ’MainBlade’;

rotorDetailDat.desc{5} = ’Root/Grip’;

rotorDetailDat.desc{6} = ’Flexbeam’;

rotorDetailDat.fetype(1)= 1000; % fetype = 1000 => standard 7 dof BE element

rotorDetailDat.fetype(2)= 1000;

rotorDetailDat.fetype(3)= 2000; % fetype = 2000 => 12 dof acutator beam element
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rotorDetailDat.fetype(4)= 1000;

rotorDetailDat.fetype(5)= 1000;

rotorDetailDat.fetype(6)= 1000;

%-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

% Segment Assembly Sequence and FA connectivity

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

rotordat.ass_sequence = [1,2,3,4,5,6];

rotorDetailDat.FAconn = zeros(rotordat.Nseg,2); % initialise

rotorDetailDat.FAconn(1,1) = [0];

rotorDetailDat.FAconn(2,1) = [1];

rotorDetailDat.FAconn(3,1) = [2];

rotorDetailDat.FAconn(4,1) = [0];

rotorDetailDat.FAconn(5,1:2) = [4,3];

rotorDetailDat.FAconn(6,1) = [5];

%-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

% Segment Parameters: geometry

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% segment local NsubE x1 x0 rigid-Element

% Number Element /R /R flag

rotorDetailDat.geom=[

1 1 1 1.00000e+00 9.00000e-01 0

2 1 1 9.00000e-01 8.34030e-01 0

3 1 -999 8.34030e-01 2.09030e-01 0

4 1 1 9.00000e-01 8.37500e-01 0

4 2 6 8.37500e-01 2.09030e-01 0

5 1 3 2.09030e-01 1.50700e-01 0

6 1 1 1.50700e-01 1.43333e-01 0

6 2 1 1.43333e-01 1.28667e-01 0

6 3 1 1.28667e-01 1.23667e-01 0

6 4 1 1.23667e-01 7.76667e-02 0

6 5 1 7.76667e-02 7.16667e-02 0

6 6 1 7.16667e-02 6.40000e-02 0

6 7 1 6.40000e-02 5.65000e-02 0

6 8 1 5.65000e-02 5.03667e-02 0

6 9 1 5.03667e-02 4.35000e-02 0

6 10 1 4.35000e-02 3.65000e-02 0

6 11 1 3.65000e-02 2.95000e-02 0

6 12 1 2.95000e-02 1.90000e-02 0

6 13 1 1.90000e-02 0.00000e+00 0

];

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% Segment Parameters: Inertia

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% segment local yhub_cg m mkm1 mkm2
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% Number Element /R /m0 /(m0*R^2)

rotorDetailDat.M=[

1 1 5.65256e-04 4.09115e-01 4.31559e-06 2.76739e-04

2 1 -1.67658e-03 6.54289e-01 4.48066e-06 3.72707e-05

3 1 -5.20000e-03 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

4 1 -2.29570e-03 1.74713e+00 1.38415e-05 9.85393e-04

4 2 1.17558e-03 4.81316e-01 5.38857e-06 3.63107e-04

5 1 -6.43597e-03 1.29909e+01 2.68043e-04 1.29582e-03

6 1 0.00000e+00 9.45208e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

6 2 0.00000e+00 6.90807e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

6 3 0.00000e+00 1.10699e+01 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

6 4 0.00000e+00 4.60268e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

6 5 0.00000e+00 5.62191e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

6 6 0.00000e+00 1.31124e+01 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

6 7 0.00000e+00 8.12952e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

6 8 0.00000e+00 2.32965e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

6 9 0.00000e+00 1.29021e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

6 10 0.00000e+00 1.11225e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

6 11 0.00000e+00 1.21741e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

6 12 0.00000e+00 3.59155e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

6 13 0.00000e+00 5.91716e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

];

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% Segment Parameters: Stiffness

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% Cheat: *** AB *** EIy for 5/1, 6/1, 6/2 have been reduced by a factor of 10

%segment local EIy EIz GJ yhub_ea

%Number Element /(m0*omeg^2*R^4) /R

rotorDetailDat.K=[

1 1 2.35839e-03 9.65256e-02 1.10431e-03 0.00000e+00

2 1 1.26045e-03 6.96798e-02 9.16687e-04 0.00000e+00

3 1 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 -5.20000e-03

4 1 2.35839e-03 9.65256e-02 1.10431e-03 -5.78333e-03

4 2 2.35839e-03 9.65256e-02 1.10431e-03 -5.78333e-03

5 1 2.62721e-02 2.81432e+00 2.57620e-01 0.00000e+00

6 1 2.04905e-02 1.02496e-01 1.51325e-02 0.00000e+00

6 2 1.90652e-02 6.81843e-02 4.89168e-02 0.00000e+00

6 3 2.63939e-03 0.00000e+00 2.25668e-02 0.00000e+00

6 4 2.63939e-03 7.52227e-02 4.44298e-03 0.00000e+00

6 5 2.41944e-03 5.92104e-01 4.09106e-04 0.00000e+00

6 6 1.17453e-03 5.81546e-01 4.44298e-03 0.00000e+00

6 7 1.26251e-03 6.14099e-01 4.44298e-03 0.00000e+00

6 8 1.34609e-03 6.39613e-01 4.44298e-03 0.00000e+00

6 9 1.34609e-03 6.63368e-01 4.44298e-03 0.00000e+00

6 10 1.49566e-03 6.93281e-01 4.44298e-03 0.00000e+00

6 11 1.59683e-03 7.23194e-01 4.44298e-03 0.00000e+00
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6 12 1.93116e-03 7.57506e-01 4.44298e-03 0.00000e+00

6 13 1.05972e-01 7.77301e-01 4.44298e-03 0.00000e+00

];

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% Segment Parameters: Aero

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% segment local chord yhub_ac c1 d0

% Number Element /R /R

rotorDetailDat.aero = [

1 1 1.00000e-01 0.00000e+00 5.70000e+00 5.70000e-03

2 1 3.33333e-02 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

3 1 0.00000e-00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

4 1 1.00000e-01 0.00000e+00 5.70000e+00 5.70000e-03

4 2 1.00000e-01 0.00000e+00 5.70000e+00 5.70000e-03

5 1 1.00000e-01 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

6 1 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

6 2 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

6 3 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

6 4 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

6 5 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

6 6 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

6 7 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

6 8 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

6 9 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

6 10 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

6 11 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

6 12 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

6 13 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

];
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C.2 MACH SCALE ACTUATOR BEAM AB-

M99

function [sabtdat] = inpAB

%============================================================================

% File: inpABM99.m

% Description: SABT actuator beam definition input file

% -> MACH Scale

% -> 2 elements per full active unit

% Date: 31 January 1999

% 1) *** all data is non-dimensional ***

% 2) rotor radius: R = 0.762 m

%============================================================================

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% OVERALL SABT ACTBEAM PARAMETERS

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

sabtdat.BTangle_deg = 45; % 45 deg

sabtdat.cfid = 140; % graphite: IM7-8552 (modified)

sabtdat.Nactunits = 8; % number of active beam units

sabtdat.NE_per_actunit = 2; % number of elements per active unit

sabtdat.nplyCF_bt = 5; % number of bending-torsion plies

sabtdat.nplyCF0 = 5; % number of min-plane 0 deg plies

sabtdat.pztid = 910; % PZT-5H

sabtdat.ta = 333.3333d-6; % PZT thickness: 0.010 in = 0.254 mm

sabtdat.tplyCF = 233.3333d-6; % Graphite ply: 0.0070 in

sabtdat.width = 33.3333d-3; % beam width: 1.000 in

sabtdat.hmidcell = 7.874e-3; % mid cell internal height: 6 mm

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% Other Params: yhub is pos fwd

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

sabtdat.yhub_shaftax = 0.0000d0; % shaft axis wrt 1/4c, normalized wrt R
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C.3 REDUCED TIP SPEED ROTOR SABT-

F97

function [rotordat,rotorDetailDat] = inpRotor

%============================================================================

% UPDATES

% -------

%

%============================================================================

% File: inpRotorF97.m

% -> rotor input file for the SABT-F97 Blades on the Boeing-ITR Hub

%

% Date: 23 February 1999

%

% Comments:

% 1) *** AB *** all data is non-dimensional

% 2) reference file saved in inpRotor_ref.m

% -> Other Input reference files:

% - bcinp_ref: definition of the boundary conditions

% - feminp_ref: FEM parameters

% - inpHeli_ref: helicopter input: collective, rpm, actuation inputs

% - inpSABT_ref: SABT actuator beam inputs

% 3) A ZERO entry denotes - zero: ie zero value or negligible

% - unknown: value not known, assume negligible

% - to-be-defined: eg for the fetype 2000 series

% 4) DO NOT model grip as a rigid element in flap -> leads to loss of positive

% definiteness of the Mass matrix (due large gradients of properties from

% flexbeam to actbeam across the grip)

% -> Cheat: EIy for 5/1, 6/1, 6/2 have been reduced by a factor of 10

% 5) mass and balance input data is via the subroutine <MASSandBALANCE.m>

% 6) hub data is from the Bell-412 design report

% 7) main blade stiffness data is measured

% 8) actuator beam mass and stiffness is calculated later in <configSABT.m>

%

% OUTPUTS -> see inpRotorM99.m

%

% CALLS

% -----

% gen_inc = required for definition of global vars

%

% NOTE: *** ALL DATA IS IN SI OR NON-DIMENSIONAL FORM ***

% (unless explicitly specified otherwise)

%

%============================================================================
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gen_inc % required for global var defn

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% Overall Rotor Parameters

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

rotordat.m0 = 5.12222e-01;

rotordat.omeg_ref_rpm = 930.d0;

rotordat.omeg_datND_rpm = 900.d0;

rotordat.Rb = 9.04000e-01;

rotordat.ebeta = 0.0d0; % only used for rigid blade analysis

rotordat.ezeta = 0.0d0; % -’’-

rotordat.betap_deg = 0.0d0; % 4.5d0 -> ignore - because of static droop

rotordat.Nb = 2;

rotordat.Nseg = 6;

%-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

% Segment Parameters: description

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

rotorDetailDat.desc{1} = ’SABT’;

rotorDetailDat.desc{2} = ’Adapter’;

rotorDetailDat.desc{3} = ’ActBeam’;

rotorDetailDat.desc{4} = ’MainBlade’;

rotorDetailDat.desc{5} = ’Root/Grip’;

rotorDetailDat.desc{6} = ’Flexbeam’;

rotorDetailDat.fetype(1)= 1000;

rotorDetailDat.fetype(2)= 1000;

rotorDetailDat.fetype(3)= 2000;

rotorDetailDat.fetype(4)= 1000;

rotorDetailDat.fetype(5)= 1000;

rotorDetailDat.fetype(6)= 1000;

%-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

% Segment Assembly Sequence and FA connectivity

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

rotordat.ass_sequence = [1,2,3,4,5,6];

rotorDetailDat.FAconn = zeros(rotordat.Nseg,2); % initialise

rotorDetailDat.FAconn(1,1) = [0];

rotorDetailDat.FAconn(2,1) = [1];

rotorDetailDat.FAconn(3,1) = [2];

rotorDetailDat.FAconn(4,1) = [0];

rotorDetailDat.FAconn(5,1:2) = [4,3];

rotorDetailDat.FAconn(6,1) = [5];

%-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

% Segment Parameters: geometry
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%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% segment local NsubE x1 x0 rigid-Element

% Number Element /R /R flag

rotorDetailDat.geom=[

1 1 1 1.00000e+00 9.00000e-01 0

2 1 1 9.00000e-01 8.45100e-01 0

3 1 -999 8.45100e-01 3.18300e-01 0

4 1 1 9.00000e-01 8.61700e-01 0

4 2 6 8.61700e-01 3.18300e-01 0

5 1 3 3.18300e-01 2.69900e-01 0

6 1 1 2.69900e-01 1.89657e-01 0

6 2 1 1.89657e-01 1.75597e-01 0

6 3 1 1.75597e-01 1.61537e-01 0

6 4 1 1.61537e-01 1.47477e-01 0

6 5 1 1.47477e-01 1.33417e-01 0

6 6 1 1.33417e-01 1.19459e-01 0

6 7 1 1.19459e-01 1.05399e-01 0

6 8 1 1.05399e-01 9.13388e-02 0

6 9 1 9.13388e-02 7.72789e-02 0

6 10 1 7.72789e-02 6.32190e-02 0

6 11 1 6.32190e-02 4.91591e-02 0

6 12 1 4.91591e-02 3.50992e-02 0

6 13 1 3.50992e-02 2.10730e-02 0

];

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% Segment Parameters: Inertia

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% segment local yhub_cg m mkm1 mkm2

% Number Element /R /m0 /(m0*R^2)

rotorDetailDat.M=[

1 1 2.25154e-03 5.91730e-01 4.03360e-06 2.07557e-04

2 1 -1.13930e-03 6.46465e-01 2.71924e-06 2.37341e-05

3 1 -4.38319e-03 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

4 1 -7.31939e-03 1.41478e+00 8.56000e-06 5.68293e-04

4 2 6.36645e-03 6.37899e-01 3.87384e-06 3.28082e-04

5 1 4.44473e-03 3.25331e+00 1.81681e-05 7.62679e-04

6 1 0.00000e+00 4.26666e-01 1.50276e-05 2.80697e-05

6 2 0.00000e+00 5.82775e-01 1.06755e-06 6.05569e-06

6 3 0.00000e+00 4.40704e-01 1.34324e-06 6.05349e-06

6 4 0.00000e+00 3.54905e-01 1.68150e-06 6.27854e-06

6 5 0.00000e+00 2.93893e-01 1.88467e-06 6.33607e-06

6 6 0.00000e+00 2.64313e-01 2.01048e-06 6.29719e-06

6 7 0.00000e+00 2.53636e-01 2.17427e-06 6.39759e-06

6 8 0.00000e+00 2.85232e-01 2.29774e-06 6.49786e-06

6 9 0.00000e+00 3.19605e-01 2.39186e-06 5.99351e-06

6 10 0.00000e+00 3.69341e-01 2.83404e-06 7.21547e-06
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6 11 0.00000e+00 4.31988e-01 3.49009e-06 8.49887e-06

6 12 0.00000e+00 5.00572e-01 4.26301e-06 1.00734e-05

6 13 0.00000e+00 5.63273e-01 4.26301e-06 1.05635e-05

];

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% Segment Parameters: Stiffness

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

%segment local EIy EIz GJ yhub_ea

%Number Element /(m0*omeg^2*R^4) /R

rotorDetailDat.K=[

1 1 4.57776e-03 2.07431e-01 2.41690e-03 0.00000e+00

2 1 2.70866e-03 1.49740e-01 1.96993e-03 0.00000e+00

3 1 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 -4.38319e-03

4 1 4.57776e-03 2.07431e-01 2.41690e-03 -4.87489e-03

4 2 4.57776e-03 2.07431e-01 2.41690e-03 -4.87489e-03

5 1 3.77485e-02 3.85245e-01 5.53618e-01 0.00000e+00

6 1 3.90164e-04 9.98820e-02 1.12887e-03 0.00000e+00

6 2 2.77587e-04 3.73308e-03 1.12887e-03 0.00000e+00

6 3 6.66704e-05 1.99752e-03 1.12887e-03 0.00000e+00

6 4 1.64325e-05 1.35130e-03 1.12887e-03 0.00000e+00

6 5 5.58808e-06 1.19032e-03 1.63431e-03 0.00000e+00

6 6 5.68617e-06 1.25407e-03 2.16484e-03 0.00000e+00

6 7 7.44020e-06 1.38505e-03 2.35496e-03 0.00000e+00

6 8 2.93685e-05 1.79471e-03 2.69249e-03 0.00000e+00

6 9 7.67100e-05 2.18821e-03 3.02916e-03 0.00000e+00

6 10 1.55584e-04 2.64951e-03 3.29169e-03 0.00000e+00

6 11 2.75913e-04 3.24553e-03 3.47633e-03 0.00000e+00

6 12 4.40238e-04 4.12255e-03 3.68981e-03 0.00000e+00

6 13 6.44779e-04 5.47269e-03 2.66913e-02 0.00000e+00

];

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% Segment Parameters: Aero

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% segment local chord yhub_ac c1 d0

% Number Element /R /R

rotorDetailDat.aero = [

1 1 8.42920e-02 0.00000e+00 5.70000e+00 5.70000e-03

2 1 2.80973e-02 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

3 1 2.80973e-02 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

4 1 8.42920e-02 0.00000e+00 5.70000e+00 5.70000e-03

4 2 8.42920e-02 0.00000e+00 5.70000e+00 5.70000e-03

5 1 8.42920e-02 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

6 1 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

6 2 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

6 3 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00
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6 4 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

6 5 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

6 6 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

6 7 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

6 8 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

6 9 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

6 10 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

6 11 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

6 12 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

6 13 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00 0.00000e+00

];
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SELECTED PARTS TECHNICAL DRAWINGS
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Appendix E

POWER AMPLIFIERS

The amplifiers used for the active blade tip rotor research are HERO precision

power amplifiers, by Rohrer Meß-& Systemechanik [256]. The model PA9810

amplifier is a 700 Watt amplifier with a ±500 V, ±1.5 A output. The amplitude has

a 3 dB corner frequency of 500 Hz and the phase roll off is linear, approximately 0.1

deg/Hz. The amplifier was custom designed for the active rotor research program

at the University of Maryland.

The specifications are listed in Table E.1 and the zero load transfer function is

shown in Figure E.1. Note, that the amplifier has a 3 dB corner frequency of 500

Hz. At 167 Hz, (corresponding to 5/rev, N+1/rev, at 2000 rpm) the magnitude

drop is 6.7%, and at 300 Hz (corresponding to 9/rev, 2N+1/rev) the drop is 17.1%.

In order to directly compare the open loop transfer function (i.e. frequency

sweep) data and single frequency dwell test data, all measurements are normalized

by the measured amplifier output voltage, and re-scaled by the desired output

voltage. Considering that all the open loop tests were conducted below 200 Hz

(6/rev at 2000 rpm), the maximum data correction is less than 10%. If it is

required, the amplifiers can be modified to increase the 3 dB corner frequency up

to 2 kHz.
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Table E.1: Power amplifier specifications: HERO PA9810

Application Piezo Power Supply: 1 - 5 µF

1) Voltage output bi-polar: -500 to 500 Vpeak

2) Current output bi-polar: -1.5 to 1.5 Apeak

3) Bandwidth 3 dB corner frequency: 500 Hz

4) Input bi-polar: -10 to 10 Vpeak

5) Input type BNC

6) Output type BNC

7) Output gain: fixed 50 V/V

8) Output gain: variable 100 - 500 V/V

9) Output optimized for square wave and linear phase roll-off

10) Power supply 110 Vac, 60 Hz

11) Selectable voltage limits 141, 212 and 425 |Vpeak|

12) Selectable current limits 0.25, 0.5, 1.0 and 1.42 |Apeak|

13) Voltage monitor buffered output monitor 0.02 V/V

14) Current monitor buffered output monitor 1 V/A
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